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PREFACE

This document contains the proceedings of the workshop "Advanced Communication
System Engineering,* held May 26-29, 1987, in Sedona, Arizona.-) Sponsored by the Army
Research Office (under Contract DAAL03-87-G-0101) and organized by the Communication
Sciences Institute of the University of Southern Califomia,'the workshop had as its objective
hto determine the state-of-the-art and explore future trends in design tools for communication
system engineers, and to discuss the potential for utilization of optical processing in communi-
cation systems" These topics are all related to solving the large-scale communication system
design problems of the future.

Five panels were formed, each manned by experts from industry and universities and in
some cases government representatives as well. The panels were: (a) Design tools of the
future, aimed at trying to predict the needs of future communication system designers, (b)
Computer-aided modelling, analysis, and design of communication systems, to discuss tools
for the system engineer, (c) The status of optical signal processing, to propose new applica-
tions of optical processing, (d) A review of the state-of-the-art in communication system
design, to describe the critical problems presently confronting designers, and (e) A group dis-
cussion: the role of government, industry, and universities in advanced communication system
engineering, to bring out the cooperative and managerial problems that must be solved to
make real improvements in the communication system design process. Each panel consisted
of formal presentations and discussions. -

All sessions were taperecorded and transcribed in an effort to accurately preserve the
sense of the discussions. Transcripts of presentations were edited for clarity and for inserting
references to the speakers' slides, and the results were approved by the presenters. Hence the
following proceedings are, for the most part, not formally prepared papers, but edited tran-
scriptions.

Special thanks for the timely and high-quality production of these proceedings go to
Cathy Cassells and Milly Montenegro, the workshop secretary and administrative assistant.
respectively. Thanks for a job well done also go to Nikos Pronios and Gregory Yovanof, who
supervised the recording process, and edited the transcriptions of the sessions.

/Z

Dr. Robert A. Schold'
Workshop Chairman

iv.



USC-CSI WORKSHOP ON ADVANCED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ENGINEERING

Proceedings of Session One: Design Tools of the Future

SCHOLTZ: We're going to record We want to say a few words about
everything that's said here, transcribe it, what we see about the design tools of the
and get a full proceedings of the meeting. future, and we've deliberately tried not to
So you'll see microphones around on the make the talks tightly integrated. You're
front tables -- I hope the speakers will pass going to hear different points of view on
them around as we answer questions. We different subjects. Here's a general corn-
have one roving mike and one of the fel- ment: We're going to try to talk about
lows will get it to anyone in the audience design tools of the future, both what kind
who has questions. of design tools do users want for the future

The interest that USC has in this is (and this is presumably improvements in
trying to decide what our communications current tools if you know what those are)
engineering group should be doing in the and new types of tools. And then, from an
next 10 or 15 years. We'd like to know opposite point of view, what kind of design
where universities fit into this process, both tools are likely to be developed in the near
in teaching and in design, and what kind of future. Hopefully we'll have some specula-
research would be most useful to people in tions about the far future. As I said, we
industry. I hope that in the next couple of assume that you're going to hear something
days, we can answer some of those ques- about current design tools in other sessions.
tions or at least get some good ideas about As shown in CHART 2, the speakers
them. At this time, I'd like to turn this over this morning are Dale Harris, from Pacific
to our speculative panel, run by Dick Boo- Bell, who is going to talk more about net-
ton, trying to "crystal ball" what should be works; Ken Porter from Motorola; Barney
happening in the future in the world of Reiffen from Lincoln Labs, MIT; Raul Rey
design tools for communications engineer- from TRW; Jim Spiliker from Stanford
ing. Dick .... Telecommunications; and George Turin

BOOTON: Thank you, Bob. from UC-Berkeley. Now I caution people

Bob asked us to be the first panel. As to talk not about current design tools, but

CHART 1 shows, it is assumed that we're about the future. Raul Rey will probably
talking about design tools for the future, say a few words about BOSS (Block
that you already know what the present Oriented Systems Simulator), anyway.
tools are. [laughter] But if that doesn't [laughter] But I warn him I'll drag him off
work, you're going to hear this afternoon the stage if he says too much about it.

about some of the present tools. I've been Some overview comments on what
wondering about this microphone ... design tools are as outlined in CHART 3,
apparently it picks up radio signals too. and first of course we will talk about the
We thought this morning we'd have six analytical results that most university pro-
speakers. fessors worry about. The detailed analysis

made up from noise thee;.,, modulation
theory, and so on. Then there is a whole
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set of numerical results which have already tion, would worry about the circuit design,
been obtained and are useful as background and then somebody would do the body
tools. More and more interest is in the design, and so on. These have always
question of signal simulators which is a been, up to the very recent past, completely
matter of both hardware and software. As I separate exercises with people and pieces of
said, one of these is what we've been work- paper being the connection. As more and
ing on together with Kansas University is more of these things are handled electroni-
the BOSS, which you'll hear more about cally, there is more and more pressure to
later. Technical performance monitors, try to make these compatible. I think this
which are primarily software tools, will be will come out in some of the talks. The
doing the accounting in complex systems, tying together of the system specifications
keeping track of dB's and so on. Then there and test results, and the final evaluation of
are databases that describe the components the system as to whether it meets perfor-
of subsystems that are becoming more and mance tends to become automated. A lot
more a part of com-system engineering, of the design tools require a very bright
Probably in a sense further in the future, system engineer (or a team of system
but specially important, are software for engineers) in the middle running the tools
processing test results and correlating those and working on the overall system design.
with the design tools, and with current There's been a lot of loose speculation
designs. about Artificial Intelligence and how much

One last CHART [4] of what I see as one could put some of the creative design
some of the needs for the future. First of work in the hands of a piece of software.
all, much more detailed and realistic ana- There was mention of talking about the
lyses. For years people have done analysis artificial system engineer. This may be a
of simplified problems that were simplified long ways in the future but it's worth
enough so you could do a neat solution, but speculating. I'd be interested in comments
in fa' t the real system was always much from the group on that.
more complex. There's need to find the All of this talk about doing a better
analysis of realistic models. In the design job of system engineering and more
of a real system one of the most important thoroughly integrating the corn-system
things that the com-systemn engineer does is engineer's job into the rest of the design
to prepare specifications. That used to be a means, I think, that the job of what used to
purely manual exercise and is becoming be called a system engineer is becoming
more and more of a computerized task that much broader. I'd be interested in com-
is closely tied in with the design of the sys- ments, either by the panel or by anyone in
tem. the audience, about what is happening to

There are a couple of points of the the job of the com-system engineer.
interaction of the design tools. One is with Because I think it's changing, and in a way
circuit and subsystem CAD -- CAD in the much more toward the system engineer
sense of circuit design and PC board design being a real system engineer and in control
and so on. It used to be a completely of the overall engineering of a system,
separate exercise. The com-system instead of simply being an analyst off in a
engineer would do his analysis and then corner doing some dB calculations. That's
somebody else, after some manual interac- all I want to say for now -- let me come
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back later. Today, we provide "discrete services";
Let's go back to the spakr and that is, you have a connection in your home

since there's no particular reason for con- for each service you receive. For your tele-
vening in any order, I'd like to ask Dale phone or pers onal computer, you have a
Harris to start. We're going to try to hold telephone connection. For your television,
these to approximately 15-20 minute taks you have a separate cable into your home.
and 6 times 20 is two hours, so depending In the future, we may provide "integrated
on how much interruption and questions we services," where multiple types of services
have ...-- data, voice, video -- will be offered over

HARRIS: My topic today is the the same facilities.
design of networks, and in particular the Another change that's going to be
design tools of the future that will help iportant is the use of fiber optics in the
Pacific Bell appropriately design the public network. Many of the facilities between
network, as it's technologically evolves, central offices today are fiber optics. In the

At Pacific Bell, we spend almost $2 future, we will begin to see where
billion a year to economically upgrade and economic, fiber optics in the "loop plant'

evole te pulicnetwrk.Somene nce are the connection from a central office to

said, while talking about the defense the home or business. The fiber optic loop
budget, "A billion here and a billion thre may begin to become prevalent in new con-
and pretty soon it adds up to real bucks." struction in the mid '90s.
There are seven companies in the U.S. A fiber optic local loop will impact
similar to Pacific Bell, so that's $14 billion, our current approach to network design.
and that's just for the local exchange net- Today we have a fully interconnected,
works. A major challenge in economically highly meshed network architecture. When
upgrading and engineering the network is we begin to deploy very high capacity links
deciding what switches and other facilities for the fiber optic loop, the architecture
to deploy and where to deploy them. We becomes thinner. This may result in more
need to design the system so that it func- possibilities of a failed link causing total
tions efficiently and meets customer needs, network failure. Thus, the economic

In looking to the future, there will be tradeoffs, between lost revenue and surviva-
many technological changes -- changes bility and cost will become a more impor-
which will impact network design. For tant dimension of network design.
example, the public networks are moving These technological changes -- the
from the analog system of today to a fully move from analog to digital, from discrete
digital system. One of the design problems to integrated services, and from copper to
this change poses is that we can't simply fiber in the local loop - will change the
remove everything that's out there and start criteria used to design the network (FIG-
over; instead, this change will occur as an UYRE 1). In the past, our design criteria
evolutionary process. Currently, we ar have included quality of service, and
placing digital facilities in the network, but number and length of calls. In the future
it will take several decades before the entire additional criteria will be used including
network becomes fully digital. error rates, throughput, and transport delay

(FIGURE 2). In most cases, the design

9
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tools that we use today may be made to same databases. In the future, network
accommodate these types of changes by management and design will trend toward a
shifting the design parameters. single system.

I believe that the network trend most Currently, two types of computer
likely to drive changes in our planning aided design tools commonly used are cal-
tools is the trend towards a real-time culator tools and logical search tools. The
environment, a network that responds calculator type of tool is used by the
almost instantaneously to a request for engineer to perform numerical analysis. It
change. Currently, our network is not provides both economic and technical
reconfigured in real-time. Changes in the results. However, the design engineer
network are generally done by an order makes the decisions using the calculator
entry process, using human and batch pro- tool as a specially programmed calculator.
cessing. We design physical circuits; we set A logical search tool allows the
up physical connections between points. In engineer to specify a number of alternative
a real-time situation, a customer will be solutions and the computer numerically
able to order instantaneous changes in ser- assesses them, after accessing data from
vice. In the case of the large customer who appropriate databases. The computer derives
has a large number of facilities, such the optimal solution to the problem given
changes would constitute a reconfiguring of the alternatives presented by the design
the network on a real-time basis. We will engineer. One problem with logical search
do this using logical circuits; there will not tools, as we look to the future, is that the
necessarily be an identifiable, physical con- run times are very long. In fact, the net-
nection for each point-to-point connection. work is so large that an optimization run
This approach will require significant use of for a design problem, using a geographicalSmultiplexing and packet networking. FIG- area such as Los Angeles, may require
URE 3 summarizes the changes that will hours of computer time. So this approach
occur as a result of a real-time environ- cannot be adapted to real-time require-
ment. ments. In practice, the calculator tools give

Today two types of tools are in use: mixed results; the run time and accuracy
design tools and management tools. can vary.
Management tools are computer-aided tools What about using expert or
used in the day-to-day monitoring of the knowledge-based systems for design tools?
network and in insuring its appropriate FIGURE 4 shows a comparison in perfor-
functioning. Design tools are used to aid in mance of calculator tools, logical search
decision such as the installation and loca- tools, and expert systems. According to
tion of facilities. All the design is done FIGURE 4, exer systems potentially may
off-line, rather than in real-time. out-perform both calculator and logical

Public networks are very, very large search tools. Several expert systems have
and complex. Today we have multiple data- been built for network maintenance and
bases and management systems to manage management. I will describe seven of these
them. The network management and the expert systems. Five of these are proto-
network design functions are separate but types and two are being used in the field to
use much of the same data and many of the aid in network design and management.

10
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FIGURE 5 shows these seven expert sys- (Switching Maintenance and Analysis
tems. Repair Tool). SMART was designed for the

Designet is a knowledge-based system purpose of replacing human experts and
by BBN Communications Corporation in providing an automated capability for main-
Massachusetts. The design engineer pro- tming the switches in the central offices.
vides network requirements and asks the FIGURE 7 shows how SMART is designed
system to generate a first guess of what an to work with switching components.
approprate design might be. The design Presently, it works only with AT&T
engineer can then refine the design, change switches.
various characteristics, and run simulations Nemesys (Network Management
on the system. Presently, a programmer is Expert System) and ACE (Automated Cable
required to update the knowledge base. Expert) are expert systems designed by
Future goals of Designet are additions of an AT&T. The purpose of Nemesys, which is
easier knowledge base interface and migra- in the prototype stage, is to optimize net-
tion of the design process into network work performance during periods of over-
management as design becomes more real- load and stress. The ACE system is
time. Designet is used internally at BBN to currently in use in the field; it helps the
design networks. It has not, to my engineer identify cable problems and helps
knowledge, become a product for sale. design solutions to those problems. Cabling

Net/Advisor is an expert system problems are a useful application of expert
developed by Avant-Gard Computing, Inc. systems because these problems vary in
It works in conjunction with other network different parts of the country. For example,
design and management tools. It provides different parts of the country vary with
knowledge base access to a number of tra- respect to weather conditions and cabling is
itional network design and management affected by weather conditions. By using
tools, such as the IBM network communi- local experts to develop the approach to
cations control system, for example. The cabling problems and cabling designs, the
system does exactly what its name implies expert system is able to capture some of the
- it gives advice to the designer at the localized expertise in an automated system.
workstation. The system itself does not Eventually, the goal of ACE is to aid in the
make decisions; rather it offers advice to long-term design of transmission facilities;
the designer and the designer makes the this system is in place in four companies.
appropriate decisions. FIGURE 6 shows the Compass, a GTE Laboratories system,
key components of this system. is an expert system aimed at the design and
Net/Advisor is a knowledge based enhance- maintenance of switching systems. NTC,
ment to a conventional product, Network Troubleshooting Consultant, is a
Net/Command. In future revisions, DEC expert system. It functions in DEC's
Net/Advisor may become an active network remote maintenance centers. When a DEC-
element and pass commands to network NTET customer calls a problem in to the
devices as well as recommendations to the remote trouble center, the NTC expert sys-
designer. tem analyzes the symptoms of the trouble,

Bell Communications Research has makes a decision about remote diagnostics
developed an expert system, SMART that ought to be run, then calls (through

another software Package) the network
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manager and runs those network diagnostics HARRIS: Today our network design
remotely. FIGURE 8 shows the componenz tools for the public network can take hours
of the NTC system. NTC is not a commer- to run due to the network size and corn-
cial product, partly because of the plexity. They are run in batch mode on top
proprietary knowledge embedded in the of that. It takes a long time to make a
knowledge base. design decision.

Today, most expert system tools are With an expert system, the approach is
being developed in the area of maintenance not to try to achieve the optimal solution
and management. But as we move to the but a good enough solution. The run time is
future, the distinction between design of the a lot faster and eventually design decisions
network and management of the network can be automated so that there really isn't
may become smaller and smaller. Several even a human designer involved at all. For
of these prototype expert systems have the example, if you look at the DEC system,
goal of becoming near real-time systems the expert system ideally makes the deci-
and allowing the user to not only diagnose sions about what diagnostics to be run and
network problems but (through some addi- runs them. Ideally, there is no need for a
tional software) to design network changes human being to be involved at all. Some of
as well. These types of intelligent, real-time the other systems I described today are
tools are necessary to achieve the ultimate trending toward having the expert system
goals of network design and operation. arrive at decisions and deveiop the detailed

MOHANTY: Are there systems for configuration specifications for the design.
data networks or for voice networks? In the case of the network of the future

HARRIS: They will be for both. which will rely less on physical circuits and
more on virtual circuits, the network can be

MOHANTY: Both? redesigned in a virtual sense in near real-
HARRIS: For both. A lot of the tools time.

being developed today are being applied to SANDER: In the beginning you men-
data networks, for example the DEC NTC tioned that you saw that commercial and
application. But, as I mentioned, in the public networks will use packet technology,
future we're going to see voice and data and at the same time you indicated that you
integration, so that instead of having expected to see an instant service kind of
separate networks for data and voice, there performance in the future. To my way of
will be a single integrated network. thinkting that's somewhat incompatible

MOHANTY: Thank you. because it takes finite time to get packets

HUTH: You talk about short run through the network. Do you have any
times for expert systems, and I'm surprised comments?
-- I guess I don't understand why you think HARRIS: Well, what is meant by
they would have short run times versus instant service is that a change in a
having a human expert sitting with a comn- customer's required services or facilities
puter. He's played the system for 10 or 15 may not be done by calling up the tele-
years. Why does it take longer for him to phone company which in turn generates a
do the job than it would be for an expert work order. Rather the changes are imple-
system? mented through autc'nation. To achieve the

20
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flexibility required, virtual circuits are pre- factors driving the tool requirements, (par-
ferred. As you know, virtual circuits are an ticularly in the system engineering portion),
integral part of packet technology. Any but also the status of the software tools
delays caused by packet processing will not themselves. We've been evaluating literally
be detectable by the end user if the system hundreds of software tools. They all have
is engineered correctly. one thing in common: they don't work

SANDER: Thanks. together and that's one of the big problems
BOOTN: Ithin weough to ove we have. We're looking for an integrated

onOaToNg Io thek we ohet move design environment. We do not believe that

quesion bu ouraimwasto hve ome we can economically develop these tools
qtions at but enour amr wastion ihav some ourselves. Furthermore, we don't believe
timel a h nd ooe qedsuestions wSt the that we can effectively integrate software
Pante androme pavnenscusson. nSocKe tools together at a low level and then main-
Poterorom Go.S veornmesnt Elecronics, win that system. We therefore have been

Mtra. .. Sv yorq etosfra y careful to pick software tools where large
later.portions of them are already integrated

PORTER: Do you want them to together.
entertain questions as we go through the (VIEWGRAPH #1) This is our overall
presentation? goal, and it's an ambitious undertaking.

BOOTON: I don't mind short ques- If you look at what's been happening
tions here, but don't involve a real discus- i nierntedvlpettmshv

sion- lt'sleae tat or he nd.been incrasing over the years instead of
PORTER: Thank you. What I'd like going down. One of the reasons for this

to do is define system engineering a little increase is that the time required to define
bit broader than you are accustomed to the system has been going up, but some
thinking and discuss some of the tools of progress has been made in the hardware
the future. The Motorola Government Elec- design. So we see the actual development
tronics Group, is a contract development time increasing instead of decreasing. We
and production organization for DoD. We need to turn this trend around because if
must be very efficient in system engineer- you can reduce the development time, you
ing and design. Half of our business of con- also reduce the development cost -- it's just
tract engineering, developing products that that simple. The second trend is that the
later on we will build or will be manufac- producibility of the products as they reach
tured by other contractors. For the last 3 or the factory floor is also going down
4 years, we've been involved in designing a because of increasing complexity. I want to
computer integrated design environment for address these issues; system design and sys-
our DoD business, where we can take cus- tern complexity. I have selected some
tomers' requirements and flow them down examples of communication equipments
to detail design descriptions, do the physi- which you are familiar with, to discuss
cal design of the hardware, and build the here, in order to show complexity trends in
product. We've been in the process of some of these equipments. These equip-
evaluating software tools for this entire ments are relatively small physically but
design process. What I'm going to discuss very complex functionally. What truly is
today is what I believe are some of the key driving system engineering is the fact that
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the design technology is going largely to but are becoming very complex because of
digital techniques and the ability to design the ability to integrate VLSI into them
VLSI circuits is increasing rapidly; there- (VIE WGRAPH #5) Another complexity
fore the difficulty of defining these complex issue is the software required for general-
equipments is increasing rapidly. ized signal processing communications

I will describe 4 technology charts function. Signal processing software corn-
which I call "Complexity vs. Time' and the plexity is also growing at a very high rate.
technology is VLSI products, pager pro- This chart for some Motorola communica-
ducts, software and military narrowband tion products plots the number of software
digital voice system. These are typical CPU instructions that are used in the corn-
VLSI products. (VIEWGRAPH #2) Most of munication equipment versus time. Again
them are familiar likec the Motorola 6800 you see an exponential growth rate of more
and the 68,020. You will notice, as would than 10 to 1 in less than 10 years. These
be expected and as people have talke equipments are base-station equipments that
about, the complexity of these chips; they control the cellular and trunking communi-
are increasing by a factor of 10 every 5 cation centers. All of these complexity fac-
years. Also, as you would expect the tors; VLSI, equipment functions and
memory chips like the 64K dynamic ram software are compounding together. A good
are more complex than the general trend example of a product that illustrates the
because of the systematical design pattern, impact of complexity compounded is shown

(VEEGRAP #3 Nowwiththe here. (VTEWGRAPH #5) These are narrow
viWilit H #o) Nowr wnrain LI the band digital voice equipments for the U.S.

avalabiy of evendry inocr an VLstch Government communication DOD market.
nohgyps, taurnar podmunctiand custom They've gone to digital communications in
chpthatae urre cbomunialstondasystems order to provide security. Shown here are
that arebuldr about half standardSI ro-fn the million instructions per second that are

ductandabot haf csto VLS. T deine executed by these equipments to provide
the requirements for these communications communication and security. Again, you
systems and the interaction of these com- casethevriraincopxtyo
plex chips is becoming an increasingly achieve the performance needed. I'll talk to
difficult problem which is generally multi- the complexity of the STU Im system a lit-
plying faster than our ability to actually tle later, but let me point out that it exe-
design VLSI chips. cutes nearly 10 million instructions per

(VIEWGRAPH #4) The next chart second in order to transmit a high quality
shows the complexity vs. time when you secure voice message. But, how does all
apply this high technology to an electronic this increasing complexity apply to system
ballpoint pen, communication pager. Not engineering?
surprisingly, even in a small product like a (VIEWOGRAPH #6) Illustrated here is
communication pager we're now seeing a a very simplistic system engineering design
complexity of over 10,000 equivalent gates prcschtsowheeiodrtoren
which includes a complete receiver, filter pr osghat so hee ian puorde trent

and rysal reqenc conrol-- nd ata ture into a classical system engineeringprocessor that stores messages. The dev- task. The input into the system is customerices are small enough to fit in your pocket requi-rements. These requirements need to
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be analyzed and solutions synthesized for qualification and test, together with an over-
them. These solutions must be broken laying systematic review process.
down into some form of modularity and (V1EWGRAPH #8) Adding the system
allocated to each subsystem which then design disciplines to this overall program
must be further defined by a primin~ary phasing provides a framework in which to
and detailed design. The important point is discuss the maturity of software tools.
all of the complexity trends that I talked The areas that I discussed earlier
about on the previous charts are occurring where we have the most advanced capabil-
down at this lower level; subassembly, ity today is in the preliminary and detailed
modules, and component design. Our ability design phase. The first phase we call sys-
to design and build components like temn engineering although system engineer-
microprocessors, subassemblies and black iggosarsthenrepcssndste
boxes, is increasing much faster than our n glues acties the entire dg process di h
ability to basically define the requirements tgethr. Syste enieeign lsocuess
and simulate these functions. The other fac- tgte.Sse niern loicue

tor that is a major constraint is that the integration and test validation.
completed system during the design Software tools are being evaluated for
verification and integration phase are so each one of the phases of the process
complex, that it is almost impossible to test including system design, digital, analog, RF
and validate the entire system design. We microwave, software design, the physical
are finding that there's no systematic way design, mechanical and PWB, and so on
for the system engineer to manage the pro- and so forth, including integration and tests.
cess of defining requirements and making Before I discuss the software tools maturity
sure that the final design meets the prelim- I will show one last system design example
inary design requirements and mak ig sur of complexity. (VIEWGRAPI{ #9) The
that the final design meets the preliminary STU III is a DoD narrowband digital voice
design requirements and validated at al telephone which waq developed for the U.S.
these steps. Therefore, our ability to design Government for both conventional and cel-
hardware, software, and VLSI circuits is lular telephone applications. The voice
outgrowing our ability to define them and quality is nearly the same as a typical tele-
to test them. That's what we're finding, phone that costs $50.00. The unit in quan-
Our approach is to create a design environ- tity will sell for around $3,000. It provides
ment for system engineering that will DoD-level security for DoD customers and
manage this process by putting a structure U.S. Government personnel on a dial-up
into process, so that it can be systematic capability. It provides a capability that's not
and provide the automated tools. The sys- been available in the past. Primary
tern engineer can then concentrate on the difference is dial-up capability and good
conceptual design, the analytical process, as voice quality together with DoD security.
opposed to trying to keep track of all the Now let's examine what goes into this sys-
requirements manually. tem, and consider some typical develop-

(VIEORAH #7 Shwn hre s a ment times. Summarizing here is the
clasial A #7)te Showeern heorem ihs-a software and hardware complexity of this

clica system engineering proginram phes-n equipment. It includes four 8-bit micropro-

detail design, integration and tests and cessors, there's one 16-bit microprocessor,
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two custom co-processors, four other digital with the other software system. A 10 means
processors, and one custom arithmetic unit. excellent tools that are integrated into the
It also has standard logic of about 300,000 overall system engineering design architec-
equivalent gates. The custom chips include tuire development. The area that is in the
250,000 equivalent gates not including the best shape, although, in my opinion, not
memory; the operating system software totally adequate is software development
uses 63,000 instructions and the test system tools. There are software development tools
has 50,000 instructions. This is a complex which provide a good frame work for
system to be implemented in a small con- defining the requirements, and the require-
ventional desk top telephone. But now the ments analysis flow down, and then end up
reason for describing this secure telephone. with actual compiled code. The next most
(VIEWGRAPH #10) The schedule for the mature software tools are the physical
STU Ell is shown along the bottom of this design such as mechanical and circuit board
diagram. The development was completed followed by the digital design. There's very
in two phases. First the system design little software for analog, RF and
specification was completed in 14 months microwave -- just stand-alone software
in 1985 and 1986. The definition of that packages, nothing integrated together. There
secure network dates back, 3 or 4 years, is a critical need to be able to do behavioral
and some of the technology for the linear simulation of both a software and digital
predictive coding has been in development subsystems to tradeoff software and digital
15 years. We estimate if we had done this implementation but very little capability to
development 5 years ago in 1980, the tele- do this exists. Probably the biggest problem
phone would be 10 times larger. It would that system engineering has is validating a
have taken at least twice as long, perhaps design after it has been completed; before it
three times as long. The time in the frong is reduced to hardware or even after a sys-
end design, the system definition, has not tem has been built. There is none other than
improved in 5 years. Very few new tools a manual process for systematically corn-
for system engineeering have developed in paring the results of system integration and
this period. What's happening is that with test with the requirements. Also, if the
time for the actual detailed and physical design and implemented requirements start
design is decreasing but because of the changing, and the customer typically
complexity, the system design time is either changes requirements, flowing these new
remaining the same or actually increasing, requirements down and making sure that all
The other perspective I'd like to share with the changes are implemented in the
you in summary, is our experience relative hardware and is largely a manual process.
to what tools are available for the design Configuration management and a systematic
disciplines and what is needed. way of flowing requirements through when

(VIEWGRAPW #11) Summarizing, in changes are made is a critical need. Noth-
this chart is what we've found. At the bot- ing like this in our opinion exists.
tom of the chart is a scale of 0 to 10. Noth- The other need which is even more
ing adequate means that there may be tools serious is that behavioral simulators for the
available but they're really not adequate. At front design are developing with no comn-
the center position, a 5 means good tools mon language. All of these tools use
but they're limited in terms of integrating different languages. Also, none of these
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simulate link with any of the tools where 1986 on TRW's FLEETSAT Satellite No.
you can take English requirements and with 7. We at Lincoln provided an EHF package
some standard high level PDL flow down integrated on the FLEETSAT. The first
specification into the different simulators. If package was launched in December and is
one thing is needed, it is a standard working satisfactorily. The second package
language for this process. If the universities is scheduled to be launched in a couple of
really wanted to contribute to system months. FIGURE 1 is a functional block
engineering methodology, they could diagram of this system. It is a processing
develop a way of accomplishing this func- communications package -- is there a
tion. There is no consistent way of specify- pointer that I could use, well, I'll use a
ing the simulation and design process. Until pencil ....
we get adequate structure and standards in BOOTON: I've got one.
these tools, we're just not going to make REIFFEN: Thank you. Basically
much progress in system engineering andlowering the design time and the errors mn we're talking about a communications pro-

cessor which supports multiple uplinks
this sytem design process. from a variety of dispersed terminals that

BOOTON: Thank you, Ken. Any are operating at an uplink frequency in the
short questions? What? [laughter] vicinity of 44 GHz. The various uplink sig-
According to my watch, we've been one nals are demodulated down to data, remo-
hour with two speakers, so with six speak- dulated on a downlink which is then
ers we'll have minus 30 minutes left for directed to the various receiving terminals.
discussion at the end. So I'd like to urge The downlink operates at around 20 GHz.
the following speakers to move right along. The uplink modulation and downlink modu-
Barney Reiffen from Lincoln Labs, MIT .... lation are constructed to be anti-jam and, as
[dropped microphone] We just tested the such, utilize spread spectrum methods, pri-
mike, ah, it still works .... marily frequency hopping. The hopping is

REIFFEN: I'll try to make up some taken out on the uplink via a dehopper and
time. Rather than offer my thoughts on is reintroduced on the downlink using a
design tools for the future, I think I could different hopping pattern. All of this
be more constructive by suggesting a con- hardware is configured into roughly a 250
text for design tools that some others may lb package integrated on the FLEETSAT. It
be proposing. This context will come from operates with two uplink antennas and two
a contemporary communication system that downlink antennas. The package has the
we at Lincoln Laboratory are now complet- capability to switch between downlink
ing. I'll be much more micro than the pre- antennas on a hop-by-hop basis.
vious speakers, I think. The example will I hope this overview gave you a feel
serve as a case study which we approach in for what the system is, and what was
a very ad hoc way and not the systemized entailed in developing it. To give you a
way that everybody's appealing for. But, scale on it, the process of developing this
we did what we did. took about 4 years from the time the pro-

Basically, I'm referring to the FLEET- ject started until, let's say our first package
SAT EHF package that we have built two was launched. The job was accomplished
of; one of these was launched in December by a team of about 60 professional people
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and about 200 non-professional people. The the box is supposed to work in, temperature
cost to realize such a system runs approxi- extremes, voltage extremes, after it's been
mnately in proportion to the duration of the vibrated to make sure it still works, and
effort. If you have a delay it just translates then fixing all the bugs that appear when
into more money, and anything that can be you start tying to integrate it with its
done to speed up the definition, develop- neighbors. The approach we use is brute
ment, and implementation is bound to save force. We don't know of a better one to
money. As I suggested before, the pro- making sure that a system of this sort
cedure by which such a system gets built, works. Particularly in the space environ-
at least the one that we operate at Lincoln ment, it is crucial to test, test, test. it's
Laboratory, is ad hoc. We don't have an almost as if there's no substitute for it.
overarching approach. We set up a project There used to be a TV ad about an old
office; the project engineer runs it, we craftsman polishing a piece of furniture and
undertake the system engineering (this is a an interviewer asks him, "How long do you
term that everybody is using, but I'm not keep polishing7' and he answers, "Until
sure we all agree on what it means). We try they take it away from me." [laughter]
to break all these functions down to assem- What are the unexpected problems that
bly units -- boxes. we encounter in bringing the space

FIGURE 2 presents the signal process- hardware into existence? They're dumb,
ing subsystem broken down into boxes, they're stupid. An engineer might have a
each of which has a unit engineer assigned good design for a box, but it doesn't meet
to it. Each unit engineer has the responsibil- the size or the weight constraints that sud-
ity to develop his box, build it, test it, denly appear or perhaps were not apparent
integrate it in it's environment. He follows to him early on. There were quality control
the process from beginning to end, starting problems in manufacturing the harnesses.
with defining the interface specifications Wires came off and defective parts were
between his box and the other boxes to found on circuit board assemblies. You
which it connects. This particular unit have to test your parts meticulously to
engineer uses design tools of his choice. make sure that they meet specs. Another
We have contemporary computer-aided big problem that comes up arises from
design for logic design and whatever, ambiguities in the subsystem or box
There's no enforced design, it's basically specifications. There are interfaces that I
implemented in the style of the individual referred to before, and these interface
who's doing the job, with the condition, of specifications are written down in an inter-
course, that progress is being accomplished face document. There are many such inter-
via milestones and design reviews, and it face documents. Two engineers working
works in the environment of its neighboring on different sides of the interface may
boxes. interpret the interface differently, and when

The total job certainly has a significant you try to put their boxes together they
design content but is dominated by an don't work. Of course, each box engineer
awful lot of effort on implementation. points to the other guy saying, "It's your
Maybe it's 10-20% design, 80% hard work fault, my box works perfectly." The incom-
of making the thing work, testing it under patibility has to be diagnosed, fixed, and
the various environmental conditions that then retested. Again, we did all this by
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brute force, and there's no simple way that what might probably be at fault and, you're
I know of to avoid it. I hope there are checking against those specific guesses. Is
some simple ways that vQu can coryie up there something more than that at the base
with to do this sort of thing. of setting a test procedure?

I'll conclude by saying that this is not REIEFFEN: I think not. I think that
the kind of a system that gets built in large what one wants to do in this context is test
production quantities. Only a few of these everything. I didn't go into detail on this
will ever be built. It's not a system that is point, but this is a system with multiple
going to serve a massive community and uplink and downlink modes which can
major reconfigurations are going to be done function in many combinations. We would
over its lifetime. If that were the case, be testing from now to doomsday if we
perhaps it could justify a large software tested everything. So we try to search the
support system for figuring out the space of possibilities in some sort of rea-
optimum reconfiguration. The FEP system sonable way. When we anticipated a prob-
I have described occupied a large number lem, we worked on that well enough so that
of our best hardware engineers and com- that's not where the problem was.
munication system engineers. I offer it as [laughter]
an example, as a potential system to test BOOTON: Okay, let's move along.
design tools for the future to see whether Raul Rey is going to talk next about some
we could have done this sooner, better, of the work at TRW in this -area. I should
quicker, or whatever if appropriate tools explain that Raul played a very important
were available. Thank you. part in a workshop I had last week in Day-

REY: How many system engineers ton, and that Raul gets very enthused about
did you use out of that 40 professionals for his subject, so ... I may have to drag him
this project -- 60 professionals? off the stage at the end to hold our

REIFFEN: A very small number. It's schedule ..
very hard to distribute the system engineer- REY: I'm not going to talk that much
ing task, and actually at the core of it there about BOSS, although I do mention it a
was probably no more than half a dozen, couple of times in the talk; I'll let Dr.
ever; and even in the early stages of it, Shanmugan give you the details. You see,
fewer than that. Barney really led into my talk very well,

BOOTON: Thank you, Barney. Bar- we do the same kind of system engineering
ney warned me he would say something and build a similar kind of hardware at
different this time, and I appreciate it One TRW. We build primarily space comimuni-
announcement -- we're not going to take a cations payloads and systems, groundsta-
formal break, but there are coffee, rolls, and dions; they're large systems, they're very
watermelon slices in the back, so please eat complex. If you look at what happened
your share and do it informally. We're with our development of TDRSS (Tracking
doing fine on time now, but ... yes? Data Relay Satellite System), which at the

AMOROSO: It is an axiom of experi- time was considered to be a very complex
ence that when you set a test procedure, SA payload, the compeityt ofr MEL-
you're mostly guessing what might go STAR isarlound five timexreter ou can
wrong, what might probably go wrong, SA saon ietmsgetr o a
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see it in the number of engineers that were going to be integrated and, in fact, are
used to do that job, and also the number of being integrated nov.'. Currently, we have a
system engineers - I think there were number of simulators, our network, our link
somewhere around 20-25 payload system simulators, orbital-digital simulators, and
engineers on TDRSS and with the more one by one these is being integrated into
modern analysis and simulation tools that one simulation system. We have a lot of
we had for MILSTAR we still had around analyses programs that we use to predict
75 system engineers on MILSAR. things like IM performance, spur perfor-

What I'm going to talk about are the mance, bit error rate, all these different
engineering tools that we have today and pamers
how we're integrating them (see CHART At TRW we do our job differently on
#1). I won't talk about the system different projects, so I can say at least one
engineering process, because I think Barney project already has analysis programs that
did a real good job and the previous speak- are integrated into their technical perfor-
ers have described that process very well. I mance monitor software so that if you run,
want to talk about our tools, analytical tools let's say, a GiT analysis program and get a
and how we're integrating them. I want to result, it'll go into the technical perfor-
talk about the system simulation tools and mance monitor program and then calculate
how we're going to integrate those with the automatically the performance of the whole
hardware designer's tools, talk about our system. Now, in some cases, that's done
hardware database concept that we're mov- manually in some programs where someone
ing towards, and then some applications. will make a calculation, take it from one

Now one of the things that I see that's computer to another computer, manually
happening is that originally the CAD-type put the data in, run the TPM (Technical
tools were being developed by and for Performance Monitor) program. The pro-
hardware people who were interested in the cess is very cumbersome. (CHART #2)
very low level details of developing Data is being handled and interfaced with
hardware. There was not a lot of thought paper when electronics is available to do
towards the system engineering aspects of the transfer via communications lines.
those tools, and what I'm seeing, the thing Our CAD tools are being integrated
that's beginning to happen now, is that the with unit and system simulation programs.
whole process is being integrated. Even the One of the rules we have is that the CAD
hardware people are looking at tools like software that we're buying have to interface
BOSS to see how they can use a simulator both with the system and unit simulators,
to functionally design their units and then and we're defining those interfaces to get
integrate that with all of their CAD tools. that process started. We're developing a

What we're doing at TRW is we're hardware performnance data and model data-
defining the tools that we're going to use -- base. The reason I say both hardware per-
the CAD tools that we're going to use in formance data and model is that what we
the future -- we're writing specifications on need to have is a database that's accessible
them, and then we're going to buy a CAD to system engineers and unit engineers, that
system or systems (plural) that we'll use to contains not only performance data but con-
design our future systems. Our tools ar tains the models for each of the pieces of

hardware that we're developing. It has to
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be accessible to not just one system our systems. (CHARTS #3 and #4)
engineer but to each system engineer BOSS, we believe, is an excellent tool
responsible for a particular payload. One for the functional simulation of units. It
of the things we're doing is we've got a actually, although it was designed to be a
road map for system simulation. We've got system simulator, is really -- sounds like a
one project where we're working with the sales pitch, but -- an excellent simulator for
University of Kansas to study the tech- units. It does all the things that you need
niques of system simulation by developing to do when you specify a unit. An analog
and applying BOSS. We've gone through a type unit has to have transfer functions,
number of versions; the next step here is to iptsga essotu inl okn
develop a network simulation program that for spurs, gain ripple, which is how we
has a BOSS-like graphical driven simulator. spec a unit. BOSS does a really good job
We have some optical simulator models at simulating those kinds of functions, and
that we're integrating into our overall simu- we expect now that hardware engineers are
lation capability. But the final result is to going to use BOSS to make the first cut
have an integrated system for simulation. designs of their boxes before they even get

An example of what we' re tying to down to the CAD level detail design of the
do is in the area network simulation, where units. The unit models and the data that is
the ability to transmit data through various generated by hardware people to test their
links is a function of the bit error rate on designs are the very same models that. the
that link. If you have a low bit error rate, system engineer can use in his higher level
you must retransmit. So what we're tying system engineering system simulation. So
to do is have direct interfaces in our com- what we have here is a nice interface, I
munications link simulators to generate the believe, using BOSS as the core -- I'm get-
BER data that is passed up to the network ting a little ahead of myself here because
simulator. The network simulator can ask that's the decision we've made -- is that
for data of the lower level simulator. BOSS will be the core software for our

CAD tools are available to unit new CAD system, the system we're going
designers, they can generate layouts and to specify.
emulate hardware functions and generate (CHART #5) We at TRW have spent
performance data. Now two of those func- just about a year 'now looking at our
tions, as system engineers, we can use. If computer-aided engineering process. The
they've got software that can emulate goal is to define and specify one unified
hardware functions, we would like, as sys- system that we can use throughout project
tem engineers, to get those models and put phases, and we've formed a number of
them into our system simulators. They committees which have looked at the pro-
should be compatible models. Also we cess for different disciplines of developing

I would like to be able to have access to the electronic equipment, RF, low speed digital,
performance data that hardware engineers high speed digital and antenna disciplines.
generate as they're designing their (CHART #6) Those commnittees have

6 hardware. They're predicting the perfor- decided, at least three of the committees,
mance of their hardware; if we can feed that the antenna people have not come in
that into our system simulations, we can with their decisions. The other three corn-
predict or better predict the performance of mittees have evaluated the process and
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decided that BOSS will be the core for our payload.
computer-aided design process, and that aJI One of the things that we came up
future procurements of CAD tools will have against right away was a typical engineer-
to have interfaces to BOSS that will take ing question, that any analytical engineer
data from, and pass data back to the BOSS would ask: "Why do we need this?" Well,
simulator. there are the obvious reasons of cutting

(CHARTS #7 and #8) One of the keys down engineering time, more productivity;
to the whole concept, I believe, of but there's also a really overriding, I think,
integrated tools is the hardware database. important reason, credibility with our custo-
The key here is that we need to have good, mer. That if we have good data taken from
accurate data and models that we can use to hardware units, good simulation models, we
predict the performance of our systems. gain much more credibility with our custo-
Now the interface between system mers to show them that if there's a unit out
engineers and hardware engineers is of spec and we're claiming that the spec on
cumbersome to get data and give dat, it's the overall system is being achieved, he can
a very cumbersome process. Whereas if we rely on that data. I think that's a primary
could get an electronic database where we need, because it's important to us to main-
could go in and by using the right kind of tain our reputation with our customers.
cataloging technique call out for a model (CHART #9) This just shows, in kind
for a piece of hardware, we can get the real of a flow-diagram fashion, what the concept
data, the real representation of that is with a hardware database. Probably the
hardware as it was either designed and the key thing here that's different than what
data presented as CAD data or test data that you've seen before is the use of BOSS as a
comes out of a unit test. It is really impor- unit simulator. It provides the key inter-
tant that we have that kind of capability. faces between the CAD design tool and the
Something like this isn't only used in the unit that's under development. Data from
very beginning part of a program, it's used the CAD or the evaluation goes to this
throughout the program, all the- way from hardware database, unit data from tests that
where we do our evaluation of the design, are run go to the database, the models are
as a unit engineer does his CAD design and in here, and it's easy for the system
evaluates his design. (CHART #9) A sys- engineer to call up the appropriate models
tem engineer can take that data, put it into for a unit. The concept here is that every
a system simulation, as a unit performance unit as we develop it is catalogued. We
changes, as the design changes, we can have these units catalogued by what we call
look at the system performance changes. equipment specs. We can go to our model
(CHART #10) There are times when we library, we can call up that unit, that com-
would like to have our systems character- ponent by its spec, and there should be a
ized well enough that if we have a problem model for it and data that we can use in our
on orbit, we can go to that hardware data- simulations. It may sound like there's not a
base, pull out the representation of that sys- lot to be gained there, but you'd be
tem, run simulations to test whatever we surprised how many times in the develop-
believe the failure to be on orbit, we can ment of a system that we have to take a
simulate it on the ground if we have an unit out of a payload and put it on a bench
adequate characterization of the spacecraft to have it tested and replace it with another
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unit. When we do that we have to predict When we start off we have a database of
the perfornce of that channel again, and just models, predicted performance. The
it takes a lot of work if we don't have ade- system engineer has to take that data and
quate or the right kind of data that charac- predict that the performance of the
terizes the new unit. So I thought I'd talk customer's requirements are going to be
about some of the applications of this met. At that time he starts to negotiate
integrated approach, and particularly the with his counterpart hardware engineers.
hardware database, because there are some There are questions of interfaces, whether
real benefits to our customers. or not the unit can meet the requirements

One of the things we would like to do being imposed on it; and each time this
is have a rapid prototypinig capability. negotiation takes place, where a hardware
(CHART #10) At TRW we have years of engineer, let's say, gives a tenth of a dB,
history of building spacecraft payloads and we have to redo our predictions of perfor-
communications systems. We have a lot of mance. This is a rather involved process,
data for all the hardware we've built; unfor- and it happens all the way through the
tunately, that data is in databooks, all over design phase and we do a lot of negotiating
the company and very hard to get hold of. with our hardware engineers and our custo-
When we propose a new system to a custo- mer, and manufacturing is a stage that takes
mer what we would like to do is to put a lot of effort; a unit will come out of test-
together a simulation of that system, do a ing and it'll have some discrepancy -- it
rapid prototyping of it by putting a system doesn't meet some spec like the gain ripple,
together, show the customer what existing phase distortion -- specs that % can't just
hardware we would use and what its perfor- write off. We have to go to our customer
mance is, then put in only that new and prove to him that first of all the box is
hardware that is needed to solve his prob- not broken, that's the key thing. But the
lem, and then demonstrate to him that second thing we have is that if we accept
we've got a working system and it'll meet that unit and put it in a system, we have to
his requirements. This has been done by convince the customer that we're still going
software people at TRW. In the Defense to have adequate margin in system perfor-
Systems Group they have a facility for mance. So we go through this process and
rapid prototyping. They can put a system all through this process we use simulation
together, bring in a customer, show him the quite a bit. Now in a sense this isn't a new
performance of that system, not at our concept because we did it on other pro-
level, the communications level, but for grams, on TDRSS we use LINK to simulate
building computer systems. It's been vr the payload. As data came in from units
effective. we replaced theoretical data with actual unit

(CHART# 12) et's see, I won't go data, but we did it manually. We read the
(CHARTh #12)oepocs er . o r data out of data books, and put it in the

togn h w ole phroc es ofhee stagreD. simulation. It always seemed to be a little
Boougtr] wI thogtwha me do ther st silly to me because the data was taken on
[lawugtr Icoughpt whanauatd osherei computers, it was on tapes, and I didn't
show prormconcetognoae system egneig n know why we had to continually do this

although it looks very repetitive, each one mna rnfr u ev oetepo

of these processes is actually different. cess before and the big difference here is to
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try and get some electronic interfaces to get hardware and we want to use that in our
us the data we need and increase our pro- future designs.
ductivity. Thank you. Any questions? SCHOLTZ: Raul, could you comment

HARRIS: This may be more of a on the size of the database that you expect
comment, but, one of the things that you and how you plan to manage this in the
said that really rung a chord with me was future ... it seems to me that this could
the need to do rapid prototyping. That's become quite a monster after several years
something that's becoming apparent in our of operation.
industry, that we're going to have to be REY: We've thought about it but we
able to prototype new services, new pro- haven't sized it; however, the only way to
ducts and new capabilities a lot more than keep something under control is to use the
in the past. We find Japan, for example, present functional structure that we have.
does a lot more prototyping of advance sys- Each laboratory builds a certain set of
tems than we do in this country. One hardware, so each laboratory has to have a
approach that we're taking, I'd just like to database for their hardware. If we know
mention it because it involves something where the hardware was built we can
we're doing with a university, we've found access their computer and data base. What
in looking at network prototypes that build- we're doing now is we have a number of
ing the prototypes are too expensive usu- VAX 780's that are in the digital design
ally, and simulations are good but they center, we'll have something in the system
have sonmc problems, and we've gone to engineering laboratory. The only way to
network emulation a bit. There's a project keep this under control, I think, is to let
at Berkeley that's being headed by Prof. each functional element, each product area,
Varaiya and Prof. Warren called the PNFS control their own database and then we just
or Programmable Network Prototyping Sys- have to know where to access the data. If

with. It is software-based, and will allow database; if it's digital, you go to the Digi-
the emulation of network nodes, network tal Lab database.
transmission and network hosts, all defined REIIFFEN: I would offer a comment,
through a software interface. That is an and perhaps a concern on the theme of
approach that -- I don't know about that database and sizes. With an integrated sys-
particular project, but -- that's an approach tern, along the lines that you propose, there
that we feel is important in terms of tools, is a concern -- I guess I just gave it the
are tools to allow emulation and quick pro- nm h ha rCafpolm- h
totyping inteftr.unit engineer is interested in aspects of his

REY: Well, in the space payload busi- box behavior which is very detailed. I
ness, the way government budgets are would offer aspects of its reliability, of its
going, we're not going to be allowed to marginal design, and so forth, which are
build total brand new payloads. It's going not of concern to the system engineer. In
to be a very competitive business in the putting together an integrated system, it
future and we're going to have to use exist- seems to me, one must be aware of the
ing designs wherever we can. At TRW our potential of confusing the system engineer
competitive advantage might be that we've with chaff. The amount of information that
already built a lot of space qualified
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the system engineer wants to know about Force to use in Europe and Korea, and it
the functioning of the unit is generally very wasn't used by the Air Force for reasons
much less than the amount of information only DOD understands. The DCA wrote
that the unit engineer wants to know. the specs and it was an Army contract, and

REY: Yes, I agree. I think that's we spent about three years and quite a bit
what makes the concept of BOSS as a unit of money developing the system, and got
simulator at the functional level, rather than the final test results, and sat down with the
at the detailed component level, a nice Air Force and the Army, and the Air Force
interface. The unit designer will design his says, "We can't use this ...... and they gave
box first as a set of functions rather than us the reasons. If we could have had some
getting down to the detail, and that's where kind of rapid prototyping in the simulation
he'll interface with the system engineer. Ii sense to show the customers in the begin-
don't think the system engineer needs to ning how the system was going to operate
know the CAD portion of design. He ... that may be way off in the future to
would like to have data to characterize the develop hardware rapid prototyping in a
unit, for instance a channel. He would like simulation sense, in the same way that
to have the frequency response for that unit, software people have, but I think it's a
and if in designing the box the hardware worthy goal. *Enough of that. The fifth
engineer has produced that data the system speaker is Jim Spilker, President of Stan-
engineer would like to have access to it. ford Communications.

BOOTON: Thank you, Raul. And I SPILKER: Thank you. As the last
especially thank you for not forcing me to speaker I have the advantage that all of you
drag you off the stage .... [laughter] Very are still here, the hard core. The problems
good. I can't help it, I had a comment that Stanford Telecommunications have fall
though about rapid prototyping. We've into the same category as the two previous
watched our software colleagues, as Raul speakers from TRW and Lincoln Lab --

said, working on rapid prototyping as a tool albeit on a slightly smaller scale. We have
for rapid simulation of a major software our organization operating almost entirely
package, and one of the major benefits has on fully projectized teams with the system
been that they can bring a customer in and engineers doing the overall system design
show him how the system is going to work, and then coming back heavily in the test
and quite frequently they find out that he and integration phase. The hardware and
doesn't really like it. He gives them specs software people are on the same team with
and they go off and rapidly put together a a considerable amount of our work being
simulation system, and then find out what done on ASICS and microprocessors.
the customer likes of it. In the past they When Dick asked me to say a few
would start with the spec, go off, spend words about design tools for the future I
several years and a few million dollars, and was debating with myself as to whether to
produce a software package, and discover talk about some of the design tools for sys-
that it wasn't what the customer really had tern engineering, which I think are moving
in mind. It was what he put in the specs, along fairly rapidly. We have now the abil-
but it wasn't what he had in mind. We've ity to take an entire telecommunication line,
done that on hardware programs; we including a very complex transmission
developed a microwave radio for the Air channel with disturbed ionosphere and pro-
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pagation disturbances of that nature, digital intermediate frequency of the receiver,
signal processing, on both the transmit and never down converting down to baseband at
receive side, and fully to simulate the entire all. That A to D converter would operate
network with the supercomputer. I think at what some people consider to be a radio
that process, in other words the entire simu- frequency, especially if you happen to be in
lation process, is going to be more and the BF radio business. So you basically are
more powerful now that we can have 1/4 converting to digital very early in the game.
the sm~ed of a Cray at some fairly reason- We will have ASICs that can operate at
able price. A second set of design tools is processing speed up to I to 2 gigawords
used in the development of microprocessor per second. We can do something close to
software and our large Mainframe software that right now, but with a limited number
where we have very powerful workstation of gates.
tools linked with one another and support- Now in looking at VLSI as a design
ing teams of software engineers, issue and at the history of what's been hap-

The area about which I finally decided pening over the last ten years, it seems to
to talk, however, is in a third category, me that we're in a very exciting area of
VLSI design tools. I would like to look at transition. If I remember back in the 1960
some of the tools we have now and some era, a few years after I received my Ph.D.
that we will have in the future, and present from Stanford, the system engineers and
basically one person's view, my own, of analysts were many steps removed from
where we're going in digital design. anyone actually building hardware. That

I see the digital semiconductor world isolation I think has been progressively
of the future as really having only three disappearing.
different families of components (see FIG- Along with that disappearance of the
URE 1). The first being families of isolation, we see a rapid increase in the
microprocessors, the second being memory complexity and capability of ICs. In the
elements, and the third being the Applica- 1960 era when [Cs first came out in the
tions Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) planar type forms you would be lucky to
and this latter, I think, is going to be one of get maybe four to a half a dozen transistors
the dominant types. In fact, I would per integrated circuit chip (see FIGURE 2).
predict that of these three different classes Now in the last 1980s we're at approxi-
of integrated circuits, that ten years from mately a million transistors per IC chip, and
now ASICs will be the dominant type. I'll depending upon what you project for the
probably get a lot of argument about that future with the standard single layer types
but anyway that's my prediction. of integrated circuits, we can see that rising

I would further predict that the A to D above a million, perhaps up to 16 million.
and the D to A converters within those sys- There have been some projections of even
tems will be integrated on board the ASICs. higher numbers of multilayer integrated cir-
We can do that right now as a matter of cuits or three-dimensional ICs which are
fact. So you can have a system where in now starting to creep up in capability to the
the real world the processing done in a same number of transistors per IC chip as
receiving system starts out with an A to D we have with the more conventional type.
converter operating at some reasonably high Thus at least some people are projecting

that complexity will rise on through the
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level of a million gates per IC chip. Cer- software, and that you required teams of
tainly we will have integrated circuits of software people. Rather than relying on
really tremendous complexity, particularly one single wizard you'd like to have
if you talk about three-dimensional ICs several wizards working in parallel. You
where we're stacking multiple active also found that those teams really have to
integrated circuit layers, separating them by be reasonably small, otherwise you face the
various types of dielectric insulating materi- problem that you have so many people
als. working on the task that they spend all of

Now if you couple that increase in their time communicating with one another
gates per IC along with the increases in and never get a damn thing done. So keep-
speed, you have some tremendous capabili- ing the levels of communication between
ties, but you also have some enormous the team members manageable is certainly
design problems. How do we manage that a key issue. At least some people have
complexity? I-ow do we manage, if you suggested that the use of electronic mail

will, the coming crises of complexity of the between team members is a step in that
devices when we're growing to more than a direction because it is time efficient. Thus
million devices on a single chip? If you I believe we should keep the teams small to
look around the countryside, you'll see that minimize the communication requirement
in fact there are a number of different suc- and aid them with design tools that can
cessful systems that have well over a mil- enable them to stay small.
lion components; for example, a hundred Now one of the problems that isn't
story skyscraper is certainly going to have talked about or taught very much and for
millions of components, wide body jets, the which there really isn't a good design tool
same thing, and obviously the nationwide available is the task of successful partition-
telephone communication network (see ing of the functions on a VLSI chip so that
FIGURE 3). One of the key things that those functions, those subfunctions or
you'll recognize in these systems is that modules, those macro cells if you will, can
there are very successful partitionings of a be compiled automatically or semi-
physical nature in them. In the VLSI chip I automatically on a silicon compiler or some
think we're going to have to do the same higher order language. Now at UC-
partitioning perhaps not so much physically Berkeley, C. H. Sequin has really been a
as you have in a skyscraper, but rather a proponent of that; as a matter of fact, pro-
logical partitioning. We will also see a posing not only the use of design tools but
very rigorous structuring that we have greater course structuring within the univer-
found necessary in the complexity crises for sities, teaching how to manage complexity.
software, which we faced some years ago. I argue that this training really is an issue

I think there are things to learn from that has to be dealt with in addition to all
the lessons of software complexity encoun- the other design tools that one might have
tered when we reached complexities of available.
several tens of thousands of lines of code. There are some comparisons that one
When we got beyond the point where one has in looking at VLSI and software design.
super wizard could write all the code and First of all a software programmer and
keep track of it, you began to find that you VLSI designers have some things in corn-
had to have much greater structure in that mon in the way of productivity. For exam-
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pie a software coder can code in the Now let us look at the cost of the
ballpark of ten lines of code per day (see ASIC chip (see FIGURE 5). There are a
FIGURE 4). 1 think we all know that there number of different ways that one can build
are some software wizards that can maybe an ASIC chip, progranmnable logic arrays --

do double that many lines of code, or I didn't really list them here, but those cer-
perhaps even more. However, in either tainly are one form; gate arrays where you
case the lines of code produced have been basically have a cell layout and you have
found to be surprisingly independent of the one or more metallic interconnection layers
type of code that you're using. For exam- overlaid; the standard cell which is an inter-
plc, you can do five or ten lines of higher mediate step to a fully custom handcraft
order language code, or you can do ten design. In the full custom design every-
lines of assembly code in the same time. thing on the chip is pretty well free for the
The complex algebraic higher order designer to use. If you look at the cost of
language statement, of course, has a great these alternates the overall cost per chip is
deal more in it than an assembly load basically the development cost divided by
instruction. So the efficiency of those two the number of units that you're going to
types of operations, one using HAL and the produce in this system, plus the production
other using assembly languages, is cost of the cell which is directly propor-
markedly different. tional to the die area, the die size if you

Now with ASIC VLSI design, I think will. So that if you sum those two then
you have much the same situation -- you you end up with the average cost of your
can argue about the number, but -- perhaps chip. The die size varies significantly for
ten "items" per day is what a standard the same logical elements depending upon
ASIC designer can do. The efficiency of what you h -e in the way of design tech-
that design again varies largely depending nology whether it be gate array, standard
upon whether his "items" happen to be ten cell, or full-up custom. In one reference
processors per day or ten macro cells, if design that has about 6,000 gates and 1.2
you will, or whether it be simply ten micron technology, we end up with a die
transistors per day. So the statement here, size reference level of 1 for the gate array
just as in software, is that the key is in par- and .4 for the full-up custom, and a little
titioning the system into macro cells and bit more efficiency for the standard cells
then proceeding so that the designer than the gate array. The development time,
operates with the larger cells, and then however, is the quantity that varies most
automates the lower level design of these dramatically with the gate array at a refer-
macro cells. I think there is at least one ence level, x, which typically might be on
difference between the complexity of state- the order of 3 months; 1.5 times that for the
ments with which one has to deal in standard cell, and then the full-up custom
software and hardware and that is the could be as much as 6 times that. I argue
hardware ASIC design is at least a two-, that as the complexity of the chips becomes
perhaps a three-dimensional type problem even larger than the relatively simple 6,000
whereas the software is perhaps at least in gate chip that we described here, that this
some sense has only a one-dimensional full custom number could be even larger
problem. compared to that for the standard cell and

gate array.
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Now the effectiveness of design using rithms that can allow you to speed up the
macro cell higher order design language process are in fact all performing to your
tools or silicon compilers, as you might satisfaction. Once you've reached that
choose to call them, basically vary all over point you would hope that you can now
the map at this point in time. And if you take that algorithm specification and feed it

talk to various people about silicon corn- into this array of VLSI design tools that

pilers you'll find that there's a very mixed would include such things as supercomput-
review there at this present time. I think ers and perhaps supercomputer-aided
that the performance will improve dramati- workstations, superaccelerators, if you will,

*cally as time goes on but perhaps not to the to aid in the simulation of the VLSI pro-
*same level that it has with the software cess.

arena. You can now get some very Expert systems software hopefully will
efficient software compilers that do not per- take care of some of the heuristic elements
form too far below someone wr'iting in the design of a true expert VLSI design

*directly in assembly language. But with a engineer. I don't think anybody expects
silicon compiler -- I should say a gallium that the expert system software is going to
arsenide compiler as well -- you end up beagodsthexrbuprasift
with die size figures which are strongly canabeg80% as good thatrt wuld prsi bet

related to the regularity and structure of the tremendous accomplishment because you
4chip that you're designing. For a very sim- don't have that many experts floating

ple structure like a ROM you can typically around the world at this point in time.
__get 30,000 transistors per square millimeter, Anyway, if you can simply do 80% as well

for a RAM, almost as many -- about 10,000 asteru exrtndmlpythtb
(seeFIGRE ). owevr, s yu g to using many hardware processors, you're

random logic at this point in time you certainly much better off. Next the silicon
achieve a very low efficiency relative to theC compilers operate on the partitioned circuit,
more heavily structured units. For regular and finally mnini-supercomputer simulation
logic, perhaps an arithmetic logic unit with and self-testing being the two other crucial
some degree of structure, you can do better elements of the future design process. Now
than random logic but still not really very in this particular chart I didn't really list the
good. So a lot of progress is yet to be elements that have to be done in the foun-
made, and we see quite a number of dry becae'se that's a whole new set of

bdifferent companies trying to work in that software tools that are more related to the
arena.physics of the operation and the process

As a communications systems engineer control and so on.
I always looked towards the time when you In any event, what I would hope to
could sit down and write out your equations see is the design tools that we're proceed-
(see FIGUTRE 7) and put those equations ing with now enhanced to the point where
and algorithms into some sort of simulator we can in fact have that very close associa-
to ascertain that those in fact are the right tion between the communication system
algorithms, that they have the right degrees engineer and the foundry. If you look at
of quantization and so on, the right clock some of the things that I think we need to
rates, the processing that you want to do is do in order to get there, first of all, we now
being done, that some tricks and the algo- haeagatmn difrtCA- E
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workstations and VLSI foundries all work- designers, not just a wizard or two here and
ing in parallel with little commonalty (see there. Then finally, one other thing that I
FIGURE 8). You have the people in the think we'll see for these million or so gate
workstations business, like Daisy, Mentor count chips is that some of the chips will
Graphics, Apollo, Sun Microsystems, and be self-healing, self-testing, or self-
so on, and then you have the various foun- diagnostic. With a million or 5 million
dries, each of which has its own software gates on one chip one would need to have
tools. The interaction between these is not redundancy built into the chip such that if a
very good at this point. I think that we small microscopic fraction of the chip
have a real problem because there are too becomes disabled for some reason, that the
many unique systems and in addition you whole thing doesn't have to be tossed in
have a very fast moving technology. It is the garbage pit.
not clear to me how this problem is all My view of the future of VLSI is a
going to be resolved and I don't really have very optimistic one. I think that we're
an answer for it. However, we definitely going to see design tools such that the com-
need more uniformity in the data formats so municto ytmegne nfc a

that sythemscnbgntral.etroet really have much closer interaction with the
the oher.VLSI foundry and much shorter design

For the complexity management prob- time. I see breadboarding as a way of life
lem I described earlier, we need better tools disappearing entirely. You really can't
for the partitioning of the VLSI chip into breadboard precisely any of these VLSI
reasonable cells that can be put into a sili- chips as most of you already know. Some
con compiler. In the silicon compiler area of the prototyping that one had done in the
as I mentioned earlier there is a lack of past, I believe, will be a way of the past
efficiency, but I think a good many people rather than of the future. Thank you.
are working on that issue, and I think that BOOTON: Any questions?
we're going to see some real progress in CHETHIK: Well, perhaps more of a
the next five years. Expert systems can challenge than a question. One of the
incorporate some forms of the heuristics things that comes up for me on a number
that are used by skilled human VLSI of occasions, I've been asked to quantify
designers and then couple that with the rich productivity which seems like an impossi-
databases that are available for the macro ble task. From a software designer point of
cells. As time moves on there will be more veoecnstdw n opt h
and more of those basic macro cell libraries vimew, olnensi ownn co mpute da the
available. Supercomputers and superac- numbwae ofnlinesr oces aerdy tat ai

celeatos, s VSI esig tols an ake mentioned whether these are written in
the VLSI circuits more and more powerful, assembly language or major code segments,
and thus make the supercomputers them- his productivity can be measured somehow
selves much less expensive and more quniavey Ho desneg abt
powerful and hence more available as a quantitanthiv How hade oene rs oabu

rgrgVLSI design tAms I ethink hae saw the first attempt at telling us that a
regadingVLS desgn eamsI tink hat VLSI designer can design ten elements a

our interest here is in making sure that we daItikI'lkeoharmeabu
can operate efficiently with teams of dyItik I'lkeoharoeabu
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that. tern engineers in another portion, and over
SPILKER: I don't really have a there are the computer science majors. It's

definition of productivity; I wish I did. The remarkable how little interaction there is.
context in which I raised that was simply The way we operate at our company is with
that if you look at the VLSI design produc- highly projectized teams of engineers --
tivity in the sense of how many gates can system engineers, communications system
be efficiently designed on a VLSI chip per engineers, hardware designers, software
person per day, and when I say design I designers working side by side in an effort
mean the whole process of all the way to reduce the communication problem.
through the simulation and checking out the However this mode of operation is consid-
interfacing. So I think one measure is erably different than what you often see
clearly how many gates can a designer pro- within the university campuses. I think that
duce per day. I wouldn't propose that as is one of the things that I would argue for,
being the best, but it is certainly a measure. that students should be a little bit broader.

BOOTON: I have one question for In the future you will be able to sit
you, Jim. As things change in the direction down as a, say Ray Pickholtz who's a super
that you've indicated, what does this say spread spectrum engineer, and design these
about the nature of the kind of person who fantastic communications systems and come
should be the corn-system engineer? At up with a receiver design that can be
one time corn-system engineers had to do translated right now into a hardware chip,
no noise theory, modulation theory, and and by golly, the damn thing actually

know how to do link budgets. And when works. And that's the amazing part to me,
you're coming to putting most of the sys- when you go through this complex
tern on one large chip, what's the nature of sequence of operations, the chip actually
the kind of person who ought to be the works. I mean it's a revolution! I think
corn-system engineer? that the interaction and broadening of the

base of knowledge of our engineers is prob-SPILKER: I think that the corn-

system engineer, as time moves on, is in ably happening now to some extent, but not

some sense going to be broader in his back- nearly to the extent that it should.
ground. For example, the question of BOOTON: Thank you. Aside to my
management of complexity of the systems. speakers, I'd like to pick up copies of your
You know, I certainly never took any viewgraphs before you leave, so that USC
courses on complexity management at Stan- can put these into the record of the confer-
ford; in fact, I don't think there are many ence, and we'll get them back to you.
courses on complexity management in most Alright, we have one more speaker today,
schools even today. But nonetheless I think George Turin from the University of Cali-
that's an important issue. The second one, fornia at Berkeley. Sorry to put you last,
of course, is getting much more familiar George, but ....
with the digital VLSI technology. I think TURIN: Jim, one of the things that's
that you have a number of universities now worse than having your namc start with "S"
where the VLSI and semiconductor groups is having your name start with "T" ...
are over here in one portion of the univer- [laughter] and I have a colleague at Berke-
sity, and here are the communication sys- ley who's Lofti Zadeh, you probably know
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him ... [laughter] out that Pacman doesn't get eaten up by
I should probably start with an apol- monsters, what if I had 25 or 50 kids sitting

ogy. I have been out of the research game at really fancy color graphics terminals,
for some years; I took a detour through showing a display of a network, maybe a
academic administration. So some of the complicated network, maybe not 1,000
material is a little bit old and I think some nodes but maybe on the order of 100 nodes.
of you in the audience have already seen it. And what if each one of these kids would

Chuc Webr o USC ove thre, his have as his responsibility to get a packet

morning said something very kind to me. truhtentok acigteohr5
He said, "George, welcome back to the or so packets being jockeyed through the

resarh cmmniy,"an I feel pretty good network. He might see another packet

about that. But the downside of that, theatin packe is goeng tino ah bufe and

Chuck, is I'm a little bit rusty. Some of Iht'mcti going to g into ha buffer andi
that administrative experience was at that andtht going to deitota mufe, sabe him

other little university across town from adta' on odlyms ab
US.I can tell you, in private, some good better take a different route through some

UCUL joe. UCcms u h other nodes,' that sort of thing. And what
Uos-CL jokte es., UCucome ut thosoes if .I let them play, these 25 or 50 kids, and

wors fo th wer, huck inthoe jkes give them points, scores and the whole bit,
you know, maybe even make some money

At any rate, I'm going to talk a little out of this to build a system.' [laughter]
bit about what I've called CADJIPAC, Com-WEC: .. mbeyusol
puter Aided Design of Packet Networks. Whre LCH:qarer .... m$bousol
The idea camne to me seven or eight or nine cag hmqatr
years ago when I was with my then-teenage TURIN: Yeah, we might actually do
son, and he took me down to a Pacman that because, as those in business know,
parlor. I watched some of these kids, what you charge is what you're valued at,
eleven or twelve years old, put a quarter so if you charge them zero they probably
into the Pacman machine and they would won't play.
play that machine for hours without ever At any rate the idea sounded interest
losing their quarter. I mean, they'd spend ing. The idea would be that these kids
the quarter eventually but they'd win game would get expert at jockeying packets
after game after game after game before through the network and then eventually
running out of the quarter, and I was fas- when they got their end-to-end delay down
cinated by that. I'd put a quarter in and to an average where it was some sort of
Pacman was eaten up by one of the mon- stable number, you'd try to figure out what
sters in 15 seconds. In pondering that, it they did. What was their algorithm to get
occurred to me that the eye and the brain is packets through the network? Or. maybe
a tremendous tool combined with some the computer could figure that out.
very good color graphics for doing things Now that's too hard a problem, so I
by experience. So I thought, "Instead of figured I'd start on another problem, which
having these kids watching this little guy would be to have simply a single screen
go around eating up dots, and then when which displayed a network, and to watch
the monsters turn another color watching packets go through the network, according
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to algorithms we'd designed ourselves, that is shown.
Now you'd want to see things that are CADIPAC sit on top of BLOSIM,
much more dynamic than what you .=1aly which stands for Block Simulator, which
get out of simulation, because after all, this sonds like it's very much Like BOSS
is a-simulation system with a dynamic sort which was talked about earlier, it's a block
of quasi-real time display. You'd want to oriented simulation system, and you can
see transient events: you'd want to see the replicate blocks as many times as you want
deadlocks occur, you'd want to see buffers and change the parameters in the blocks.
overflowing, you'd want to see if a loop There's a packet generator, there are some
occurs. And you'd want to have a lot of display drivers -- there's a graphics display
fancy icons to show you those things hap- driver, there's a statistical display driver --
pening, like if a buffer overflows you may and there's an input console so the user can
actually see the packets spilling onto the stop the motion on the screen as things
floor. (We have a starburst in our system.) occur. You can change the parameters, you
Or if a loop occurs, that should be can even change algorithms during the run-
highlighted; or if a link is getting up to ning of the simulation to see if you can
capacity, you'd want to see that link glow- affect the behavior of the network.
ing brighter and brighter red. Or, to show Idntwn osyvr uhmr

the enerl het o thenetwrkva-u about this; in fact, we're currently changing
areas of the network might be against vr- much of this architecture, we're going to

ous ackroud shdesof ed.make this a workstation-oriented program.
The purpose would be that, if you (Right now CADIPAC runs on a VAX 750

design an algorithm and funny things start1 with a dumb graphics display, but we're
to happen, you'd be alerted to them. For going to put it on a MicroVAX GPX over
example, let's say the only criterion is least the summer.)
end-to-end delay and maybe the algorithm Let me show you some of the
therefore specifies going through the least displays. The simple type of display is the
number of links; that would tend to force statistics display (VIEWGRAPH #2). As
packets through the center of the network, the network evolves, one slows up the
so the center of the network would get very traffic introduced at various nodes and as
hot and everybody gets crammed up there the offered traffic goes up, one gets
-- you want to see that sort of thing hap- throughput and delay and buffer occupancy
pening. statistics. Nothing in this viewgraph is very

When we started building a system -- fancy or very new. This is the type of
and this a little old (actually the students I thing that you would get out of a batch
had working for me on it were getting out simulation.
of the pipeline at UC-Berkeley while I wasOuhoetug inhs A PC
at UCLA) -- we decided to make the Ourte hsopse thughgi this yodn'ACe
overall architecture of CADIIPAC modular systemgismtohseetthingsnthatiyousdn't sueue-
(VIEWGRAPH #1). The modules in yellow throgh mthematwical asnalsi using quwerul
are user programmable modules: these ar inogh thor hicuh ist suayn pweru
nodes, and this is a channel. Everything teoh, or thg atcuhav smlton, wheret
else is a template into which the-se modules thein polems taou ahave bton yof dont
fit, for example, the event-qut-.. manager coigutltsfgrpbtyudnt
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get this intuitive insight into what's happen- offered traffic of 2, throughput of 1.7 (the
ing in the network. We'd like to see trani- other .3 packets per slot being dropped on
sients, that analysis and batch simulation the floor because of an unavailable buffer)
don't show, rare events that you might not and average delay (meaning number of
anticipate in the system design. So the sta- slots to get to the fini t~stination) of 15.4
tistical displays on this viewgraph are not -- when you get to this steady state, you
the interesting output. notice that often, not always but often, two

The interesting output is the color- adjacent buffers are full or almost full -- as
graphics-oriented display. We only have seen in the two nodes on the lower right.
some very simple applications programmed And what's funny is that, as you keep on
now. Let me show you one network, a toy watching, they tend not always again, to
network (VIEWGRAPH #3). It's simply a precess around the network in the opposite
ring network; you can't really see the links direction from the flow of traffic. You
very well, but they're unit directional links, know, that's kind of funny; you would
There are only six nodes, and the nodes ar expect it to happen if there were back pres-
characterized by simply being buffers. sure in the network, so that if a packet were
Some very simple statistics show short-time introduced at a node and the next node
averaged offered traffic, throughput, and were full and had to say "I can't accept any
average end-to-end delay. The traffic that's more packets," the first node's buffer would
being offered in this particular toy network also start filling up. As the second node
at each node is Poisson with the same rate emptied out, the first's buffer would be
of offered traffic at each node. In this par- filling up, but then the node behind it
ticular case there's 1/3 of a packet on the would have to start filling up too, and
average per time slot being offered at each you'd start getting that sort of precessing
node. The destination of any packet is uni- phenomenon. But here we didn't have any
formly distributed over the other five nodes, flow control, we were dropping packets on
but it has to go around in a unidirectional the floor.
manner, in this case counterclockwise. Now this may not be a real
There's no flow control at the nodes, and if phenomenon -- I've watched this simulation
a packet gets to a buffer and the buffer is run with the same random number seed for
full, the packet simply drops on the floor, the clock running up to thousands, and it
and (you can't see it here) when that hap- seems to be happening. That's the sort of
pens there's a little starburst that occurs as intuitive insight into the behavior of a net-
one of the icons. work that I think this type of visual orienta-

We're not very far along right now in tion, color-graphics orientation, can give

terms of fanciness, but even this simple you that other tools can't give you.
ring showed us a phenomenon that may or We did other types of networks. This
may not be not real. (That's another prob- (VIIEWORAPH #4) is a linked-cluster net-
lem with simulation: sometimes you get work, where you have a backbone -- in this
phenomena that are simply artifacts of the case just a loop -- and clusters of nodes
random number sequence you put in, but attached to servers that were on the back-
they also may be a real phenomena.) We bone. We actually ran only long-term
tended to see that when we got to steady statistics for this sort of network, in order
state -- and the steady state here is an to compare to queueing theory results with
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CADIPAC statistics. Queueing theory, even okay, let's zoom in on that node, and let's
for simple merges of data streams or splits see the buffers and everything else in that
of data streams becomes very complicated, node and see what's happening in that
so we had to make some assumptions about node. I want more user-friendly capability
the nature of the statistics to do the queue- so that you could put the cursor at the node
ing theory. Then the question became and have a window open up and you'll be
whether the assumptions are supportable or able to easily modify the parameters of the
not, and we ran CADIPAC to show that the node. Right now we have to do this by
results from CADIPAC were much same as writing code, but what I want to do is
the queueing theory. This was a standard enable the user just to say. "Okay, here's a
queueing simulation used to verify theory. node, I want to change it," get a window

Again, our thrust with CADIPAC is and then start changing the node on the
not mainly statistical output. CADIPAC is screen.
mostly supposed to be a heuristic tool to As I mentioned at the outset, the
help you understand what is really going on material I showed you is pretty old, and my
in a network, so that maybe you can under- hopes haven't happened yet, so I have to
stand queueing theory and the design pro- apologize for a halfway-house presentation.
cess better. But we're excited by the possibilities.

What we hope to do over the summer Thank you.
is to port CADIPAC, which is now running BOOTON: Thank you, George, for a
on a rather antiquated AD767 display con- very interesting finish to this morning's ses-
nected to a 750 VAX through a 10 kilo- sion. I want to thank all the speakers for
baud line to a MicroVAX GPX which has taking part in this, and thank the audience
very good graphics. It'll have a couple of for your questions and involvement, and
workstations, which will stand alone, it'll your patience with us. We're minus 15
have its own disks and so forth, and so minutes now, as far as reserve. Any more
several students will be able to work with it questions? Yes ..
at the same time. We're planning to do a MOHANTY: Any more architecture
lot more with the icons of the system; for for token bus? Do you have any restriction
example, some of the things I mentioned how many nodes you can take or is it
about the color of the links as they go up to unlimited how many nodes you can take in
capacity, and so forth. Also what I want to the token bus?
do is make it much more user friendly, so TURIN: That wasn't a token bus
that a node may not be characterized just itself, it was a toy bus, is what I'd say.
by a buffer -- that's a very simple node, but There was no control whatsoever for flow,
there might be much more complicated there was no organization, you just jammed
nodes. A node might just be a dot, but packets into each node and they had to
you'11 be able to put the cursor, by using a somehow work their way -- if they didn't
mouse, at that dot and zoom in, and be able gttruhtentok hydsperd
to look inside the node, and there might be But we can structure virtually any topology.
several buffers in it. For example, if the
computer says something funny is happen- Another thing that we're going to do
ing at a node - you know, packets are get- is allow this to have mobile networks. I'm
ting jammed up in there -- you might say, very interested in mobile packet networks.
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and so we're also going to let the nodes SANDER: You are talking about
move around and let the links make and displaying on this graphics global informa-
break, and then try to figure out protocols dion a network where apparently you
for dynamic reorganization of the network haven't thought about any size limitation,

as links make and break because of sha- but there will obviously be some overhead
dowing or fading, as new users come in, as to getting that global information about the
nodes move around, and see how those pro- network into a central location to display
tocols for reorganization work. Again this on such graphics. Have you thought about
may not be a final design tool. The idea that problem?
here is a heuristic tool to enable you to) TURIN: We're going to run -- you
understand things that I don't think are very know, it's like any other simulation system
well understood right now. As far as what or number crunching system -- we're going
we have now, we have just what's up here to run out of CPU cycles and disk and abil-
[laughter] and that's not a token bus. ity to get this thing to run reasonably fast

MOHANTY: Thank you. as we increase the size of the network. We
BOOTON: Thank you. Yes, one don't have a good sizing right now. Again

more question .... my guess, from having played around with
KURSE:Conernngwhat you have this a little bit over the past 4 or 5 years, is

KURSE Cee a oncerning iyo'egvn that when we get up to 25-50 nodes
upm he, t aou wodrng you'gtvsgiven displayed with any degree of real activ~i 'y,
soe wthought arbut hoou mcaight voisuIal and if we try to run it in a more or less
dal withet pradobemof scin,0 sod ifna quasi-real time way, we're going to start
tat packeto ad netor th 1,000uodesyi running into trouble, especially if we're

that ho todea wit tht vsualyworking on a workstation. My hope is that
TURIN: Well the MicroVAX GPX, I workstation technology is going to advance

think, has about one million pixels, so I at least as fast as we can work on this
can't have more than a million nodes. I thing, so that CPU speeds and fast memory
think that perceptually if we start displaying and so forth are all going to grow accord-
more than about 25-50 nodes at any one ingly.
time, there's just too much information to My real concern is not so much how
encompass, unless I get some pretty bright fs h P a u n o atw a
teenage kids to sit down with quarters. So ruthsilaobtshwmchecn

wexthatf we'l hav ao zomtcapabiggeyr display before we overload the eye-brain
than taw'lhvazomcpbly. capability to comprehend what's going on.
Just as we're able to zoom into the innards The Pacman syndrome is what I would call
of a node, we would be able to window a it. So again, I'm not trying to promise that
particular section of the network and look this becomes a real large-scale network
only at the behavior of that and imagine design tool, but more a heuristic design tool
that all the rest of the network is actually in for the network designer to get good ideas
the outside world driving what we're look- about what's good or bad about particular
ing at. So we have a lot of good ideas, I algorithms or protocols and be able then to
think they're good, and we're just going to modify them.
scale this up full speed if we can, starting
this summer.
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This hopefully will go hand-rn-hand again in later panels in more detail. I hope
also with the emulation system at Berkeley that later panels somehow will be able to
that was just mentioned. Varaiya and Wal- find a block of time near the end for some
rand are doing a sort of mixed hardware- real discussion of issues that will get the
software emulation system and they don't audience into it a little bit more. It may
have any good display capability -- well, take another half day or so to reach that
they have some -- but hopefully we'll be form of operation. Let's shoot for that if
able to link this up with the emulator. If we can. I'd like to thank all the panelists.
we can replace the simulator with an emu- I thought you gave us a great deal of data
lator, then maybe we can make CADIPAC and some new ideas to work on. Thank
go a lot faster. The limitation in my mind you very much.
is the ability of the eye and the brain to
comprehend what's going on.

SANDER: I guess this question may
not be appropriate if you think about using
this tool simply as a simulator, but such a
tool would be invaluable in a real network,
particularly in a military environment where
you have so much dynamics. But the ques-
tion, the original question I really intended
to address, was if overhead on the network
itself is getting information about distant
nodes and all the nodes in the network back
to a central maintenance control station,
that we midght have such a display as you're
talking about.

TURIN: Yeah, I would hope that at
least what we've learned would be helpful
for the real-time display of actual networks
that are operating, but that's not our goal in
this particular project. It seems to me
almost a sure thing that what we come up
with would be helpful in that problem,
which is the display of actually operating
real-time networks with many, many nodes,
and we'll be able to pan and zoom and so
forth, and look at various parts of the net-
work.

BOOTON: Thank you again, George.
Bob, do you want to make any comments?

SCHOLTZ: I think this is a great
opening panel. We've covered a lot of
different ideas, which will probably pop up
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Proceedings of Session Two:
Computer-Aided Modeling, Analysis, and Design of Communication Systems

SHANMUGAN: The title of this ses- In many situations, simulations and
sion is "Computer-Aided Modeling, model based analysis results and experi-
Analysis and Design of Communications" mental data do not agree within reasonable
including Communication Links and Net- bounds. This is due to problems in model-
works. An alternate and perhaps more ing methodologies, simulation techniques
appropriate title could be, "CAD Tools for and input data. These issues will be
Advanced Communications Systems addressed by our panelists this afternoon.
Engineering." Whereas the preceding ses- At the systems engineering level, we
sion this morning focused on future CAD need good CAD tools to reduce the time
tools that are yet to be developed, our ses- required to produce and validate new
sion will focus on CAD tools that we have designs (rapid prototyping) and to reduce
now and CAD tools that will be available the time required to insert new technologies
in the near future. into products. CAD tools can also improve

My name is Sam Shanmugan and I am the accuracy of designs and reduce the cost
with the University of Kansas. The panel- of designs for high quality products that are
ists for the session are Phil Balaban (AT&T produced in small lot sizes. Good tools can
Bell Labs), Mike Jeruchim (General Elec- also be used to create a corporate-wide
tric), Frank Amoroso (Hughes Aircraft), "knowledge" data base that can capture and
Hussein Mouftah (Queens University, transfer design expertise from project to
Canada), Jim Kurose (University of Mas- project.
sachusetts), and A.R.K. Sastry (Rockwell We use a variety of CAD/CAE tools.
Science Center). Mike, Phil, Frank and I During the early (research) stages of a pro-
will discuss CAD tools at the link level, duct development we rely on mathematical
Hussein, Sastry and Jim will address issues modeling and analysis techniques and use
related to CAD tools for networks. these techniques for proofs of a concept. A

Systems engineers are responsible for considerable amount of effort is currently
comparative evaluation of competing devoted towards developing additional
designs. This is often done in the form of mathematical modeling and analysis tech-
trade-off studies and comparisons using a niques.
variety of computer-aided analysis and During the design and development
simulations. If the models and simulation phase of a product, we use a variety of
techniques are valid and accurate, then computer-aided modeling analysis and
comparative performance evaluation will design tools. The focus of our session will
produce meaningful results. Of course, be on these tools.
simulation and analysis will have to be If we take a hierarchical view of CAD
validated in parts with experimental data. tools for advanced comnunication systems

engineering, we start with the network layer
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SESSION OUTLINE

1. Introduction - CAAD Tools for Transmission
Systems (Sam Shanmugan)

2. Systems Modeling and Simulation Techniques
(Mike Jeruchim)

3. Channel Modeling (Frank Amoroso)

4. Role of Expert Systems (Phil Balaban)

5. CAAD Tools for Networks (A.R.K. Sastry)

6. Current State of the Art (Jim Kurose)

7. Role of Expert Systems (Hussein Mouftah)

8. Wrap Up (Sam Shanmugan)

BOSS: Block Oriented Systems Simulator
(Overview and Demonstration)
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at the top. At this level, we are dealing (a) Transmission Systems (Links)
with network protocols, routing algorithms, Modeling and Simulation Techniques
congestion control, etc., and the perfor- Mike Jeruchini
mance measures are delays and network Channel Modeling - Frank Amoroso
throughput. The next level in the hierarchy Expert Systems Fram~ework for
is the communications link which is made Transmission Systems - Phil Balaban
up of functional blocks such as ()Ntok
encoders/decoders, modulators/demodulators ()Ntok
and channels, and the performance of the Current State of CAD Tools for Net-
link is measured in terms of error probabili- works - Jim Kurose and A.R.K. Sastry
ties and signal to noise ratios. The third Expert Systems Framework - Hussein
level in the hierarchy is circuits: Mouftah
microwave and electronic. Power levels, We were planning to demonstrate the
impedance matching, and speed are some Block-oriented Systems Simulator at the
issues of concern at this level, end of the discussion this afternoon. But,

While we have standard CAD/CAM because of hardware problems, we will not
tools for circuit analysis, design and be able to do that today.
manufacturing (SPICE and MOSIS for With that quick introduction, I would
example), we do not have any standard like to turn the floor over to Mike Jeruchim
tools for analysis and design at the link and now.
network level. At the link level, JERUCHIM: I notice we have a
computer-aided analysis and design tools crowded agenda, so Mr. Chairman, I want
are reaching a level of maturity and it is to inform you that my presentation is
expected that software packages such as totally modular. You can cut me off in mid
BOSS will be widely used for link analysis sentence and you won't have lost a thing.
and design in the near future. Standlard [laughter]I'tools for network analysis and design are When Sam invited me to be on his
expected to evolve during the next five to panel, I must confess I was somewhat wor-
ten years. ried. He told me that this was to be a

At the present time, there is a lack of workshop on "Advanced' Communication
integration between the CAD tools used as Systems, and "advanced" work always
various levels. The interface between these sem tob smthn tatterae
levels is performed manually. Integration doing, but not oneself. So I was somewhat
of CAD tools and interfacing the CAD comforted by this morning s presentations.
tools to hardware databases are current which confirmed my notions of what
areas of research. Improving the computa- "advanced" is. In fact, by splicing 3-4 of
tional efficiency and accuracy of models the presentations this morning you'll have
and simulation techniques, and developing perhaps most of what I have to say.
an expert systems framework for CAD Sam asked me to talk about the
tools are other areas of current research. cretsaeo-h-r fmlto eh

The panel discussion this afternoon niques within the context of c:omputer-aided
will cover the following topics: modeling, analysis, and design of communi-

cation systems. Let me first remark that
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this long label, "computer-aided modeling, state-of-the-art, like beauty, is in the eyes
analysis, and design" is essentially a of the beholder. So, this list of activities
synonym for what most of us call simula- coincides with the kinds of needs that are
tion. So, for brevity and without risk of surfacing where I work, and may not fit
confusion, I will confine myself to the use everyone's idea of the state-of-the-art.
of the shorter term. Secondly, although it The first activity listed on this chart
will be implicit from the context, I want to [VIEWGRAPH #2] concerns the simulation
make it clear that I will be addressing only structure itself. With respect to the simula-
link design issues and not networking tion structure, the ideal would be an
issues. expert-assisted, user-friendly, graphics-

Now, the phrase "state-of-the-art" is oriented interface structure. We are work-
one of those terms that can be subjectively ing on this sort of thing, as are various
interpreted, almost at will, to suit one's pur- organizations. As far as anything that is
poses. It does have a connotation of actually operational, BOSS comes as close
ground-breaking work, but the utility of that to achieving these kinds of desiderata as
work may or may not be far-reaching. In anything I know of. And since you've
any case, as you can see from [VIEW- already hear about BOSS, and will hear
GRAPH #1], defining what is state-of-the- more from Sam, I'll say no more about it.
art in simulation may be problematical. Another area in which state-of-the-art
This is because simulation itself is a multi- work is being done or needs to be done is
faceted discipline, as you can see from the in estimation techniques. We are in an era
viewgraph, and state-of-the-art activity may where customers are requiring more and
be taking place on many fronts. more accuracy from transmitted data, and

I intended actually just to brush by a bit-error-rate requirements of the order of
few things that I consider state-of-the-art 10- to 10- are now surfacing. No matter
activities in simulation techniques, and I how good your models are, if you were to
want to concentrate, rather, on an aspect of try to estimate that kind of performance
simulation which is not explicit in this chart with reliability, you'd have to keep a major
[VIEWGRAPH #1]; and that is, the syn- mainframe running continuously for
thesizing aspect of the various components literally 2-3 months. So we need sophisti-
of simulation that are shown. The synthesis cated ways to extrapolate error-rate perfor-
that I'm referring to is consonant with the mance measures. Although there has been
systems orientation of this workshop, and it a fair amount of activity in this regard, over
is a system engineering, or system design the last few years, I would say that there is
methodology built around simulation as the still room for useful contributions. Right
basic performance prediction tool. now, the "hot" topic in this area appears to

Now, as to state-of-the-art simulation be importance sampling, and the research

techniques, the next viewgraph [VIEW- being done may yet yield a generally useful

GRAPH #2] shows a short list of what I and applicable extrapolation procedure.

consider to be significant developments that Another aspect which we are begin-
are in various stages of progress. As I ning to see a need for, under the heading of
implied earlier, and illustrated by the sketch "simulation techniques", is multi-rate sam-
on this viewgraph, what constitutes the pling. This is something which tends to be
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done naturally in hardware where we are ring to, is where you may have a number of
often faced with situations where a system analog signals coming in to a node of some
has many signals coming in on different kind, say in FDMA fashion, and then you
lines with widely different data rates. "bundle" all of these signals together, digi-

Of course, we may well have to deal tize the group and transmit it digitally.
with the same situation in software. Typi- In the modeling area, there is no doubt
cally, in this situation the traditional much activity going on that would qualify
approach has been to sample all signals at as "state-of-the-art". I would describe
the highest rate necessary for any signal in state-of-the-art work in this context as
the system. This is potentially wasteful of something which yields not only a more
computation because low data rate signals accurate model of a device or process, but
would be sampled as rapidly as the highest also a model which is efficient to simulate.
rate signal. This morning, someone On this viewgraph [VIEWGRAPH #21 1
remarked (facetiously) that if you add up have listed just three representative items,
many billions of dollars, you can get into which also happen to coincide with some of
real money! Well, if you add up many bil- the work that we are doing. The first item,
lions of microseconds, you can get into real the modeling of non-linear amplifiers with
amounts of time. The point is, as a system memory, in particular TWT's, is an area
becomes increasingly large and complex, which has received only a small amount of
you can get yourself in a situation where attention. This is an area where, I think,
you can use up inordinate amounts of time communication engineers and physicists
if you have not taken advantage of every have to get together and cooperate. Most
available technique that can make computa- of the models that we generally see have
tion more efficient. Multi-rate sampling is been developed by communication
one technique for contributing to that engineers, based on the externals of the
efficiency. The basic idea is that signals of box, and here's one area where we may
different bandwidths in different parts of need to get into the internals of the box.
the systems are sampled at the rate Next on the list is something that I
appropriate for their bandwidths, and no find we need in our work, generally,
faster. The necessary conversion, decinma- namely good models for non-Gaussian
tion, and interpolation techniques are rela- noise processes, and in particular, for the
tively well known, but have not really been one I've listed here, phase noise. We also
applied to simulation contexts (to my find, as we try to refne the modeling more
knowledge). So, this is another of the and more, that we can no longer model
state-of-the-art simulation techniques that A/D converters as ideal devices. Their
people are working in. temporal characteristics now have to be

One of the areas that is emerging, and modeled in some way. They are not just
where we need to improve simulation tech- instantaneous samplers but they have some
niques, is on links where we have mixed kind of time constant and so on.
analog and digital modulation schemes. I know that I have dealt with the items
The challenge here, for example, is to relate on this chart [VIEWGRAPH #21 rather
digital link performance parameters to the summarily. However, as I said earlier, I
analog signal performance parameters. An want to address most of my remarks to Lhe
example of the kind of link that I'm refer-
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last item on the chart, namely system dant chains of equipment and so, poten-
engineering methodology and the role of tiaily, we have a multiplicity of systems
simulation in that activity. In the little time within the single entity that we call the sys-
that I have, I will try to give you a flavor tern. You cannot really control an animal
of that interaction. I do want to say that of that nature, other than through a rela-
the perspective which I bring to this, is that tively simplified control structure, and this
of an organization which designs and builds structure is basically built around
space systems. Some of our views and pro- specifications. In order for this approach to
cedures may not be totally applicable to all work and to be practical, the specifications
cases, but I do believe that they are, if the must not be too numerous, they must not
basic goal is to provide for a minimum unreasonably constrain design trades, but
level of performance of a fairly complex yet they must provide a reasonable
system over a relatively long period of assurance that the performance objective
time. This is essentially the message of the will be met. The way we deal with this
first bullet on the next chart [VEEWGRAPH situation is the following: we synthesize a
#31. The system design procedure starts so-called "spec system," i.e., a communica-
with recognizing that the system owner dion system which attempts to "look" like
wants a guaranteed performance. He the real system, but meets every single
doesn't care if it's better than that, if it specification at its outer limit, so that it (the
doesn't cost him extra money, but he does spec system) presumably performs as
want performance to be no worse than a poorly as it is ever possible for the real sys-
certain standard, for a long period of time, temn to perform.
and over all the possible conditions that the As indicated on the next viewgraph
system can encounter. The other reality is [VIE WGRAPH #4], the primary tool for
that excessive margin is increasingly expen- determining specs and performance is simu-
sive. You can fill in your own number here lation. The simulation must be capable of
next to M, (in the second buffet), but it is tracking the system from inception to reali-
megadollars per dB, and you can't just zation. We use it to develop specifications,
throw margins around anymore in a cost- to verify performance, and if specifications
conscious environment. The obvious con- on a part of the system are not met at one
clusion is that we need as accurate an esti- or another stage of the system development,
mation of system performance as we can we can plug the measured characteristics
get. There's a problem, which perhaps is back into the simulation to see whether a
not fully recognized, and this is the ten waiver should be granted or not on that
dency to think of a given system as an particular piece of equipment. The simula-
entity having completely definable charac- tion should have a flexible block synthesis
teristics. In reality we do not know pre- using combinations of parameter
cisely what these characteristics are. In specifications, measured values, and
fact, the system behavior is a "moving tar- theoretical-analytical models. We want the
get." Its transfer functions vary with time, block synthesis to be ideally as flexible as
both in a long-term sense, as in "aging",' it is for your hand to draw an arbitrary
and in a short-term sense, which is typically curve with a pencil on a piece of paper. Of
cyclical; for example, temperature varia- course, as I said earlier, the simulation
dions. A systcrn also generally has redun- should be as accurate as possible, and based
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on experience, I believe that the state-of- izontal, axis. The basic point is that there
the-art for complex satellite systems simula- is inherent uncertainty in both measurement
tion is approximately half a dB, either way, and simulation, and that, in a sense, each
of the truth. can be used to verify the other.

In this context, I would like to make There's a set of tradeoffs for what an
an observation, namely that the truth is ideal simulation should do, as I indicate on
unknowable, and this is merely a statement the next viewgraph [VIE WGRAPH #5].
of the uncertainty principle. There is a ten- And it may be paradoxical that an ideal
dency to think of a measured result as "the simulation is not necessarily the best repli-
truth". In fact, measured results are not cation or emulation of the physical system
unambiguous, because our ability to set and as they may be, because of the interaction
calibrate equipment has an inherent varia- with people. People have to interact with
bility which is basically irreducible. This the simulator. It takes time to develop
was brought home to me many years ago, understandable models. We have, say, 15
shortly after we had first developed our or 20 young engineers who live most of
digital communication simulation. We their lives in what I call prison; they call it
embarked on a demonstration to "validate" the terminal room! They have to interact
the simulation. Equipment was assembled with this simulation constantly, and they
in a laboratory, and the various relevant have to be able to understand the simula-
characteristics were measured so that these tion and its models without being experts
characteristics could be inserted into the on either. Runtime, as I mentioned earlier
simulation. The physical equipment and is very important. F:r a complex system,
the simulation were exercised separately literally hundreds or thousands of iterations
and independently and we came out with may be needed when you're doing trade-off
BER curves that could be compared. I was analyses. And you can't wait two or three
surprised (at that time) upon examining the days for each run. So there's also a trade
measured data to see that there was in fact between how accurate a model is and how
a variability to it A number of BER fast it is. It's almost given that the more
curves had been measured over a period of accurate a model is, the longer the run time
days and by different technicians, all highly will be. That's not necessarily the case
qualified. The various curves did not all where you have a poor model; sometimes
agree with one another. This basically was it's just a matter of the right equations. It
due to the fact that there is an uncertainty takes just as much time or as little time to
in the Eb/No calibration, and this uncer- solve a good equation as a bad equation,
tainty is on the order of 0.5 dB. There is but generally speaking it takes longer to run
very little variability in the BER measure- a model with lots of "knobs" on it. Well,
ment itself since one will usually observe a we have now completed what's on this
sufficiently large number of errors. In chart.
simulation, on the other hand, one can in Part of what I just said has an effect
effect calibrate the Eb/No axis perfectly, on how you develop a model to begin with.
but one can usually not afford to spend the There are different approaches to develop-
computer time necessary to observe a large ing models, and these are shown here on
number of errors. So, here we have varia- the next chart [VIEWGRAPH #6]. These
bility in the vertical, rather than the hor- are the major modeling approaches that I
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can think of. You can try to do exactly pdf. Then, you may be able to run a short
what the device is doing, down to almost statistical-time simulation, and then average
the atomic level, or if this is too detailed a some parameter over an ensemble distr-ibu-
level, down to the component level. You tion.
don't necessarily need to have a model that The substance of the last four view-
is close to the physics of a device. But in grphs is capsuled graphically in the next
some cases, for example the traveling wave viewgraph [VIEWORAPH #7]. This view-
tube model that I mentioned earlier, you graph is really a flow diagram of the sys-
may have to be at least one level deeper in tem design process, and it can be seen that
detail than it is possible to infer strictly simulation has a central place in this pro-
from the standard communication character- cess. Its importance lies in the fact that it
ization of the device. At the other end of is our performance evaluation tool, and
the simplicity scale, there is what I call the essentially replaces what used to be done
phenomelogical model. Here, you don't try' by "analysis". Of course, the simulation
to replicate or emulate what the box is phy- must be used intelligently, meaning that the
sically doing, but only what its ultimate inputs to it must be meaningful. Thus, for
effect is. So, for example, if you're talkinig example, we have to carefully synthesize a
about a bit synchronizer, say, you don't spec model, which represents the outside
need to have models for all the little pieces chance that the system reaches all of its
and boxes which comprise this device. As spec limits. I have labelled this spec sys-
far as the system aspect is concerned, the tern a "pedigreed' system, on this chart,
only thing the system cares about is how because its characteristics are not arbitrarily
regular the sampling is. If you can determined, but, rather, inferred from ineas-
somehow abstract a sampling process that urements, history, and experience on similar
has an appropriate kind of jitter associated systems. So, the pedigreed system
with it, you have reduced the complexity of represents what you might guess the real
this model by an order of magnitude. Sfii system would be like, if it went to the
lar modeling considerations also apply to extremes of all the specification limits.
the simulation as a whole. Here, I distin- You'll notice on the chart that I have
guish two kinds of approaches that I call validation in two place. One is what I call
statistical-time versus statistical- validation of the simulation, and this is
time/ensemble. By statistical-time, I mean bsclyadrc hc ftesmlto
that you are generating or observing the baisicallyasdirecet t chue r thexsmulto
evolution in time of a process. However, if plg tht meaurment. Ite eresnbl foret
you aeosrigso prcseintm, and that there are no software bugs. Then
you cannot often afford to wait for the pro- there is something that is labeled "system
cess to have had a statistically significant validation", which is synonymous with link
realization. If you're talking about a slow coue nsaecmuiain ikco
process like a bit sync jitter of PLL phase clsure. i spacemocomuniation link clo-e
error, these processes are slow relative to gutpoietencsayEIO(rSR
data rate, and you can't wait long enough mto provide the nessary 4/N0 (eor SnR)c
to have the slow processes take on all of Nto suppot snteessa BE peforance
their representative values. So, in that case Noe tha qusin thtecessaappl/N forh

you ay nowan nseble roprty lie a the spec system, it is not possible to
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directly validate the system, unlike the AMOROSO: In this talk I wish to get
simulation itself. Our objective is to obtain deeply into the details of certain modeling
link closure with only modest margin. This issues. This is [SLIDE 21 the dense
is because, by its very nature, there in scatterer mobile environment. Probably the
inherent margin in our methodology since it best way to say what that means is to show
makes use of the "spec system", which a picture. There are lots of scatterers around
represents the simultaneous realization of the mobile, and the objective is to commun-
all specification limits. This, of course, is icate with this mobile. This visual is drawn
extremely unlikely to occur in practice. from a mobile sat industry briefing at JPL

I have just a few seconds left, so let in 1985. 1 think it is a good diagram; it
me briefly flash the next viewgraph [VIEW- encompasses the full range of possibilities.
GRAPH #8]. This is a specific embodi- They happen to show a geostationary satel-
ment for digital satellite systems, of the lite transmitter, so the dense scatters could
general methodology shown on the previous be mountains, trees, whatever. There's a
chart. Here, the world (unlike Gaul) is diffuse component of the arriving signal
divided into two parts: the link budget p~art which represents, in general, a collection of
on the right-hand side, and the performance reflections from various places, through
and distortion-related part on the left. The trees, possibly off many scatterers. In a
left-hand side tells us how much Eb/No we minute I'll show an example of that
need for a specified BER, and the right- diffuseness. Also, a "specular" component
hand side tells us how much Eb/N 0 is might exist, which goes from the
available from the nominally designed sys- transmitter directly to the antenna and
tem. The difference between the two is sometimes is called the direct wave. These
margin. If margin is positive, we're OK, as additional reflected components can some-
long as it's not too positive. Otherwise, we times be considered coherent, if the
have to iterate the design process until we reflection is very simple as opposed to
do get an acceptable non-negative margin, being diffused. This particular component
This, in brief, is the process that we use for is called a specular ground reflection.
space system design. The remainder of my Therefore a great variety of path types
viewgraphs, which I will not present, ar enter the so-called dense scatterer mobile
basically expansions of this theme. I see evrnet
that I have run out of time, Mr. Chairman, The transmitter into a mobile environ-
so I will hand the floor back to you. Thank ment need not necessarily be a geosynchro-
you all. nous satellite. It can also be, as in this pic-

SHANMUGAN: This is a very good ture [SLIDE 3] from Bill Lee's book on
summary of systems engineering and the Communications Engineering, a terrestrial
role of simulation and CAD tools for com- base statio *n, and the mobile (user) can be a
munications systems engineering. Do we car somewhere in a dense urban environ-
have any questions for Mike? If not, we ment. This starts to introduce some of the
will go on to the next speaker. The next characteristic parameters often found in
speaker is Frank Amoroso from Hughes problems of this sort. For example, let's
Aircraft and he is going to talk about some sathtardofeunyiplewe
issues on channel modeling and so forth. transmitted from the base station. It arrives

via various paths. In this diagram, there is
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no specular component, only the diffuse which I'll review briefly. Then there's
one, since the signal arrives via many small something called Shadowing. If there are a
reflectors. So what arrives at the mobile is a few trees around and you go behind a tree,
series of replicas of that transmitted you find that the average signal level
impulse, showing various amplitudes and decreases. This is called Shadowing (you're
time delays depending on the lengths of in the shadow of a tree). Then there is the
those paths and the nature of the scatterers. specular component, which would be a line
Other parameters depend on the envelope, of sight path, more or less, in addition to
(a complex pulse envelope), not represented scatters. Furthermore, something else called
completely here. This illustration shows mean excess propagation loss exists. In
only the amplitude, E (t), of a complex other words. if you can statistically charac-
function of time. So there's a mean delay terize the fading with motion, due to mul-
D, which is just a straightforward calcula- tipath, this fading will carry some mean
tion of the first moment of E (t). If this attenuation, which tends to be somewhat
E (t) is normalized to unit area, as if it predictable. That attenuation would be the
were a probability density function, then mean excess propagation loss, a kind of
there can be a measure of dispersion, much fudge factor which gets you to the correct
like the standard deviation of a probability mean signal strength, and believe me it is a
density function. It is called Delay very empirical thing. There have been pub-
Spread, A . Mean time delays and delay lished papers with empirical data on mean
spreads in various urban and suburban excess propagation loss.
environments range from 1.3 down to 0.5 So here [SLIDE 51 are the characteri-
microseconds. In fact, E (t) changes as the zations. For multipath, I showed a received
mobile moves, so E (t) is too simplistic an pulsed power profile which changes as the

4 expression. The E (t) should have two time vehicle moves. So for every different vehi-
variables to indicate a time-varying corn- cle position, and this is motion on the ord-
plex function of time. ers of a wavelength, the pulse power profile

With this background of parameter changes. (You can also speak of this pulse
characterization these [SLIDE 4] power profile as a real non-negative func-
phenomena are often mentioned. Under tion of time.) The complex pulse envelope
multipath, there is a fading with motion. also changes versus position, and the pulse
For example, transmit an unmodulated CW power profile is just the modulus of that
carrier and you would see that the received envelope function. For example, for an
signal faded with motion in a complex way. unmodulated CW or very narrow band sig-
Selective fading with frequency exists, so nal, the received power fluctuates some-
that if you just keep the mobile still and times wildly as the vehicle moves. The
sweep the frequency of the transmitter, fluctuation is usually Rayleigh or Rician.
you'd see selective fading. If a narrow These statistics can be used to characterize
pulse were transmitted it will obviously the channel. There are applications for
arrive quite distorted. If you transmit an which those statistics -alone are sufficient,
unmodulated CW carrier and the mobile is and applications for which they are not. For
moving with appreciable velocity then you example, you might want to take just a
don't see pure CW, but an interesting spec- swept frequency response. This will also
trum. That depends on lots of conditions change with position (or time if the vehicle
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is moving with a constant speed)! going to have appreciable bandwidth, comn-
The one parameter often connected parable to or greater than the the correlation

with this is called Correlation bandwidth, bandwidth. The delay spread, of course,
the bandwidth over which you can keep can change over decades of range, depend-
signal phase coherent. Then the Doppler, as ing on where you are in the city, or where
I mentioned before, has a power spectral you are within the city block.
density. Even if the transmitted wave is This [SLIDE 7] now relates to the
unmodulated CW, you will get something statistics of the received signal when an
very interesting at the receiver. This spec- unmodulated carrier was transmitted. Here
trum is often used to characterize channels, the vehicle is rolling down an interstate
Shadowing, of course is very often given highway in Texas, (measurements are in
with lognormal statistics, and you have to wavelengths), 20-40-60 wavelengths. So
know the fade rate. Regarding the specular within orders of a wavelength, it passed
components, it's often important to know behind a clump of trees here [LEFT]. This
the ratio of specular power to mean power is signal blockage from a pine forest. He
coming in from scatters. That's the Rician also showed cumulative distribution func-
k factor, and this mean excess propagation tions of the received signal [R.IGHT]. This
loss, as I said, is mostly empirical, is the statistical characterization of that

Here are some examples which ar wiggly thing at various elevation angles.
taken from various places [SLIDE 61 which Since the transmitter was basically a bal-
I've striven to identify faithfully. If you loon they (the testers) were able to change
want to look back at them, that's a mecas- the elevation angle from the mobile to the
ured pulse power envelope somewhere in transmitter. Of course at lower elevation
New York City. [UPPER LEFT] It spreads angles, he's really looking through the
out over many microseconds and that was a trees, and that would be like Rayleigh fad-
delay of .69 microseconds and a delay ing with no specular component. Then at
spread of .77 microseconds. Now, the higher elevation angles he begins to show
Fourier transform of the pulse power some evidence of an increasing specular
envelope looks like this. [LOWER LEFT] It component coming in, presumably over the
obviously has something to do with correla- tree tops, until you get into something that
tion bandwidth, and in fact very often it is looks like higher Rician k factors.
said that when you go down to the 50% Here is the spectrum [SLIDE 81 (if the
point of this Fourier transform, that would vehicle is moving along and it happens to
be called the correlation bandwidth, in this be within a perfect circle of uniformly dis-
case .751 M1Hz. This is a way of getting an tributed scatters. This result is much more
idea of the bandwidth over which a signal general than i'm showing, but you can
can be held, phase-coherent. Obviously this think about it more easily if you imagine
correlation bandwidth is related to delay scatters in a perfect circle. As the vehicle
spread, we hope in some inverse relation- moves and an unmodulated (2W carrier is
ship. In fact, he measured correlation transmitted, you have a maximum doppler
bandwidth versus delay spread here frequency of V/X and that's what the spec-
[RIGHT] and we have an inverse relation- trum of the incoming signal looks like.
ship as suggested here by these straight This sort of function is a first derivative of
lines. This becomes critical if the signal is an arc cosine so what started off as an
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unnodulated carrier has been spread to delay spread, especially when the transmit-
something which is bowl-shaped and gets ted signal is wideband [SLIDE 131. In this
very high out at frequencies equal to the case, we just tried it with an unmodulated
carrier plus and minus the maximum carrier [SLIDE 14] and we did see fading
doppler frequency. That's for an omni- that looked Rayleigh with respect to posi-
antenna, and for a directional antenna you tion changes. That's a span of 4 meters
get different spectra. There are people try- with this frequency at 1547 MHz. Both
ing to demodulate data at rather high rates Constellation 1 at 40 nanoseconds, and
who worry about this. Constellation 2, at 200 nanoseconds showed

Here is a model [SLIDE 9] that honest-to-gosh Rayleigh-like fading. When
accounts partially for the phenomena. For we added a specular component Rician
this model we have Gaussian sources com- k=5, that looked pretty good too. So, we
ing into I and Q channels and multiplying compiled statistics [SLIDE 15]. We felt that
the signals and so on. That will simulate we had validated the model.

that effect of fading, which will give you This is what the spectrum [SLIDE 16]
this spectrum if you transmit an unmodu- of the incoming signal looks like when you
lated carrier from the RF source. It's often transmit an unmodulated carrier and you let
used, looks pretty clever but doesn't tell the vehicle roll at 60 miles an hour. It
you anything about delay spread. It doesn't should look bowl-shaped with the big peaks
give you any information about correlation here. It's only a finite number of scatterers,
bandwidth. Those (details) are gone. The and that was a specular component coming
assumption is that the transmitted signal is in at +V/,. So it can be messy if we relate
very narrowband. I've added some more it to a specific situation.
pencil work here to show that shadowing Now the thing I wanted to show, just
could have been added, but it wasn't skip a couple of slides, is the swept fre-
present in the original. This is an example quency response [SLIDE 191. We are
of a model quite well conceived, but lim- going to hit this thing with a 10 MHz wide-
ited in the scope of what it can do for you, band pseudonoise data stream, and of
what it can show you. course that's much wider than the correla-

We played around with one wherein a tion bandwidth. But there is a reason for
signal comes in from distant source and doing this. What we are trying to do is to
reflects off a bunch of point scatters find out whether we could get rid of the
[SLIDE 10]. Each one is an omni- Rayleigh fading by transmitting a very
directional scatterer; 1/(R 2) is the propaga- wideband signal that spanned over the fre-
tion loss to an antenna which can be per- quency response. In fact, the individual
mitted to move. This one happened to have chips in the direct sequence pseudonoise
a delay spread of 40 nanoseconds. Of wideband signals were so narrow in time
course, simple rescaling of this would give that we could resolve the arriving paths.
whatever delay spread you want. I called So here it is [SLIDE 20]. This [TOP]
this Constellation 1. Next [SLIDE 11] is is with an unmodulated carrier where you
Constellation 2, with a delay spread of 200 get deep Rayleigh fades. We do the same
nanoseconds. So this [SLIDE 12] gives an antenna track, the same transmitter power,
honest-to-gosh pulse power envelope and but with a 10 megabit per second [MID-
can be used to investigate the effect of
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Figure 10. Received power and delay spread for una,,ulated and modulated costs.
Constellation 2, Rayleigh environment.
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Figure 11. Received BL Pulse Envelopes.
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DLE] of pseudonoise stream and we find very good presentation which also pointed
out that the arriving power is now very, out the level of detail that we have to put
very constant. The fading is gone as far as into databases if we are going to have data-
measuring the power is concerned. We are bases containing channel models. Ques-
also able to show that with this antenna tions?
path over 4 meters, the delay spread as a MOHANTY: Two parameters, one
function of position is quite variable and in the duration of the signal, and another the
fact, the delay spread tends to be maximum decorrelation time. And another thing, I
when the power is minimum. This means don't know if I agree with you, you said
that the pulse is being distorted, and the that the bandwidth of the signal is larger
specific shape of distorted pulses is chang- than the decorrelation frequency bandwidth.
ing very drastically as the vehicle moves I think that's where the most severe fading
along. So this particular model would get or distortion will occur. So you should have
very deeply into pulse shapes. it the other way, the decorrelation

Here are some sampled pulse shapes bandwidth should be larger than the
[SLIDE 21]. They change a lot if the vehi- bandwidth of the signal.
cle moves. These for example are pulsed AMOROSO: Point well taken. If all
power envelopes from two different places you're measuring is received power and
on the same track, with constellation 2. you have a very high rate data stream, a
The delay spread here [LOWER LE-] data stream whose bandwidth is much
was 178 nanoseconds, and here [LOWER wider than the correlation bandwidth, then
RIGHT] it was 239, and the pulses are you'll see that power quite constant as the
shaped like differently. But our model vehicle moves along. However, the indivi-
didn't have shadowing in it, it didn't have dual pulses can be very badly distorted, and
directional antennas in it, it didn't have in fact the shape of the pulse can change
some of the other things that I mentioned, drastically within a wavelength of motion, a
and so there you are... If you want to do wavelength of displacement. So you might
modeling, you have to think very carefully find yourself having to work pretty hard to
about what it is you are trying to simulate get the data back out of the distorted
and what effect you are trying to get at. pulses. Now we were concerned here with
That's all I want to say. what was direct sequence pseudonoise,

SHANMUGAN: That's an excellent where one bit may have consisted of
example of the level of detail that you have thousands of pseudonoise chips. The idea
to include in modeling. A lot of times peo- was to determine the value of a data bit
ple like myself and a lot of you in the audi- that was in fact quite long compared with
ence who are involved with typical satellite the delay spreads. That obviously is a very
design at C and K-band frequencies tend to different problem than receiving data
ignore what Mother Nature has for us by transmitted at the assumed chip rate, i.e.,
way of channels. Unfortunately at lower one chip per bit. I igree that distortion is
frequencies and high frequencies the intro- very severe if the data rate is greater than
duced by the channel phenomena have as the correlation ba-dwidth, but the received
much impact on your system performance power level alone, measured with vehicle
as any functional block that you might displacement, will be much more constant.
build and put into the system. So that was a In a sense that proves the point that the
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model you use and the result you are seek- tern. He should know only what the com-
ing have an awful lot to do with the corn- munication system is, everything else
munication system. What is the objective of should be taken out of it. This could done
the communication, what exactly are the either automatically or through a conversa-
parameters? I feel that's quite a tacky area. tion. I went to BELL LAB to ask what an
That was a long-winded answer. I hope expert system is, since there are many peo-
that's a good question, because it's the only pie who work on it. I talk to many experts
one I have time for! and everybody gave me a different point of

SHANMUGAN: Our next speaker is view, so there are as many definitions of
Phil Balaban. Phil is going to talk about the expert system as there are experts. Is
future directions in CAD tools for trnms this true? Actually in the seventies at
sion systems engineering. In particular he's BELL LABS an expert system was used,
going to talk about expert systems and their without knowing what it is, for line mainte-
role in CAD tools. nance. The maintenance operation was per-

BALAAN:WhenSamcalld m up formed through conversation. The pro-
to tll e tat h watedto pt m onthe cedure started an the terminal and led to the
to tll e tat h watedto pt m onthe diagnosis of what's wrong. Right now, it is

panel he asked me, "What do you think?" I apidmil culyt ewrsadw
thought of his new system BOSS, with avpled anl xpetuwhall taletk au ne
which I was very impiressed because we worve aneertowrk maagemnt aou firt-
started out in a very complicated beautiful wspaker PaFgCetle Out fit
system called SYSTID which was very (noterG fro NP) Thtsoel f te aorit
hard to use (BOSS took most of the things (ntGENP l'soefthmar
out of it, is much easier to use than the applications is network systems, network

Batc orinte SYSID sste) an he management. By the way there is also
Batc orinte SYSID sste) an he something in the chip design. Chip design

asked me, "What do you think the new is ruled by experts. But they burn out and
BOSS is lacking?' I said, I think it should don't recommend their expertise to anyone
have an expert system applied to it. He then es.Ti hudb meddi nepr
told me to talk about this even though as I else. Ti hudb meddinepr
explained to him I didn't know anything sytm
about it, it was just an idea of mine. Since There is something else also operated
I am not an expert in expert systems I will by gurus of the expert systems. Usually the
talk from the user's point of view and I people who come to gurus are also experts
will only say a few words. in communication systems. So an ack-

All CD sytems incldingBOSSnowledged communication engineer is lf
designed to be used by gurus. A communi- out completely. I want to talk about how a

catin sytemengieerwithut nowldge system like this can be improved. I don't
catonCA system nginr weitu knoledgae know if this belongs to this session or to

many, many things embedded which are teeriioe trfr otena uue

particular to the specific system. I think that With the way things are working now, if
a siple too shuld e ued. omeody somebody wants to use it he comes to the

am plioer too shoul bie usd.as Soeody University of Kansas to the guru, and they

mntidoned ayveryunicrenerdh fast pop say "So you want to use BOSS?" [laughter]
img dolne byl thuio penglineite wo thasno I divided the expert system into three

tuneto earnallthepecuiartie of he ys- phases.
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The first one is immediate, just mak- dion, but has no information that he wants,
ing the system easier to use. What I mean he should propose what kind of a system
by that is that all too specific knowledge can be available. A visual system radio
from a system should be eliminated either should say, well, he can use people who
automatically, (it can be done). If this can- have designed 64 QAM systems and so on,
not be done automatically, experts tell me here is an example, I'm calling the specs. 1
that's not an expert system That's a prob- am trying to give examples of the three
lem since it can only be done through phases. This is phase 1. This is a satellite
conversation with the expert systemn. system like those which Mike is using at

The second phase comes after the ini- GE, has a QPSK modulator, a filter which
tial design of the systemn, on a simulation consist from two filters in a way, a TWT,
system as Mike described, when it doesn't another filter, an electric filter chebyshev,
work right. How can we optimize the sys demodulator and bit-error estimator. In such
tern and make it better? Sometimes you a systemn, there are many things which have
know but sometimes you follow the wrong to be defined poorly, since they are
way. In a way the expert system should knowledge-defined. First of all, a simple
partially analyze and suggest where the pit- thing like defining a 8T sampling interval
falls in the communication system ar. And is not part of the knowledge. The system
this is something which some of the TRW should be capable of guiding the engineer.
people mentioned a great deal. I think what It can say for example, well your largest

-~ -is missing from what we have at Bell Labs bandwidth is so many Hz, I picked a 8T,
and from BOSS is probably memory for an four times larger, double the micro state.
these beautiful models. We designed sys- You want to have more than that, or it's
tems together with all these subsystems and good enough or something like that. It
components, and there is no memory ther, doesn't have to specify 8T. We have in
no storage. If somebody designs a subsys- system like BOSS 4, 5, 6 different bit-error
tern, a filter modulator/demodulator which estimators, fully analytic, semi-analytic,
can be useful, this should be in the data- important sampling you name it and they
base, in a form easy to use and the system are all used for different things. The user
should search for it, and find it for him (the doesn't have to know what kind of estima-
user). There was a good question in the tor is used for that. You can ask me some
previous session, that the system design has questions like, is the system linear? Is the
a lot of wheat and chaff. We did something noise Gaussian? All right, you can use the
similar when I worked with some CD sys- semi-analytic, if it's not using another esti-
tems for LSI design: for every system, we mator. But if it is for important sampling,
defined two types of models. One model where do you think your errors come from?
was a detailed model for the system, and For things like that conversation with the
the other one was functional, for the same system is used to find the errors. In this I
system. The functional model should be think power and scaling has to be used to
used for this type of system. So whatever get over the estimator. What kind of signals
system is designed, we should define the do you want at the input? Usually we use
model and put it in. And essentially it is PN sequences or something like that
sort of a dream. When a new engineer depending on how much intersymbol
comes in and wants to have all the informa- interference exists to guide him out to
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define the PN sequence. The system in real- should be investigated. I have an example
ity doesn't use PN sequences at the input. here. Since I work in digital RF now, we
Filters: we have a presentation on fre- are given a digital radio, and fast firequency
quency domain filters, FFrT filters, time- bit-rate, we can suggest the use of similar
domain filters. It's not a title, he knows the systems, and we have to investigate the fad-
title. What kind of presentation do we want ing interference reflections for the
in simulation? Do you have overlap and tranismitter/receiver, the intersymbol
save, overlap and add, all kinds of things? interference, things like that. The system, if
Again the system should guide you as to the user is novice, should make him aware
what to use. that these are the systems. So the

This is what I call the expert system knowledge that a system should have at
approach. What we use is the knowledge in different levels of access, and somebody
the response to pattern. If he wants to have who is a guru doesn't need all these things
a specific subsystem, then the pattern is he says, I'm a guru don't give me advice, I
what he looks for having a subsystem like know what I am doing. But for someone
that. In a way, the conversation is very simi- who is not (novice) the system can have
pie with that. The expert system is being different levels where he can go in and stop
converted to someone else's rules. at each level. And besides this is sort of a

Now his VISAL AD] s wht I tree of decisions and I think the diagnostics
Nowl rersethie [ViUAL AYoI deisn whe of the system should be made available on

calle retrospectiv deip.rou desgnth demand. I made the decision for you
systm ad wat t impoveit.because I've made these rows. So you can

This is phase two. The system should agree with them or you can backtrack, and
be able to perform sensitive analysis and say you don't like this decision, give me
then optimize the performance according to - something else. The we'll go again to
the specificity and then search the database something else, and you can backtrack at
for similar designs mentioned before. And any point you want. So if a system like that
this is something that was mentioned in the is built, and I think it will be built by an
first session. I suggest, stronger, cheaper exert laboratory. This is from the New
cost-effective subsystems and components Yorker the expert's research laboratory

whic wee deignd beore Maye a an there where they have special systems. The
example, the sensitivity analysis show that caption was "don't mind me folks, I am

I.error-rate is dominated by adjacent channel. here just to read the meters".
That's how it is done. It can optimize the What do you want to do is to have a
outer filter to reduce adjacent channel conversation. You wouldn't feel like you're
interference causing interference to go up in a prison any more because you'll MAk to
so it can develop optimization to balance the system. My advise is to tailor it to the

that.recipient, based on knowledge which is in
This is phase three. A system should the database. *And realistically, I think you

guide the designer, or give a specification have higher productivity and low-cost infor-
to find the design. And it should also show, mation because in a way the novice or any
depending on whether he is a novice for designer will work on a lower level than a
this system or not, the database. If not system is designed for. So the impact on
this can be a pitfall to the system and users is that the user who will see this sys-
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PROBLEM

* Ideally CAD tools have to be used by communication systems
engineers

a CAD tools designed to be operated by CAD experts (gurus)

a The Interface to the CAD expert Is usuaily a communications
system expert.

a No help provided to novice inexperienced engineers

P. Balaban 5/27/87
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FUTURE CAD TOOLS
(Consultation System)

" Phase 1

- Only communication system design knowledge should be
required to use the system.

- All tool specific knowledge should be derivable from
interactive system description

" Phase 2

- Guide the user to a better (optimized) design.

- Help select standard or suggested systems and components

" Phase 3

- Guide a novice Communication Engineer to select a system.

- Suggest what areas of the system require special attention.

P. Balaban 5/27/87
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Knowledge Specific to Tool

e Selection of sampling interval

* Selection of a bit-error-estimator and its parameters

a Noise bandwidth estimator

a Signal power estimator

a Signal level scaling

e Type and duration of Input signal

a Frequency or time-domain filters

a Simulation duration

P. Balaban 5/27/87
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EXER SYTMAPOC

" Knowledge In problem solving

- Knowledge or responses to patterns

- Knowledge of which patterns to respond to first

* Advantages:

- Fairly independent rules

- Qulck solutions to complex problems

* Key Idea:

-For carefully chosen domains, the uniform Interaction of
many simple "if... .then..." rules can replicate expert
performance!

SLIDE 6

Consultation Systems
Phase 2

(Retrospective Design)

System should be able to:

e Perform sensitivity analysis

e Optimize performance

* Search through database for similar designs

* Suggest standard (cost effective) subsystems and
components from database

P. Balaban 5/27/87
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EXAMPLE

" Sensitivity analysis shows error-rate dominated by adjacent
channel Interference

" Optimize RF filter to balance contributions from adjacent-
channel Interference and Inter-symbol Interference

" Suggest to use an RF filter from database

P. Balaban 5/27/97
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CONSULTATION SYSTEMS

Phase 3

Prospective Design

" Guide to possible designs for given specifications and
constraints

" What problems should be Investigated In the selected system

P. Balaban 5/27/87
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EXAMPLE

Radio Route Engineering

*Given: Digital radio, path, frequency, bit-rate etc.

*Suggest: Previously used similar systems from data base, new
deveiopments In the field, a possible design scheme and
parameters

*Sluggest problems to Investigate (trouble spots):

- Channel:
r . Fading, Interference, reflections

- Transmitter Receiver:
" Problems: ISI, noise, phase jitter, etc.
" Solutions: Adaptive equalizers, clock recovery, etc.

SLIDE 10

Knowledge' Systems Should Have

*Multiple knowledge level access

*Decisions are made automatically or through Interactive
conversation

*Diagnosis of decision on request

P. Balaban 5/27/67
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THE KNOWLEDGE LEVEL
CAN OPERATE WITHIN A LEVEL

CAN REDUCE A LEVEL TO ONE BELOW
BUT DOING SO DOES NOT

INVALIDATE THE UTILITY OF
CONCEPTUALIZATION AT THE
HIGHER LEVEL.

SLIDE 12
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GOALS?

Ideal Goals
. Conversation
. Advice tailored to recipient
. Based on huge knowledge

Realistic Goals (but unlimited)
" Higher productivity
" Lower cost Information

P. Balaban 5/27/87
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IMPACTS ON USERS
WILL SEE SYSTEMS BECOME FRIENDLIER

WILL NOT PERCEIVE A RADICAL
DIFFERENCE

USERS WILL BECOME MORE NUMEROUS
USERS WILL HA VE MOST OF PROBLEMS

HANDLED BY SOFTWARE

1.8
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Impact on Consulting Engineers

e Will advise users of and on software

a Will not see routine problems

e Will see unusual problems

P. Balaban 5/27/87
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Impact on Research Engineers

Will be able to direct research to:
*New design technologies
*Formalization of less common design techniques
*Formalization of less common problems in common design
tech r-iques

Research embodied Into consulting systems

SLIDE 17
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Limits in the Foreseeable Future

Consultation Systems

" Will have limited knowledge

" No means of autonomous learning

SLIDE 18 P. Balaban 5/27/87
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tern, will become friendlier and he will not Would they not gain any insight?
3perceive a radical difference. And I hope BALABAN: No, I don't think so,
*that users of systems like BOSS will be because they have the diagnostics, as to

much more numerous and most of their how the decisions made was available to
problems will be handled by the software, them. And my advice to you would be,
by experts. The consulting engineer will why don't you go and read Shanmugan's
advise users on the software which they book or something? That could be one of
have and will not see it as action for rou- the things. But as to the wish list, these are
tine problems. If the problem is not routine only for routine problems, I mean about
and is not there (in the system), it w'ill 80%. Also, some of the problems like Mike
come to him, so he will hopefully see all had, where you have one system which has
the unusual problems. The impact on been designed for 5-6 years, is different.
research is that he can create new design You have one simulation system which you
technologies because what an expert system use over and over again. But if you have a
is, is a design technology which was smaller system, with fast prototyping, this
somehow intuitively defined in the system would be ideal for that.
itself. So you are able to formalize less AMOROSO: I have a question, and I
common design techniques in your system. also have possession of the microphone,
That's you're goal. If you have less corn- I'm over here. I'd like to know if anyone
mon problems, put them into the design has ever published a perfectly general
techniques which are already there and you definition of an expert system?
can do research using part of these expert BLBN o' nw
systems. BLBN o' nw

Now there are some limitations that I MOUFTAH: There are several people
thought of. Our knowledge is imitedi who have defined an expert system.
because what we have is limited. Most BALABAN: If you can, for any prob-
important, I don't think there is an expert lem create a tree which has an answer
system to learn from itself. But what will without searching and asking, that is a pro-
happen to all the gurus, like we are? So this gram problem, that's not an expert system.
is what happens to all the gurus, like we An expert system which is more ambiguous
are. We go to workshops. [laughter] since it has a lot of rules of thumb and the

SHANMUGAN: Thank you for being system is going through these rules to make
on time Phil. Any questions for Phil? This a decision, sometimes it is also determinis-
is really a list of wishes that one would like tic. If for example you have weather fore-
to see in an intelligent CAD tool whether it cast, it is a very complex system. And in
is at transmission systems level, or at net- order to forecast the weather for tomorrow,
work level. As Phil pointed out, we are not it takes you five days, and so it is not very
there yet and hopefully in the next 3 to 5 good. But there are rule of thumbs to have
years we will get there yet. Frank do you more or less. That's an expert system too,
have a question? even for deterministic problems.

CHETHIK: Well as an observation, SHANMUGAN: Thank you, Phil. As
wouldn't all of the novice engineers that I mentioned earlier, because of a broken
use these expert systems stay novices? cable, we will not have a demo of BOSS.

We are substituting a 10-minute presenta-
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tion on the Pink-Jeep tour in place of the Fortran compiler. It permits the communi-
BOSS demo. [laughter] BOSS stands for cation systems engineer to represent the
Block-Oriented Systems Simulator and my system, whether it is a unit, a subsystem, or
presentation is not aimed at a sales pitch a top-level view of a complicated system,
for BOSS or anything like that. But I in a hierarchical block-diagram form. So
wanted you to have a good feel for where right there BOSS differs from other systems
we are by way of current state-of-the art, in in that the engineer, after he is describing a
terms of CAD tools for transmission sys- system for simulation-analysis purposes,
tems engineering on communication link uses the language that is natural to him,
design. namely, block diagram representation.

This started as a giant effort between BOSS takes over from there and BOSS can
the University of Kansas and TRW. be used to configure systems in any arbi-
Besides myself, the people who were trary topology and any arbitrary block-level
involved in this project were Ed Kahn and block diagram type of representation. BOSS
Gary Minden. At TRW the prime movers at takes over from there and does a waveform
the technical level were Tom Manning and level simulation of the system, and presents
Greg Wiswall. We also had the blessing of the simulation results, and permits the
the management in the form of Raul, Dick engineer to perform design iterations.
Booton and everybody else at TRW on this There is a clear separation of responsibili-
project. There are a number of CAD tools ties in BOSS. We assume that models in
that are currently available for link level subsystems can be represented in an
analysis and design. Many of the earlier hierarchical block-diagram form. The corn-
tools were strictly formula-based. These munication engineer is responsible for the
were programmed and written to do things correctness of the block-diagram representa-
like link budget calculations. They really tion and for the the correctness of the
did not do detailed analysis of the func- parameter values. The software responsibili-
tional block in the communication system. ties are assumed by the software package
Later on starting with SYSTID in the late itself. A lot of times the comm. engineer
sixties, early seventies, a number of CAD who is usually a very thorough programmer
tools based on simulations, detailed has to assume responsiblities for program-
waveform level simulation work developed, ming too. And that is where most of the
and then we got into hybrid approaches that errors come in most of the time. In BOSS,
combine some formula-based analysis with there are separate responsiblities. The
simulation-based analysis. Good examples engineer is responsible for describing the
of hybrid tools, BOSS is one, COMSIM topologies of the system and the parameters
and SYSTID to some extent are hybrid correctly. The software package itself is
CAD tools also. responsible for all other functions.

BOSS, as I mentioned stands for Let's say someone is interested in
block-oriented system simulator. In very analyzing a system like the one I've shown

simple terms it can be viewed as an operat- on the top portion of this viewgraph. Sup-

ing system on an environment for doing pose you are interested in looking at what

simulation-based modeling and analysis of happens if you put a higher-order signaling

a communication system. So in some ways format like 16-qm through a non-linear
it is like DOS (disk-operating-system) on a satellite channel. If you are interested in
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evaluating the performance of a system like By putting these together you can construct
this, and if you're tying to optimize certain a model of an arbitrary nonlinearity that
bandwidths, cut offs, cost of the nonlinear you might want to put into the system. Or
amplifier and so onl, you will use BOSS in if that's not adequate, BOSS gives you a
the following fashion to address this prob- provision to actually write your model in
1em. FORTRAN and plug it in the block

First of all, BOSS is a manual driven diagram representation, into the BOSS
system, and to construct a system model, evrnet
you'll use BOSS and the BOSS menus to Once you have all the functional
actually draw a block diagram on the blocks, the next logical thing to do in
screen. You draw a block diagram represen- BOSS is to make the connections. Connec-
tation of the system on the screen by sim- tions in a block diagram representation in
ply selecting functional blocks that already BOSS are made simply by pointing to the
exist in the BOSS database. For example, I input port and next pointing to where it
have a random data source that already needs to be connected. BOSS automatically
exists in the BOSS database, so I call it by draws the connection for you, and will keep
simply going to the menu of digital sources. tack of the signals.
From the menu of digital sources I select a The signal types in BOSS are quite
random data source, and the block diagram numerous. You can go from logical signal
representation appears on the screen. The types to real valued, integer, complex and
block diagram representation has the name even vector-type signal values will be han-
of the block. It shows signal ports, output dled by BOSS. And as I mentioned, all of
signal ports, and if you have input signal the signal type setting and so on are
ports, they will be shown explicitly. It also automatically done by BOSS or the user. If
shows a little rectangle here indicating that you have a complex-valued signal, and you
there are certain parameters that the user connect it to a real-valued input port, BOSS
can set, or there are certain parameters that will immediately stop you and say that the
you can iterate on, or there are certain signal types are not consistent.
parameters that you can actually hook up Also BOSS provides on-line help all

frommachne dta.the time. Anywhere, in any part of the pro-
So the first thing you do in using cess, if you're lost, you can push the mid-

BOSS to construct a unit level model or a die button on the mouse and help informa-
subsystem model, or a system model, is to tion will appear on the screen automati-
bring in the functional blocks that you need cally. Appropriate help information will
to represent the system on the screen. Now, appear depending on where you are in the
if a functional block does not exist in the block diagram, like if I ask for help by
model library -- for example, if you are pointing here, I'll get the help on this entire
looking for a particular tyrpe of nonlinearity module. If I ask for help by pointing to the
which you want to put in the system some- signal, I'll get help information on what
where, and a model does not exist -- you type of signal it is, what its ranges are, and
can construct that model using what are so forth. If I point to here, and ask for help,
called BOSS primitive building blocks. I'll get a description of all the parameters
Primitive building blocks are simple things of this block, how to set parameter values
like adders, multipliers, limiters, and so on.
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and so on. So there is a tremendous amount dion, you go into the simulation phase.
of consistency checking and intelligence in What this viewgraph shows is the hierarchi-
the form of on-line help and documentation cal representation that is used in BOSS. At
built into the BOSS system. BOSS will also the top level I have a 16-level qm source,
ask for and will do on-line documentation. Even though it is shown as a single func-

Once a block diagram is completed, or tional block, it has a lot of details inside it.
even if the block-diagram is not completed, So if you are the engineer who actually
you can go and set the parameter values, built the 16-qm modulator, you'll be deal-
BOSS offers the maximum flexibility when ing with one or two levels below in the
you are getting ready to set parameter hierarchy, and you can have any level of
values for an analysis or simulation. detail that you want. For example, in the
Numrerical values can be entered for any 16-qm modulator, all I'm showing at this
parameter. In this example I'm setting the level is that the source is made up of actu-
filter order for this particular filter to be ally four binary sources going into the 16-
second order. So in all the simulations that qm modulator. This modulator itself may be
will be run, the filter order will be set at 2. made up of two QPSK modulators with

NowI culdals gotoforexaple a appropriate gains in phase shifts. The

datafile in the BOSS database and specify PKmdltrth sevs ay ae
an arbitrary frequency response for this been made up of two binary PSK modula-
filter. In choosing this to be a Butterworth tors with appropriate gains, phase shifts and
filter, I can go and choose the frequency s n ow lo h srt osrc
response contained in such and such the model with any level of detail that he

datfil. Tat reqenc repone culd wants and also view and simulate the
davae. That freqauncy thtsareons could model at the level that is appropriate for the
have come from asn uni tha'smalradyon bulto particular engineer. So if you're a unit
andyo pareer using ipen the mlat ao engineer you will actually simulate this par-
any eprmter thaxpte peas o helst can ticular block in all of its detail and glory.
boe xptee - xotedhen you floa seity Whereas if you are a systems engineer, this

iteration values for the particular parameter. isjtonfucoalbckfthsyem
For example, if you want to look at the These little pointers here are the analo-
effect of the receive-filter bandwidth or the gous of alligator clips that you attach to test
transmit-filter bandwidth on a system per points to view waveforms. BOSS uses these
formance, you can iterate through several pointers to collect waveforms, that you can
values automatically. And at the end of the analyze later on. And once the block
simulation BOSS will plot, for example, diagram is complete, then you set the simu-
error rate as a function of transmit-filter lation parameters and go into simulation
bandwidth, receive-filter bandwidth, etc. So and then look at the simulation results in a
you can do all the design iterations variety of formats.
automatically rather than making multiple This is one screen from the BOSS
runs and plotting it by hand, or going to a workstation. The block diagram is shown in
separate plot package. the middle and you can look at the simula-

If you do everything right, when you tion results by simply pointing to on the
are done with the block diagram representa- block diagram and asking for a signal on

any of these points. Then BOSS will
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CAAD TOOLS FOR ADVANCED
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

" Good systems engineering CAAD tools are needed
to: create new, more reliable, high quality products,
quickly and less expensively in small lot sizes

" Reduce time required to do systems engineering of
complex products (rapid prototyping)

* Reduce time required to insert new technologies
into products

* Reduce the cost of systems engineering

* Improve the accuracy of design

SLIDE 1
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COMPUTER-AIDED ENGINEERING TOOLS

Mathematical Modeling
RESEARCH and Analysis

Rapid-Prototyping

DESIGN AND Computer-Aided
DEVELOPMENT Analysis

Simulation

Computer-Aided Design

MANUFACTURING I CAM Tools

SLIDE 2
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HIERACHICAL VIEW OF CAAD TOOLS

FOR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

NETWORKS

LINKS

CIRCUITS

* A large number of CAAD/CAM tools are available
at the circuit/chip level

* Not many standard tools are available for systems
level (link and network) analysis and design

* Lack of integration between CAAD tools at various
levels

SLIDE 3
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CAAD TOOLS
FOR TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

Formula-Based

* APPROACHES

Simulation-Based

e SIMULATION-BASED CAAD PACKAGES

SYSTID

COMSIM
BLOSIM

ICS

BOSS

°CURRENT TRENDS/FUTURE DIRECTIONS

*Improved modeling and simulation
techniques

-Modular software packages with
graphical representations of building
blocks/ postprocessor

*Expert systems framework

SLIDE 4
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

" Developing computationally efficient simulation
models

* Improving the computational efficiency of
Monte-Carlo simulations

* Developing an expert systems framework to
guide the analysis and design of complex
communications systems

* Integrating network simulations, link simulations,

and circuit simulations

* Top down design features

SLIDE 5
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present the simulation result in a time- tions, I will be glad to answer them for you
domain, frequency-domain, or any other right now.
kind of statistical display like histograms, REIFFEN: What is the computer
correlations and so forth. All of it is done system that it runs on?
without ever writing a single line of code sft hat it runs on
all the modules you need exist in database. SHANMGA Right no it rnsoa DEC VAX station. We are in the process

You're simply selecting items in the of converting it to run on SUN and
menu, drawing a block diagram literally on APPOLLO workstations, too. At the speed
the screen, having the system take care of of this workstation, if you are simulating a
all the software functions, doing the simula- system like this, in real time you can simu-
tions, looking at the simulations of the late something like 10 symbols per sec.
software. You don't even have to remember That's the speed. The processor speed itself
the name of any of the signals because you is 1 MIP, but the simulation speed is like
can bring the block diagram up and ask for 10 symbols per second of real time.
a signal plot by pointing to it. It is hierarch-
ical, so the levels of details can be hidden seF Cu you gius soesense of how rich the various functions are
from the user whenever it's appropriate; on that have been developed? Could you give
the other hand if you do want to look at the us a snapshot of where it is and what addi-
levels of details, they are available to you. tional work needs to be done in order to
It is self-documenting to a large extent in make it a general purpose, as you would
that any time you build a module, you have make it?
to document the module as you're building
it. That information goes into a documen- SHANMUGAN: It is a very general

tation database, it also goes into an on-line purpose framework in that you can use

help database, too. BOSS to do control systems simulations

At the end of a design, you can ask now. Anything that you can represent by

for complete documentation, and BOSS will way of modules.....

provide you block diagrams of each func- REIFFEN: No, I am not asking about

tional block, all the way down to the lowest the concept, I am asking about the menu of

level, and all the documentation, too. So it preprogrammed functions.

is a complete analysis and design tool and SHANMUGAN: I'll show to you, for
it is kind of representative of where we are example, a snapshot of the groups that we
in CAD tools for transmission systems have in the model library, there are prepro-
engineering. grammed modulators, analog sources, chan-

This is about a one-hour talk which I nel models, demodulators, and so on. Now

am trying to condense into about 10 BOSS will not have all the models that

minutes so I am skipping a lot of details. A you need for all applications. To some

good reference for BOSS is the paper that I extent that expert is precise in the various

gave at MILCOM'86. If you look at the organizations that are using BOSS. What

Proceedings of MILCOM'86, there will be we are providing is a very easy to use

a detailed paper on BOSS and if you need framework for you to construct your own

any additional information, I'll be glad to model and put it in the model library, and

send it to you and if you have any ques- use it immediately. We don't make any dis-
tinction between BOSS-supplied models
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and user-created models, of giving us permission to release it in the
WELCH: In other words if somebody public domain.

has built the directional demodulator, will REIFFEN: Could you give us some
that appear in your menu? sense as to how long it took to develop it

SHANMUGAN: That will automati- to its present status and effort?

cally appear. As soon as you put it in the SHANMUGAN: It took about 2 years
library, it will automatically be added to all from the date we thought of developing a
the menus at the right levels. So you really block diagram oriented simulator. It took us
ought to look at it as a tool for building about 6 months of design before we wrote
your own model library. You don't have to the first line of code. There are about 4
come to me or any other guru to build people working on the design, so about two
BOSS models. You can build it with what man years of design went into it. The entire
we provide to you, or you can build it in package except for the models is written in
the form of your own FORTRAN primi- LISP. That language offered us a lot of
tives, add them to the library and go on facilities that are not available in other
from there. languages. So after six calendar months

REITMEYER: Do you have the right and about two man years of design, it took

functional models in the language? us another six months and about an addi-
tional two man years to develop the first

the models are written in FORTRAN. Once working version of BOSS. Then it took us
the mdels ar lwrenn FORTRAN. mone another calendar, and about three man years

we hve lowlevl FRTRA moel, to develop the production version of BOSS.
from there on it can be used in a block

diagram representation at the higher levels So it took two calendar years and and about
six to seven man years to put it out on the

in the hierarchy. It is only at the lowest lev- markt. an er tons?
els hat ou riteFORTAN.market. Any other questions?els that you write FORTRAN.

SPIELKER: An obvious question is CHETHIK: When will it be ready to

what's the availability of BOSS to industry run on a SUN workstation?

and to other universities? SHANMUGAN: In about approxi-

SHANMUGAN: It is available to the mately three to six months. The SUN ver-
sion will be out in three months, the

public domain. There are 15 installations of AionUwillversion in six months

BOSS already, and there are no restrictions

on the distribution of it. There is a price WELCH: Suppose that I had a micro-

that goes with it. vax and an array processor, is there any

REIFFEN: What is the price? way to pipe some of the stuff over to the
array processor, and then send it back?

SHANMUGAYou can talk to e SHANMUGAN: Certainly. There are
about it or you can talk to TRW. The price operations, like FFT filtering operations,
is less than $10,000 for industry, $2,000 for that you could conveniently ship to the
the universities. That's one of the advan-of dvelpinga tol lke his n a array processor. For other operations, since
tages othis is a time-step oriented simulator, you
university environment where there are not will not save anything by going over to the
too many restrictions on proprietor rights array processor. But when you do block
and so on. TRW was very gracious in terms processing like FFTs, certainly. Any other
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questions or comments? answers for a real world network which
I think it is time to take a short coffee you are planning on, and then there would

break. The next part of our session will be be considerable departure from what you
devoted to CAD tools for networks. There find and what you expect. And since we are
are three speakers and it will take about an now talking about simulation, which is sup-
hour to go through those presentations. So posed to be giving you additional results
let's take about a 5-10 minute break and other than what you can get through queue-
start again. ing theory, you would naturally like to put

BREAK in some effort on defining more clearly,
what the realistic workload characterization

SASTRY: My presentation is based is. And one of the tools that we should
on work that we did in the past five years really have is how to define what's going
(SLIDE 1), building various network on. Supposing you look at, say, the 051
models, each of which is approximately a (open system interconnection) layers. It is a
man year type of effort. In building these seven layer model for the network, we are
tools, we have been using SIMSCRIPT talking about the top three layers. They are
which is a discrete event simulation essentially application oriented tyrpe of
language. There are many other building environments from which you should get
tools like SIMULA, GPSS, things like that, the workload characterization. We have
and also these days some icon-based graph- developed two procedures for doing that.
ical tools are also coming out like SIMXI, I'll just briefly describe to you one of them.
which is a LISP-based one; Kurose is goingOteimoanisusrledoth

to sy soe mre tingsabot thse.simulation of networks are the interlayering
SLIDE 2 gives a list of the models interactions among these seven layers and

that we built. Don't be afraid, I'm not the transient bottlenecks, as we have heard
intending to go through each one of them, this morning from Professor Turin. I was a
there's no time. The purpose of this talk is, little worried to mention these things ear-
based on that experience, to present the sort lier, but now I feel more confident since he
of problems we were faced with. mentioned that! We are also interested in
Specifically, the distributed processing in fault management. We have been doing
networks, which we are currently very some work on that and in the process we
much concentrating on, and a few topics found the most difficult part there is the
like how to reduce simulation run time and simulation of faults. We have developed
things like that. some message-based fault-isolation algo-

When it comes to distributed networks rithmns, to try to track down errors in the
the problems we find are shown in SLIDE network. But, what sort of errors do you
3. A realistic workload characterization in expect in the network? At the hardware
a network is extremely important, because level, the software level, or the protocol
you may have a very good model of the level? Simulation of those faults is very
network, but the results that you get are important. It is difficult to do, and this is, in
only as good as the traffic model that you fact, the most difficult problem of all.
put in. Using a Poisson model for the For example, if you are looking at a
traffic is fine, but in a real world simula- real time simulation run, suppose you have
tion, your simulator has to give you a distributed computing system, and you
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want to simulate a half an hour of real-time sages. Hence if you can identify them in a
usage of that computing system. A half an distributed system (here again, this is an
hour of that simulation at the message example), and if you can link up these tasks.
level, or at the packet level, involves with a proper message model, then you
several millions of packets. And if you're don't have to describe the individual mes-
having a discrete-event simulation, the time sages the tasks will create. The creation
scales are so different than at the applica- mechanism has to be incorporated in the
tion processes level and the packet level, task. These tasks could be totally asynchro-
you'll be creating so many events, that half nous, independent tasks, or they could be
an hour of real-time might end up as, actu- subtasks of a larger job. So we have a very
ally, a simulation run time of say 24 hours flexible model, which took us about a year
or even 2 days. And now, imagine the corn- to develop.

( plexity, if you want to take it to the bit- This is written in SJMSCRIIPT, and
level detail as Sam and some others ar there are lots of user-selectable features.
doing. Obviously, you cannot start ftrm This is one particular model where you
the bit level and the packet level, and con- have tasks and messages. We have another
tinue all the way up to the application pro- model which you can use, in case you
cess level having a single overall simulation know the entire sequence of messages that
model, without filtering out some of the take place in a system. We have simulated
details to reduce the complexity of the a newspaper production system, for exam-
model. If you are satisfied with the average ple, using local area networks, and the
results at the link level, then you have to entire control message sequences that take
take the average parameters, but if you're place in a newspaper production system.
not satisfied and you need second-order Since we know the messages and the tim-
statistics, you have to collect them and then ings that these messages were created at,
plug them into the models. So the models for example, all these things can be put in a
have to be built in a layer based structure, proper structure. Tn fact I don't have time
if you want to keep the run times withi to go into that. But the structure again, is
reasonable level. Now I'll show to you not rigid, i.e., the number of combinations,
something about the results. such as how many printing presses you

Here is one approach to workload want, how many types of jobs run, which
characterization (SLIDE 4). What we did might also be overlapping, possible phases
was, for the top three layers, define various in the jobs, all these details can be put in.
tasks that are involved in a distributed pro- So with some input parameters, you would
cessing system. And if you know those be creating real jobs, really running, and
tasks and you start this task, for example, they would create all the messages. These
message I will start task 1, which will are the two types of models that we have
create some additional messages, and that but I don't claim that this is the only way
will go to task 2, maybe then, one of the to accomplish that, there are many other
messages from task 2 may open up task 3, ways. I thought of mentioning just this
and then 4, but they need not be in a one, so that many others here could perhaps
sequence. For example, 4, 5, and 6 may think of creating a realistic traffic model.
immediately go to task I again. So these This is especially important for net-
tasks are intertinked by corresponding mes- works because, looking at the OSI model,
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from each layer to layer down, when you on this slide is the state of the system, for
have these peer entities talking to lower example the CPU utilization. The current
entities, there is what is called mixing tak- one is the upper block, and the previous
ing place, i.e., several entities at the top one is the lower block. The lower block is
layer might talk to a single entity in the green and the upper block is white. Green
lower layer, in which case it is multiplex- means 20-40 utilization, white is 0-20. So
ing, or, one entity in the top layer might as the simulation keeps running, though
talk to several entities in the lower layer, in what we are seeing is not in real time but
which case it is called splitting. So you off-line, you will see the colors jumping
have this splitting and mixing taking place, between here and there. You know the pre-
and by the time you come to the data link vious state and the current state. So you get
layer, which is of interest for example to a picture of what is really happening during
the earlier presentations, you lose all corre- the transient situation. To give you an
lation between the source and its example, let me choose (results for node) 6
corresponding message. so that you finally here. The 6 will show you, the lower one is
have a bunch of idepenident messages. green, i.e., 20-40, and 'qnally at the end of
Thus at the data link level, usually it is the 20 seconds, it shifted to white. That's
appropriate to use a Poisson model, but if where it ended, at the lowest utilization. A
you go to a higher layer, for example if you corresponding black and white version that
want to do a tranisport layer performance, I have is for 3 seconds instead of 20
you should know more precisely what is seconds. You see (for 110 processor) at 6
the type of traffic that you are really creat- both of them were heavily utilized. They
ing. are actually at 80-100 level. At some point

Here we have a system called simula- they are 3rd level. So if you go right away
tion analysis of distributed systems. This is to the end of the simulation, you will not
the program which takes in those traffic see what is really happening during the
models, as well as at each other layer what- simulation time. So there are situations
ever type of protocol that you have, as the where you can pick some of the transient,
bus-based protocol used in CSMA CD or bottleneck problems. But how do we inter-
token-passing bus, or whatever. This is the pret what those things really mean, that's a
total system and this is how the oupt completely different question.
look (SLIDE 5). You can have plots for We have been looking at some of
example, for the resource utilization, link these issues, both transient analysis and
utilizations, mean-message queues, and what kind of statistics we should get, how
things like that. to handle priorities of messages and things

In addition to that, to get an idea of' like that with particular reference to token-
how things go on with transient features, I passing bus. Most of you may be aware
have one slide here for you (SLIDE 6). It that token-passing bus is a local area net-
is an off-line system, and as the simulation work scheme which is part of the manufac-
keeps running, we tak outputs at selected turing automation protocol (MAP) that
intervals. In this case, a 20 sec simulation many people now think is part of an ipso
was taken and then we got outputs at every facto standard for factory automation
second. So you can see what the output (SLIDE 7). General Motors initiated that
looks like at every second. What is shown and many others have accepted it now.
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In the seven layers there are various lower level Communication processes, and
other protocols. Previously it used to be in they can blow up the run times. A couple
the second level, but now the token passing of solutions for that could be that wherever
bus is comning to level 1. And we started possible, compute the impact of events
working on token-passing bus before the rather than simulating every event. For
MAP camne in, about 3-4 years ago. The example, token-passing bus has several sta-
token-passing bus has several features in it tions connected to a bus and a token goes
(SLIDE 8), I don't want to go into all of around. If some stations don't have mes-
that, except pointing out that there are 4 sages to transmit, they don't use the token,
level priorities which is a facility, but it they simply get the token, and pass it on.
also makes things very difficult to under- But if we know how many stations have
stand the system. queues without any messages in them, or

I just wanted to show you this interest- rather, have buffers without any queue, then
ing feature. You don't have to look into all you don't have to really simulate those
the curves (SLIDE 9) except one, the on events, i.e., the token being received and
with the average delay per frame. Here the sent again, and things like that. Instead of
mean-interarrival time is actually increas- that you can compute the time it takes for
ing, as me~an traffic level is decreasing. Ini- these events to take place, and then update
tially the traffic is very high (low mean the simulation clock. By doing that you
inter-arrival time), and there is a particular will save quite a bit of time, and we have
delay. As traffic is decreasing you would done that for the token-passing bus. But it
expect the delay to improve. It actually is a very tricky process because when you
improves, but it starts rising at this point update the simulation clock, you must make
and then falls back again. The reason why sure that no other events are lost, like a
this happens is that at this point, only high new packet created, or a packet coming in
priority messages are being transmitted; fromi suinewhere else, etc. So you havc toV
lower priority messages are not getting a scan for the next scheduled event. It is a
chance to be transmitted. When they start fairly involved process.
getting a chance at this point, each lower The next issue is related to distributed
priority packet that was transmitted carries simulations. This is the case when you are
with it a large queueing delay, so it adds to allowed some sort of parallelism in your
the average. But eventually it comes down. simulation, then you can perhaps go on
So if you just look at this curve, it is very doing that in several machines at the same
difficult to interpret what is happening to time, or several processes at the same time,
the overall network. Obviously 1 ou should and interconnect them through messages,
have delays measured for each priority which is difficult because you have got to
level. So basically what I wanted to say is keep synchronization among these
that if you have priorities for the messages, processes. This is quite involved, but still it
it can muddle up the interpretation of the promises to be a solution. We are working
results very much. on it, and it is catching up very much.

The run-time reduction is another Quite a few others are also interested in
problem. I just mentioned earlier the time that.
factors (SLIDE 10). They are different Now the next thing is the validation of
between the application processes and the simulation results. T1his is a real problem.
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When steady state solutions are required, higher peak and lower peak, so you may
perhaps people can use confidence intervals have to wait for a longer time. Sometimes
(SLIDE 11). But most of the network solu- it is worthwhile to choose an efficient ini-
tions that we are looking at are really very tial value rather than starting from the zero,
dynamic in terms of traffic changes. The some extremental value. In fact you can see
question is can you really get steady state another curve where we have started at the
solutions or not? That is difficult to answer. same value (SLIDE 13) but this time we
But we are also definitely interested in plotted the same initial queue size but for
some transient situations. How do you vali- different traffic levels. And you can see
date transient results? How do you know here it is getting to be unstable, the queue
that you are getting an odd and fictitious sizes are building up. The traffic is actually
value or something that is not dependable? low, while here it is almost periodic. So
You want transient results, but at the same there are some situations where you can see
time, you really don't know how to validate that you are really saturating the network.
them. I'm not talking about validating the Some such conclusions can be drawn.
model, I'm talking about validating the Let me now introduce another major
results. problem that we have been facing (SLIDE

There are some other problems that 14). Suppose we take a multi-hop packet
you might have, as for example you want a radio network, i.e., there are several mobile
distribution of the delay, instead of the packet radios (in fact, we also use the same
average delay. You can evaluate the aver- thing for multiple satellites networks), what
age delay analytically. But since you are is the throughput in a network? Throughput
going through the trouble of getting a simu- in a single-hop network or a common bus
lator, you should get a distribution of the is well understood as the useful messag,. s
delay. But in order to get a distribution, that have been delivered to the receiver.
what happens is that many samples fall Now here, how do you evaluate that, and
away from the average if your standard what is throughput? It is very difficult to
deviation is very large, and then you cannot understand. But in a simulation at least you
really get accurate values for the samples. can use some sort of a yardstick like, call
By using some extreme value theorems or 'traffic' as all transmitted packets, which
something like that, people may be able to you can count in a simulation and call as
find some tools in trying to approximate the 'throughput' all successfully received pack-
distribution. ets, and then take the ratio and call it 'utili-

Then what will happen to the queue zation'. But still it is defined on overall net-
sizes, suppose you want realistic queue work level. If you have a single transmitter
sizes, how long do you want to run the and many receivers (broadcasting), what is
simulations? We have done some experi- the throughput in this case? That is a very
ments. For example, here, as a function of critical problem. I think we still have to get
simulation run-time, we have tried 3 some very good parameters to describe this
different initial queue sizes, and tried to run sort of system.
them (SLIDE 12). And as you can see, one Here are some results, familiar results,
of these values gives you sort of a periodic i.e., how the utilization varies with or
thing. And the other one is trying to settle without retransmission, the mean-
down. This one takes a lot more time, interarrival time delay, these are all average
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statistics which are reasonably understood. That's why it is some sort of a hybrid
We can even get these results perhaps from thing. As I was mentioning earlier,
queueing models. Hence the selection of the priority-handling algorithms have to be
right parameters will facilitate an effective developed. For example, in the token-
use of simulation models. It is not enough passing bus, there are so many stations,
just to build the models, a very important each station has what is called a target
issue is how to use them. That is what I've token rotation time, and a change in any
tried to summarize. If I had more time, I value will affect everybody else's transrnis-
could have described this further. sions. Some people tried to represent it as

Basically, to recapitulate some of these a sort of linear programming problem, there
things (SLIDE 15), the network simulations can be many other approaches, but that is a
can provide additional insights, especially very important problem. It has not yet been
in the case of handling priorities, routing, solved. People talk about factory automa-
and getting delay distributions instead of tion, but the first thing they find later is
average delay. That is why network simula- how you fix and initialize these values, and
tions are particularly helpful. And then how to dynamically alter them as the traffic
more realistic traffic models can be con- keeps changing. You do need quite a bit of
structed and used rather than Poisson analytical work there, otherwise you may
models, as well as the transient behavior do 500 or 1000 simulations, like wild-goose
that I've already discussed, things like chasing, you'll never get a right solution.
bottlenecks, can be better understood. With So you will have to narrow down the prob-
just a single bottleneck, suppose some lem .by using some analytical algorithms
buffer goes out, and because some protocol first, and then fine tuning using the simula-
fades, the whole thing falls back, which tions. Then estimation of distributions based
will not be shown in an analysis of average on small sample sizes can also use some
results. So you really need to look at these analytical work. Then of course distributed
bottlenecks. simulation may be useful, and we are trying

Timedepedenttrafic s a ery to work on it. Basically the problem is how
Tiedpedn traffi iscroiato amn veryou

important parameter that can be observed. oaale keersnchonizaotimong va iusa
Interpretation and generalization of results paralltelfoperatos ometmle tharlel simula-
have pitfalls. That's where the need for tions ite f srs oanot amenable tpalelora
validation of simulation results and other dtriten oficurseto antcodc
things discussed earlier become important. ditbuesmlaon
There are certain analytical tools that can I don't know if I'm permitted any
aid simulations. I am not talking about questions?
parallel analytical tools in which you can SHANMUGAN: That's the whole
say, well, our simulation confirms the purpose of the workshop, is to have ques-
analytical results, that is not what I'm talk- tions and discussions.
ing about. To get a good successful simula- PICKHOLTZ: You said you use
tion model, and to be able to use this you SIMlSCRIPT. The same people who
need some analytical tools to represent developed SLMSCRIT, CACI, now also
some processes and to evaluate results. have a specifically designed network simu-

lation tool called network 2.5 which in fact
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has push-button protocols in it and some SHANMUGAN: Our next speaker is
graphics. Have you considered this? Jim Kurose from the University of Mas-

SASTRY: We did consider that. We sachusetts. Jim is going to talk about

did not use it because as you saw earlier, current CAD tools like BOSS at the net-

we had so many different models built. work level.

Once you buy a readymade package, there KUROSE: I'd like to talk about CAD
is always a problem as to how to modify tools for networks and give an overview of
that for quite a different network. We what I see as state-of-the-art. I come from a
always found it easier to start from SIM- Computer Science department as opposed
SCRIPT and quickly build models. We to an Electrical Engineering department.
have 3 people who are full-time program- The first thing that means is that I don't
mers and in fact as you keep talking to call them tools, I call them an environment
them, they talk back to yoa in the SIM- which is what all the software engineering
SCRIPT code, that is the experience level, people call these things. At the heart of any
In this way we build prototype models very kind of environment for doing any kind of
quickly. So we thought it was not going to modeling, I've got an underlying language.
be advantageous for us. It might be a language like SIMSCRIPT, it

PICKHOLTZ: Is it therefore written might be a block-oriented language with the

in SIMSCRIPT? primitives defined by BOSS, it might be

SASTRY: Yes, it is written in SIM- something like RESQ. So I can have any

SCRIPT. Suppose you want to have a very language, and presumably in the middle of

wide variety of networks, like multiple that I have some model-database of models

satellite networks, for example, or a local constructed within that language.

area network; they are vastly different net- Now the reason why it's called an

works. Our interests are so wide, we environment is because I have a set of tools

thought we are better off starting from which are all geared towards this particular

SIMSCRIPT and writing our own code, language. I have tools for specifying my

rather than using readymade packages. models, for building them, for solving

Incidentally, we are using the PC version of them, analytic tools, simulation tools, out-

SIMSCRIPT, and most of the diagrams that put analysis tools for looking to the results,

you saw are all displayed on the PC. We experimental design facilities and utilities,

have a highly effective user interface, thus etc. The important point here is that all of

by using a sort of a menu process, the user these tools should see a common interface

can put inputs and get displays, and PC in terms of what a model looks like, and

SIMSCRIPT also has animation. It is they should all be expressed within this

through the animation that I was able to language so I don't have a disparate group

show you the transient results. And SINM- of tools that I'm trying to apply to models

SCRIPT is also coming CACI, in about 3-4 written in different languages. I would like

months on SUN. It is available on VAX to draw an analogy between what we are

11-780s, that's where we developed our trying to do here and what people have

simulations. It is also available on IBM already done in software development

machines, so SIMSCRIPT is preferred as environments. I think that's an area in

our simulation language. which computer scientists are generally
quite far ahead. I think a number of other
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people have made that observation, me just say that if anybody is interested, I
The way I would like to structure my would be happy to provide more details

talk is to briefly give you an idea of what's about what we are doing there with people
going on specification tools, solution tools, from IBM. If you're from Massachusetts,
output analysis tools, and a design facility. you are welcome to come and visit and I
Before I do that I would like to talk about would be happy to show you around.
one common feature that I see in absolutely "PAWS" is being done by the University of
every network modeling package that peo Texas - IRA, SIMSCRIPT, SIMVISION,
ple are working on, or environments that SIMAN and CIN4EMA, there are a whole
people are working on, and that's the role number of these. It is very clear there's an
of graphics. I won't say a lot on that im1portant trend there.
because Professor Turin provided a very In terms of the underlying language,
eloquent description of why it's good. My the goal of any environment is to define a
view is that it provides a single, uniform very rich, but hopefully a minimal set of
interface to all aspects of the modeling pro- modeling primitives or building blocks
cess. I construct something graphically, I which are appropriate to the modeling
solve it graphically, I animate my solution, domain. Here are examples that are taken
if I'm doing simulation. When I want to see out of existing packages: A queue modeling
my output results, just like in BOSS, I do element for instance, split and fission nodes
that graphically. I point to it, I say "Look, where messages coming through can make
I'm interested in this queue, let me see copies or related copies of itself, a multi-
time-delay, let me see throughput utilza- access channel port, so when a message
tion, etc." and finally, a point that is often passes through I start simulating the propa-
overlooked (I always overlook it, but the gation of the message on a channel, or,
people I work with in IBM never overlook here's another one for an IBM SNA virtual
it), is how important it is to communicate circuit with pacing. So as you can see,
results to other people. If you walk in and there is a wide range of modeling elements
say, "Here's my model, and here are my that exist underlying a language, and in
results", and you unfold 500 pages of com- general there is an important tradeoff
puter paper, people aren't going to follow between flexibility and effort. If you are
what you are trying to say. But we've trying to build a model of SNA, it is very
found that graphical models and the ability easy to do it in this, but very hard or time
to animate a solution and actually show the consuming to do it in this. However, if
model running provides a very effective you are building your own routing algo-
means for communicating, both the struc- rithm, and you are interested in studying its
ture of a model and the results of the model performance. it is very hard to do it, as a
to other people. matter of fact it is impossible to do it with

Here are some examples of systems this kind of modeling environment. It is
that rely very heavily on graphics. The per- much easier to do it here. One thing I see
formance analysis workstation being done as very important for all modeling environ-
by Ben Melamed at AT&T, "RESQME" ments is language support for structuring
which is the Research Queueing Package very large models. I think if there is any-
Modeling Environment. I promised myself I thing that is going to stop these modeling
wouldn't give a saes speech here, but let environments dead in their tracks, it's the
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problem of what happens when networks and if I'm working on this graphically, I
get very big, and I try to model such big press that black box and all of a sudden
networks. I'm down here, and I'm working down here

Another potential problem is that most in this modeling plane. We've found that
of these environments are based on 1960s this kind of hierarchical structuring has
or 1970s packet switching technology, been about the most successful thing we
Well, what about high-speed networks built have been able to come up with in solving
around interconnection networks, what large models.
about ISDN, what about packet radio net- (Skip those two slides...) O.K Model
works? solutions: What are people doing there?

What I'd like to do now is to just go Well, there's the old question, should I do
through very quickly: model construc- it analytically, or should I do it through
tions, model solutions and output analysis. simulation? Is the complexity of the net-
In terms of the construction, again Profes- works that we are building such that
sor Turin discussed it somewhat this morm- analysis is really not an option? I'll just tell
ing. When I build my model, I simply you a statistic within IBM. Over 99% of all
choose icons off of a palette and put them the models are being solved through simu-
on a modeling area. All modeling elements lation even though we have state-of-the-art
have certain attributes associated with them. queueing theoretic algorithms for solving
For instance a queue has a name, it has ser- queueing networks. Some people are still
vice time of messages going through, if it's solving it analytically and another possibil-
a priority discipline, it has priority informa- ity is hybrid techniques. We've seen a
tion, if it's pre-emptive priority, it has pre- number of people talk about the animation
emptive priority information. This is typi- of a simulation solution so I won't talk
cally specified in language specific context about that. But we've =ls0 had some people
sensitive forms: we can learn a lot of good mention distributed parallel simulations and
things from compiler technology, such as I would like to talk about that.
incremental parsing, so I can have imnmedi- The question here is, I have two
ate error detection. As soon as I make a options. Should I take a single simulation
mistake, a red light goes off, the icon turns and distribute it among all the processors
off and I see, "Gee, I've made a mistake." I that I have, or should I take multiple simu-
don't wait till I've built the model and then lations and give one simulation to each pro-
get 500 million error messages coming out. cessor and have each processor work on the
The goal is to make it very hard if not simulations and gather all the results from
impossible to build an incorrect model. In all the simulations and make some infer-
terms of support for large models, panning ences. Well, the most recent results I've
and zoomidng over the modeling area is the seen are sort of bad news for both of these
typical feature. techniques.

Secondly, I can have graphical support In terms of distributed simulations
for model structuring so I can build (one simulation over an entire group of pro-
hierarchical models. Here's one modeling cessors), there was a paper in Sigmetrics
plane, if you will. I have a high level about three weeks ago that did some meas-
model here, and I've got a black box here, urements on a Sequent machine. They were
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looking at a central server model and they one of two camps. Either you love it, or
were simulating it using a distributed simu- you hate it. And I suppose I would fall in
lation algorithm running on 5 processors. the Pattering nabobs of negativism, I think
They found that there was a difference that's the phrase. However, I do think this
between a factor of 16 in doing it on a sin- is one possible application for AI systems.
gle processor versus 5 processors. Well, Because when you're trying to select a
you think, certainly it can't be a factor of confidence interval technique, that is a very
16 speed-up with 5 processors. In fact. 5 narrow area of expertise in terms of select-
processors were 16 times slower than a sin- ing the methods for generating confidence
gle processor. So I think that's indicative of intervals, for projecting how confidence
some of the problems involved there. intervals will change as a function of how

In terms of parallel simulations, you long I do simulations for choosing run-
have to be very careful with what you do. length. I think that is a rich area to be
If I gave each of you simulations to run~x looked at.
and looked at my watch and stopped you So we've looked at how to build a
after 10 minutes and gathered all the results model and how to solve a model and
and looked at mean, or some kind of esti- looked at the output results. If you
mates, unless I was very careful about remember from the beginning, I talked
which of your simulations I used and which about an experimental design facility. This
I threw out, I'd get biased results for what I is something I have been working on with
was tying to look at. So, again, I think some people at IBM. The idea here is when
both in parallel and distributed simulations I perform a simulation it's usually in the
people have been saying, "This is the way context of some kind of parametric study of
to solve our computational problems." I'd system performance. The way it's usually
like to say I think there are some interest- done is, I set some parameters, I simulate
ing and important issues there that have to it, I get some results, I tweak some paramne-
be addressed first. ters, I get some more results. If the results

In terms of output analysis, if I have a were better, I tweak the parameters in that
graphical model representation, then a direction again. Now, why can't I automate
graphical display of results is the obvious that, why can't I optimize the performance
thing to do. A shortcoming I see inmany of my model somehow over a set of tun-
tools is that you run a simulation and get able parameters?
some performance results, but only point There are some interesting applications
values. I think people here are sophisticated here of stochastic approximation algorithms,
enough to realize that if I have a point and then there is the question of how I
value without confidence interval that can should do this optimization. Should I do it
be pretty meaningless. So it is important to on central differences like in Kieffer-
provide multiple confidence interval tech- Wolfowitz that turns out to be very slow?
niques, generative methods, batch means, Could I come up with some kind of
independent replication, approach for estimating gradients in just

There has been a lot of talk about A.I. one simulation run? There is a technique
I wasn't sure I was going to put this up, but that some people have come up with called
people who think about A.I., usually fall in perturbation analysis, that's one possibility,

but there might be some convergence prob-
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lemns with that. There is a technique will ever show you, of any graphical
recently developed by some people at environment will have a very small model.
AT&T Bell Labs based on likelihood ratios Sam had a picture of 4 icons up there. Well
for estimating these gradients. So there are what if it's 400? 1 had a bunch of pictures I
number of open questions there, too. skipped over and I had 8 icons up there.

When I tried to tell the people at ffiM Maybe we are halfway there towards solv-
that this was an interesting problem to look ing the problem as opposed to Sam, but I
at, basically because I found it to be a think that's a really serious problemr.
mathematically interesting problem, that I Finally, a problem that Dr. Sastry
could probably prove some convergence mentioned with high-speed networks, there
results and things like that, they said "Well, is an impending significant change in the
you are not asking the right question here. time-scale. I'm talking about switching
You are an academic and you are not wor- things at gigabit rates in large switches and
ried about cost of the systems and things if I'm going to try and model individual
like that." You really don't want to optim- packets or even messages going through,
ize the performance of a fixed resource sys- that's just going to eat up too much simula-
tent The most important question that peo- tion time. So that's another problem that
pie in the "rear' world want to answer is, will have to be addressed.
"How can I find the minimum configuration SHANMUGAN: Thank you Jim for
meeting the performance requirements, or an excellent presentation and also for stay-
similarly, how can I maximize the perfor- ing on time. Any questions for Jim?
mance over configurations meeting some PURSLEY: Your observatioi4 about
kind of fixed cost?" These are problems the 1970s technology for the networks, in
that we are going to begin looking into, what's available, is there anything improv-

This is my last slide. What are the ing there? For example, in packet radio net-
challenges? One of the first challenges I se works? What's available for packet radio
is that the development of any kind of networks that take into account the realistic
environment is necessarily evolutionary. I communication environment for such net-
have been working with these people from works?
IBM for 8 or 9 years now. We have gotten KUROSE: I had a paper in the last
lots of feedback along the way from users ICC that talks about a modeling environ-
in terms of how to modify the underlying ment specifically geared towards multiple-
language to make it rich enough so that it acesomuitonytmbcueth
is desirable to a broad set of users. I think slaceoumcatesion systes bcaue the
these new graphic requirements haven't had shemultaneus possessuonlofmtheln chel and-
that time to get that kind of feedback yet. pthen prolms of atuallymodnel then po-t
In terms of other challenges, new network ptio dely inar siine cnntrnau
architectures in switching technologies, par- toueveiy theoeiaradinam ovnto.
ticularly for high speed networks, might qeen hoei aaim
require rethinking the modeling primitives SASTRY: Regarding the packet radio
and solution techniques that we use. There network we applied shortest path type rout-
is an obvious overriding concern as far as I ing, and then establishing good neighbors,
can see it with what happens when my we did not go through that. Most of the
model gets very big. Any picture anybody DARPA packet radio protocols are based
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An Integrated CAAD Environment

specxc~ot

_ ~ 00, -bn - -
--------

*underlying high-level language or set of modeling
primitives

-.set of tools for constructing, solving, analyzing, ma-
nipulating models and results

* analogy to software development environ ments

SLIDE 1
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The Role of Graphics

• graphical representation most natural form for
expressing network model.

- single,_uniform interface to all aspects of modeling
process:

- construction
- solution/animation
- output analysis
- corn municating results to o.thrS

* visual programming paradigm

- examples: PAW(AT&T), RESQME(IBM/UMass)
PAWS(Texas/IRA), SIMSCRIPT/SIMVISION,
SIMAN/CINEMA

SLIDE 2
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The Underlying Language

* GOAL: set of modeling primitives (building blocks)
appropriate for modeling domain.

a queue

-4 " -x-t- fission/split nodes

multiaccess channel port

--)F -- IBM/SNA VC with pacing

* tradeoff: flexibility versus modeler-effort

* language support for structuring large models

* most languages based on 970's packet
switching technology. What about HSN,
ISDN, PRnet, ..... ?

SLIDE 3
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Model Construction

graphical editor:

- icon selection for palette(s)

- attribute specification in language-specific
context- sensitive forms

- incremental parsing, immediate error detection

support for large models:

- panning, zooming over modeling area

- graphical support for model structuring

SLIDE 4
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Example: RESQME

z
0
U
T

z
M

N

P
A
N

L
0
C
T

L
A
Y

CREATE/EDIT CREATE/EDIT R

EVALUATE ADD -0. A:i: . .3D" o
OUTPUT ANAL. MODIFY 72E- j J~o N

HELP DELETE __ _ _
OPTIONS COPY F

SLIDE 5
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Example: RESQME

RESQ Subsystem Model: FOURNODE 03/10/86 4 :18p
CREATE/EDIT Submodel:

QUEUE: ChiNY_q
TYPE: prty
CLASS LIST: Chi NY

SERVICE TIMES: constant(jv(msg leng)/9600+propdelay)
PRIORITES: jv(msg type)

= = Expected Action Summary=---------------
Enter priority level for this class (smaller number implies higher priority)
-- --- = == ===,--MessageWindow-------

IHeip 2Sclcct 3Duplic 4Delete 51nsert 6Up 7Down 8Top 9Botlom OReturn

SLIDE 6
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ModlSolution

* analysis versus simulation

- will network complexity exceed analytic capabili-
ties?

- hybrid techniques

. animation of simulation solution

-job flow and time varying statistics

- visual demonstration of interrelationships in model
structure

- model debugging

- communication of model and results to others

* distributed or parallel simulations:

- single distributed simulation on many machines
has high synchronization / communication over-
head

- many parallel simulations: unbiased estimates may
mean less than O(n) speedup.

SLIDE 7
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Example: PAW

//

/d

1 TT-- ---

SIMUJLrION RUN STATUS: Reporter Cornercontin t PREvIOUS ACTION FEEDtAtK:

AT&T Bell Laboratories SIrILATION CLOCK REAOINGS: simulation stopped
currn intervalBUSY CURTRENT M E:

select a panel itemSIMULATION A TIMES: EXPECTED ACTION:

PAIJ Z.0 reset end I)dprs utton 3
( -,,--[*, i!Z. Z] ieeeee.e ] I Z) t~ac ursor in itemn

DISAY UPATE INTERALS: 3) release Mutton 3

realt ime saso

SLIDE 8
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Output Analysis

• graphical model representation <-> graphical display
of results

• statistical analysis of a simulation

- many CAAD tools provide only point estimates of
perf. measures!

- multiple confidence interval (CI) techniques should
be provided: regenerative, batch means,
ind. replications,

-applications for an "expert advisor":

- selecting CI methods
- CI projections
- choosing run lengths

SLIDE 9
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Example: RESQME

pc

0

'I.

M

N
P

U AA
N

L

0

. . ..14 Iw o I L - II

CREAT*E/EDir GET RESO DATAI
EVALUATE ;PEC. CONTENT 0

OUTPUr ANAL. SPECIFY VIEW N

OPTIONS REMOVEF

SLIDE 10
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Experimental Design Facilit

automated parametric optimization

- optimize performance over set of tunable
parameters

- optimization based on: central differences (slow?)
or gradients (how to estimate?) of
performance measures.

are we asking the right question?

- optimize performance of fixed resource system?

- find minimum configuration meeting perf.
requirements?

- find maximum perf. configuration meeting fixed
cost?

SLIDE 11
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The Challenges

*development of integrated network CAAD system is

evolutionary

- tools now under construction
- relatively little feedback thus far

*new network architectures and switching technologies
require rethinking modeling primitives and solution
techniques.

*problems with scalingsz of model

impending significant change in time scale of
networks.

SLIDE 12
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on that, we have a multi-hop packet radio and simulation in real time measurements,
simulation model but we want to still including also the perturbation analysis
further work on that with other access techniques and then, specific emphasis will
mechanisms other than CSMA type in the be put on the network's performance advi-
future. sor, followed by some conclusions. I am

KUROSE: But I'd also like to draw calling these conclusions, because I alluded
the distinction between a specific piece of to an introduction in the beginning. I should
software to model a specific network in a say, however, that it is a summary that will
specific set of protocols. For instance, I also point out topics for research work in
know At SRI, Nachumn Shakham's group this area.
has lots of simulation models that they've The main objective here, of course, is
built for looking at multi-hop packet radio to provide tools to study the performance of
networks, but it is not a general purpose communication networks. The performance
tool so that if you want to configure your evaluation tools can be done or carried out
own network, to look at your own algo- using different techniques. For example, at
rithms, it cannot provide the building the beginning (VIIEWGRAPH M4) we have
blocks. It's a much more specific applica- the analytical modeling, and I can charac-
tion, and a specific design to a packet radio terize it by the fact that it can give us an
network. exact solution for simple models. However,

SHANMUGAN: Thank you Jim. Our it would give us an approximate solution
last speaker is Dr. Hussein Mouftah from for more complex models. As the model
Queens University. He is going to wrap up becomes more complex, then we have to
the session by giving us a brief overview of make some assumptions that will reduce the
the role of expert systems in CAD tools at validity of the results. There would be
the network level, approximate results. Analytical modeling is

MOLWFAII. First of all, i should askc usually cost effective, because of the sim-
you o ecuseme f yo fid mea lttlebit plicity of the model and less time consumn-youto xcue e i yo fid e alitle it ing because it is a straight forward

exhausted from the fact that I have just approach.
arrived this morning from Boston, and my
flight was at 6 am. from Boston, and I Simulation techniques are useful for
have been up since 4 am., which means complex systems, and this is when the
about 1 a.m. here. analytical models or analytical solutions

My tlk n te nxt ew inues ill would fail because of the severe assumnp-

be on expert systems for modeling analysis tosta ewudhv omk tta
and design of communication systems. Just time. So, simulation is useful for complex
a working statement, as Phil was mention- systems, and closer to real systems, how-

ingit s oen or iscssins.I wll lso ever requires extensive knowledge of the
t aswoenr esqustions ha cla sfom simulation language. So we would thentry o aswe th qustio tht cme rom have to familiarize ourselves with thesehere, as to what is an expert system. I will simulation packages before we use them.

start with a short introduction, followed by That's a consideration we should keep in
a specific set of objectives, and then I'll - mind, unless it is as user-friendly as BOSS.
talk about the different types of perfor- However, sometimes they are expensive
mance evaluation tools, analytical modeling especially if we are not using the right
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language for our application, then it would expert system is a system which simply
be time consumning and then again these speaking mimics an expert on the computer.
two things (VIEWGRAPH M4) could come We simulate the expert on the computer.
together and eventually be expensive. What is a simulation? Simulation is a pro-

The third technique would be using gram that can describe the event as it hap-
real time measurements from the network pens on the computer and then follow the
itself; some equipment would be used to sequence of events, apply some inputs, and
measure the performance of the network provide the results at the output. We are
running in real time, which achieved a high simulating the system, or the device, or the
level of accuracy, but it can be used only if event as it happens. Now what is an expert
the real time systems are available, which is system? In an expert systemn, we are simu-
not usually the case. At least not in the lating the expert himself, the person who is
design and development phase, so we can- an expert in a specific field. We are simu-
not use it before the network is there. Also lating him on the computer. Simulating him
performance test drivers that can load the means to simulate how he thinks. That's
traffic and the specific desired data traffic where artificial intelligence comes into play
characteristics, would not usually be avail- We are simulating how he thinks by having
able. These are some limitations on using some blocks of software part of our pro-
real time systems. gram go through a number of effects that

are describing the system that we are study-
Finally, there is the possibility of hay- ing in a certain way. And this certain way

ing some sort of combination of simulations is defined by the expert through that
and analytical modeling or real time meas- module. So these are the three different
urements and that would be the case of per- modules that form an expert system
turbation analysis. This is less expensive (VIEWGRAPH M5). So again, the expert
than simulation. We can have some sort of sse sapeeo otaeta scm
expectations based on just the output of a posed essentially of three blocks, the infer-
single run, or we can also perform perturba- ence engine, the knowledge base and the
tion analysis based on some real time meas- usritfaewhc comnaes ih
urement data that come up from real time the user and also communicates with the
measurements. Useful for real time appica- expert person who would load or prepare
tions but accurate only for small perturba- that type of database that I referred to call
tions, I'm going to say something about it it here as knowledge base, as this type of

nearthe nd.database is defined by the people who spe-
As we have seen all these techniques cialize in developing expert systems.

have some advantages and some disadvan- The inference engine is the piece of
tages. So there is a need to decide when we software that would have the different tech-
use this and when we use the other tech- niust
nique. What we propose here is the use of a nqetogo through a number of facts and
network performance advisor, which is a rlsta ecietesseadte
knowledge-based system that is also called come up with the results, with some advice
expert system. to the user through the user interface. Now

these three modules are summarized
But what is an expert system, I'll try (VIEWORAPH M6) here very briefly as

to answer the question for Frank. An follows.
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The user interface extracts information well as we can take the data from the simu-
necessary for processing the intended struc- lation, or can take some data from real time
ture, and provides expert advice, and then measurement. So we have here an expert
communicates with the knowledge expert, system that would define or choose for us
the person that you are trying to mimic. So the approach that we can apply and also,
he is loading or preparing his knowledge- how we can apply that approach. Or in
base through that user interface. He corn- other words, how we can apply the simula-
municates with the system through that user tion or the analytical model or the perturba-
interface, to gain additional knowledge by tion analysis. For example for simulation
updating or modifying that knowledge-base. techniques, in case we choose that
Now the inference engine is responsible for approach, what we have here is the simula-
making the decisions by searching for tion model library, then the simulation
relevant information from its knowledge- engine and a verification and validation
base, from this module (on VIEWGRAPH processor.
M6). Here we have a set of functional

The decision is based on heuristic blocks that we can put together in order to
rules, or basic proposition calculus mechan- model any sort of communication network,
ism of inference and proof. The and then in the inter-simulation engine, we
knowledge-base consists of a database of actually execute the model that we have
information, necessary for providing an chosen here or gathered or put together
expert advice and a set of assertions that from the simulation model library, and
relate the information pieces together. apply our sequence of events as I described
Tnese definitions of these three modules are in the beginning, and then the verification
general, and they can be the elements of an and validation processor would analyze for
expert system for any type of application, us the output of that simulation engine and
in medicine, in communications, for net- validate the results as well as decide pre-
works, etc. cisely, with the help of the expert system

Now in my talk here, for the rest of here, as of when we cdtn stop simulations
my 5 minutes, I will be talking about the and the confidence intervals that you heard
application of expert systems as a tool for Jim talking about a few minutes ago. If we
studying the performance evaluation of net- need to change parameters and topologies,
works. What we can see in red (upper 3 we can go back here (bottom left corner of
boxes of VIEWGRAPH M6) is the ele- VTEWGRAPH M6), alter them and run the
ments of the general expert system, and simulations again. We can choose the
what we can see in green (3 left-hand side analytical approach and put together or
boxes of VIEWGRAPH M6) is the simula- choose a specific model, an analytical
tion approach that the expert system can model, that has been defined ahead of time.
choose, and then what we can see in blue As an example analytical models for
(2 right-hand side boxes of VIEWGRAPH networks are based on queueing theory, and
M6), is the analytical modeling approach they are usually in the following form
that the expert system can choose, and what (VIEWGRAPH M8). They would define
we have here in the middle is the perturba- for us the type of the process we have, its
tion analysis that can be considered as a interarrival times, single or bulk arrivals,
combination of more than one technique, as single or multiple servers, finite or infinite
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OUTLINE

* INTRODUCTION

* OBJECTIVES

* PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TOOLS

- ANALYTICAL MODELLING

- SIMULATION

- REAL TIME MEASUREMENTS

PERTURBATION ANALYSIS

* NETWORK PERFORMANCE ADVISOR

* CONCLUSIONS

VIEWGRAPH M2
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TOOLS

* ANALYTICAL MODELING:

- EXACT FOR SIMPLE MODELS

BUT APPROXIMATE FOR MORE COMPLEX MODELS

- COST EFFECTIVE

- LESS TIME CONSUMING

* SIMULATION:

- USEFUL FOR COMPLEX SYSTEMS

- CLOSER TO REAL SYSTEMS

- REQUIRE EXTENSIVE KNOWLEDGE TO SIMULATION LANGUAGES

- EXPENSIVE

- TIME CONSUMING

* REAL TIME MEASUREMENTS:

- ACCURATE, IF REAL TIME SYSTEMS ARE AVAILABLE

- USUALLY NOT IN DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT PHASE

- USUALLY PERFORMANCE TEST DRIVERS THAT CAN LOAD THE SYSTEM

WITH DESIRED DATA TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS, ARE NOT AVAILABLE

* PERTURBATION ANALYSIS:

- LESS EXPENSIVE THAN SIMULATION

- USEFUL FOR REAL TIME APPLICATIONS

- ACCURATE ONLY FOR SMALL PERTURBATIONS

VIEWGRAPH M4
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USER

USc-ER

INFERENCEKNORLEDE

A Typical Expert System

VIEWGRAPH M15
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THE NETWORK PERFORMANCE ADVISOR

USER INTERFACE:

- EXTRACTS INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR PROCESSING THE

INTENDED FUNCTIONS AND PROVIDE EXPERT ADVICE TO THE END USER,

- COMMUNICATES WITH A KNOWLEDGE EXPERTS TO GAIN ADDITIONAL

KNOWLEDGE FOR UPDATING/MODIFYING THE KNOWLEDGE BASE.

* INFERENCE ENGINE:

RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING DECISIONS BY SEARCHING FOR RELEVANT

INFORMATION FROM ITS KNOWLEDGE BASE. THE DECISION IS BASED

ON HEURISTIC RULES AND BASIC PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS MECHANISMS

OF INFERENCE AND PROOF.

* KNOWLEDGE BASE:

CONSISTS OF A DATA BASE OF INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR

PROVIDING AN EXPERT ADVICE AND A SET OF ASSERTIONS THAT

RELATE THE INFORMATION PIECES TOGETHER,

VIWGRAPH M7
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THE USER INTERFACE QUERIES THE FOLLOWING TWO TYPES OF

SYSTEM INFORMATION:

-SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:

*NUMBER OF QUEUES

*SIZE OF EACH QUEUE

PACKETS FLOW ROUTES

*ROUTING PROBABILITY MATRIX

*SINGLE/MULTIPLE CUSTOMER TYPES

CUSTOMER SERVICE PRIORITIES

£SINGLE/MULTIPLE SERVER SYSTEM

SUGGESTIONS FOR SELECTING APPROPRIATE OPTIONS

-TRAFFIC PARAMETERS:

*ARRIVAL AND SERVICE PROCESS DISTRIBUTIONS

*MEAN AND VARIANCE OF CUSTOMERS ARRIVAL/SERVICE

TYPE OF CUSTOMERS

*NUMBER OF SOURCES

* SINGLE OR BULK ARRIVALS

VIEWGRAPH 118
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* ANALYTICAL MODEL LIBRARY:

CONTAINS SEVERAL KNOWN ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR EXACT

SOLUTIONS OR WITH MINIMUM REALISTIC ASSUMPTIONS.

(E.G. A(x)/B/N/K TYPE OF QUEUEING MODELS FOR MARKOVIAN

OR GENERAL INTERARRIVAL AND SERVICE TIMES, SINGLE AND BULK

ARRIVALS, SINGLE OR MULTIPLE SERVERS, FINITE OR INFINITE WAITING

ROOM, AND MULTIPRIORITY SERVICE).

* ANALYTICAL COMPUTATION ENGINE:

CARRIES OUT CALCULATIONS ANALYTICAL MODELS SELECTED

FROM ANALYTICAL MODEL LIBRARY,

* SIMULATION MODEL LIBRARY:

CONTAINS LARGE NUMBER OF MODELS OF VARIOUS FUNCTIONAL

BLOCKS.

* SIMULATION ENGINE:

SELECTS A SET OF MODELS OF FUNCTIONAL BLOCKS AND

CONNECTS THEM IN THE DESIRED TOPOLOGY,

VIEWGRAPH M9
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CONCLUSIONS

MODERN COMPUTER NETWORKS COMPLEXITY

REQUIRES EXTENSIVE USE OF CAMAD TOOLS

* EFFORTS ARE DIRECTED TOWARDS DEVELOPING STANDARD

CAMAD TOOLS FOR COMPUTER NETWORKS TO BE

WIDELY USED (AS SPICE)

* KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS WILL PLAY AN

IMPORTANT ROLE IN DEVELOPING CAMAD TOOLS

FOR COMPUTER NETWORKS.

VIEWGRAPH M10
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buffers, as well as multi-priority service and tions. (I hope I am at the right time.)
so on. Then of course there is the other SHANMUGAN: I want to put up one
block we have here (right-hand side of of the viewgraphs I had in the introductory
VIEWGRAPH M6). It is the analytical portion of my talk this afternoon. By way
computational engine that would carry out of summary, I am sure all of you have
the calculations for the analytical models come to the same conclusion that we do
selected from the analytical model library. have a variety of CAD tools available at all
And I have already talked about the simula- of these levels, starting at the lowest level
tion model library and the simulation circuits to links and networks. The CAD
engine, tools of CAD environments for transmis-

Now if we choose the third approach sion systems engineering is reaching a
which is this one (center of VIEWGRAPH degree of maturity now and I hope that
M6), the perturbation analysis technique, within the next year or two we will have
then here in this module, we estimate the standard tools or environments like BOSS
gradient of a performance measure that we available at this level. At the network level
choose from a single run with respect to we are still at least five years delayed in
some input parameters and then the gra- terms of developing any kind of a standard
dient estimates can be used in a subsequent framework for doing computerized model-
analysis or optimization procedure. Again ing analysis and design networks.
there are some limitations on the use of this Incidently, someone said that CAMAD
analysis, which come essentially from the stands for computer-aided madness. One of
fact that perturbations should not be large. the important problems that came through
They should be sufficiently small so that all through today was the lack of integra-
the order of events in the realizations tion between CAD tools at these various
remains unchanged; otherwise, it won't give layers. But there are some common trends
a good result. The inference engine would that emerged du.ing today's discussion. I
search for that PA if the PA can be applied want to point out a few things that I think
or not in that particular use or application. are common trends at all of these levels,

As I said in the beginning, for every i.e., the use of hierarchical tools, more use
introduction, I should have a conclusion, of graphical front-end, also emphasis on
and here it is (VIEWGRAPH M10). As a transient as well as steady-state responses
conclusion I would say that modemn com- and so forth. So as you think over what
puter network complexibility requires went on today, I am sure you will be able
extensive use of CAD or CAMAD, for to conceptualize some of the comments that
computer aided modeling analysis and we talked about today.
design tools, and efforts are directed I have one announcement to make.
towards developing standard CAMAD tools Carl Ryan from Motorola has been kind
for computer networks to be widely used as enough to bring his CAD tool for commun-
it has already been done in circuits. Prob- ication link simulation, he will be very glad
ably, you have heard of SPICE which is to show it to you today or tomorrow. Carl
very well known today for the purposes it is sitting in the back, the machine is set up
has been used extensively. A knowledge- in the corner over there. With that, with
based system will play an important role in Bob's permission, I would like to adjourn
developing CAMAD tools for communica- for the day, unless there are some short
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questions. any problem, or even one expert system.
HUJTH: I have been playing with There is a problem of trying to understand,

simulations for about 25 years now and especially when you work with new sys-
what sort of bothers me was this idea that tems. If you are working with a system that
we are going to put novices in front of has been around for a long time, we are
simulators or whatever tools or environ- talking about one-zies, two-zies, where they
ments, and then let them go running away, are new systems, we really don't know the
while we put all the gurus off in workshops answer until we get done, it's not clear cut.
and whatever they do there. I guess my big- And these kinds of tools are helpful, but
gest concern is that I believe anyone can sit they are not the answer, and I don't bee
down and do a simulation with enough help novices doing this.
to get going, and these kinds of tools help. MOUFIAH: The word expert, as I
What bothers me is what do you do with said, should not be used as "God on earth,"
the results once you get them because my or "God on the computer." There are many
experience with novice enginners, is they experts. If you put these experts together,
will come and show you these great results, we are not talking about the coz, -uter or
which when you interpret them, may or the expert systemn. If you take these expert
may not be valid, and it is this validity of people in an area, on a table, and let them
results that I am concerned about. And I talk impulsively, they will conflict with
also have a problem with "expert' systems each other possibly. Now the same thing
because I was given a demonstration last happens if they will talk about an expert
week of an expert system, and it was not system computer as what you have seen,
along this line, but the point was that there there was a conflict on the so-called pack-
was an expert that had been used as the age expert system. It doesn't mean that the
knowledge-base. We had three or four so-called expert system is not a reality.
experts standing around watching this hap- HUTH: My point is not that expert
pen. They all disagreed with the expert on systems are not valuable, my concern is the
the computer. Not only that, but they idea that this expert is going to help every-
disagreed with each other. And the problem thing and all of a sudden a novice can do
is, most of these solutions in these kinds of everything, and in fact, isn't true when you
results are resolved by confrontation, they come to real life problems.
are resolved by people really thinking aboutBA BN:Myeaexrtstm
and getting deep into their thoughts, what is good AN Mayblyrotie thnan d xpet yste

doesit ll man.I do't ee tat appeing new systems, where even the expert doesn'tin the computer easily. I guess I am con- know what to do. It is an expert only for
cerned somewhat with this idea that novices advice for new systems or for unusual sys-
are going to do all this, and we are off tems, and not for routine things.

d HANUnAN Iwthineyou. HUTH: Well, you see, that's what
nee Aru AN e Iero trnyo wiprtiall engineers do, they do new systems. Theyneeda tue xper totryto iterretall don't even bother to talk to engineers about

these opinions and interpretations, old systems.
HUTH: I think it is not a confronta- KUROSE: I've already said I'm sort

ti6n problem, there isn't even one expert ' of on your side of the argument. Half the
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people in my department are in artificial
intelligence, so I'll presume to answer your
questions from their viewpoints, since I've
asked them the same questions. The first
thing they would tell you is your expert
system is obviously only as good as the
expert who caused it to have this
knowledge in terms of associative rules. So
I would point out to you that if things are
being done by confrontation, well then,
you're probably not perfect, and you might
make mistakes just like an expert system
makes mistakes. So you might mislead a
junior engineer just like the expert system.

REY: The second thing someone in
Al would tell you is that when you come
up with a result, one of the nice things
about AI system, the one that implies for-
ward chaining, is that they can explain to
you what the sequence of steps they went
through in terms of the reasoning process,
to give you a specific result. I think that
can be a very valuable process because an
engineer can say, "Okay, this falls in this,
this falls in this .... Here exactly is the point
where I disagreed, and maybe you can go
in and ......

BALABAN: That is part of an expert
system. You can vector the system to make
different decisions.

REY: I think we are being narrow on
how we use these tools. There are manage-
ment systems out there, there are control
boards, so when a novice engineer goes and
does design, he uses this tool, and he is
very productive in doing it, but his results
then are approved by his next level
manager and looked at by his counterparts,
and taken to review boards, and the thing
is, he's more productive using these.
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Proceedings of Session Three: The Status of Optical Signal Processing

DUPREE: Good morning. This ses- tional satellites. (3) Users want their own
sion is on "Status of Optical Signal Pro- channels, they want to be connected, they
cessing." My name is Jim DuPree; I'm with want to provide on-site terminals and run
TRW in Redondo Beach, California. Our their own comm business -- but they don't
panel this morning consists of Bob want to pay exorbitant costs. So we have to
Gagliardi of USC, Bill Steier of USC, and find a way to deal with this. We are finding
Dan Sullivan of TRW. We're going to that we have to put up more complex,
branch off into something new. Yesterday higher frequency payloads, and in doing
we agonized over the complexity problem this we have to use them efficiently so that
in dealing with millions of elements; at we will be able to optimize the connec-
such a point along the path something usu- tivity, provide people with the rates that
ally changes - a breakthrough occurs or they need, allow them to be connected to
people find easier and simpler ways to do any place, and provide them with reason-
things. That's our objective today. able throughputs.

I'd like to take a moment to thank the SSTDMA is a coming trend in satel-
organizer, Bob Scholtz, and his colleagues lites. The requirements are microsecond
and staff at USC for giving us a really switching times, 100 microsecond dwell
beautiful spot to relax and brainstorm times, millisecond frame rates, and bursts
among this beautiful scenery. We've had a of 100, 200, and 500 megabits/second. In
great time -- we've had magic in the even- order to provide the users with flexible
ings and "fortune telling" during the day. rates, we combine FDMA with TDMA on
Our modem fortune-tellers use expert sys- the uplink. By allocating FDMA channels
tems like BOSS, which is better than tarot in various chunks, the user can buy as
cards at predicting how things will turn out much terminal as he can afford or needs. In
before we start bending tin. But even with the higher frequency images, we have to
such tools, there will always be a place for deal with rain, so adaptive coding on the
the comm-system engineer to make applica- up- and downlinks would probably be used
tions of the new technology, to broaden our in the event of rain. The payload has to
thinking, to learn new physics, and to find adapt, either code and decode or not,
new tools to integrate into the system depending on whether a user requires it.
which keeps the comm-system business This adds up to a lot of complexity, but a
growing. And that brings us to the over- lot of flexibility. The question is, "How can
view and motivation for this session. we provide all the channels on the uplink

In the satellite communication busi- and a TDMA downlink?" You have to be
ness, we're facing three constraints: (1) able to separate the user's channel, but
There is limited frequency spectrum and we microwave filters would be quite heavy and
have to learn to use it a little better. (2) The the processor would require kilowatts of
geostationary arc is getting congested, so power, which is very expensive in orbit.
we can't put up unlimited numbers of addi-
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One approach to this is to go into are done in spatial coordinates. Optical
more VLSL. However, the problem with computing is literally done at the speed of
VHSIC and wafer scale integration is that light. You can do a multiplication in the
we're approaching limits on CMOS tech- time it takes light to travel through a mask.
nology, clock rates, and chip size which Parallelism -- 2-D spatial light modulators
ultimately mean that we can't continue to could easily handle a million points. We
make things bigger and faster. Everyone might have spatial light modulators soon
seems to have one of these doomsday with kilohertz or megahertz processing
slides, so I'll show mine. [Laughter]. My rates. Even with a kiohertz rate, we could
fortune telling, my prognosis, is that feature do a gigop per second.
sizes will continue to come down but uilti- However, the millennium is not here
mately will begin to run into production yet. We've been predicting that optical sig-
problems and the planned processes w/ill nal processing would change things ever
probably saturate at 0.2g. in the year 2000. since Lou Cutrona's work back in the
We can expect some commercially avail- 1960's, when we just needed some real-
able wafer scale chips in the early 1990's. time film. Today, the problem is that we
The numbers of elements per chip can con- just need some real-time film. The early
tinue to climb, but of course there are going experiments to illustrate the principles used
to be limits on that because by scaling the photographic film, because SLM's were not
chips you don't really scale the total pro- available. Today, we have some good
cessor power -- you just save on the drivers SLM's being developed in the laboratory,
between chips. Pin connections are going to but they are nowhere near the sensitivity
be a problem with that too, and so we will and resolution of photographic film. But, of
probably find ourselves making connections course, the films that are available today
with holograms. This will become difficult have progressed enormously since Matthew
to control. Brady lugged his darkroom in the back of a

We propose an alternate path: to begin wagon, making colloidal plates in the field.
looking at optical signal processing as an Modern fine grain films have extremely
alternative. We may not clearly see the path high resolution, extremely low grain, and
to get there at first, so we must explore the fast speed. But today's commercially avail-
potentials of optical signal processing. A able spatial light modulators have the sensi-
logical way to introduce optical signal pro- tivity of fast enlarging paper, which would
cessing into the transponder is outlined require long exposures in very bright light.
here. I'll try to identify and develop optical And the resolution is only 20 or 30 lines
signal processing functions which exploit per millimeter, compared with several hun-
the inheren t advantages of optical signal dred lines per millimeter for film. Thermo-
processing. We take a time-varying electri- plastics do have extremely high resolution
cal signal in a wire and, by means of a spa- and are a very promising, though low sensi-
tial light modulator transducer, convert it L.o tivity, technology.
spatial variations of a light wave and Optical digital computing has been
operate on it with spatial filters. By con- coming along fairly rapidly, and there was
verting to a space variable, one can still do a commercial venture to build fast digital
Fourier transforms and integrals and convo- optical computers using analog convolution
lutions and correlations, but the operations to perform digital multiplication. The prob-
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1cm was that the electronic support required computing or other applications of optical
to handle the throughput of the optical pro- signal processing.
cessor was so great that by the time they' I'm going to turn this over to Bob
solved the electronic support problems, the)y Gagliardi now and we'll get started on the
needed only a small additional effort to panel. We have only three panel speakers,
make a very fast electronic convolver and so perhaps 20 minutes or half an hour each
do away with optics altogether. So those would allow us plenty of time to have a
are the realities that we have to keep in break and a question and answer session
mind in the present stage of optics develop- after we're done. I encourage you to make
ment for signal processing. notes and ask questions because we think

We will try to present things now in a that this is a very exciting new area and
logical flow. Bob Gagliardi will talk about there's something that we should all be
onboard switching and SSTDMA, and the paying some attention to.
prospects and potential of optical switching. GAGLIARDI: I think that we're all
We believe that, like any SSTDMA appli- aware of the high speed data capability of
cations, a good optical EF switch might go a optics, both fiber and laser. The point that I
long way in implementing the onboard pro- wish to talk about is slightly different.
cessor. Bill Steier will give an overview of Specifically it is the possibility of using
optical information processing, and I hope optics to do signal processing onboard a
he'll address the technology needed there satellite. My hope is that we'll stir up some
and the status of the devices available, interest amongst the audience and perhaps

Dan Sullivan will talk about analog even indicate some design directions for
optical processing of RF signals, and I our research and for the optics world as
think that you're going to have a real treat well. One of the problems is that while
when you see some of the ideas that he has there are advances being made in optical
lined up. During his talk, I suggest you processing on the one hand, a good portion
look for some of the key operations. How of the RF satellite people aren't aware of
do you handle phase and frequency modu- what's going on. Likewise, the RF satellite
lation and demodulation? Those are non- people are pushing for more onboard pro-
linear operations. The good news about cessing, pushing to the limit of what elec-
photons is that they don't interact with one tronics will do, without even noticing what
another, so complex interconnection can possibly be done or can be extended by
schemes are possible without interference. using optics itself. I want to focus on the
The bad news about photons is that they satellite switching concept, because I think
don't interact with one another, unless you that's where optics could make the most
happen to put them into some exotic immediate impact and possibly improve the
materials. Photorefractive materials are systems.
capable of allowing a light beam to interact In the satellite switching concept,
with another light beam. Then you should because of the interest in using more spot
pay attention to the way he handles the beaming onboard satellites, the trend is to
conversion to and from the optical try to get more separate antennas, more
waveform, as well as the architectures. I multibearning, and spot beaming onboard
think this will be new material that you satellites. This puts us into a satellite
haven't seen in the overviews of optical
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switch type of mode of operation. If you with three different frequency bands
have a spot beam, you know that you can divided up amongst the same frequency
get more power in the beam, more concen- bands of each one. They're all using the
trated EIRP, and therefore higher power Same total frequency band but they have
levels. It also helps the LPI problem, pro- Separated out the frequencies that go each
vides a frequency reuse beam right next to way. Then by filtering them off, using the
another, for which you can use the same channel filters and going through a switch-
frequency bands. So there's a constant ten- ing matrix, one can then distribute the
dency to push towards multiple spot beam- uplink channels to each of the correspond-
ing onboard satellite. This immediately ing downlink spot beanms, shown here. The
leads into a signal processing type problem, same thing is being done on the other spot
which I've kind of sketched out in this first beams. By properly keeping track of where
graphic. [SLIDE #1] Roughly you have five each band is, for example, all the darkened
beams on the left side, corresponding to frequency bands can be sent over to one
uplink transmissions; we have downlinks, particular downlink, etc. for the others. We
five beams, on the right hand side, and we can now see that the requirement in the
need some kind of onboard processor to do center, is for a microwave crossbar switch
the interconnection, basically to tie together which will basically allow the bands to be
and distribute the uplinks amongst the separated out, to be basically guided over to
downlinks. The onboard processing has the corresponding downlink with little
primarily the requirements which are amount of interference. These are RF
shown. We must have isolations, since waveforms now which are passing right by
these are RF waveforms that are being each other, and you would therefore like to
moved around onboard the satellite. It is have the isolation in there so that you will

isimportant to make sure that they are corn- not get interference. Also you have to
4pletely isolated from each other without worry about interference from perhaps other

interference. There's a connectivity prob- electronics onboard the satellite itself in the
lem. Generally we want to make sure that C-band or K-band subsystems. You may
every downlink beam can listen to every have carrier frequencies generating spurs,
uplink beam, so there must be some type of you may also have interference from
interconnectivity between the two. And of another satellite, or maybe even nuclear
course there's always the weight and power radiation type of effects as well. So the
problem. You want to make sure that isolation problem is quite important in each
you're not building up the weight and of these devices. The connectivity is pro-
power requirements onboard the satellite as vided by means of the corresponding
well. These particular requirements lend switches. Some of these microwave
themselves nicely towards optical type of switches tend to get heavy if you start cas-
solutions if these are possible. cading many of these together. This is basi-

Let me just back up a step to review cally what is done in the satellite switch
some simple types of satellite switching FDMA fonnfat today.
that's currently being done. This graphic This graphic [SLIDE #31 shows a
[SLIDE #21 shows a satellite switch FDMA TDMA type of format, where we're doing
concept which is used. On the left hand satellite switching TDMA. Remember that
side thre uplink spot beams are coming up the uplink now reaches spot beams on the
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left hand side corresponding to a TDMA shows spot beam on the left hand side
concept These are slotted type of transmis- uplink and downlink, and a 4x4 switch that
sions, all using the same band, all coming was controlled, as I said, at a millisecond
up at the same time. What's done is to rate. INTELSAT 6 1 think is up to six or
connect with a switchable gate matrix, eight switches going at microsecond rates.
Spot beam No. 1 could connect to downlink It's a concept which exists at the electronic
beam 4, etc.; 2 to 5, 3 to 6 during one win- level. The question is, "Can optics help us
dow time. This then allows the correspond- in this type of processing'?" There have
ing stations in one spot beam to listen to been some advances made that I think are
stations to which it is connected to on the interesting. About a year ago I think, Bell
upbeam. Then during the next window Labs announced that they took an RF car-
time when the switch is made, the system is rier, a C-band RF satellite carrier, and put it
reconfigured, and reconnected back up on the laser diode. They intensity modu-
again, so that as shown here 2 talks to 5 lated a laser diode with the complete RF
and 3 talks to 6, etc. Conversely you then spectrum corresponding to a C-band
go to the next window where I goes to 6, 2 transmission, put it on to a fiber transmis-
goes to 4, 3 goes to 5, etc. This graphic sion, photodetected it, bandpass filtered it,
shows a matrix of all the switches. So here and recovered the RF carrier. They took an
you need a microwave gate in which you RF carrier from one point to another using
reconfigure each window time. Again, a relatively simple system. A laser diode, a
these are RF waveform which are passing fiber and a photodetector. They were able
through this gate matrix here. The faster to move an RF waveform from one point to
you can do your switching, means the faster another. That's a really important accom-
that you can revisit each of the correspond- plishment. You can take an RF satellite
ing downlinks. A given downlink station band, and move it from one point to
therefore sees the uplink beam more often, another with a simple fiber link of this par-
depending on how fast you can do your ticular type. We're always talking about
windowing operations. Initially Satellite the impact fibers might have on groundsta-
Switched TDMA was done at a millisecond tions. Now you literally can have, instead
rate, but in the latest generation INTELSAT of a whole series of independent groundsta-
switching is being done at microsecond tions, one receiving station and then simply
rates. If we can push towards nanosecond use the fibers to disperse that whole RF
type of switching, if we can switch at spectrum. This may be helpful from a
nanosecond rates while we're uplinking satellite switch concept as well.
with 500 megabits per second, we could Let's go back to our FDMA format
literally switch out bits one at a time with and consider how we might for example
each of the corresponding downlink states. use a fiber type of assembly to do the satel-
That's real time distribution of the uplink lite switching FDMA format that we men-
bits that saves all the buffering problems tioned before. The left hand side of this
that generally go along with a TDMA type graphic [SLIDE #5] shows the spots com-
of operation. These systems do exist, ing up ... bandpass filtered to each of the
they're not just being proposed. individual bands. And now we simply put

This graphic [SLIDE #4] shows a each of the fitered bands on a fiber, and
West Star system, going back in 1984, and it's probably easier, since the bands are
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smaller than the complete 500 megahertz beams on the left spot beams on the right,
satellite band. In fact they may be as low and these uplink spot beams are modulated
as 36 megahertz of information. We modu- directly onto a diode, cross through the
late it directly on a diode and cross the fibers to a photodetector at the output. Now
fiber to a photodetector, demodulate it back if I can switch my fiber connection, that is
out again at the other end of the satellite, if I can have a form of an optical switch
and put it on the corresponding downlink that will allow me to transmit my optical
and send it down. Then of course you have beam, instead of on a fixed crossbar but not
the crossbar coming in with the other chan- to these other down links, and vice versa. A
nels from their spot beam; same thing, con- simple 2x2 type of switching operation that
nected back up again so you're getting the can be done would therefore allow me to
same connectivity that we had before. I interconnect these two. I've shown here a
showed separate photodetective elements 2x2 system here, so obviously you've got

rbut sometime in the future we might actu- to build these 2x2 switches up into trees of
ally be able to sum the optics and then do a a matrix operation. I can now switch these
single photodetection and cut down on at optical rates, (Bill Steier later on will
some of the actual optics that are involved, talk about some ways of actually doing opt-
So we get the same type of operation we ical switching of optical beams), takcing two
had in satellite switched EDMA. However, beams and switching them from one point
we're doing it all with optics and now we to another at optical rates, that is, at
have confined the waveform being transmit- nanosecond rates. We can get close to
ted from the uplink beam to the downlink what we mentioned before, an actual bit by
inside the fiber. It's completely oblivious to bit satellite switching done onboard the
other electromagnetic radiation. There is satellite itself. And again you can think of
almost zero cross-coupling between the some type of a clocking mechanism that
two. There is no effective outside radiation uses fiber switching for us so that we can
at all as far as the individual fibers are con- switch the photodetectors as we've shown
cerned. It's almost like running the RF here. Again, everything is inside a fiber,
directly from one point to the other with there is almost complete isolation of one
almost no interference at all. The connec- fiber to the other, and of course a relatively
tivity is maintained and we've done it with simple system again as far as weight and
relatively simple components, as far as power is concerned. There's another way
weight and power are concerned. It appears to do the same thing. We don't necessarily
that this type of a switching connectivity have to switch optical beams. We said that
would give us advantages at least toward in the fiber system you want to be able to
solving problem areas mentioned before, switch from one fiber to another. You're
the isolation problem in particular. We can actually moving an optical beam by means
do the same thing with SS-TDMA. We can of your interconnects. It may be possible
make use of that same fiber concept in instead to do something like this [SLIDE
terms of a satellite switch TDMA concept #7], for example. Rather than do the
as shown on the next graphic [SLIDE #6]. separation of the fibers itself, you might
You'd have to have a way of realigning the think of one single fiber for all the uplinks,
fibers in terms of the connectivity that we and putting each corresponding uplink on a
mentioned before. So again I show spot diode of different wavelengths, going to the
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common fiber with the different relatively high bandwidth the laser diode
wavelengths, and doing some kind of has in producing the narrow pulses used for
wavelength splitting, some kind of a transmission. The extension to this is into
diffraction grading type of operation, some- systems shown here on the next graphic
thing that will allow me to bend the beam [SLIDE #9], which is a pulse sequence
proportional to the corresponding on/off keyed doing exactly the same thing,
wavelengths that we mentioned before. A only operating with a pulse sequence. The
dichroic minror, diffraction grating, or bits come in and again modulate the laser.
maybe even some kind of a brag cell Instead of producing one pulse at the output
arrangement that might allow us to do the you produce a sequence of pulses
same thing. Instead of switching fiber corresponding to a fixed pattern. During
beams, we simply switch wavelengths; if I the corresponding bit time you then send
can somehow change the wavelengths of the pattern to the receiver photodetector, as
my diodes I immediately change which of I've shown here, and electronically corre-
the input goes to which of the correspond- late up those pattern pulses to form a corre-
ing outputs. So I can actually switch on a lation pulse similar to that transmit initially,
wavelength basis, rather than doing switch- and then make your big decision: is there a
ing of the optical beam itself. This of bit there or not due to on/off key concept.
course can be done ev:n faster and easier. We are simply using a sequence of pulses

There is still another way of doing the instead of one big pulse, and you can do
same satellite switch TDMA concept that this because the fiber allows you to transmit
we mentioned before. We don't have to those much narrower pulses at the same
deal with straight analog systems. We can pattern rate that you had before. The diode
do it with digital systems, and there have isn't working any faster; it's still putting
been some interesting work in fiber digital out a single pulse that is encoded into this
systems that I think also applies in this par- multiple set of pulses. But the photodetector
ticular case here. This [SLIDE #8] shows a has to also have high bandwidth in order to
simple on/off key fiber system. You've operate at the pulse pattern rate.
probably seen these presented before. You Another way of doing the same thing,
have data bits being generated, you trigger which is of considerable interest now in the
a laser diode and the laser diode generates optics area, and that I think is a really
a pulse, goes over a fiber, is photodetected, important result, that the optics people
filtered, and produces the pulse waveform don't seem to be excited about and com-
that you sample and decode. Therefore munications people aren't aware of, is that
you're transmitting the bit from one end to you can do optical correlation. You can do
the other. It is a standard on/off key type all the correlation optically. You can take
of system, and if we're going at 10 mega- the bits and encode them into a sequence of
bits per second that means the diode must pulses again, transmit them over the fiber
pulse at that rate. Present diodes have and then optically correlate, optically
pulse widths on the order of 10 integrate up the pulses into one big optical
nanoseconds or so, so the diode isn't work- light pulse, and then photodetect that single
ing that hard. However we're not taking light pulse. Then of course do your sam-
advantage of important properties, mainly pling at the output to get back the on/off bit
the high bandwidth the fiber has, and the that we mentioned before. Therefore you
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are allowing your photodetector to operate fiber, the fiber transmits it, and then you
at the bit rate rather than at the pattern have an optical correlator photodetective for
pulse rate that you actually send. And each individual pattern. Each correlator
you're taking advantage of the large looks for its own pattern, and hopefully will
bandwidth of the fiber itself. not see any interference from the other pat-

[SLIDDE #101 Optical correlators can terns and therefore will build up to a corre-
be constructed several ways. One of the lation value that peaks. if the pulse pattern
popular ways in the literature is by means is present. Therefore with this way you'll
of simply delay lines. Your pulse sequences detect a bit from a particular source. This
are pulses spread out in time. Any system is a typical type of spread spectrum correla-
that can put back those pulses back together tion being done optically.
is equivalent to an optical correlator. So a An interesting little problem is the
tapped delay line can be constructed by just code selection, where you place the pulses
combining the various pulse delays. This is so that you don't get interference with each
done by means of a fiber bundle in which other, has led to some interesting coding
you feed the light waves in, split it off at problems. That is, trying to find codes with
the output, and you have delays of different pulses symbols of l's to 0's, that provide
amounts inside the individual delay lines good interference properties, low cross
that sum at the output. By properly design- correlation distribution between them, while
ing those delays you'll sum all those pulses satisfying constraints. The longer you make
on top of each other and get one combined the code pattern, the longer the separation
pulse at the output. Again, a relatively between the two outer pulses, and the
simple system, and optical correlators have longer is the length of the fiber delay you
been built. You're primarily concerned have to allow. That means longer fiber
with the length of the fibers that you need length. So you might put a constraint on
to get the required delay. In fact, you can how long you want the code, and then you
actually use the correlator to generate the can play with correlation values. Here are
pulse sequence back at the tranismitter, some equations that relate the number of
because I can use the same technique. We different users you can get with code pat-
hit the input with the pulse, and then have terns with minimal amount of cross correla-
the various delays to get the pulse sequence tion in a sequence pattern of this particular
at the output. So I can do this then again at type. Again, our interest is in doing satel-
the transmitter and make use of an optical lite processing.
correlator of this particular type. These One thing we can immediately do,
have been demonstrated, at least in labora- using the basic digital fiber concept that is
tory, as relatively easy to design. The being pursued in the fiber world, is to con-
applications of that which spurs the interest vert that whole concept to a PAM concept.
in that type of processing is CDMA. You We can take an analog source and sample it
have on/off digital links as shown in this so that we 'actually produce samples of a
graphic [SLIDE #11] coming into multiple waveform. [SLIDE #121 1 show here some
lasers, individual bit streams, and they each of them on the left hand side, we then
have their own particular code pattern as encode into our diode sequence generator
we mentioned before. They superimpose that we just mentioned, and actually code
their code patterns asynchronously into a the amplitude of the pulses in the pattern.
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So you have a pulse sequence being pro- with the connectors we mentioned before,
duced that will have different amplitudes, at a corresponding clock rate. So, as we
based upon the sampling that we mentioned said before, we can try to switch the optical
before. Transmit them over the fiber. The beam. Or we can try to switch the
fiber has bands that can handle those wavelength of the diode to take advantage
pulses. Correlate now with the proper of the wavelength separator. Here's

correlation looking for the proper sequence, another way. Now we can try to switch the
and then photodetection to generate those delay lines. If we can actually reconfigure
same samples that you had before. I can those delay lines so that a given channel
therefore iransmit analog information by the looks for a different code, then I can basi-
same digital encoding technique that we cally accomplish the same operation as
mentioned before. Instead of being an before. I can interconnect the left hand
on/off keyed you're changing the amplitude side to the right hand side, corresponding to
of the pulses corresponding to the pulse a clock synchronization. This switching is
sequence. This now allows us to basically a little bit different now. I'm not really
apply that technique as we said before. This moving optical beams, I'm simply altering
is then, Satellite Switched TDMA, making delay lines. I'm simply adjusting the corn-
use of code switching as opposed to the posite delay. Perhaps there may be some
wavelength switching that we mentioned way of using nonlinear optics for this type
before, or the fiber switching that we men- of adjustment, or using the internal delay of
tioned earlier. I can conceive of doing a resonator of some type that basically
something like this as in this graphic. readjusts this. If we can do this, again at
[SLIDE #13] Here are my spot beams on the nanosecond rate that we're interested in,
the left hand side, and my objective is still then we can conceive of actually doing bit
the same. I bandpass filter each spot beam by bit switching on a TDMA concept. So
uplink, sample to get an analog waveform this is something that again might be
or at least a representation of that, then go worthy of exploring. There is progress
to the optics that we mentioned before; a being made in the pulse sequence design
laser source and a sequence generator to and these devices are fairly well esta-
give you the corresponding sequence, and blished. This would be one way to extend
combine them all into a common fiber. I it into the satellite switch TDMA concept. I
am on the satellite now, going from one don't think there is anything else that I
end of the satellite to the other through the wish to add and perhaps you might see
fiber system. I now have an optical corre- ways in which we can do further operations
lator that's looking for the code of each of to this. Yes, Ray ....
the individual sources. Each correlator then PICKHOLTZ: Has anyone built any
can, in a CDMA concept, pick out the code of these optical correlators and ....
that it's looking for, and correspondingly GAG-LIARDI: In the laboratory, yes.
get back its sample value, D/A convert to
get back to the actual analog waveform. So PICKHOLTZ: And what kind of

we're doing again RF/RF transmissions, parameters are they reporting, what kind of

going through a simple fiber from one end speeds? You're talking about what the

of the satellite to the other. For the TDMA delay lines are?

concept, we've got to be able to switch this
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GAGLIARDI: I know the people at up more than a one pulse point interference
Columbia are working on it, and they have per given slot time, for a given pulse time.
experiments being reported. I'm not sure So there are tricks of this type that can be
what the delay, which they are reporting, is; inserted.
I would say they're producing kilobit rates, The amount of correlation you can
using code sequences that may involve 7, 8, withstand again is tn interesting parameter
9 pulses. Their pulse codelengths weren't here because you're using a 1-0 codeword,
that long, so the actual fiber delays weren't and selecting code symbols in a sequence
that excessive. Remember, it takes a foot of such that you simply limit the amount of
fiber to give you a of nanosecond delay, code overlap. With a little bit of thought
roughly, so that when you're building up you see that the key thing is the distance
long delays, on the order of microseconds between the symbols here, and you want to
or so, you will need long fiber bundles to make sure that you don't repeat distances
produce this delay. There may be other between symbols to avoid the correlation
ways of doing it. I indicate a fiber line; buildup here. In the literature they talk
there may be better ways of getting optical about optical orthogonal codes, this seems
delay. The numbers I recall are kilobits p~er to be the title that they're using. They're
second, a relatively low rate. The purity of not truly orthogonal but instead have a
the correlation, and the ability to correlate correlation of one. You're bound to have a
where the correct signals decorrelate out the cross correlation of at least one as you slide
incorrect signals, is pretty good from what I one code by another. The problem is to
have seen. koep it at only one. Those are called

AMOROSO: I have two questions. orthogonal codes. They're called optical
What sort of correlation properties among codes because they use I's and 0's instead
the codes would you be looking for? (What of +1's and -lI's. For those of you that are
sort of correlation properties among the into PPN sequences, the difference here is
codes of a code division multiple access that you can't use minus symbols, so you
system) and also what is the performance can't build up negative correlations. You
of the optical correlator at the system's must build up your correlation and your
level, for example, bit error rates versus cross correlation with I's and 0's. This
something related to signal and noise? result here that I previously quoted out of
Those two things .... the literature shows that the number of

GAGLIARDI: Well, there's been members of the code set can be related to
analysis of that type of data appearing in the codelength. That's how many code
the literature. That is, bit error probability positions that you're going to allow,
with respect to the amount of correlation divided by the number of pulses that you're
you have. It's fairly easy to see what hap- going to use in the code, and the latter
pens. If you get more interfering correla- appears squared in the equation. So you
tions amongst your additional users, you build up correlation higher as you use more
build up correlation, and the error probabil- code pulses, but the number of code set
ity is based on the threshold which is members goes down, and you can design
selected between the two. There are some with bounds of this particular type. People
modifications that are being used, such as at USC are doing studies in this area, again
limiting the input so that you never build in the mathematical point of view, trying to
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find new classes of good codes. Of the of noise with a slow pnoton detector? You
codelengths with three or four pulses, actually reject noise as a virtue of its nar-
they're getting complete solutions; that is, row bandwidth, or slowness?
all the optimal solutions that produce GAGLIARDI: I don't think it's that
orthogonal codes, with a cross correlation obvious because you're summing up many
of one. So it's an interesting little problem pulse positions.
that I think can be expanded here. It's
entirely independent of the optics because it
simply boils down to code setting distance. GAGLIARDI: You're integrating the

AMOROSO: Well, I wanted to add pulses up, and you're going to integrate the
noise as well. So it's just like additivesom ething to the other question. H ow doesnos in a y th r yp of n ef rng y -

the performance of the optical correlator in ne in
noise compare, let's say, with the perfor- tem.
mance of a pure pulse position modulation AMOROSO: Okay, I understood that
scheme in the same noise environment, let's there are practical situations in which you
say comparing average received signal can't think of it in the same way as you
power on the basis of equal average think of a microwave system, so it's
received signal power in the two systems? encouraging to know, at least in this case,

GAGLIARDI: Well, it's hard to you can use microwave type thinking to

compare the PPM concept with this, reason it through.

because here your object is CDMA. GAGLIARDI: Yes, if you're making
You're tying to get many users into the a Gaussian assumption on the output of the
same time frame. photodetector, then the standard CDMA

AMOROSO: Well that could become Gaussian analysis applies. Question?

pulse position multiple access .... Is the MOHANTY: How much will be the
simple minded statement not true that I processing delay caused by switching to
could just let the different users use a this optical correlation and separation detec-
different pulse position or something like tion? How much do you estimate that delay
that, as opposed to a different pseudoran- will be in processing time?
dom code? GAGLIARDI: Well these delays,

WELCH: Well, no. I think that he you're only running the fiber 20, 30, 40
was contrasting ... he earlier mentioned a feet, so there's not long fiber length delays
wide bandwidth photon detector. But then in here.
he went on to the narrowband, to the slow MOHANTY: How about optical
photon detector, and you can't detect with correlation? Do you consider the delay
slow photon detectors. lines multiplexors, aiding those?

GAGLIARDI: You're doing the GAGIIARDI: The upper limit is the
correlation directly with the optics. pulse sequence time. You have to wait for
Remember the correlation is done optically all the pulses to sum back up again, so
now, so the photodetector only sees pulses that's the upper limit of how long you have
at the bit rate, not at the pulse rate. to wait; otherwise, I don't see any more

AMOROSO: So are you saying that delays, at least on the optics side of it. Of
you're getting a narrow bandwidth rejection course when you get into the electronics
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side, you may have to worry about some HUTH: Yes, but depending on what
delay effects as well. you're trying to do, you can use these kind

REIFFEN: A comment .... I think of techniques also, since you're going to

that it should be observed that when look- have to go on fiber anyway, you can solve

ing at the satellite payload of a system, one some of the problems, solve more than one
is still burdened by all of the uplink problem at a time.

antenna hardware, uplink received and front SPILKER: In the microwave to opti-
end, downlink drivers and downlink cal converter in the photodiode, what is the
transmitters, which generally overwhelm the drive level in the microwave energy
signal processing weight in much of the required, and what is precisely the output of
systems which we're talking about. So we that optical diode?
do have the potential of making significant GAGLIARDI: I'd have to go back
improvements in the weight of the signal and take a look at the numbers. I just don't
processor in selected systems, but one must remember them. This has been reported for
appreciate that that's only a fraction of the direct modulation of the C-band directly
total payload that one is concerned with onto the diodes. I don't remember any of
here. the system's parameters.

GAGLIARDI: Sure, yes. SPILKER: I guess I was just think-

SULLIVAN: The higher the fre- ing that those levels must be fairly heavy,
quency the lower those other other things which means that you have to have a fair
will be. The higher the frequency, the amount of microwave amplification before
smaller the antenna, the lower the power. you get to that point.

REIFFEN: Well, but not in terms of GAGLIARDI: Yes, most definitely
the weight of the, let's say, front ends or with modulation, but you'd expect that
the travelling way to downlinks. you're not going to have a power problem

HUTH: I guess I have a slight coun- because you're running over short lengths,

terexample of what you're talking about. at least for this application anyway. You're

There's a good example where this does putting modulation on and taking it off

apply, maybe to a NASA space-station almost immediately, so there's not much

because there you're trying to move the loss involved here.

carriers, and various things coming off the SPILKER: No, I was really just
air, substantial distances. Your other amplifying on Barney's concern that you
approach would be to mix them down, put have to still amplify the signals at a fairly
them over co-ax and take them across, and high signal level before they can actually
so there is, when you can do the whole get to the optical end of the thing.
thing optically, are some examples. WELCH: Do you know what the

REIFFEN: Certainly .... bandwidth was of that experiment? Is it

HUTH: So that's a good example everything from DC up to C-band, or is

when you can do this kind of stuff. But there a bandwidth involved?

when you're talking about .... GAGLIARDI: Well, the regular

REIFFEN: That's strictly in fiber satellite bandwidth was used. So a C-band

optic links .... at 3, 4 gigahertz, 500 megahertz wide, is
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put directly on the diode. I would expect it range, etc., a switch in fractions of
doesn't have bandpass filtering, but the nanoseconds, well maybe a few tenths of
upper end of the band is what you're con- nanoseconds, that don't consume much
cerned about, and that's in the rHz band. power, are lightweight, and I'm just

MOHANTY: That Bell Lab experi- wondering if you're addressing the wrong

ment, is that just for C-band or for higher problem. I think there are probably some

band EHF, or higher band? Is that the one very excellent applications for optical fiber

that you said that delay ...? and switching technology on board space-

GAGLIARDI: Well when you go up craft, but I'm scratching my head about

the whether onboard switching is something

diode and the photodetector bandwidth. So worth putting a whole lot of energy in.

when you start getting up in C-band fre- GAGLIARDI: Well I think that is

quencies, and K-band, you're asking for TBD, (to be determined), and hopefully we

diode photodetectors operating at high can get a comment on that. I think that the

gigahertz. In terms of gigahertz, that's kind tens of nanoseconds is about the limit of

of hard to do. With the C-band you can electronics, and if you want to go into frac-
always downshift to 2 or 3 gigahertz, and tions of nanoseconds then optics appear to

then do your optics and then up convert be the next step here, so we're going to

that after photodetection. push to that particular level. I'd like to

MOHANTY: So you cannot do any- comment, by the way, that in the special

thing right now for the NET-EHF band? issue of Electronic Switching, there's an
excellent article talking about this switch-

GAGLIARDI: I haven't seen any- ing, and in fact, Ray, it has the a icle from
thing reported. You're beginning to get to the Columbia people that I referred to.
the limit of what a diode can do modula- There should be some of their numbers in
tionwise and what a photodetector can do there, so if you are interested in switching,
demodulationwise. the kind we are hinting at here, there's a

CHETHIK: Well regarding the fairly good summary of these papers in this
bandwidth of these optical systems I know IEEE Communications Magazine that just
that there's an outfit in the San Fernando came out recently.
Valley, the name of which escapes me, REY: Yes, I would think an applica-
where we can buy commercially today a tion of this would apply to SDI, where you
modulator, single mode fiber, and photo- have two to three thousand vehicles you're
detector which has a 10 gigahertz trying to communicate to from a single
bandwidth. That will run over several tens satellite. So now you're starting to, well in
of thousands of feet, so that is today tech- fact you've gone past the electronic switch-
nology. Just trying to compare this in my ing technology, and that would be an exam-
mind with what I know about, for example, ple.
dual gate switch matrix or switch matrices GAGLIARDI: Right. You are dealing
being developed for various NASA pro- with just these fiber bundles, and that
grams like the ACTF. There are 8x8 maybe can be extended as well. Okay, I
switches, for example, in existence that are think we should go on ....
extremely broadband, have very high isola-
tion, low insertion laws, a big dynamic
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DUPREE: Well if you have any picoseconds or a little less. We can't
further questions, make a note of them as modulate that fast; the bandwidth of modu-
the talks progress and we'll have to go lation is probably in the 10-30 gigahertz
back to the subjects a little bit later. A range, but at least we can make pulses that
comment that I have on this whole subject fast. Whether we can manipulate them fast
area is that whether optics is a practical enough is another question.
alternative to electronics or not, will not be Most optical signal processing has
known until we have fully explored the exploited the high 2-D spatial bandwidth
possibilities in optics, and until we have advantage of optics. FIGURE 2 compares
developed our state of knowledge to the optics to electronics in this regard. In any
point that we're able to make a fair trade. type of signal processing you have two
In doing all of this we have to search problems: the connectivity between the
around for possible applications. In the devices and the nonlinear devices. You
process of doing the trade studies some- need nonlinear devices, such optical
times we discover directions that we hadn't switches, modulators, and storage. If you
thought of before. So now I'd like to intro- look at optics, you find it's very good at
duce Bill Steier to move us along a little bit doing the connectivity. It's easy to see that
toward more of the bulk optical information a simple lens can connect together an
p~ ucesing. object and an image with perhaps a million

TIER: This will be a change in pixels in each. A simple lens does that
ze background is not communica- very easily. But it's difficult or impossible

bt,,.,1 e. s strictly optics, s- I'll be talking for electronics to wire in that kind of den-
more from the stardpoint of where optical sity. That goes back to the fact that pho-
signal processing stands. As you know, it's tons tend to ignore each other but electrons
a very big field. There have been many always have crosstalk. On the other hand
conferences on the topic and all I can do is you need nonlinear devices, and optics is
give you an overview: a4 fee! of where poor at that. This is also caused by the fact
things stand. T'm sure there's going to be that photons don't like to interact, and elec-
many interesting optical signal processing trons interact readily. With electronics it is
ideas which I'm not going to be able to relatively easy to make nonlinear devices;
cover. but with optics it is difficult.

The first issue is one we've already Any kind of optical signal processing
heard about: Why do you want to consider has to exploit what optics can do easily,
optics for signal processing? Why not stay and must live with what optics has
with electronics? Essentially optics has two difficulty doing. So you try to exploit the
advantages that are shown in FIGURE 1. It high degree of two dimensional connec-
has a high spatial bandwidth and that essen- tivity.
tially comes about because you can focus You can consider hybrid systems
an optical beam very tightly. You can where you use the best of both worlds, and
make a pixel size on the order of the that's the idea of using optical interconnects
focused spot so you have a high tw/o- inside a large silicon computer. Here you
dimensional bandwidth. The other is that let the VLSI do the computing and you
optics is potentially very high speed. We wire it together with optics. The problem
can make optical pulses which are
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with using this hybrid approach in optical which are simply two dimensional arrays of
signal processing is that the interfaces optical modulators. There is considerable
between optics and electronics become a work in this area because they are a key
major problem and will consume so much element in many systems. There are
time that it must be minimized. Hence one electro-optic approaches, liquid crystals
always tries, if you're going to use optics, devices, deformable mirrors devices and
to stay in optics. magneto-optic approaches. The key here is

The theme of my talk will be the limi- nonlinear optics; you need nonlinear optical
tations imposed by the optical nonlinear materials to do this. FIGURE 5 shows an
materials and where we stand on optical example, of one of them: the liquid crystal
devices. FIGURE 3 is a rough schematic of device. It's on the market now and Hughes
a general 2-D) optical signal processing sys- sells one. This device turns incoherent
tern. You must have an input to either tur optics into a coherent optical beam. There
the electronic signals into optical or to con- is an optical photoconductor as shown and
vert an incoheren t optical picture input into a liquid crystal in series across a voltage.
a coherent optical picture for signal pro- Where the write light is intense, it increases
cessing. In addition you must have a CPU the conductivity of the photoconductor,
which defines the type of processing. increases the voltage in that region of the
Examples of CPU functions are Fourier liquid crystal and that changes its optical
transforms, vector matrix multiplication and properties, usually by rotating the plane of
matrix matrix multiplication. I'll show polarization. The change in polarization is
some schemes for optically achieving these changed into amplitude modulation by an
processes. On the output you will perhaps analyzer. Resolutions are in the range of
want to connect the signal back to electron- 35 lines per millimeter. Contrast is about
ics or perhaps leave it in an optical form. 100 to 1, which may be marginal if you're
In many schemes you'll want to have some considering a digital system of very high
interim optical storage since you may want accuracy. They're relatively slow, it takes
to store a frame for processing with some a couple of milliseconds to turn them on
earlier frames or later frames, and about 5 milliseconds to turn them off.

First of all, let's review some of the As Jim pointed out the optical sensitivity of
input devices. There's really two ways to the liquid crystal SLM is about equivalent
go, as shown on FIGURE 4. The first uses t nagn im
acousto-optics in which you modulate your Some of the SLM's being developed
information onto an acoustic beam which is are faster, some of them require less light,
launched into an acousto-optic material, some of them have slightly better resolu-
typically quartz. The light interacts with the tion. None of these devices is perfect and
acoustic pattern and converts the electronic there is still a considerable amount of work
information over to the optical beam. to be done on 2-1) spatial light modulators.
These devices are one dimensional with Let me go back now to my general
high resolution: on the order of a hundred picture again and review some of the
lines per millimeter. transforms you might do by optics. The first

The second approach is two dimen- one is the familiar Fourier transform, which
sional. It uses spatial light modulators is useful in many applications. FIGURE 6

shows an approach which uses Fourier
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transforms and nonlinear materials to per- Let me return to the general picture
form a real-time 2-D) convolution. Coming and discuss some of the vector matrix mul-
in are patterns B 1 and B2; both are two tiplication ideas and how to do them. The
dimensional patterns of light that are to be first approach, shown in FIGURE 8, was
convolved. The inputs are put through a developed at Stanford; the work of Joe
lens that does the 2-D Fourier transform of Goodman. It's a relatively simple but very
both. The patterns interact in a nonlinear powerful system. The system used a linear
optical material which has the property that array of light emitting diodes. The output
its index of refraction is a function of the of each diode is proportional to the ele-
intensity of the incident light. This is the ments of a vector. The output from the
four wave mixing idea. These two beams upper LED illuminates the first row of the
interact and the product is read with an matrix by use of a cylindrical lens which is
intense plane pump beam. One way of not shown. Another cylindrical lens col-
viewing the interacting is that the pump lects all of the light from the first column
beam and one of the inputs write a holo- into the first detector. If you follow each
gram which is read with the other input, beam you can show that this system per-
The product is inverse Fourier transformed forms the vector matrix multiplication
which gives B4 which to a first approxima- between the vector which is the intensity of
tion is the correlation between the two the LEDs, and the matrix which is the
input patterns. Of course this is done at the transmission of the mask. The system
speed of light, or in reality it is done at the works in incoherent light and can be very
speed of the nonlinear material. How fast fast. Since it works at the speed of light it
the nonlinear material can respond is is equivalent to 1012 multiply-add per
dependent on the material but it can be in second. Accuracies of 250 to 1, or 8-bit
the nanosecond regime. are considered the limits of this analog

The problem is always to find a non- scheme. The problem is that the matrix
linear material that gives a reasonable cannot be easily changed since it is on a
amount of energy back in the correlation. piece of film. To do this in real time will
You'd like to make the interaction distance require one of the spatial light modulators
long to increase the output power but the which may have limited speed and limited
longer you make the interaction distance, spatial bandwidth. The approach is limited
the poorer the approximation becomes. So in two ways: accuracy and the ability to
the tradeoff is between the power in the change the matrix.
correlation beam and the accuracy of the There are some ways around these
correlation. Using four wave mixing in a limits that people have been working on,
nonlinear material, you can get a variety of which is called the systolic approach. Sys-
outputs as shown in FIGURE 7. A and B tolic means that the data is pulsed in a sys-
are two-dimensional information carrying tolic way. FIGURE 9 shows an acousto-
beams and C is a plane wave. Depending optic modulator and a driver. Clocked into
on the configuration, you can get out A the acoustic port in timed sequence are the
times the complex conjugate of B or you components of a vector. A linear array of
can get out a multiplication AxB. You can LED's has clocked into them in staggered
do correlations or convolutions with these form all the components of the matrix to be
approaches. multiplied. When the acoustic wave of
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amplitude of x I is in front of the first LED, STEIER: Yes ..
the LED is flashed on with an intensity pro- REIFFEN: How do you introduce
portional to the first component of the phase in the input or the mask?
matrix. The diffracted light beam is propor- STEJER: The usual way to introduce
tional to that product. The system keeps phase is to use the concept that any corn-
pulsing itself as x I moves up, and the next plex number can be written as three real
matrix component is pulsed in as shown. If numb~ers. You give me the component at
you follow through the process you find it 120', at 240' and 3600. So any complex
essentially does the vector matrix multipli- number can be represented by three positive
cation. With this scheme the problem of numbers, and therefore you do the process-
updating a two dimensional mask is ing essentially th'ree times, to get the comn-
avoided since everything is driven in time. plex answer. You always work with posi-
You have avoided the problem of varying tive real numbers, but you do it redun-
this matrix or varying the vector you wish daty
to multiply. If you consider a gigahertz dandy.Bt hnho o o
electro-optic modulator, which is quite rea- Rhe FEN Butntiut then hwca doge yuc
sonable to do; if you consider a 250 LED thnorecstitut hestopticalae,' which
array, which is tough but possible; thi sys- involesentv oesttood, lne's sfwa,
tern is capable of about 1010 multiply-add phasresntrive topermuatoentrmfwa
per second. The question again gets back to yur rigt iuae
accuracy, because the approach is analog. STETER: I think, as I understand it,

People have talked about ways of that the approaches to this have been to get
doing this in a digital format. You can spa- a complex array of numbers which you
tially write a number digitally and show break up into three positive arrays of
that if you spatially convolve two digital numbers, and always stay in that format.
numbers, you'll come out with an answer In other words you don't optically ever
which is the product. The problem is that attempt to go back to a complex optical
the answer doesn't come out in a 0- 1 for- pattern. You stay in these three incoherent
mat You mu,.;t do some electronic prcs- positive number patterns for your process-
ing to turn the answer back into a 0- 1 for- ing. The idea being just to be able to pro-
mat and that's always the problem. It turns cess complex numbers, not to make a com-
out that this electronic processing to get plex picture, or to make a picture with
back to binary is so time consuming, it may phase in it.
not be worth doing optically in the first REIFFEN: Well, I understand what
place. There was a program to develop this you're saying but that may not cover all
commercially which was apparently limited applications of interest.
by the electronic processing. I want to STEJER: Yes, you're right.
expand on the digital approaches to optical DUPREE: You have a legitimate
signal processing which gets closer to the concern about the question of the electronic
area called optical computing. overhead and preparing the three numbers,

REIFFEN: Can you handle phase as three sets of numbers at the input and then
well as amplitude in the mask or in the out- decoding in the output. Something to bear
put of the modulator? in mind in all of these processing schemes,
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you'd like to do as much of the processing This device is fabricated in integrated
as possible in the optical domain, optics. There are techniques for writing
Somehow or other we have to get away waveguides in the block of lithium niobate.
from that electronic optical interface. As shown there are two waveguides which
That's one of the big problems that we're are close enough together for the evenes-
trying to overcome, cent mode fields to overlap and interact.

STEIER: FIGURE 10 is an example This is a directional coupler in which two
of digital optical computing or optical sig- waveguides are coupled together by the
nal processing, where you try to get the evenescent field. The lithium niobate is
advantages of digital. Shown is a two electro-optic and there are four electrodes
dimensional array of nonlinear optical ele- deposited near the waveguides which are
ments. In this case it is a two dimensional run in push-pull. Depending on the voltage
array of NOR gates. The two inputs to the that is applied, the index of refraction in the
NOR gate come in from the left side, the region between them is changed and the
output is a beam of light that emerges on coupling between the two waveguides is
the right side. The system is wired together changed. These devices usually require
with a complex hologram. It mimicks a with a few volts; perhaps 5-10 volts. You
conventional digital optical circuit; the cir- can switch the fight beam here to output 4
cuitry is the hologram; the NOR gates are or vice versa you can switch input 2 over
in the array, and you can mimick whatever to output 3. This is a voltage controlled
optical circuit you desire by the hologram optical switch. Significant progress has
you use. It has the advantage of parallel- been made at AT&T Bell Labs; they've
ism. The computation goes to some extent made an 8x8 array. It's an optical
in parallel. You can have parallel input, crossbar: 8 in, 8 out. It also has the
parallel output. It avoids some of the pin-in broadcast capability: one input can talk to
pin-out constraints of very large VLSI. all of the outputs. Gigabit switching rates
Again the problem is the array of NOR and low crosstalk are claimed.
gates, and there you're limited by nonlinear As the last item I will review the pros-
optics. A lot of the work is currently pects for 2-D optical storage. That gets
underway trying to make these optical non- back to real time holography again. FIG-
linear gates. The realization of an optical URE 12 shows a nonlinear material and a
digital computer is limited by the nonlinear pattern to be stored in memory. The pat-
gates and much work has to be in the dev- tern is complex and must be stored in
ices. amplitude and phase. The reference beam

Let me just talk for a minute about the and the pattern write a hologram in the
switching requirements in the 2-D nonlinear material. This is a material
transforms Bob Gagliardi mentioned the whose index is a function of optical inten-
switching needs. FIGURE 11 shows one sity. The pattern is stored until read with a
example of the state-of-the-art. There's a reference beam to retrieve the information.
lot of work on photonic switching as evi- The materials currently of the most interest
denced by a meeting in Tahoe in March are the photorefractive materials. Storage
reviewing. this field. Probably the most times in these materials can be from mil-
advanced technology is the lithium niobate liseconds up to hours in the dark. Write
waveguide switches shown in FIGURE 11. times are from microseconds to minutes
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WHY OPTICS?
* High Spatial Bandwidth

pixel - 4X2

* High Speed

10-12 sec pulses

Figure 1
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INPUT

* Acousto-optic Devices

- One dimensional ~-100 lines/mm

Electronic/optic

* Spatial Light Modulators

- Two dimensional

- Electro-optic

- Liquid crystal

- Deformable Mirrors

- Magnetrooptic

- Optic/optics, electronic/optic

FIGURE 4: Summary of devices for inputing data into optical
signal processing systems.
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LIQUID CRYSTAL LIGHT VALVE

LIOUIO CRYSTAL TRANSPARENPT
ALIGNMENT FILM$ DIELECTRIC CONDUCTIVE

OPTICAL GLASS MIRROR ELECTRODE
SSTRATE *N

PROJECTION WRITING
LIGHT LIGHT

"1- -- wq-

4w -- w

FluER OPTIC OR
TRA1ESPAREMT GLASS FACE PLATE
CONDUCTIVE NEMATIC
CLECTR LfaUIO DTOEW

CRYSTAL PACER LIGHT BLOCKING LAYERt

Hughes Si LCLV

Aperture 40 mm
Resolution 35/mm
Contrast 100:1
Response Time 2/5 msec
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Record Read

TYPE I 1) C A*B

2) CA B

3) A*B 
C

4) AB"  'C

TYPE [ 1)A

A S  AB

A* B -.. B4)

FIGURE 7: Products possible using four wave mixin_ in a
nonlinear material. A and B ar'e data ca :=g
input patterns; C is a plane w ave.
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VECTOR MATRIX MULTIPLIER

2-0 SLM

DETECTORS

DEEC

A

* Incoherent Light

* Fast/Parallel - 1012 multi-adds/sec

* Accuracy 250:1 (8 bit)

FIGURE 8: The Stanford Vector Matrix :K'U::-*D-4er. =eference:
J. W. Goodman, A. R. Dias, and L'. Wo~,C-Dt.
Lett., 2, 1 (1978).
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FIGURE 9: Systolic vector matri-: multiplier. Reference;
h.J. Caulfield and W.T. Rhodes, Opt. Computing,
SPIE 456, 2-14

SYSTOLIC ACOUSTO-OPTIC VECTOR
MATRIX MULTIPLIER

ACOUSTO--OPTIC INTEGRATING
LEDs MODULATOR DETECTORS0 0*12 - - -D V,

CLOCK DRIVER
x1  xI

(A)

CLOCK

(B)

Projected Capacity

* 1 GHz AO Modulator

* 250 LED Array

6 x 1010 mult-add per sec

ACCURACY? HARDWARE?
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with fairly high resolutions on the order of still in a state of evolution with many sys-
a hundred lines per millimeter. In all of tems concepts awaiting devices. Thbe device
these materials the efficiency of the scat- technology still has a way to go before the
tered out beam is inversely proportional to devices are reliable enough, and work well
the write time. It is a compromise between enough to exploit the potential advantages
the intensity of the output and the time to of optics. Perhaps that's the same situation
store the information, in communication systems. As the devices

REIFFEN: Does that reference have get more reliable, the systems engineer will
to be coherent? feel much more at-home in trying to use

STEIER: Yes, right. These two them in a system. It's perhaps difficult to
beam hav tobe chernt t on anoher consider undeveloped devices. You don't

boiea hav hob cheetroanmaote want to gamble on those when you're talk-

FIGURE 13 shows some properties of ing about a system.

selected photorefractive materials. DUPREE: Are there any further ques-

Chrome-doped gallium arsenide and iron- tions?
doped indium phosphide are used in the WEBER: I have a very general ques-
infra-red where laser diodes are available. tion, that is, to what extent do you think
Barium titanate is an often used material that applications, say from communications
for phase-conjugation which is used in the or control people, could indeed drive where
visible. The parameter An., gives the index your technology goes, as opposed to you
change that can be created in these materi- finding a material somehow, and that makes
als. It gives an idea of the efficiency of the the device, and you have no idea where it's
hologram that can be created. Holograms going.
in barium titanate can be three orders of STELER: I agree it's a two-way
magnitude more efficient than in gallium street, but it's not a matter that we don't
arsenide or indium phosphide. The limita- want better materials. Certainly there are a
tion in barium titanate is the dark relaxation lot of applications around that could be
time which is the time required to redistri- exploited. But certainly the kind of devices
bute electric charge in the material. It will that would be pushed should be influenced
require seconds at perhaps tens of seconds by the systems side. And that's also true in
to write a hologram in barium titanate but the optical computing field. Devices that are
the hologram is efficient. In gallium pushed should be influenced by the comput-
arsenide, holograms can be written in ing schemes that people are talking about.
microseconds but they are not nearly as And also, it goes without saying that the
efficient. However, GaAs and InP are the systems needs will perhaps produce the
best materials available for microseconds or money to drive the device research.
perhaps nanosecond writing of holograms. REIFFEN: A comment... We've

DUPREE: Can you change the index observed that in many of the signal pro-
by changing the intensity of illumination? cessing applications, one of the big prob-

STEIER: Yes, this is the maximum lems is the interface between the electronics
value. The index change will saturate at and the optics. Perhaps the most fruitful
that value. Well, maybe this is a good spot area for optical computing is in applications
for me to stop. Optical signal processing is where the input to be processed is in fact
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optical, is in fact a picture or an image of cessing operations on light beams using
some kind, thereby eliminating that need optics. I'll show an overall diagram which
for that interface in some sense. will provide guidance in terms of optical

STEIER: You are absolutely right and device research. I will not comment much
it may be that the role of optical communi- about what those devices can do. I think
cating will be in what is called these ill- Bill Steier has done an excellent job on
defined problems where neural net-type that. I will show how I can use various
computers are appropriate. kinds of devices. Th communications satel-

co PuErs Icomlite transponder is what I've emphasized. I
DUPREE: I'il comment on that again. consider it a major contribution. But the

You need to get the sensitivity and the long term goal is to have a bulk piece of
resolution in the same neighborhood as of material as one has a chip in electronics.
the film in order to establish these kinds Of Use of the three dimensions that are avail-
applications. There simply aren't enough able inside that bulk material will create
protons in real-world scenes to act whatever devices and phenomenon are
efficiently on the specialized modulators in needed. The integrated optics bulk cystal
real time. If you are going to make very canbeabig deal inthefuture. The poten-
long exposures, then we could certainly tial of the technology is outstanding.
work with available materials.

SULLIVAN: I would summarize this [CHART #2] shows a microwave
prsLLtin I wcou aize ssths communications transponder. There is con-

presentation as the communication systems siderable microwave channelization in this
(straight-down-the-middle) approach to opt- transponder. The input and output circuits
ical processing. [CHART #35] entitled could be monolithic microwave up to very
"Main Contribution" summarizes what I high frequency, even 50 GHz. In the optical
have to say. Other material is in this pack- implemenation of the o ptral
age that I won't present. I am presenting an sponder shown in [CHART #3 and 4] you
architectural approach to the use of optical receive microwave, you transmitprocessing in electronic systems. I consider r m
it to be an initial effort on overall commun- microwave, and everything in between is in

ications systems implemented with optical the optics. It is microwave channelization

processing. Linear and non-linear tech- of multiple beams, a microwave switching

niques are employed. Non-linear optics ae and routing, then demodulation and demul-

necessary for communications because, ain tiplexing to separate it into various chan-

fact, most of the processing in communicaoc nels, baseband switching and routing, thenfac, os ofth pocesig n cmmnia- multiplexing and modulation onto
tions is non-linear. Linear processes are miple and olatio ant
straight forward. The extrapolations to microwave carriers, followed by microwave

linear techniques in optics are almost obvi- power amplifiers and radiating elements

ous. For communications the need is to do (antennas). The optical implementation of

devices like modulators, demodulators, the transpoader is on two charts. Part A of

mixers, filters, matched filters; those kinds [CHART #3] depicts the input side of the
of , i etransponder. The antenna elements are fol-of implementations that we use in Tlc- lowed by microwave pre-amplifiers. The

tronic systems; and do them optically. The individual channel time signals are con-
goal is to avoid moving from optics to elec- verted into spatial equivalents using
tronics and back; to perform all of the pro- acousto-optic cells. A lens is employed to
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perform a Fourier transform. Along a spa- ment has been on acousto-optic devices
tial dimension at the back focal plane of the since the acoustic velocity of propagation in
lens is the spectrum of the one antenna's the transverse spatial plane (very slow - 104

output. Along the vertical dimension is the meters/sec) provides a reasonably small
outputs of the various input antennas. And spatial aperture. The modulation format
then there is an interconnection network, chosen is double sideband amplitude modu-
implemented optically, to switch and route lation of the microwave signal as a spatial
the microwave carriers. On the input side of variation on the optical carrier. [CHART
the Part B Block Diagram of [CHART #41 #6] defines the assumed spatial utilized
is shown an optical implementation of the throughout this development. It should be
microwave demodulation, possibly within a noted that the spatial interference pattern
bulk device. The optical interconnection generated from the microwave signal can
networks can be implemented in various be observed on the light beam (the intensity
ways, perhaps employing holographic ele- would be noticable if visible light is used
ments. The baseband (or video) waveforms and it is focused on a screen). As is pointed
from the interconnection and multiplexing out on the chart the major limitation on the
network will be modulated onto microwave signal operations that can be performed is
carriers (still in the optical domain), then the observation time bounds that result
converted back to microwave by optical from the aperature limit corresponding to
detection. The resulting microwave carriers the transverse length of the acousto-optic
are amplified and transmitted by an antenna cell. [CHART #7] depicts the hypothetical
configuration. spatial light modulator of the above

[CHART #5] depicts the conventional assumptions, showing the signal spatial
configuration (electronic implementation) of variation on the optical carrier. A
an optimal receiver for a pulsed microwave mathematical breakdown of this waveform

signal of unknown amplitude, phase fre- into its constituent microwave, optical and

quency, pulse width and time-of-arrival. It spatial components is given in [CHART
assumes a maximum likelihood detection #9]. A single frequency microwave carrier
algorithm. An optimal processing realiza- produces three plane waves as the modu-

tion of this receiver is shown in a later lated optical beam.
chart. Note that the operations shown here Within the goal of accomplishing all
are all linear except for the square law signal processing operations on optical
(envelope) detector. This is an important beams without coversion back to electron-
consideration in the equivalent optical ics, it is necessary to have devices that
implementation. Most of the interesting allow one optical beam to operate on
techniques described in this presentation are another optical beam in prescribed ways.
nonlinear with various waveforms being The major ground rules for such hypotheti-
multiplied together. cal optical devices, as summarized in

The first step in the optical processing [CHART #101 are coherence (relative and

of a microwave signal is the conversion of absolute) as generated from a single laser

the microwave time waveform to an optical source, uniform transverse velocity and

spatial waveform or variation. Devices that wavelength, and possessing the define

accomplish this are called spatial light beam-to-beam complex envelope interac-

modulators. The emphasis in this develop- tions. The specific input/output relationships
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for the hypothesized optical devices are A particularly interesting electronic
given in four cases of [CHART #11]: receiver function for implementation with
Amplitude Product Device, Phase Product optical techniques is the FM discriminator,
Device, Frequency Product Device, and which performs a noncoherent demodula-
Squared Amplitude Device. As will be tion of a frequency modulated microwave
shown later, these four devices and the carrier. The conventional electronic formu-
assumed Spatial Light Modulator allow the lation is shown in [CHART #15], wherein
configuration of all of the desired analog the FM detection is accomplished in two
signal processing operations to effect an all steps - first the conversion from FM to
optical synthesis of the communications and AM; then a noncoherent or envelope detec-
detection systems of interest. tion of the AM. The FM/AM conversion is

As a first example of all optical reali- effected by slope detection on a linear
zation of electronic signal processing opera- amplitude versus frequency portion of a
tions, [CHART #12] depicts an amplitude filter. The same approach can be employed
modulator which is implemented by conver- for an optical realization; Fourier transform
sion of the baseband and carrier functions to the frequency domain; a linear transmit-
to optical spatial variations of the form tance versus spatial frequency optical func-
assumed and a multiplication of the two tion; followed by amplitude detection. An
complex envelopes in the amplitude product example of the Fourier transform operation
device, followed by bandpass filtering and on an optical spatial variation of three
conversion back to an electronic (or electri- microwave carriers is shown in [CHART
cal) output. This is very much more com- #16], for the two extreme cases of a large
plicated than a conventional AM modulator relative aperature limit and a small relative
implemented in electronic form with simple aperature limit. The complete optical imple-
diode functions, but does provide an mentation is shown in [CHART #17], with
existence proof of optics as an alternative particular emphasis on the bandpass slope
approach. detection transmittance function in the

In this same fashion a phase modulator Fourier transform plane. The optical corn-

has been configured from two phase p- ponent synthesis of this discrimination ishas eenconfgurd frm to phse ro- detailed in a later chart.
duct devices, spatial filters about the upper eaive thr t a

and lower spatial sidebands and the Pervasive throughout analog process-
appropriate beam splitter and summer. This ing of electronic signals is the phase locked
is shown in [CHART #13] as operations on loop (PLL). For optical processing if the
optical complex envelopes to illustrate the equivalence to this device can be
all optical realization of a complex signal developed, many avenues can be opened.
operation. A related, but distinct, similar The basic functional PLL is shown in
device synthesis is represented in [CHART [CHART #18]. As before, all signals are
#14]. This Voltage Controlled Oscillator (or assumed to be of the prescribed format-
Frequency Modulator) is a critical corn- spatial double sideband, less than 100%
ponent of the later derived phase locked amplitude modulated onto the opical carrier.
loop. As is true in electronics the operations Each of the basic component parts must be
of phase and frequency modulation are very realized in an optical form that operates on
distinct in their optical realizations, the complex envelope of the optical
although they are analogous and related. waveform: the bandpass filter, the phase
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detector, the loop filter and the voltage con- shown in [CHART #23]. Each Bragg cell
trolled oscillator. [CHART #19] depicts the generated one sideband and a carrier corn-
envelope waveforms at important points ponent. The cell input prisms orient the
within this all optical phase locked loop. beam at the Bragg angle; the output prisms
The loop into and the VCO waveforms are align the carrier components for coherent
shown in an approximated locked condition combining (microwave phase as well as
which corresponds to nearly 900 phase optical phase). With the modulation levels
shift of the microwave carriers. The filtered correctly set this arrangement can accom-
output of the phase detector is also shown; plish the desired microwave modulation of
it is the error signal which drives the the optical carrier. The other candidate
overall loop toward lock. The nature of the techniques of [CHART #21] utilize
total phase detector output is determined by acousto-optic cells operating in the Raman-
the operation of the loop, i.e., whether it is Nath mode of optical carrier phase modula-
operating in a modulation tracking on tion.
modulation restrictive mode. If this phase modulation index is con-

An RF mixer, a basic electronic corn- strained to a reasonable level the first side-
ponent for microwave downconversion or band level relative to the carrier component
upconversion, as implemented optically, is can be controlled to approximate amplitude
diagramed in [CHART #20]. The amplitude modulation of the spatial carrier, provided
product device multiplies the two complex the phase shift of the first sidebands is
envelopes, thereby creating sum and corrected. This technique, depicted in
difference frequencies of the microwave [CHART #22], is the operating principle of
carriers. The spatial bandpass filter, which the well known Zernicke phase contract
operates in the Fourier transform plane, microscope. A mathematical model of the
selects the difference (or sum) portion of Bragg cell acousto-optic modulator, from
the output, thereby accomplishing the which its operation can be analyzed, is
downconversion (or upconversion). shown in [CHART #24]. The amplitude

Now it has been demonstrated how a level of the various spatial frequency corn-
major set of the desired electronic process- ponents are available from the literature and

ing operations can be accomplished with are fundamental to the phase match opera-
the defined hypothetical spatial light modu- tion that is employed. The third technique
lator and hypothetical optical devices. The of spatial light modulation is depicted in

potential hardware implementations of these [CHART #25]. In this case the Raman-
components must also be addressed. Nath A-O cell phase modulates the optical
Because of the assumed spatial waveform carrier to a level consistent with high
of double sideband amplitude modulation efficiency, thereby generating a family of
the acousto-optic modulation cannot be spatial sidebands. The discriminator func-
effected by the conventional Bragg cell tion described previously is used to convert
modulator. [CHART #21] outlines three this phase modulation to amplitude modula-
approaches to the desired optical beam tion to effect an overall spatial light modu-
modulation. Two Bragg cells with the car- lator that is theoretically linear. This modu-
rier component and modulation level lation process has the potential to produce a
appropriately set can synthesize the desired device that has very high dynamic range for
modulation format. The formulation is multiple carrier microwave signals.
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The limitation on signal processing geometry of the four wave mixing phase
operations due the A-O cell length conjugator, the mathematical representation
(translated to signal time aperture) has been of which is given in [CHART #29]. To pro-
pointed out. Since this constraint on signal vide this conjugation function the basic cry-
frequency resolution is a major concern, stal is assumed to have a third order non-
techniques for increasing this signal obser- linearity of sufficient level for the appropri-
vation time are of interest. One promising ate output amplitudes to be generated.
scheme is a raster scan of A-O cells in The Foster-Seeley discriminator of
series as [CHART #26] demonstrates. This [CHART #17], implemented in all optical
method has been implemented in hardware, components, including the phase conjugate
resulting in a two dimensional pattern of mirror as an AM detector, is depicted in
coarse frequency resolution in one dimen- [CHART #30]. For this implementation it is
sion and fine frequency resolution in the assumed that the microwave carrier is
orthogonal dimension. The second coordi- FDM/FM, i.e., it is multiple channel with
nate can be viewed as a linear sampling of the individual channels frequency multi-
the input waveform, thereby able to accom- plexed in the baseband. A detector array in
plish fine frequency representation within the Fourier transform plane of the output is
the constraints of the sampling operation. A able to perform activity detection of the
raster scan consisting of many (100 or channels. In addition, with an implementa-
more) A-O cells of the highly linear nature tion of demultiplexer of [CHART #31], the
described previously has the potential for individual channels are readily separated,
providing the spatial modulation function thereby completing a
desired for the analog optical processors of demodulation/demultiplexing operation.
interest. The realization of the phase locked

The hypothetical optical-to-optical loop of [CHART #18], utilizing all optical
devices of [CHART #11) can be syn- components as discussed, is shown in
thesized with two basic components. One of [CHART #32]. The input is shown as a
these is a phtorefractive crystal that pro- microwave carrier which is spatially modu-
duces a spatial derivative of the refractive lated onto the optical beam by an acousto-
index proportional to changes of intensity optic modulator of the type previously dis-
of the modulating beam. This is analogous cussed. All of the various optical signals
to the A-O cell in the modification of the are derived from the same laser source,
crystal refractive index but in this case is allowing the use of coherent processing
responsive to a light beam. This basic com- technologies throughout. The modulated
ponent can be employed to formulate all input could also be the result of prior
four hypothetical optical devices. A second operations on optical beams, therefore
attractive optical component is the phase already existing in the proper optical for-
conjugate mirror realized in the four wave mat. The .bandpass filter is implemented by
mixing configuration. This conjugator can an aperture limit in the Fourier plane. The
provide direct beam complex amplitude phase detector is one of the previously
multiplications for amplitude product device defined amplitude product devices, here
and squared amplitude product device, implemented with a 3rd-order nonlinearity
[CHART #27] summarizes these device such as the phase conjugate mirror. The
realizations. [CHART #28] illustrates the loop filter is assumed to be synthesized as a
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Demodulation/Remodulation Satellite Microwave Transponder
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Proposed Optical Implementation of Satellite Microwave
Transponder (Part B)
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Conversion From Picrowave To Optical

" Emphasis On Acousto-optic Devices To Provide The Transverse
Propagation Velocity And Wavelength Commnsurate with
Optical Beam. Microwave Modulates Refractive Index

" Utilized Amplitude-Only Modulation Of Interference Pattern
Through Double Sideband Spatial Amplitude Modulation

B,(x,y,z,t) -A,,b6(y)rect(2E)[l + mv(t - )]Cos [Ztvt + *(x,Y,Z)]

e Major Limitation Is Aperature Limit W Which Corresponds

To Observation Time - T and Frequency Resolution
S
CILUXT 16

Hypothetical Spatial Light Modulator T,/vv

CHuRT 17
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Signal v(t) Converted to Optical I
Spatial Variation
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Analysis Of Spatial Modulated optical 13eam
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Hypothetical Optical Devices

0 Operate On One Optical Beam With Other Optical Beams.

* All Beams Assumed To Be Generated From Single Coherent
Source (Laser). Identical Phase and Wavelength

* Must Maintain Transverse Velocity And Wavelength On Output
Beam.

* Defined In Terms Of Interaction Among Optical Complex
Envelopes.

CHART 1iO

Hypothetical Optical Devices for Optical Domain agRw"
Signal Processing

c(t -X)

RELATICSIIIP OF OPTICAL BEA N OPLEX VELOPES

Came 1: c(t - ) a(t - N)b(t - ): Amplitude Product Device

Caum 2t c(t - )a(t - E) ezp~jkb(t - E+] N.a.. Product Device

Came 3: c(t - -a(t - 1) exp~jk~rb(t - !)d+] rrequency Product Device

Case 4- c(t - ) a(t - I [b(t - Squared Amulitude Product Device

CHART #i
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Optical Realization of Electronic Amplitude Modulator T"I r
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Optical Realization of Frequency Modulator
(Voltage Controlled Oscillator) t o w

UPPER FDQC PE
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FILTEI FILTER
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Optical Realization Of Frequency Modulator (Voltage Controlled Oscillator)

d~t - 1 1+ mA, cos[2nf 1 ( d (t - 2 )dy + a

a, (t N ( ( + M A, cos[2nf,(t- +
CHART 114

Electronic Implementation of Foster-Seeley Discriminator
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Magnitude of Fourier Transform of Optical Waveform Output 717 wVa

of Acousto-Optic Modulator
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Optical Implementation of FM Discriminator ,- v
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Model of All-Optical Phase Locked Loop
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Optical RF Mixer TRW,

b.(t- )- 1 + nAa3(t - E) co&[ 2J f(t-A) + k~t -
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Devices For Acousto-optic
Spatial Light Modulation

Produce Double Sideband Amplitude Spatial Modulation

1) Raman-Nath Cell With 900 Phase Shift Of Spatial Carrier

2) Dual Bragg Cells Combined For Upper And Lower Sidebands

3) Raman-Nath Cell For Spatial Phase Modulation Followed
By Spatial FM Discriminator (And Integration).

Raster Scan Of Multiple Devices To Provide Longer Observation
Time In Folded Format. Two Dimensional Device Of
This Nature Represents Major Technology Breakthrough.

CHART" *21



Raman Nath Mode Acousto-Optic Modulator for Spatial
Double Sideband Amplitude Modulation
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Bragg Cell Implementation of Spatial Double Sideband
Amplitude Modulator
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Mathematical Model of Bragg Cell
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Linear Acousta-Optic Double Sideband
Spatial Amplitude Modulator
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Raster of M+1 Acousto-Optic Cells 7R1W
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Optical To Optical Modulation Devices

" Photorefractive Device: Spatial Derivative of Refractive
Index Proportional To Changes In Intensity of Modulating
Beam (Becomes Spatial Voltage Controlled Oscillator).

* Analogous To Acusto-optic Devices In Refractive
Index Variations. Can Provide All Four Hypothetical Devices.

* Phase Conjugator 1:i Four Wave Mixing Configuration Provides
Direct Beam Complex Amplitude Multiplications For
Amplitude Product Device And Squared Amplitude Product
Device.

CHART #27
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Geometry of Degenerate Four Wave Mixing for Amplitude
Product Device and Squared Amplitude Product Device

4

E; (r Q

CHART #28

Phase Conjugation

d(r,t) - Re[ d,(0 (w t-k )]

E.(rt) - Re IT.()eJ(w t-k .r)

%,t) - Re[ )ej(W t+4.4]

E-(r,t) - Re [(ri ( rb( )eiCW tk,)

CHART 129
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FM Detection: Optical Implementation of Foster-Seeley
Discriminator
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Optical Implementation of Electronic Phase Locked LoopIE
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Matched Filter for Single FrequencylPRNlPulsewidth Cellno
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Some System Advantages of Optical Processing

" Ease of performing Fourier transform

" Second spatial dimension for parallel processing can provide capability for
exhaustive search of signal space

* Channelized communication system architecture matches optical
two-dimensional switching and routing

" Can separately operate on positive and negative frequencies in
Fourier transform domain

" Holography for amplitude and phase filter synthesis including
generation from impulse response

" Inherent wide bandwidth, high carrier frequency, and fast
response capability

" Rapid technological growth in applications and devices taking place

CHART 136

major Processing Limitations

" Spatial Light Modulator Aperture Limit Becomes Microwave Signal
Observation Time and Frequency Resolution Bound.

* High Data Rate Digital Signals Would Not Encounter These Limits
Unless Time Deimltiplexed

" Threshold Devices And Limiters For Decisions And Quantization
Not Investigated.

" Typical Analog System Accuracy Limits Would Be Prevalent.

* Device Performance In Terms Of Bandwidth, Efficiency and
Repeatability A Major Challenge.

* Materials For Integrated Optics With Properties: Acousto-optic,
Photorefractive . id Amplitude Nonlinearities.

CHART #37
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Fourier plane hologram, which provides The final two [CHARTS #36 and
amplitude and phase functions as desired. #37], summarize the major system advan-
The outputs appropriate to both modulation tages and limitations of optical processing
restrictive and modulation tracking operat- for analog communication signals.
ing modes of the loop are indicated. The
voltage controlled oscillator utilizes the SASTRY: Understandably, this morn-
architecture of [CHART #14], with pro- ing, we are concentrating on relay satellite
torefractive crystals for the frequency pro- applications, and so the concerns about
duct devices. The optical equivalent of a electronic warheads and things like that. I
local oscillator is implemented by an elec- have a suggestion for another application.
tronic oscillator and the defined version of In Rockwell we are interested in multiple
an acousto-optic modulator. This phase satellite networks with laser links, and one
locked loop implementation is a major ele- problem we are looking at is the relaying of
ment which can be used extensively in the these messages at the inter-media satellites,
optical processing of microwave signals. and the relaying requirements are the

[CHART #33] shows the optical source-destination requirements are embed-
implementation of the optimal processor for ded in the baseband signaling in the laser
the detection of pulsed microwave signal of beam itself. So you need to get back to the
unknown amplitude, phase, frequency, pulse electronics each time, in each satellite,
width, pulse repetition frequency (PRF), before you could redirect to the appropriate
and time of arrival. The electronic route. But it seems to me now, we have a
equivalent of this proces.,or is depicted in sufficient bag of tools by which, without
[CHART #5]. In the optical version the requiring the electronic baseband signal, we
matched filter functions are implemented in should be able to do it optically, for exam-
the Fourier plane, probably with a complex pie, use optical correlators, or use CDMA
single hologram. "The individual filir out- type things in which the ultimate destina-
puts are imaged on the photo detector array tion should be conveyed, and perhaps it is
with a set of individual lenslets which con- some sort jiggling an assignment of the
stitute a fly's eye lens. An individual filter, CDMA codes you might be able to have
lenset and array partition which forms a some sort of a routing selection process that
single matched filter is shown in more could be done optically which would be of
detail in [CHART #34]. tremendous advantage. In that case, your

[CHART #35] summarizes the main electronic warheads would be much much

contribution of this research. It constitutes faster. So we are looking at this optical sig-

an architectural approach for implementing nal processing at the intermediate satellite.

electronic systems with optical processors. Of course the destination satellites have to

It represents an initial effort toward all- get back to the actual electronic signals. It

optical realization of such complex systems. certainly would be interesting to looking at

It is a necessary step, and hopefully an some sort of system features of these

important step, in the evolution of aspects.
integrated photonics wherein entire systems SULLIVAN: That is one of the ques-
can be synthesized within bulk crystals. tions that I thought about a fair amount.

What are the input word-like light beams.
Remember there is this thing where I could
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come in as a light beam. Then you have to ogy.
do what I am tying to do. I am using spa- SCHOLTZ: That came out as a joint
tial dimension. You have to convert that. publication of the Selected Areas in Corn-
You have to get to something like that nunications of the Comm. Transactions.
sound velocity. Something like that to be So if you get the Comm. Selected Areas
able to do that. And that is tough. But we Transactions, you've got it.
would really like to be able to do that HUTH: I was wondering, you were
because it could use all kinds of laser links
of all kinds around. Now what Bob was tain A s in the acousticdigwas his switching and routing. domain. And in the past when we have
doing was his swith a nd rutye have looked at these kinds of things, basi-
Clearly you could do that. But my type of calily you can spreadI the data. And so you
thing is trying to do spatial processing and don't have to worry ab . that, you might
spatial domain. You have to get to it have some noncoherent combining maybe
somehow and I couldn't figure out how to but you can get around the resolution prob-

lem just by spreading. So you don't have to
REIFFEN: I'll direct that to anyone worry about the megabit. The other thing is

of the panel. The thrust of what I under- that I guess my concern in the past on sig-
stood all of you to be saying is that the nal processing is that I've seen a lot of it in
way you have described optical signal pro- laboratories, but I've seen little in actual
cessing is to convert time into space and systems. I think eventually we will get it to
then take the two-dimensional properties of the point where you can use it exactly as
optical stuff to do good things. That is a you are talking about, being able to
limitation of dealing then with only intensi- integrate it onto a substratum or somehow
ties and you have to work around that. I ,,,,;,,4 it,,,^ nhnto b,,Lk ,n, ,f ;,,tPCrtn,,
wonder if people who work this field have Until you can do that it's going to be in the
considered the fact that optical diodes can laboratory state and it will state for a long
in fact be frequency modulated and demo- time until you really get that in. I've seen
dulated by heterodyne systems, and I so many experiments on these kinds of
wonder if this kind of a technology has things where tremendous advantages have
been thought of for optical signal process- been shown in the laboratory but there is
ing application. always this senior scientist who is tweak-

GAGLIARDI: You might be ing, and yes, he can eventually make it all
interested in reading one of the latest issues show up pretty nice. But when you are sup-
of lightwave technology that just came out plying something in a satellite system and
about coherent optical processing of various things like that, to be able to do that, it has
types, both doing the parallel processing. It to go on to the next integration level.
concentrates heavily on the parallel process- DUPREE: I had an addition to the
ing that was done basically done by the question that Barney had about heterodyne
media set where you have coherent fields detector. The literature shows a number of
and heterodyne over a whole array of different schemes that do use heterodyne
detectors simultaneously generate phases, detection. The simplest most straightfor-
simultaneous phases. You might be ward way would be to set up the acousto-
interested in reading that particular journal. optic spectrum analyzer and a multiplexer
It's the latest issue on lightwave technol-
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interferometer. So that you have an alter- apply it. I don't think you can replace all
nate path for plane wave reference source. the electronics on that, but you could start.
The acousto-optic cell would operate at a And I think there is a fair amount of
higher frequency and in the Bragg cell interest on that. I think that for purposes of
mode or on an on-and-off mode with looking at many, many signals and things
suppression of one sideband there would be like that, and applications there, I think you
a doppler shift coincident with the spectrum can come up with a system, start now, and
analysis. So that with an array of diode develop the hardware phase in a few years.
detectors, it would be possible to have the You can do it.
heterodyne source and tangent at the correct HUTH: I think the things that Bob
angle to get good detection efficiency of a was talking about where you're just doing
variety of IF frequencies. The problem transferring, cross-switching and things like
would be that it would tend to be tempera- that, you could do that very soon. But when
ture and vibration sensitive, since there is you start talking about the more esoteric
not an identical output path. Some other things, that's a little more difficult. But I
schemes and limited applications devise the think the things that Bob is talking about
optical path so that some of the are fairly close to being realized because
undiffracted component of the beam from you are working in mainly fibers and it is
the passage through the A-O cell is ulti- not as difficult as trying to integrate things
mately redirected into the same direction together.
and location angle as the diffracted com-
ponent. Usually these involve combinations ur thk u r cf
of two A-O cells, this is done in space-
integrating and correlators. And in that
case you use the undetected component as
the heterodyne source. And so you find a
number of those, but I think the problem
that Dan has been dealing with here, is to
try to deal with the general approach to the
architecture. And in doing that, you some-
times have to give up some of the special-
ized applications. Ultimately you can hope
to be able to do heterodying detection, but
that remains to be worked out.

BOOTON: Dan, I have a question.
Were you going to speculate as to how
long it will be before you will see an
actual flight payload, built in an optical
form?

SULLIVAN: I don't think we are
going to design it, Dick. Let me say, I think
that one could apply something in 5 years. I
think you can start something now and do
some pieces of something and go ahead and
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Proceedings of Session Four: A Review of the State of the Art

in Computer-Aided Design for Communications

CHOMA: I would like to welcome critical analog circuits now have a much
you to this afternoon's session. I am John higher proportion of risk and cost than their
Choma, and we are going to dispense with digital counterparts.
a lot of the formal introductions and so Let me show you just an example with
forth. I understand that there will be a pho- this photo (FIGURE 1) of what we have
tography session at 4:30. So we are going done in digital. It is a chip of about 45,000
to try and wind things up by that time if at transistors which is about 3/10ths of an
all possible. I've asked my speakers to inch on an edge using 1.25 micron CMOS
adhere to a 20 minute discussion perod, technology. It's an algebraic time-domain
followed by about 10 minutes worth of encoder/decoder, that had been about 4 cir-
questions, and hopefully that will allow us cuit boards of electronics in a previous
some time at the end for some interactive implementation with MSI circuits. We used
discussion. So I think without further ado, I AT&T as the supplier, and it has been
would -like to introduce to you Don tested at 4.0 MlHz over mil temperature
Calhoun of Hughes Aircraft Company. Don range. A key characteristic of this chip,
has some teaching experience, has been at which approaches the analog design prob-
HAG for some 20 plus years, and he will lem, is that a single clock buffer fans out to
be talking about some VLSI issues. something just over 1,000 flip-flop elements

CALHOUN: I appreciate the oppor- on that chip. Through analysis of the simu-
tunity to be here. This is a good group and lation, layout and back annotation, we were
the topic is certainly of strong interest to us able to confirm that the maximum clock
at Hughes, and I am sure to Industry in skew is 3/l0ths of 1 nanosecond across that
general. I think this is also a good oppor- entire chip between any two flip-flops. To
tunity for USC to initiate efforts in this crit- do that, you basically have to get into a
ical area and to bring academic attention to strip line type approach of layout. I think
it. I thank Professor Scholtz for this oppor- that's quite a CAD achievement for what
tunity. had been basically logic-level digital design

I'd like to first give a little VLSI back- previously. Consequently, thanks to some
ground. My background is very strongly good suppliers that have really paid atten-
on the digital side. We are trying to pick up tion to computer-aided design, and thanks
very heavily in the analog, realizing the to the basic inherent characteristics of digi-
importance. A lot of the importance of it tal technology, we're able to put in place
has become a situation where we've put so CAD systems now that can allow the

6many things in place in terms of digital design of circuits like this. That circuit is a
VLSI and VHSIC, that we are left with standard cell implementation and several
these ity-bity analog circuits that are abso- companies have put in place the computer-
lutely critical, yet relatively risky to aided design tools that allow practitioners
develop. What used to be just some real like ourselves to design these special cir-
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cults with reasonably low risk. In fact, in munications equipment. Also we're dealing
this case, the total design and fabrication with arrays or component structures with
was done in just under a year, and it was discrete Component values. Often we need
under a fixed price agreement to build the a pretty continuous range of those values as
first circuits, and the first silicon was we design the next application. Living with
acceptable. We need those types of charac- only a few of the discrete values for comn-
teristics for analog. ponents is quite a restriction. And we seem

In the analog area there are a lot of to generally have had insufficient modeling
tools, but I would offer that they're basi- in our design to allow the high performance
cally independent task oriented tools. We to be met on the original silicon. We end
don't really have the ability to say we've up with layout sensitive designs and we
got an integrated set of tools, especially often end up with fine tuning on the ulti-
those that allow us to start with a require- mate circuit when it's embedded in its next
ment and end up with tested silicon and a level of packaging.
test that have been implemented through Generally, as I mentioned, the tools
the computer-aided design process. So are not integrated. It's not like we just
there are some good tools, but they're not haven't paid attention to it, it's really that
an integrated set. It's not a system of CAD we have an animal in the analog domain
tools that we can work with. There really that's quite different from what we've dealt
are some reasons for that, though. Our with in digital. With the digital we've prin-
comm-systems as indicated in FIGURE 2 cipally worked with ASIC in the areas of
really stress the analog to the extent we gate arrays or standard cells, or things like
need highly specialized low noise and wide structured arrays or structured cells, where
dynamic range with high precision and low we take different levels of functional regu-
tolerance limits that have to be achieved in larity, at the gate level, transistor level or
the circuit, and we're operating up into the some block level, and integrate that across
gigahertz, range. So we're really pressing a chip. We have a hierarchy from which we
those areas. Where we've done reasonably can build blocks as large as entire
well in terms of analog CAD is down in microprocessors which then become part of
the lower frequency ranges where the toter- a chip. That building block structure in the
ance limits and precision limits can neces- digital world doesn't have a counterpart yet

0 sarily tolerate larger spreads. I think the in the analog domain. We lack that ability
other observation is clearly that analog by to have a hierarchy, and it's really key.
its inherent nature doesn't have the ability Probably the wish list that we'd like to
to be looked at in such a discrete fashion as create is one with parameterized blocks
digital, with only a few variables that con- where the floorplan of the chip would be
trol the ability to simulate it. The charac- arbitrary. In other words, we could take
teristics that I see of the analog CAD today out of a library the blocks that would be
as sunmnarized in FIGURE 3 is that the required in an application. We could actu-
best CAD in the analog areas are really ally give them a value set based upon the
based upon regular components, structures CAD supported design that would cover a
or arrays of some kind. Such regular struc- full continuous range for the requirements.
tures have not yet supported the analog I would think that this would be better than
requirements in our high performance com- the standard blocks and better than the
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other approaches. It still has restrictions in I mentioned, good analog designs generally
meeting the very high performance and the require fine tuning, and testing is very
very tolerance-sensitive requirements, but I application dependent. These two areas
would recommend attention in this area, together cause us a horrendous amount of
especially as supported by behavioral simu- design attention, schedule, cost and risk in
lation. I think that's an area where we the development. At this time, we really
really have to progress more in the analog can't bring enough attention to get the
world. We need to present to the designer design right in simulation alone. We still
at a workstation frequency dependent need the allowance for fine tuning as the
behavioral analysis capability and let him parts are produced. The testing itself in the
proceed in his basic design so we can get analog domain doesn't have the ability like
early prototypes at reduced design risk. We digital to do the fault analysis-fault cover-
still may be at a point where we've got a age analysis similar to the digital model.
lot of fine tuning and design modifications, As I mentioned, we need the tool
even after that first design. Analog CAD integration of the analog tasks; we also
isn't more available largely because analog need the analog tools integrated with digital
has so many interacting constraints which tools. We're coming to the opportunity
determine the performance of the circuit. where a lot of analog and digital can be
An example here is that a SPICE model of combined effectively on chip. One thing
a bipolar tansistor has about 42 parameters that I see is missing, or at least is a few
to be specified. That's a huge number years slower in developing, is that we really
compared to what we do in terms of digital don't have the degree of supplier support
gate modeling. For instance, when AT&T on ASIC products in the analog domain.
goes from one process to the next genera- Digital ASIC has grown into a very nice
tion process (which may happen every 18 business with separate business units within
months to two years), they can in a couple many of the semiconductor companies, but
days on a VAX 11/785 regenerate the not so much in analog. We especially don't
parameters of their digital library. So they see the analog suppliers as far along in
have a library which can be software tuned terms of the ability to provide CAD tools to
to a new process and be verified against the customer. At the system design level of
that. There really isn't a good definition of our communications hardware we really
a hierarchy for the analog domain that sup- need support at the behavioral analog level
ports the kind of design tools that we think for simulation and for mixed mode analog
of in the digital world. If we look at the and digital simulation. We need analog to
sub-blocks in the digital world used to be part of the ability to simulate hardware
build the ASIC arrays and apply those to at the higher levels.
the anplog domain, we really have a very So the conclusions, then, are that digi-
large library of intended parametric or tal ASIC has become well supported in our
parameter specific reusable sub-blocks. The communications hardware developments.
list of what all our applications would need Dgtl ein r elspotdb
would be very large in terms of the func- comgitrad design rel wellb sup-b
tional identity of those blockrs and in terms copteraide ;idsign tools and bely sup-n
of the various parameters each of us would plibrsines oht- ingtr thtere frallypmaking

choo e fom ne a pli ati n toanoher As those products, taking fixed-priced contracts
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to source those products at low risk. As from there until the early '80's was that a
stated in FIGURE 4, through the improved lot of the CAD for digital was customer
performance, density and risk, digital has CAD, or third party CAD. The real
been developed to a point where digital difference that occurred the success of digi-
really is replacing a lot of the analog activi- tal ASICs was when the customer could
ties that we've had in the past. We feel start using CAD that was well supported by
though that the analog is clearly still a supplier, with it linked together so that
required, and it's starting to take more of a there was minimum risk between the
significant share of our total design effort designer's understanding of that vendor's
because of how fast the digital technology process and how to model his circuits. i
is moving in this area. As an example, I think in surface acoustics we have the same
see about a 5,000 to 1 gain in the digital thing. If I'm going to try to understand the
ASIC figure of merit since 1982. 1 define characteristics of those devices and the sup-
that figure of merit as a product of "gi-es plier hasn't understood it, I have a more
per chip" times "speed" times "gates that risky relationship with my supplier. I can
can be developed per dollar of nonrecurring think of a couple of companies which I
cost" times "number of gates that can be think have really characterized their pro-
procured per production dollar", and those cess. I can also think of some others where
four together have all gotten better in the it's in the customers' h-nds to understand
last 5 years with a total product gain of that vendor's process and characteristics
about 5,000 to 1. You can probably find thereof.
examples that are even higher than that. MOUFFAH: Do you have any CAD
The analog then becomes more imperative tools for digital design for testability?
because of the critical requirement we can't CALHOUN: Yes, our company does.
get around in high performance communi- There are some pretty recent things that
cations. We haven't seen that gain in the wev bendigntral whc ae
analog. Without the integrated CAD and we be nding ietdrgtnterI nlywhich armeo
the major supplier support, which I think bhen testredut riht now no some o-
are two key issues here, I see the analog ise in that area, and there are quite a few
requiring an increasing burden in our total gradations in terms of performance. I don't
hardware design effort. think there's anything that's quite in the

SCHOLTZ: Is there a need or desire public domain though that I can talk to you
-- you mentioned CAD tool support coming about yet
from the suppliers to you -- is there a need MOUFTAH: For example, do you
in this area for say CAD for surface acous- have any sort of tools to apply LSSD tech-
tic wave devices, for example? That's sort niques or scan path?
of out of the realm of the things you'veCAHU:Ysth'sicroae
been talking about I think, inHON thYol htaes completingodevelop-

CALHOUN: I clearly think there is, mnte andls think ohe compni evep
and I make the analogy that we've had such, anwll I tikotBMe toonis ade

digital ASICs since the late '60's. Fair- believsell T&T wB uses c tools he p Ib
child, for instance, had a micromosaic array 1be it ooslikTue tuhtoois. tht threb
and such in the 67-68 time period. What lmosth exclsie a in-os dev eloen
happened in the twelve to fifteen years alotecuilyn-usdvlpdad
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proprietary, bipolar transistors; I assume that was
MOUFTAH: IBM is doing a lot of developed in the analog model you're talk-

work in this area. Also Bell Northern ing atbout, the 42 parameters. Clearly if
Research in Ottawa, Canada, is doing some you're designing something that has say
work in this area. 100 transistors on a chip, that becomes

CALHOUN: Overall, there is a lot rather impractical, even 50 transistors I sup-
goin oninsde cmpaies andsom of pose is impractical. Do you see the model-

going oa n nsde opnis and some of ing venture going more toward a kind of a
thisers beenomdt bi in terms ofprgastt standard cell-canomic cell type approach,
papes but nothiers of pogrmseha where for example we would take a corn-

can e ued b oters utsde.mon cell, likec a common-emitter, common-
RE1MEYER: I could make a corn- base cascade, characterize that as a device,

ment on that and I'll speak to that a little model that in terms of a finite set of param-
bit in terms of some of the things that eters and go on with block models?
VHSIC is doing during my tak CALHOUN: I really think it has to

CALHOUN: Question over here? take that approach. I guess I'm reminded
SHEU: Yes, I would like to know by yesterday's comment of a designer's

what you can foresee as the major impact capability to handle 10 elements a day. I
of expert system on analog circuit design? mean we really can't stay with the device

CALHOUN: I think there's a real being at the transistor level and design
opportunity there. I'm honestly new large analog circuits. We've got to have
enough to it that I don't feel technically the blocks, and we must build some blocks
strong here, but a lot of the analog designs that are reusable in our designs.
that we're doing should be able to benefit CHOMA: Our next speaker for the
from the expert system approach. I think day is Prof. Gupta of the University of
it's an area where we'd love to capture Colorado, who's going to speak on
more of that knowledge and the procedures microwave and millimeter integrated circuit
by which we can apply good design tech- CAD approaches. Prof. Gupta ..
niques through expert systems. I really GUPTA: Well, my comments this
look forward to solutions in that area. I afternoon are restricted to the current state-
don't think I can quantify an answer for of-the-art in microwave and millimeter
you, but I really think that's a proper wave CAD. By microwave CAD, I mean
approach to take especially if it can be computer aided design of integrated circuits
integrated with workstation-based and antennas at microwave and millimeter
approaches where the designer can be given wave frequencies. The status of CAD tech-
some basic tools by which he can do the niques in this area is quite different from
behavioral modeling, and then with the that of VLSI design and of digital circuit
buildup of the expert system knowledge design. It is even different from the analog
base, develop the rules by which the design circuit design at lower frequencies. The
can be more correctly done the first time. main reason for this state of affairs is that
Any other questions? until recently, until a few years ago, most

CHOMA: Don, I have a question. of microwave, millimeter wave circuits
You commented on the SPICE modeling of were hybrid integrated circuits, not monol-
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ithic circuits. Recently, because of the pro- hum arsenide chip which is a monolithic
gress and enhanced interest in the monol- 2-8 GHz amplifier. It is the one unit here.
ithic circuit design at microwave-millimeter This is the amplifier, this is the MESFET
wave frequencies and in monolithic integra- with the active bias, this is another MES-
tion of antenna elements in these circuits, FET which gives bias. The amplifier has a
techniques have been developed for a new feedback path, the faint line which you can
generation of CAD tools which could carry hardly see. Again, the design of these types
out monolithic design at microwave and of circuits requires very accurate CAD
millimeter wave frequencies. I'll comment tools. I'll also comment on some necessary
on some of these topics. CAD tools that we lack today. But before I

One of the problems (one of the get to that, I usually show this VIEW-

bottlenecks) in successful designs at these GRAPH (#4) -- it's one of my favorite

frequencies is in the modeling of various viewgraphs -- which outlines "What a CAD

lumped devices, both active and passive, process isT I'm sure most of you don't

First of all a picture of what I'm talking need such an introduction, but essentially

about. This is a monolithic version of a I'll show it to point out the areas which

microstrip antenna :system. This VIEW- need further work.

GRAPH (#2) 1 is not a very good one, it's In any computer aided design process
borrowed from my friends at Ball you start with a set of specifications, you
Aerospace. It shows, basically, a 4x4 array. have some synthesis method, some design
This is a unit cell of the array. The most data (many times computerized), to develop
prominent feature here is the microstrip an initial design. You model that initial
radiating element. This is an amplifier, this design to carry out a computer aided
is a 3-bit shift register, and we have the analysis. You compare the results of this
millimeter wave power distribution network analysis with the given specifications and
of microstrip lines, feeding power to these quite often we see that the specifications
elements of the array. In addition to RF- are not met. So you go through this itera-
signal, we have various other bias and con- tive loop of modifying the initial design,
trol lines. So far we do not have adequate carrying out analysis again, and comparing
CAD tools which will allow us to design with the given specifications. This is the
this type of system. Several groups are try- computer aided optimization loop. In a typi-
ing the design of such systems but without cal circuit design one goes through this
good results yet. Similar systems using computational optimization loop something
hybrid technology approach have been suc- like 100-200 times, many times through the
cessfully designed. One of the recognized sensitivity analysis step in order to
reasons is that we don't have the capability accelerate the optimization process. Of
of tuning in these monolithic systems simi- course, we use the sensitivity analysis also
lar to what we have in hybrid systems. for calculating tolerances of a design. After
Because of that we need more accurate specifications have been met or after we
computer aided design tools. On the give up (saying that the specifications can-
VIEWGRAPH (#3) here we show the Gal- not be met), you pass it on to fabrication.

Measurements are carried on the fabricated
I Viewgraph #2 is missing. circuit and again you compare the perfor-

mance with the given specifications. If our
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design had been successful, there would not transmission lines. At micro-millimeter
be any need to modify it again at this final wave frequencies microstrip bends, T-
stage in order to meet specifications. But junctions, changes in the impedance, etc.
the way things are at the present state-of- cause parasitic inductancies which need to
the-art, at least in microwave and millime- be characterized accurately, otherwise cir-
ter wave frequencies, it becomes necessary cuit performance becomes very different
to go through these experimental iterations. from what we are looking for.
Of course the whole purpose of computer Another area where we're still looking
aided design is to minimize or to eliminate for improved models is the nonlinear
these experimental iterations. These experi- models for active devices, most commonly
mental iterations are costly in terms of both used device is Gallium arsenide MESFET.
money and time; my friends in monolithic This VIEWGRAPH (#5) shows various
microwave industry tell me that it could types of discontinuities that occur in vari-
easily take something like 6 months and ous circuits that are fabricated. We still
about $100,000 to carry out one experimen- don't have the accurate characterization of
tal modification. I could sum up this by these structures. I'll go in a little more 5
saying that there are three aspects of any detail about that. If we are trying to
CAD process - it works also in any other characterize these specific structures, these
CAD -- modeling, analysis and optimiza- discontinuities there are three different !
tion. I'll comment on how these apply to group of methods available to us. We have
monolithic circuits at microwave frequen- the electrostatic analysis which is essen-
cies ranges and to microstrip antennas. tially the calculation of extra capacitance or

The weakest link in the CAD process inductance associated with these discon-
is in the modeling: modeling of passive tinuities. Most of the present day design
devices, modeling of transmission struc- tools, CAD tools, use the results based on
tures, discontinuities in transmission struc- this approach. These results are put in
tures and modeling of active devices. The closed-form expressions which are used in
analysis and optimization are more design. These expressions work quite well
advanced aspects of CAD. As I just men- up to 12 GHz or 18 GHz, but if you go in
tioned, the weakest link in microwave- higher frequencies their accuracy decreases.
millimeter wave CAD is in the modeling. (VIEWGRAPH #6) At the second level we
At microwave frequencies, a microstrip have what we could call planar model
transmission structure is most commonly analysis, which uses a planar model of the
used. The microstrip line at microwave fre- microstrip line and carries out a characteris-
quencies is at a fairly good status in terms tic S-matrix analysis of these junctions.
of its characterization in terms of charac- More accurate fullwave analysis methods
teristic impedance, phase velocity, attenua- are also available. The most commonly
tion constant, and dispersion characteristics. used is Spectral Domain Analysis. These
But these features are not known accurately are numerical methods which give you
at millimeter wave frequencies. More accu- results for a specific set of parameters.
rate models need to be developed and However, very few results have been
incorporated in CAD systems. Even worse reported so far, and so as far as I know,
is the situation when one looks at the none of these has been integrated with
discontinuities and junctions in the available CAD systems today. I'll skip
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some details. Let me give you some more What one really needs is a multidimen-
details about this planar model analysis. sional interpolation from data files that have
I'll just briefly point out what this method been created by this discontinuity analysis
is all about. program. At some stage during the analysis

(VIEWGRAPH #7) Suppose we're process, if the set of parameters is such that
having a junction of three lines of different the data is not available in data files, this
lengths and different impedances. You want program should be able to update data files
to characterize this junction in terms of by calling this more time consuming pro-
scattering parameters (which are functions gram and storing that information and inter-
of the frequency) over the range of frequen- polating from this information. I guess
cies we are interested in. This planar model that's one of the areas where we want to
approach transforms it into a planar make use of some concepts of expert sys-
waveguide model that means the fringing tems for CAD as indicated here. Another
field at these edges is accounted for by hav- associated problem is that not only do we
ing an effective width for these lines, and need to characterize this type of discon-
an effective dielectric constant of these tinuity at junctions but it's also desirable, in
lines. One could consider this as a planar order to improve the circuit's performance,
2-dimensional structure and carry out a 2- to modify the configurations of these
dimensional analysis. In this case, it's discontinuities so that the parasitic reac-
shown by considering the finite lengths of tances can be minimized. In other words
these three lines and by dividing it into one could, by modifying the geometry of
thr'e rectangular segments. Each one of this junction, arrive at an optimum
these rectangular segments can be charac- configuration which has the least parasitic
terized in terms of a multiport characteriza- reactances. There are some limited results
tion and then you use multiport network available here again, but there is need again
techniques in order to put them together to integrate these things in the CAD pro-
into arriving at an overall scattering matrix cedure.
characterization. There are some computer One of the current trends in
programs available for carrying out this microwave/millimeter-wave CAD is the use
type of analysis, but these computer pro- of vector processors (or supercomputers)
grams are not fully integrated with simula- which are becoming more and more acces-
tion and analysis programs. One of the sible these days. Because of the repetitive
difficulties in this integration is that the nature of the computational steps in the
results we get from this detailed elec- various algorithms for microwave CAD, use
tromagnetic analysis are numerical in of vector processors results in computa-
nature. And there are difficulties when you tional efficiency and reduces the computa-
want to include those numerical results or tional cost. One of such cost comparisons
numerical models in computer aided design is shown in this VIEWGRAPH (#10). This
process. What is being illustrated (VIEW- is based on a recent paper in IEEE Tran-
GRAPH #8) is that one can use something sactions on Microwave Theory and Tech-
like expert system or expert database type niques. The horizontal axis on this plot is
of concept in combining simulation pro- the number of frequency points where the
grams and rigorous analysis programs for microwave circuit is being analyzed. It is
discontinuity analysis in the CAD process. seen that the use of supercomputers is more
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We can look forward to:

* Next generation of microwave CAD for
monolithic design.

* Use of expert systems / artificial intelligence
in microwave/mmwave CAD.

* Extension to millimeterwave frequencies.

* Extension to integrated radiating elements and
systems.

Llse of supercomputers.

VIEWGRAPH # 11
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efficient when the circuit is being analyzed ment designs with small dimension corn-
over a wider frequency range. Comparison ponents in GaAs? I would think that the
is shown between scalar processors like design and analysis may be simpler perhaps
CDC 7600 and vector processors like Cray with components whose dimensions are a
X-MP, and one can see that the cost of small fraction of a wavelength. Could you
using scalar processors is much higher. comment on that?
These results are published by Professor GUPTA: Yes, I have two comments
Rizzoli at the University of Bologna. I on that. First of all, lumped elements have
point out this only to show that this is not a been used at microwave frequencies. They
result published by somebody at Cray or have been used at 12 gigahertz and to a
some other company who's trying to sell limited extent up to 18 gigahertz. They
you supercomputers. could perhaps be extended to higher fre-

I'll conclude by pointing out that we quencies by making them smaller initially.
are looking forward to (VIEWGRAPH #11) But there are two difficulties that come.
a new generation of microwave-CAD tools Lumped elements at microwave frequencies
which will lead to accurate designs for are smaller than the distributed elements.
monolithic circuits. Use of expert systems So you end up with lower Q-factors and
(and artificial intelligence to some extent), higher losses. That's one of the operations
there is some work already in that direction. that's limiting the use of these lumped ele-
A synthesis program which includes some ments to higher and higher frequencies.
artificial intelligence concepts has been The second operation is that at
reported recently. There is a need to microwave-frequencies it's not easier to
extend many of these design tools to nil- design lumped elements. In fact today, the
limeter wave frequencies, where the main hardest thing to design for a microwave
challenge lies in device characterization and designer is to design some of the passive
modeling. Also, there is a need to extend lumped elements that one wants to use.
CAD to subsystems which contain Our design of microstrip lines, an analysis
integrated radiating elements (microstrip of these transmission lines, is far more
antennas). Finally, use of supercomputers advanced than the design of a simple induc-
will make microwave-millimeter wave tor at 15 gigahertz. Stray capacitances
CAD more efficient and accurate. Thank cause self-resonances in lumped inductors
you, these are my comments. Any ques- at microwave fre. uencies. So these have
tions, comments ...? not been used commonly for the design at

CHETHIK: I have an observation higher microwave frequencies. Any other
which stems from perhaps a rather incom- comments?
plete understanding of this subject. It SCHOLTZ: I can appreciate that
seems to me that much of the design of your problems become higher dimensional
microwave integrated circuits involves than the circuit design at lower frequencies,
stripline techniques and transversal ele- but I'm struck by the fact that EESof's
ments, and I'm wondering if this is a tradi- touchtone program, when I was talking to
tion born out of stripline hybrid circuits that Charles McGuire who unfortunately hurt
have been translated into this new medium, his back I guess cleaning his garage this
like gallium arsenide, and has there been an weekend and couldn't make it, as I under-
attempt to your knowledge to use lump ele-
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stand it runs on a PC and works up I guess formance for about a tenth of the price.
to the point where chip size becomes GUPTA: That's really true. Also, I
significant relative to wavelength, and the am not trying to suggest that in order to use
fact that you need a supercomputer to do these CAD tools you need to own a Cray.
this job, is there any hope that this task will HUTH: Yes, right. I guess that was
eventually come down to a more reasonably the point I was trying to make, is that there
sized computational machine? are people that are talking about, the point

GUPTA: Yes, I'm familiar with is there's a lot of computations that have to
touchtone -- I have a copy of that. Also, be done. Now the question is do you dis-
there are other programs which run on PC tribute it among multiple processors or do
and do a reasonable analysis. One of the you put it on a Cray, and either way which-
main difficulties in most of these programs ever you've got available to you?
is the limited accuracy for the characteriza-GUT:Spro utsaeidly
tion of various components that go in sui TAd Suptercoresmuterlysrctuideal

monoithi milimeer ave ircits.The computational steps in algorithms. This iscomplexities of codes increase when you go true for microwave circuits since there are
to higher frequencies. Some more detailed similar computations to be done for the
modeling could be done on supercomputers. various parts of the circuit.
You want to do that because it's cheaper to
carry out detailed simulation on supercom- HUTH: Exactly, so it lends itself to
puters than on smaller computers. What I parallel processing, that is what I was try-
see is that many of the models that come ing to get across.
out of these detailed simulations of the CH-OMA: Thank you, Prof. Gupta.
supercomputers would eventually get cou- As Bob Scholtz just mentioned, I regret to
pled to a workstation type environment, say that Charles McGuire is not here with
which is used in carrying out day to day us owing to a back injury. If you have a
design. Any further comments? pencil and paper, though, Charles McGuire

HUTH: You were talking about I'm sure is very willing to discuss the
supercomputers -- what kind of supercom- touchtone and all of the other software that
puters are you tailking about, Crays, are you he's working on. The number he can be
talking about distributed multiple proces- reached at, or you can arrange an appoint-
sors ? ment with or whatever, is (818) 991-7530.

GUPTA: The results I showed were I'll repeat that, this is for Charles McGuire
on Cray and for our work we use a Cyber of EESof, (818) 991-7530. He was trying
205 because it's more easily accessible to to be a good guy and cleaned out his

u;it's not for any other reason. garage, which we were smart enough not to
us; do over the weekend. Anyway, on behalf

HUTH: Some of the outsiders of Charles I'd like to apologize to this
showed me some things about doing group for his inability to attend, but as I
equivalent things with distributed super- say I'm sure he'll be more than willing to
minis, is basically what they're talking discuss his work with you. Our next
about, because the price was so much speaker for the afternoon therefore will be
cheaper on the superminis. You can take Randy Reitmeyer of the U.S. Army Lab-
10 superminis and get almost the Cray per- com in Fort Manmouth, New Jersey.
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Randy ... would give us rapid turnaround and low

REIMEYER: Okay, it's a pleasure cost, and of course we wanted first-pass
to be here. I guess at one level some of success on silicon. Therefore, we and some
you may look at me and say there's a cus- of the other agencies launched the develop-
tomer, and I hope to start off with a little ment of tools primarily based on standard
bit of controversy by saying in effect that cells, and gate array design methodologies
we in the Army as a customer need a for low cost and rapid turnaround. The
whole new way of doing business, in terms chip level design problems generally have
of acquiring, developing, and life-cycle been solved by a whole CAD industry that
managing system, and that what I hope to has spawned today. We've basically gotten
transmit today is that we have a crusade in out of that business in terms of computer-
our midst; that we are pushing forward to aided design. We've gone back and looked
do just that. in fact, to accomplish that we at the problems that are there today, and
certainly can't do it ourselves. We're instead of complex chips being the prob-
thrilled to be here, myself and Charlie lem, it's now complex systems that we see
Bosco, from the Army, and of course Bill as the problem, with a lot of problems suir-
Sander, from ARO, because we can't do it rounding that. We ask the question, "Are
alone. We don't have enough Army dollr there enough really good system engineers
to do what has to be done. There's a lot of and do they have the tools that they need to
research opportunities that I hope -to reveal rapidly and affordably provide the Army,
by some of the things that we're already Navy and the Air Force with the systems
doing, and we're excited about some of that we need?" You've seen this type of
these things. Basically, I would have to chart* that shows the growth in system corn-
say that many of the problems that we have plexity the Army has fielded. One of the
today -- or opportunities -- are really problem that we see is the system
seeded at the system level. I can say that engineering problem of being able to
even though I've been in the microelectron- rapidly design complex systems. We
ics component business for about 20 years, definitely perceive this to be a real issue.
this is where I believe the focus needs to With complexity comes a major prob-
be. The theme that I'm going to be lem for the Army -- and that is, we are a
presenting is basically designing electronic paper-based operation. We capture infor-
systems that are affordable and supportable. mation on paper, which is not very
As way of background, for those of you worthwhile for us. It's good information if
who were around in the microelectronics you want to build copies of a system. But,
industry when LSI became popular, we in if you want to change a system at some
the Army desperately were trying to find later point in time -- if there is a threat
ways to using that technology in our sys- change, if there is a maintenance problem --

tems. if you want to change the system for any
We did a survey in the early 70's to reason, paper design documentation is not

find out who could design the interate the way to go. Yet, that's the way my
circuits that were rapidly growing in com- company does business right now. We
plexity, and we found out that, by and defy anyone to read that documentation --

large, not too many companies had the (FIGURE 3) by the way, this is documenta-
design experts, nor the CAD tools, that tion for R VHSIC chip -- and do anything
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useful with it. So, in terms of a new way one of those boxes are full of cables. The
of doing business, it is obvious that we reason there are so many boxes of cables is
must find new ways of capturing design because a common buss was not designed
information. That's one of the things I'll into the system when the system was being
get to in a moment. engineered. Therefore, the Army has to lug

For our company, growth in complex- along all of these boxes even though it
ity translates into cost (FIGURE 4). The should be fighting a new way in the future
cost of design, document, maintain, upgrade ... the Army is supposed to be mobile..

all are escalating tremendously. And, as it's not supposed to be lugging around a
you all know, military budgets are not great deal of test equipment. [laughter]
growing in the same direction as the costs. So, the methodology that we must
So, another major problem that we collec- have -- someone asked a question about
tively have to solve is how to produce an testability - also has to deal with the testa-
affordable design and manage it. bility issue. This block diagram depicts the

Our organization, for many years, has complexity of what goes into the LBiX.
been developing methodologies and tools Tremendous processor capabilities are
for the design of chips. When you look at required for a single pilot. These present
the cost for Army systems -- the cost for tremendous system engineering problems.
the hardware and maintenance over a life We need CAD tools that can deal with
cycle of 25-40 years- -- most of the costs these needs. The last point I want to make,
are at the back end (FIGURE 5). So, our before I get into some of the solutions, is
investment strategy is only 10% of the that we're looking for a streamlined
problem. The message here is that we acquisition cycle that fields systems in 4 to
shifted our strategy about 3 or 4 years ago 5 years ... instead of 8 to 12 years. So,
to develop methodologies and tools to deal time spent on the several outlined problem
with the whole life cycle, areas such as complexity, parts obsoles-

It takes the Army about 10 years to cence, testability and other issues will have

field a system (FIGURE 6). Unfortunately, t ecti af fyucnd hs oe
when a new system is being fielded, many thing has got to give, there has to be a new

of the microelectronic components ae way of doing business. It's got to be a

obsolete technology. We have to be able to computer aided engineering process. Some
dealwit tht poblm. S aginwe eed of the ideas that we and the services are

medealoge ithool that prolem Soaainw nee working on is a different strategy that is

mtodloies tand troolsm that wI aloius based on modeling the entire weapon sys-

intoi dealk ithta prolem.in Whvarity Iom dong tern. The research opportunities there are

ineths teake isom pree aarinestd fprb for that have got to be tremendous. You
oes becaus sfpomeolem andohr indfereti have to be able to optimize the system

oekofproblem andn Ilsothr inu diffeentm design, the hardware and software, the
proles. Th Ilshow y a ok soeteam testware and anything else that goes into a

p~esof ow erhps e ca wok tgeter. system. We believe that there is a tremen-
This is the M-1I tank (FIGURE 7) and dous need for automating the hardware

this is a rack of test equipment and the design through knowledge based compilers.
maintenance manuals to go with. it. The As I said before, we've got to be able
interesting thing about this is that all but to simulate the total system design prior to
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building. What we would likec to see is for that is independent of technology.
a contractor to be able to come in, sit down Secondly, we can use the language to
and load a design database and go through describe hardware structurally. With one
a design review in a computer instead of common language we are hoping to capture
using just viewgraphs or paper. We want the design through all levels (i.e., system,
to actually be able to analyze and execute to the board, to the chips, to the macro).
that design model. We've got to be able to We've got a lot of converting to do
assess in that model its testability, reliabil- within our own company. We've talked
ity, and especially, affordability. Most about these ideas to 4-star generals and
importantly, we have got to be able to other technical people in the Army -- yet to
archive the total design of the system ... not many people, it doesn't register. They've
just the schematics; not just the parts list, never heard of disciplined hierarchical
We've got to be able to archive the total methodology. So, what we're doing and
design, so that any contractor at any point how we link back into the communications
in time during the life of that system can community is that we've teamed up with
upgrade it, can value engineer it, to the Communications-Electronics Command
improve the cost. We can't be locked into (CECOM) of Fort Monmouth to re-engineer
technology and contractors. a multiplexer in the Army inventory called

The starting point of this change in the a TD-660 (FIGURE 14). They brought this
way business has to be conducted is to system to us -and said, "Won't you please
adopt a structured, hierarchical methodol- solve the TD-660 parts obsolescence prob-
ogy for designing systems. Although you lems?" Rather than just replace one
can't see this (FIGURE 11), what it says is integrated circuit with another integrated
that we have to be able to describe our sys- circuit, we said, "Allow us to use the struc-
tem functionally and structurally from the tured methodology and the hardware
top down; capture that information and util- description language on the system." So,
ize that as the life of the system goes on. we went about capturing this system -- first
Our selection for the first CAD tool able to as a black box, functionally and structur-
do this is the VHSIC Hardware Description ally; then captured the design of that sys-
Language (VHDL). For those of you who tern in as much hierarchy as we could. We
have watched what's been going on in then re-engineered the guts of that system
VHSIC programs, we 'ye invested about $15 using today's gate arry technology, and,
million in the development of VHDL and a through the miracle of microelectronics, as
tool environment to go with it. I'll show you're all familiar with, the printed circuit
you some examples of how we're starting boards in the system that look basically like
to utilize that concept already. For those of these at the top (FIGURE 15) were re-
you who are not experts on hardware chip engineered as shown below. Six boards are
design or who may not even be familiar populated and four are now blank. The
with it, I will at least say this much ... four blank ones are there just to provide
VHDL, at a minimum, has the capabilities system connectivity.
of describing hardware two critically In the re-engineering process, the sys-
different ways (FIGURE 13). First, you tern has greatly improved the mean time
can describe functionality, and on this level, between failure (estimated to be at least 2
we functionally describe hardware in a way to 3 times better than it was before) and
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power consumption is down by 33%. the VHSIC program, at the higher levels as
We're going to save a bundle ... about $1.1 we move towards the system level.
million per year on the maintenance. We are currently investing in a tool --

The most important thing that we developed by RTI - called the Architecture
think we've transmitted to people in the Design and Assessment System (ADAS).
Army is that we have to do design for all The so-called ADAS toolset (FIGURE 21)
times and archive that (FIGURE 17). I has the capability to do color graphical
don't think there's another military system based co-design of both software and
that has included this yet. So, there's a hardware. This capability allows you to
first example where we're trying to bring capture both hardware and software kinds
about a revolutionary way of doing busi- of things and makes trade-offs at the archi-
ness by using the VHSIC Hardware tectural level and then be able to map
Description Language. We've done a simi- software onto the hardware. I'm not going
lar kind of thing for the PRC-70 radio, to go into detail and that's because I'm not
which again, is a communications system an expert on ADAS. It basically makes use
for the Army. What we've demonstrated is of the directed graph methodology using
that we could re-engineer chips by captur- PETRI NET techniques. We have
ing the chip design and emulating the func- developed interfaces from ADA to the
tion of the old chips with gate arrays. VHDL, as well as the silicon compiler.

Overall, what these examples say -- When you look at this kind of capability,

and this has already been said by previous we feel that we've got the beginnings of a

speakers -- is that what it takes is a very scheme that could take us all the way from

powerful design system (FIGURE 19). We architectural level with ADAS, down to the

believe it is going to require a considerable detailed functional/structural design using

amount of expert system/A! type capabili- VHDL. So you see the beginning of some
ties, a major database and engineering rapid prototyping capability.
information system because there are not One of the special emphases that we
enough designers to go around. We would have in the Army -- the question was asked
like rapid prototyping; we need a lot of about testability, and you saw the picture I
design synthesis. We need a very powerful used of the M-1 tank -- we've been asked
assessment tool to take care of reliability, to join forces with one of the major por-
affordability, and a lot of other "-ilities" tions of the Army to look at the problem of
which have to be assessed. You've got to designing testable systems. So, one of the
be able to do total hierarchical simulation. things that we're doing with VHSIC is to
You've got to be able to do very powerful take the ADAS capability and use that as a
and fast cost modeling. That all has to be method to first capture the requirements of
embodied in a CAD system. the system at the architectural level, and

Everybody has a design process then create a new capability called TEA

diagram (FIGURE 20), and we've got one (FIGURE 22), which is the acronym for the

too. The point I wish to emphasize is that Test Engineers Assistant, used to test the

not only are we using the VHSIC Hardware engineering of the system. Now what TEA

Description Language, but we are also is to provide for us is the capability to aid

using other tools, which are coming out of the designer by building testability in at the
system level. By having design for testabil-
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ity rules (i.e., a rule base of guidelines that company, and despite current fiscal prob-
have been established by the military) built lems, there is a lot of money, and there are
right into the system, the system will be a lot of opportunities. We believe we can
capable of reconmnending built-in-test capa- interpret some of the new technologies that
bility. It will aid in the partitioning of the are coming along and can interpret some of
system into testable units. It will be linked the new ideas in CAD methodology. To
to another capability, that VHSIC is interpret those new ideas to military people
developing, called TISSS -- a Testing you have to demonstrate that the ideas
Independent Software Support System -- really work.
that has the capability to do some of the WELCH: One of the things that I
fault simulation in fault models. So, this is saw in the picture was an eight foot stack
one of the efforts that we, in DoD, ar of documentation. It strikes me that in
working on to pull some of the problem your hardware design languages, that's
solving up to the system level. VHSIC has going to fall through the cracks if you don't
done a lot of work in testability for chips, keep in mind, in designing these languages,
but if you don't use the right technique at that somehow or other you've got to
the system level, it won't mautter. All in all translate this information into documents
the benefits (FIGURE 23) to us on these that for 10 or 15 or 20 years, people out inl
things that I've quickly dumped on you the field are going to be using.
means that we need a methodology that REITMEYER: There are other pro-
allows us to rapidly generate or upgrade grams in DOD ... there's a program called
our hardware software, at any point in time, "Computer-Aided Logistic Support," where
in affordable ways. We need to be able to people are trying to capture current docu-
save money by being able to use previous mentation on tapes; the paper is not going
designs. We're hoping that by capturing to go away. I guess the point I was trying
designs in software we will be able to build to emphasize is that there is work going on
a knowledge base into the computer aided and the point I didn't want to miss is that a
design system that everyone can utilize .. lot of information that has slipped through

both ou an us.our fingers all these years -- namely, the
I guess my closing remark is that we design of systems. The point of this mes-

would like to work together to create a new sage is that we're paying for it and we
way of doing business. It doesn't mean should be getting it, and then anybody can
that you are all going to get a contract, make use of the design information for the
because we don't have a lot of money. fuue
What it does mean, however, is that we REED: I have a comment to make on
need to work together to define our prob- that, too. I don't know whether you know
lems which need to be solved We need to it or not, but historically, hardware descrip-
be able to find out together if we can tion languages were originally invented not
develop the necessary CAD capabilities for a computer but for the human being to
because there are billions of dollars of

opprtuit. Ter ar popl wo wll use , to make it easy for the human being to

pick up on this ... this idea of using the dersit hahrharedsnottion. Oanaes ofste
VHDL. I believe there are billions of dol- firsta hardwae descriit langage usedh
lars of possibilities because we have a big gillocadiwsdgtalgcwhh
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was used in the development of many of things is that we can't afford to do it the
the early computers. Then they made an way we're doing it now; we're just running
extension of that, it was called the register out of money. We're running out of the
transfer language, and I developed an bank. There are other efforts going on
extension of that. We use that to describe right now to make it easier, for example to
very accurately, independently of the develop code. There are workstation capa-
machine hardware, the actual logical and bilities that are being funded to allow a
architectural structure of the machine, prior designer to work at a symbolic level, where
to its being built. In fact, one machine that the system automatically generates the
was built as long ago in 1957 or '58, which code.
had the capacity of a modemn small calcula- Secondly, the IEEE right now is work-
tor, was designed completely in that manner ing on balloting - maybe some of you are
and we actually simulated that language -- involved -- they're balloting right now to
it was programmed then the register make an IEEE standard of the VHDL capa-
transfer language - and it was programmed bility. Hopeuly, that is a step in the right
into the only existing machines of that timle direction, but ultimately we've talked to
which accepted that program, which was educators and some universities about it.
called the TXO at the MIT Lincoln Labora- We have to start teaching throughout the
tory. That machine that we designed was educational community what this is all
actually completely simulated in tis about. In fact, we've spoken to some of
hardware description language. And my our key educators at West Point and we've
comment on this ... what you said, said to those folks that you've got to be
languages you are inventing are designed so able to educate our future generals and
that human beings can communicate with colonels that there are new methodologies
the machine. In other words, human beings and ways of doing business in the military.
have to be able to communicate with oneC We can't do it by just develcping one or
another - in their designs and in their sys- two tools. We think it's also an educa-
tem design -- through this, by means of a tional problem.
shorthand hardware description language. REED: Just one further comment on
To design a system properly you have to that. It still exists that you have to have a
use that consistently. You just can't have language that you can utilize as a human
lange anote person use a daedsrpnoe being on a piece of paper, where you utilize

langageand noter prso useanoher your own thought process, and then youone; you have to use a language which all communicate that to the machine, then the
people understand, including the machine mahine just uses external memory to help
that you put this hardware description record what you thought about. In other
language into. Then, once you do that, you words, using computer graphics today, peo-
cnath mdiing h em and o ding upwth ple actually interact with the machine using

them moifyig tem ad cmingup ith a hardware description language. One ofa system which ultimately could be the the things that's happening in modemn times
most efficient system. Until you do that, is that people have actually forgotten how
you'll never succeed. to use logic design. They actually design

REITMEYER: Right. I think we employing methods that were used prior to
agree on a couple of things. One of the the time that we used logical design. The
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modern computer designer, the modern ana- to one which may involve a tightly
log designer, all use what I would call a bandimiited and nonlinear channel, power
see-to-the-past design technique. That is and/or bandwidth efficient modulation, error
not transferable. That technique is rarely, if correcting coding, and receivers using adap-
ever, transferable to what I would call a tive signal processing techniques. In
hardware description language. You have attempting to analyze or design such a
to teach that hardware description language complex system, one immediately faces the
or invent one that somebody or all of us need for analysis tools which can rapidly
could utilize in order to accomplish what evaluate and display performance charac-
you want to do. teristics, and facilitate the optimization of

REITMEYER: I'd like to discuss system parameters. Computer simulation is
that further. It's a good point. Any other evolving into a powerful and flexible tool
questions? for realizing the above goals. The advent

CHOMA: As I mentioned before of the personal computer has greatly
Chares M~uie ofEE~f isnotgoin to improved the accessibility and justification

be able to be with us, but Carl Ryan, our fodelpigsmatncpbltesn
last speaker of the afternoon from any organization which has to deal with
Motorola, has been kind enough to offer a complex communication systems.
demonstration that I guess is somewhat Several critical issues must be con-
comparable to the EESof demonstration -- sidered in the selection of a computer simu-
sonry, not comparable, but nevertheless a lation tool. The most dominant parameters
demonstration. Carl Ryan from Motorola are:

(1) Computer accessibility
RYAN: Abstract. The personal corn- (2) Computer~ cost

puter can be used as an effective tool in al (3) Hardware emulation capability
aspects of communications system hardware (4) Simulation accuracy
development. The combination of low cost, (5) Processing speed
wide availability and impressive processing (6) Capability for user written programs
power have proven to be effective in corn- The above issues are of major con-
puter aided design applications that extend sideration for the simulation tools
from the preliminary analysis to the proto- developed to support a variety of very wide
type performance evaluation, band communications equipment programs

Performance capabilities of the PC at the Motorola Government Electronics
have increased to the point where detailed Group. This development includes the
communications systems simulations pr~o- design tools necessary to carry the task
grams like "MODEM" process data at from the overall system to the printed cir-
nearly 50 bits per second, a five fold cuit board design. The prototype assembly
increase in speed in thtree years. operation will be completed this year

Intrducton.Withn th pat te to (1987), and in 1988 the prototype test func-

ffteen years the typical communications toswl ecmltd
scenario has grown from a fairly straight- Some of the issues to be addressed in
forward link involving a white gaussian this paper will be the signal processing
noise channel and low complexity hardware capability of the PC as well as the utiliza-
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dion of this equipment. A brief description many R&D engineers. The computer is not
of the communications simulation program treated as another piece of test equipment
"MODEM~'' will also be provided. that is required to evaluate the communica-

Computer Use by EE's. The use of tionl system. Typically, in an R&D
computers by EE's can be broken down environment an average engineer will have
into five major categories: direct control of more than $20,000 worth

()Bookkeeping and report preparation of commercial test equipment to perform
(1) Drfighis task; however, he must share a $1,000

(3) Circuit analysis and design computer with several engineers.
(4) Communication system analysis and .The PC Power. The IBM PC, the

design various clones and hardware add on's have
(5) Software development provided an impressive array of technology

Discussion with engineers involved in for performing the various CAD tasks and
the Communications System Development in a cost effective manner. The clock
cycle indicates that the major amount of speed available has increased from the ori-
computer utilization is bookkeeping, report ginal 4.77 MHz to 12 MI~z, and the CPU
preparation and drafting. Very little tim is processor upgrades from the 8088 to the

setin communication system analysis. A 80286 and 80386 provided impressive
spret rsne i h a,197iseo increase in processing speed (2). These

survy peseted n te My, 187 ssu of advances along with the availability of a
the IEEE Spectrum (1) concerning CAD
software availability provides additional variety of accelerator boards represent the
insight into the problem of CAD for comn- hardware necessary to perform most CAD
munication systems. The survey presented tss
availability of CAD packages, none of The most powerful computing engines
which provide capability to perform Corn- for personal computers appear, however, to
munications System Simulations. be the 32-bit single board computers.

Some of the reasons that the computer These are available from several manufac-
is nt ued mre or te cmmuncatons turers and contain up to 16 megabytes of

ssnt usdn morle:rtecmuian RAM and have clock speeds exceeding 20
systm deigninclde:MHz [3]. They provide a powerful simula-

(1) Program unavailability dion environment. These devices can be
(2) Computer unavailability used in a single expansion slot of an IBM
(3) Computer not needed PC, XT, or AT and can therefore communi-
These general excuses for low utilization of cate with either an 8-bit or 16-bit bus struc-
the computer represents a sad State-of- ture.
Affairs in the State-of-Art of computer Mike Fashano of Hughes Aircraft has
aided design of complex systems. verified performance roughly equivalent to

This problem needs to be addressed in a VAX 11/790 using the DSI 780+/42 sin-
order to find better methods to increase the gle board computer in an IB3M PC-XT run-
CAD utilization by engineers. Perhaps the ning a FORTRAN program similar to a
primary problem is the special capital 2TeDT70/ sapouto eiioequipment category used for computers. 2 sThe DIc., 4i pod of WetLkeVlaelfoinic
This category makes it unreachable by Sses n. fWs aeVlae aiona
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large SYSTID simulation. Use of these modeling techniques used in MODEM indi-
devices enhances the simulation capabilities cate that accuracies on the order of 0.1. dB
of a standard PC to that of a super mini- can easily be achieved. The program is
computer for many types of problem. completely menu driven and allows user

The Total Developmental Cycle. One developed models to be integrated into the
of the deterrents to engineer usage of corn- simulation package. Typical processing
puters is the compatibility of the computer speeds of 5 to 50 bits per second of simula-
and the software available to carry a corn- dion run time allow detailed system simula-
munication system from the initial system tions to be accomplished with only a few
design through printed circuit board layout minutes of computing time. The program
and ultimately to final assembly and test. requires an IBM PC or compatible with a

Effctie cmpuer se y eginers math coprocessor, CGA graphics card,
ca effenctied copue use bymo eniner 256K of RAM and a printer. The source

tcniqbes en uhane by e using omont CAD- code is approximately 14,000 lines.

techiustrugottedveomn.r Program Capabilities. The MODEM

The asisflo chat fo th conept simulation program consists of a series of

Thder basiselowcart foorol the cop simulation and support subroutines tied

wide band communications systems is illus- toherb anai subrotmin sigm aon of

trated in FIGURE 4.1. This concept is the fucnal elemutens ofiteusytem oneus-

entirely based on the PC and makes use of tefntoa lmnso h ytmils

custom generated programs that provide the trated in FIGURE 5.1.
engineer with the ability to compare and The menu of available subroutines is
iterate designs and test results at various illustrated in FIGURE 5.2. This menu
stages in the development process. allows the operator to evaluate a large

Criica inthefinl tst rocss or he variety of design approaches to a specific
riticband yte final cote postfonte application including hardware design limi-

signal probe that does not require a direct ttos h eut ftesmlto a

ground. This probe has a bandwidth of DC be displayed using the CRT monitor, printer

to 4 GHz and allows for observing the vari- or plotter. The dot matrix screen dump

ous signals without disturbing the circuit i program and the pin plotter driver program
tes. 'e peciionprbe lacmen baed are resident within MODEM so that no

otethe riion coputrob plaeet ased- additional software is required in order to

bly diagrams reduces probing errors and geraerphclotus
circuit board damage due to excessive Typical processing speeds of the pro-
mechanical stress encountered by hand sig- gram are given in TABLE 5. 1. Fast pro-
nal probing. This test arrangement allows cessing speeds are made possible by selec-
for direct comparison with computer gen- tiye use cf machine language code to com-

erated signal waveforms and the measured plement the compiled PASCAL code.
signals. Error sources are identified in TABLE 5.2.

The Modem Simulation Package. Program Structure and Execution.
MODEM (4) is a fixed-topology simulation The main program (MODEM), as well as
program written in PASCAL under the the graphics data management subroutines
DOS operating system. Analysis of the and one complex baseband signal set, are
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resident in memory at all times. All simu- be run through the bit error detector. This
lation subroutines and data files for signals, model generates performance curves versus
filters, and all simulation results can be received Eb/No, the carrier phase reference,
stored on disk if the user desires. sample time or the decision threshold. The

The simulation is based on the genera- time and frequency domain subroutine can
tion and processing of a complex baseband also be used at any point to view power
signal. The data for these signals is spectral density, signal correlation proper-
arranged as two arrays representing the I-. ties or other signal properties. FIGURES
channel and the Q-channel components of 5.4 through 5.7 illustrate typical simulation
the baseband signal. Signals are stored at Outputs.
integer data to reduce memory require- Parameter Normalization. All time
ments. FIGURE 5.3 shows the general pro- and frequency variables have been normal-
gram flow during execution of a simulation. ized to the serial NRZ data rate. Thius, all
The main program consists of a directory parameters relating to sample time, filter
which is used to configure the simulated bandwidths and center frequency must be
system by accessing a sequence of subrou- selected on the basis of this data rate nor-
tines. malization.

The subroutine structure provides its The signal amplitude is normalized to
own menu of operations. Each time an unity and uses integer representations for
operation is completed, control returns to memory storage with unity assigned the
the menu. From here the user can either value of 10,000. This integer representa-
stay in the subroutine for additional opera- tion of the signals requires 75 percent less
tions, or return to the main directory. Out- memory than would be required using the
puts for the simulation are generated by corresponding real numbers. This scale fac-
accessing routines which are memory tor of 10,000 gives an 80 dB dynamic
resident. The ability to generate eye range so that the impact on system perfor-
diagrams, envelope and excess phase mance is negligible.
diagrams at any point in the simulation is a Modeling Techniques. All signal
significant aid in optimizing performance of filtering, as well as nonlinear and time
the communication system under study. varying signal processing, is performed on

In performing an actual simulation the the baseband signals in the time domain
user generates a code sequence (typically a since this represents the actual hardware
PN sequence) of desired length using the designs more closely and the simulation
code generator. Filters can also be defined routines are easier to develop. The speed
at this time. The modulator subroutine is advantage of frequency domain processing
used to generate a complex baseband signal of the linear filtering operation does not
from the code sequence. Different systems provide sufficient performance incentive
are modeled by processing the modulated over the time domain approach to justify its
code sequence through a selected cascade use.
of subroutines, any of which can be used Code Generation and Modulation.
more than once. Intermediate results can The initial step in the simulation is to gen-
be stored on disk at the end of each subrou- crate the data signal. This signal is typi-
tine. At any desired point, the signal can cally a maximal length PN sequence,
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although manual entry of a specified data The envelope amplitude and the AM
sequence is possible. Data symbols can be to PM conversion coefficient of the non-

grouped in order to form M-ary waveforms linearity is used to rotate the signal constel-
such as QPSK and 64/QAM. lation, which is then passed through a

The serial data stream from the code selected amplitude transfer function. This

generator is then used to modulate a carrier approximation provides a satisfactory model

to yield the signal for many nonlinearities such as traveling
wave amplifier.

c (t) = A(t) cos [21fD t +4(t)] (1) Bit Error Rate. The bit error rate is

where fD is the carrier frequency and 0(t) calculated as a function of (1) Eb/No, (2)
is the phase. The power in A (t) is normal- carrier phase, (3) sample time, and (4) deci-
ized to unity for all modulation formats. sion threshold. The operator is prompted
The modulated signal, c (t), is decomposed by the computer to select the desired
into direct (I-channel) and quadrature (Q- parameter to vary, the range of the variable,
channel) signals for use throughout the the starting point, and the resolution. The
remainder of the simulation. A large noise bandwidth of the receiver filter is
number of modulation formats are menu used as a reference for computing the bit
selectable including PSK, QPSK, OQPSK, error rate. The operator can select this
8PSK, 16PSK, MSK, 16QAM, and parameter if desired. The remaining param-
64QAM. eters are selected by responding to corn-

Filter. The filter program generates puter generated questions. The data corn-

filters in a two step process. First a set of puted from this program is displayed in

amplitude and group delay samples are gen- graphical form or as a listing. FIGURE 5.8

erated corresponding to the frequency illustrates the results obtained from this

characteristics of the desired filter. The subroutine.

complex impulse response is then calcu- The bit error rate calculations are
lated by performing a discrete Fourier based on the evaluation of the complemen-
transform on the amplitude and group delay tary error function with the signals obtained
samples. Filter response normalization is from a histogram of data samples which

achieved by making the amplitude response correspond to the three operations that are
of the filter unity at the desired reference performed in the subroutine. These are:
frequency. (1) Interpolation of the data points to

Linear and Non-Linear Signal Pro- correspond with the selected sample
cessing. Filtering operations are performed time.
by numerically convolving the I/Q signal (2) Construction of a histogram of the
with the complex impulse response of the sample points.
filter. The transmitter effects of bandpass
nonlinearities are modeled in the transmitter (3) Computation of the resulting BER
subroutine. After the signal has been con- froman aproximtiont
volved with the transmitter filter, the mentary error function.
envelope amplitude is calculated and the The interpolation routine uses a four point

phase shift parameter is determined. LaGrange method, which is sufficiently
accurate providing at least 4 samples per
symbol are used to simulate the data.
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Error Correcting Coding. The impact inphase and quadrature signals.
of using error correcting coding is The parameters of importance in this
evaluated by using the relationship analysis are the duration of the significant

P. = A (P. s)B (2) correlation coefficients and the desired reso-
lution of the computed power spectral den-

in which P , is the channel symbol error sity. The operator is prompted to select
probability without coding and Pec is the these parameters and should choose them
system bit error probability with coding. on the basis of an estimate of the signals
The parameters A and B are constants under investigation. The duration of the
which depend upon the particular code autocorrelation should be selected to be
under study. Equation (2) is simply a only slightly longer than the best estimate
consequence of the fact that the relationship of the actual autocorrelation duration. This
between log P., and log P,,, is essentially is important since the time required to per-
linear for sufficiently small values of Pec form the calculation is proportional to the
and log P,. The appropriate values of A autocorrelation duration. The frequency
and B must be determined separately for resolution and frequency range should be
the code of interest. Once they are known, carefully selected for similar reasons. FIG-
however, this procedure gives good results URE 5.9 illustrates typical results.
for error probabilities on the order of 10- 3  User Written Subroutines. The simula-
or less and is extremely useful for estab- tion program has been configured to allow
lishing comparative performances between for user generated programs that represent
various coding strategies. analysis routines and models not included

Euclidean Distance. The Euclidean in the basic program. Typical user-defined
distance routine provides the operator the programs include carrier and symbol syn-
ability to compare the Euclidean distance chronizers as well as alternate adaptive
dij between any two signals sl (t) and sj (t), equalizer designs. All of the routines
defined by resident within the MODEM program and

Tr2 all of the signals generated within MODEM

di = f ) Si (t)-sj (t) 2dt (3) are available to the user-defined programs.
Ti As always, a valid mathematical model, and

The operator selects the signals si (t) and the appropriate source code to realize the

sj(t) as well as the integration interval, T 1  model, are necessary for all routines sup-

and T2. The results are displayed in plied by the simulation user. Since

numerical form. MODEM uses PASCAL source code, a
compatible PASCAL compiler is required

Power Spectral Density. This subrou- in order to develop the object code for user
tine is designed to provide the operator the supplied models. Typical user written rou-
ability to evaluate the signal conditions at tines require 50 to 500 additional lines of
any point within the simulation. The power PASCAL source code.
spectral density calculations for this subrou- Conclusion. Computer-aided design of
tine are based on the Fourier transform of communications systems can be achieved in
the autocorrelation of the signal. The firstopertio toperfrm s te coputtio ~f a very cost-effective manner using the PC.operation to perform is the computation of T eueo h C frteetp so Athe utoandcroscorelaion ofthe The use of the PC for these types of CAD
the auto and crosscorrelations of the
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IO"

TO ALL
FUNCTIONS

,1LL

EQUALIZER DECODER ERRORS BIT ERROR

RATE O-TPT

Figure 5.1 MODEM Simulation Functional Block Diagram.

--------------------------- MODEM (c) by Carl Ryan-----------------------------

THIS PROGRAM CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS:

(1) PN Generator
(2) Data Encoder
(3) Modulator
(4) Filter
(5) Transmitter
(6) Reciever
(7) Error Detection
(8) Time & Frequency Domain Plots
(9) Transversal/Recursive Adaptive Equalizer

(10) Signal Combiner
(11) Euclidian Distance Bounds
(12) Cross Correlations
(13) Reconfigure Initialization for "MODEM"

TYPE THE NUMBER OF YOUR CHOICE (1-13) :

FI F2 F3 F4 FS F6 F7 FS F9 F10
Forwd Bckwd XitSub XitPro LOAD DiskDr PrtPg DrnpGr PlotGr Stop

Figure 5.2 MODEM Main Menu and Control Screen.
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TABLE 5.1 Processing times for MODEM Program

512 Data Bits MSK signal filtered with
a 5 pole Butterworth filter

4 samples per Data Bit

PROCESSING TIME IN SECONDS

COMPUTER TYPE

PARAMETER IBM XT TURBO XT IBM AT IBM AT COMPAQ II
4.77 MHz 8 MHi 6MHz 8 MHz 16 MHz

Data Generation 1 1 1 1 1

Modulation 8 5 7 4 3

Filter Construct 8 5 6 4 3

Signal Filter 15 9 20 10 9

Signal Storage 22 15 8 9 4
(Floppy Disk)

.Signal Retrieval 10 7 6 4 4
(Floppy Disk)

Power Spectral 28 17 37 17 17
Density

5 Section Adaptive 71 44 44 28 18
Equalizer

BER vs

3L No  3 2 2 1 1
Bias 8 5 5 3 2
Phase 8 4 5 3 3
Timing 14 9 10 6 4

Total Time 196 123 151 90 71
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TABLE 5.2 SOURCES OF SIMULATION ERROR IN MODEM PROGRAM

Time Resolution Ailising .05 dB

Interpolation .05 dB

Amplitude Resolution .001 dB

Finite Impulse Response Filters .05 dB

ERFC Approximation .01 dB

Noise Bandwidth Calculation .05 dB

Signal Amplitude Calculation .01 dB
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APPENDIX A

Demonstration of Modem Program

The following set of charts represents a typical set of
menu screens and data obtained from the Modem Program when
evaluating the performance of the communication system
illustrated in Figure Al. The Batch Mode of operation of
the Modem Program allows one to easily generate and document
a set of data as illustrated in this example.
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MOIDEM 4.06 - Batch Mo~de Versionr

(1) Batch Mode
(2) Rebatch Input File
(3) Run Normal Modem

Select Opio..
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requirements can be improved by increasing three lines of code and then you recompile
the general availability of the computer and the code. On the other hand, you can
providing a common CAD concept access our current database which through
throughout the development cycle, the disk storage stores the data on the disk.

Simulation packages like "MODEM' If you want to generate your own data
and "CEBLOA" provide the initial portions through whatever mathematics you want to,
of this common CAD concept you can generate that, store it on the disk in

References. the same format that we sort of did. Then
of course the MODEM program will pick

(1) Kate, L, "Automating Electronic up that data and process it. Take what bit
Design," IEEE Spectrum, May 1987, error rate is, what power spectral density,
pp. 55-58. and whatever else you want to do. So that

(2) Davis, S.R., "Clocking the 80287 at allows you to write your own programs,
High Speed," PC Magazine, April 14, your own user programs in whatever
1987, pp. 188-203. language you choose. All you need to do

(3) Davis, S.R., "Changing the Rules of is be able to store it on disk so this pro-
the Game," PC Magazine, April 14, gramn can pick it out and also you access it
1987, pp. 208-218. in the same way.

(4) Ryan, C.R. and D. Jordan, "Commnuni- REY: Second question .... Can we
cation System Analysis Program for buy this and how much is it?
the IBM PC," IEEE Phoenix Conf. on RYAN: We can't buy it because
Computer and Communications, we're not in that business, but I do give
March 1986. them away. I have given away ..

Appendix A: Demonstration of Modem REY: I'll take a copy!
Program. The following set of charts RYAN: ... to a couple of universities.
represents a typical set of menu screens and I don't know whether I can give away to
data obtained from the Modem Program TRW or not, but [laughter] ..
when evaluating the performance of the REY: We'll sell you BOSS!
communication system illustrated in FIG- [agtr
URE Al. The Batch Mode of operation of [ag~
the Modem Program allows one to easily RYAN: I'll tell you what, I'll make
generate and document a set of data as you a trade. You send me BOSS and I'll
illustrated in this example. send you this.

REY: I really have two questions. REY: No, we won't make that trade
First of all, how do you add models? Is it
hierarchical or do you have to write Fortran RYAN: We don't, we're not into that
code for something like if you wanted, let's business. But if you are interested, let me
say, a 16-ary PSK or some strange signal- kniow, tend me a letter, but for universities
ing format? we would probably give them that

RYAN: It depends on whether you PURSLEY: Yes, I have a question.
have the original software and the original I'm trying to understand what is exactly
source code or not. If you have the source being simulated and what's being calcu-
code then it would be no more than two or lated. Are you going all the way to the
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receiver and cycling through all your bit and adds the phase or group delay and then
patterns, everything like that, getting the after you have cascaded all the filters you
sample values into the calculation of the want, it simply takes Fourier transform and
error function? that's the impulse response, which is used

RYAN: That's correct. Yes, what we in the rest of the program.

do in doing the error calculation is we look MOHANTY: But this, if you cannot
and take a sample at each symbol time, find identify from any major channel the
out what voltage that is, store that in a his- number of zeroes and poles ...?
togram, which of course is a histogram of RYAN: I guess I'm not -- I don't
the sample time, then you simply take the care about it.
error function of the point in that histogram MOHANTY: Another thing I'd like
and then you have very good bit error rate. to ask you, do you have any thing for cod-

PURSLEY: Now, this wouldn't ing, error correcting coding and decoding?
allow you to handle nonlinearities after the RYAN: Yes, we have a routine that
noise is added? works quite effectively in that.

RYAN: That's correct. And that's
why you wouldn't have to go to a Monte you have?
Carlo type of simulation,.o aeRYAN: Oh, it doesn't, it's not depen-

MOHANTY: Of the capabilities you dent on the code. The way we do that in
have, you said that you have the capability the error correcting, is somebody may tell
to do hardware emulation. Do you have acomputer that e i o h you cheat, but we don't, it's very accurate

... ?results. What you realize is that most error
RYAN: Yes, what we do in order to correcting coding, particularly in hard deci-

handle nonlinearities, we have a Taylor sion error correcting code has a curve of bit
series expansion. I think it uses 4 points for error rate in versus bit error rate out.
the amplitude and 3 for the phase. You
have to figure out those points to put in oH So yu don' v
there and then calculate it to be accurate
enough. RYAN: No, we don't have that, But

MOHANTY: You said that you have once you have a curve of bit error rate in

from the major data, for example, you have versus bit error rate out it turns out that
the values from the amplitude spectrum and over the range of like le - on down to very
phase spectrum. Do you think you can low bit error rate, that is a straight line on a

identify the poles and zeroes and the log-log plot, so what you really need is 2
number of poles and the number of zeroes? terms. You need a coefficient multiplier

and an exponent, and from that you calcu-

RYAN: We've never tried that. The late the bit error rate.
way the filter routine works is that we have MOHANTY: How about fractional
of course classical filters, and then we have equalizer?
the major data. You can cascade the filters
in whatever way you want to, and so all the RYAN: Fractionally, if you can
cascading operations are done in the fre- incorporate whatever fractions you want, it
quency domain, it multiplies the amplitude is softwared.
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MOHANTY: And anything on quant- those answers are stored on disk. So what
ization? this really means is that we are running in a

RYAN: Quantization resolution, how batch mode now. What we are doing now
do you mean? is, we are processing about 300 da-ta bits of

QPSK signals. We will be filtering it. WeMOHANTY: I mean sampling and wilbgonthuhanmpferweil
quantizing and taking the values when you wilbgonthuhanmpferweil
digitize from the RE signals down to the be going through an adaptive equalizer, and
band analog, we will be looking at bit error rate. I will

try and narrate some of the things as we go
RYAN: We don't wonry about that along. It takes about 5 minutes. So I think

level. if everything runs, we'll just start ... it
MOHANTY: You take only should be booting up. Because of the fact

baseband signals? that these questions are all answered, we
RYAN: Our signals are, they ar probably won't be able to see the menu

really, everything is done from the pjF completely, and we won't be able to read
domain or equivalent treated zero as the them. Processing the data, this isn't infor-
frequency. And everything is measured ±0 mation that is stored. Of course, this is a
So it is all treated as an RE signal. Then slow computer, we are not really advertis-
you can look at thelIand Qwaveform. Any ing speed. This isan IBM PC ....
other questions? MOHANTY: When you determine

CHETHIK: Do you have any provi- these complex weights, do you have any
sion for differentially coherent detection? algorithm to determine their weights, any

RYAN: The software that I have here particular algorithm you use?
is entirely for coherent detection. We have RYAN: Oh, the equalizer is corn-
fiddled around a little bit with FM and pletely adaptive. The algorithm I'm using
differential coherent. And those are the in there is a mean square error algorithm.
kinds of modules that are too sloppy right MOHANTY: Yes, I know, but that's
now to get incorporated in. This is the way the criterion. But what algorithm to deter-
the program has grown. If somebody wants mine the weights? I mean, is there any
an FM detector or a differential coherent Wiener-Hopf equations or any particular
detector, we'll write one, we'll build one algorithm you use?
and decide if it has universal value in its RYAN: No, no particular. I just look
implementation. at each path and I calculate it.

CHETHIK: I had some earlier senti- MOHANTY: Do you have any con-
ments and am very interested indeed in pro- vergence factor when it will convert or any-
curing, thing? It converges everything all right?

RYAN: Any other questions? I had RYAN: Yes.
better give the demonstration now. Let me MOHANTY: You don't have to
just preface the demonstration with by tel- wryaoti iigo n duteto
ling you that this is an entirely menu-driven woryaoudntmigotayajsteto
program. What I have done on this demons- RYNwNidthfn. slogatration is that I have already entered all of RA:Ni osfn.A oga
the questions in the menu program and you -- that's when you want to look at the
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path coefficients, if you choose you can try
to make it converge too rapidly, you'll get
bad results. This is the algorithm I'm
using: So long as it's relative slow conver-
gence, in other words, long time constants,
it works fine.

MOHANTY: Okay, thank you.

CHOMA: Thank you Carl. There is
a photographer waiting outside and since
we're running a little bit behind schedule I
guess we should go outside and get our
group picture taken. Bob ....

SCHOLTZ: Yes, we'd like to have
sort of a memorial photograph so if you see
anyone else around here who belongs in
our group, just pull them in. The photogra-
pher would like to take the picture over in
the patio in front of the restaurant, in that
area. So if you'll just wander over that
way we'll get a group picture. Thank you.
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Proceedings of Session Five:
A Group Discussion: The Role of Government, Industry, and Universities

in Advanced Communication System Engineering

GOLOMB: In our panel today we prepared a couple of charts here more on
have Bill Sander from the Army Research the nature of being provocative; a philoso-
Office who is representing government. I phy session, I suppose, than a technical
suppose, and then Dick Booton of TRW one. This CHART (#I) lists some things
representing industry, and on my left Ray made up before I realized that a lot of the
Pickholtz of George Washington University discussion was going to be computer aided
representing the academic community. I design. There are just two charts, one is
thought perhaps the best way to begin about what I view as some barriers. After
would be to ask each of them to make a listening the last few days I think there are
few introductory remarks of, I don't know, some more barriers as well. Then I'll have
up to 5 or 10 minutes if they want to talk some comments about what we can do --

that long. Why don't I start on my left industry, university, and government -- and
here, if you're willing to start this off .... you'll forgive me, Sol, if I speak for the

PICKHOLTZ: Hello, I'll keep my other two as well, without having their
remarks brief. I've sat through two days of opinions.
a workshop, the title of which was First of all, and this has been born out
'Advanced Communication Systems with a lot of things that happened in the
Engineering," but most of what I heard was last few days, is the compartmentalization
on computer aided design, and it's not clear of knowledge. This has been true for a
to me that the two are equivalent. I think long time but I think it's getting to be more
computer aided design is very important but so. I think we each don't seem to be
I think there's a danger of becoming com- speaking the same language. The software
placent. In fact it reminds me of a story I people don't seem to really understand the
heard from Phil Balaban at lunch on the detailed communication systems problems,
first day -- it's actually a joke about this and sometimes vice versa; as a conse-
hospital orderly that was giving injections quence, we have situations which I think
to a group of patients in a clinic using the one speaker said: "You need an expert to
same needle. When somebody came operate an expert system." I think this is a
around very excited saying, "Don't you major problem if we're going to do really
realize there's a danger of AIDS?', the ord- advanced communication systems work.
erly said, "Don't worry, I'm wearing a con- The second item has been very clear
dom -- we're protected!" [laughter] I think to me for a long time, and that's the lack of
that there's kind of a similar feeling I get understanding of the problem. Very often
about some of the computer aided design we work on the problems we know how to
tools. We seem to be getting this warm do rather than the problems that we con-
feeling that we know what we're doing, front A good example from my own
when sometimes we don't. So I've experience, occurs in our attempt to analyze
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and design Data Networks. There's a great present in the people who do advanced sys-
deal of emphasis both in the analysis and in tems for DoD. For example, I'm sure that
the simulation of networks on issues like if you go within a hundred miles of here
throughput and delay. Queueing theory is you'll find crank telephones, they still have
used extensively and if you look at the them in the United States. They have to
analytical queueing curv.es they all look interoperate with the latest digital switch
similar. In fact I have a queueing theorist that's been introduced in the last week and
friend of mine who says all queueing they do.
curves look identical, it's just a change of The fourth point is "Greshamn's Law"
scale. [laughter] Furthermore, the things as translated to goals. "hrsham's Law' is
that have been interesting to me in these a law in economics that says the bad
curves, namely, beyond the knee, are the money drives out the good and the same
places where I am told by people that actu- thing is true with short term vs. long term
ally work networks are never interesting. goals. Very often, (and this is especially
You never even want to get close to the true in industry and sometimes in govern-
knee of a curve. In fact, most of the delays merit as well), the short ternm goals are so
in real networks are not due to queues.- dominant that we lose sight of long term
They are more often due to protocol pro- objectives. In my opinion the word
cessing. That was an example, I'm sure "advanced" implies a long term goal, and I
there are many other situations like that think that's an important issue.
where we focus in on things which we Finally and I think this is the most
think we understand, but the real problems imotn barehre re nsfcet

are lsehere I hin thi ida cae u in numbers of wise, articulate, and persuasive
discussions of other issues as well as pepewolathwy.Imsryosy

incldingthoe inolvng cmpuer-aded I don't think I'm one of them, but I think
design. there are enough people in this group that

The third point is integrating the old are in that category. But even if everybody
with the new. I think there were several in this group were in that category, I don't
good points made yesterday by the last think it would be enough because in order
speaker from Fort Monmouth (Randy Reit- to do some of the things that we need to do
meyer) who indicated that most of the cost for advanced commnunication systems
of equipment and the problems they have engineering we will need people of that
comes at the back end, and we spent so calibre more than we will need computer
much time on development, which is the aided design tools. We'll need both, of
front end. Well, that may be true in DoD course.
but it's not been true in the telephone So the question is what to do and I
industry. The telephone industry designs have a number of suggestions. Again,
things to last for forty years, they always many of them are in the category of moth-
did; maybe now the time frame is 20 years. erhood, but nevertheless I feel they have
More importantly they are really effective ptnil CAT#)Fruieste
on doing things which implement a system ptntal.' (CaRT #2)ran Fseor univesisg
which allows interoperability with old thnk crthere' mans imporanth ircssu of focuing
things as well as the new. I think that ohng critcalms resar proomcat Itin
takes a mind set which very often is not tig r eoigfrtocmlctdi
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communications systems engineering to size ones are looking at the bottom line,
allow small efforts to be successful. Unfor- and the bean count is very often dominant
tunately universities are very often ham- in determining decisions about long term,
strung by not having either the equipment especially high-risk, ideas. And the third
or the critical masses of people in a particu- very important issue for industry is not only
lar area in any department that actually can to assert long term objectives but actually
do things that are going to make an impact. to commit the manpower towards those
One possibility however is to implement ends. The National Science Foundation, for
feasibility projects for novel ideas. Of example, has an encouraging project to try
course such projects have to be funded; I'll to have collaborative industry-university
get to that later. The third suggestion for activities, and one of the things they insist
universities is to give students hands-on on now, having learned their lesson from
experience in problem solving and in CAD past experience, is that if industry
models. In fact I was very pleased with the cooperates with a university on a collabora-
offerings of both BOSS and the Motorola tive project, it should assign people per-
system, and I personally intend to get them manently to that project until its completion
because I think it's very important for stu- without being sidetracked for proposal writ-
dents to have the ability to try to do things ing, putting out fires, and other things like
which are real and not just Mickey Mouse that Finally, industry ought to collaborate
things that can be done analytically. And, with universities. It's a good thing for both
finally, I suggest collaboration with indus- universities and industries.
try. I, myself, and many of my students Now, what can government do? I
have been supported through industry rather don't think government should play the role
than government for the last few years. We of simply footing the bill. First, they do
have a rather large activity in an Industry- have a very important role to play in coor-
Uason program with Washington area dinating and encouraging new ideas and
industry groups, and that's been very pro- constituencies, and I think this workshop is
ductive. They seem to be happy and so do a very good example of that. Second, the
we. government should increase funding cycles.

I think the big problem I can see -- in It's kind of absurd to have advanced ideas
fact particularly in industry groups I've which take a fairly long time to develop let
worked with -- is that they're very mercu- alone to put together, with a funding cycle
rial. They say they have long term goals that goes from year to year. In fact, you
but they don't really. They assert the fact never even know at the end of the budget
of long term research and then a year later cycle whether you still have the budget.
they change their focus somewhere else, For examplfr in the telephone industry
and you just can't maintain momentum that which I used as an example previously,
way. The second thought about industry is very often budget cycles are ten years.
to be receptive to novel high-risk, high- They'll go into a big project for designing a
payoff ideas from whatever source whether new kind of a switch and it'll typically be a
it be from universities or internally within 5, 6, 7, even 10 year project. I think it's
an industry. Some industry organizations essential that the same be done by govern-
are very good at that They usually are ment. Of course we have to convince the
fairly large organizations. But the moderate Congress to do that, and I have no propo-
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Barriers To Advanced Communications System Engineering

o Compartmentalization of Knowledge

o Lack of Understanding of The Problem

o Integrating The Old With The New

o Gresham's Law Translated To Goals
The Short Term Drives Out The Long

o Insufficient Number of Wise, Articulate, and Persuasive
People

CHART #1
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What Can We Do?

Universities

o Focus on Critical - Mass Research Projects

o Implement Feasibility Projects For Novel Ideas

o Give Students Hands-On Experience In Problem
Solving, CAD Models

o Collaborate With Industry

Industry

o Encourage Long-Term Projects

o Be Receptive To Novel, High-Risk, High-Payoff Ideas
From Whatever Source

o Comm itt Manpower and Resources To IR&D

o Collaborate With Universities

Government

o Coordinate and Encourage New Ideas and Constituencies

o Increase Funding Cycle

o Initiate and Fund Large Scale Innovative Projects In

Collaboration With Universities afid Industry

CHART #2
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sals on how to do that. Finally, govern- I've mostly seen the industry side of things,
ment should initiate and fund Large-scale but my comments will be on how the three
innovative projects in collaboration with ought to work together. Primarily interpret-
universities and industry. The government ing this in terms of what these thiree groups
in the United States I think has been lax. I should do to advance the state-of-the-art in
know for example that in France and also system engineering and its practice.
in Canada -- I spent a sabbatical in Mont- One thing of course, it may sound
real -- there is a marvelous arrangement silly, is to recognize that there is such a
between government, industry and universi- thing as system engineering. I'm not
ties. In Quebec they have what are called always sure about that myself, that there
National Institutes for Research, -- the one I really is something called system engineer-
was in was called the National Institute for ing. I ran a workshop at NAECON last
Research in Telecommunication. The Insti- week on aerospace system engineering.
tute does original research and, in colla- One of the major questions was, is there
boration with universities, give Ph.D. such a thing, and should it be recognized as
degrees. No courses, but they can award a a separate discipline, should there be
degree, and it's part of an arrangement with conferences on it and so on, or is it just a
several of the major universities in Canada. miscellaneous exercise that is part of build-
Almost all of the funding, it turns out, ing communication systems and airplanes
comes from industry, about 20% of it and so forth? I think the government is
comes from the Province and about 10% beginning to recognize this, especially on
from the federal government. But in the major programs, and is willing to pay for it
Telecommunications Institute, almost all of on funded programs.
the industry funding came from Northern (LD )Gvrmn a oaltt
Telecom. I think that's a role model that (SLIDrae 2)d Glovernmentrcan duporlt tof
perhaps teUSgoenetogttlok university activities. These first two corn-
at. Again this requires an articulate and ments pertain only to government contrac-
persuasive individual, maybe not one of us tors, but allowing companies and encourag-
but perhaps some articulate and persuasive igthm ofudrsac truhte
congressman who also happens to be an iD progm is aun mesarc thg thha

engieerwhoundrstads he robem.happened largely in the last four years. In
But that's basically what I have to saiy, allowing companies to support industrial

arid I'll be happy to turn it over ... affiliates and consortia through overhead
GOLOMEB: Thank you. I think next this support has been counted as valid

I'll ask Dick Booton to make some corn- operating costs. One of the major things
ments. that the government has done in the last

BOOTON: I have a few charts here two years in many areas of engineering is
to serve as background for what I'm going to organize and at least get beginning fund-
to say. I'm not sure I believe everything ing to Centers of Excellence. Both the
that's on the charts [laughter] but I want to National Science Foundation and DoD have
say a few words about the government role done this -- and I want to talk about this at
and the industry role and the university the .end .as it pertains to corn-system
role; a little bit about all three. Of course engineering.
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(SLIDE 3) Commercial industries have worry about how it should be fostered.
a different approach. Again I have to (SLIDE 4) I've got a chart of universi-
recognize that there is such a thing as sys- ties -- it's kind of curious because it's a
tern engineering. That wasn't always the very short chart and that wasn't intentional.
case, I know, in that it was always recog- I think I got tired of making these up,
nized in building a communications system (laughter] but in fact one of the questions
that somebody had to calculate anR is: What should universities do? The clas-
budget and make sure that the dB's ar l sical thing that's been done by universities
added up. But the configuration of the sys- is in the development of analytical tools.
tern was quite often done by hardware All the things associated with modulation
designers and things were sort of stuck theory, noise theory, spread-spectrum
together, and it really has developed over theory, and so on. Those are usually
the last twenty years, that art of configuring efforts associated with strong individuals. I
major systems. Of course that's something think one of the comments that the previous
that's been done for a long time in the tele- speaker made that I can agree with, is that
phone industry, for example. But as far as universities are not used to working on
major corn-systems of the type that we've large programs and in large groups. In
worked on, satellite systems in particular, fact, one of the problems I've seen at many
this has grown. I think it's recognized now universities is the fact that if the faculty is
as a very important thing. And again ade- made up of a number of strong individuals,
quate system engineering tools I think is they like to be individuals, and they like to
something that has grown very recently. I ask for their own funding and their own
think all the initial efforts on CAD were research projects, and they don't like to
devoted towards circuit design and then a work together. There are two or three
little bit of tying into how do you layout a ecpin a hn f u h eea
PC board. It's only recently that things tendency is not to work on large efforts,
have gotten beyond pen and paper, and and that gets in the way of tying to organ-
almost the slide-rule, because I'm so old, ize any of these Centers of Excellence.
pocket calculators and so on, and occasion- Things like fundamental software tools is
ally use of a large main fr ame. I think the something which has been growing, and I'll
advent of the PC and of modem worksta- talk about BOSS in a minute. The general
tions has done a lot to make these tools problem of education, that's just one line,
possible. One thing industry can do and but of course that's one of the major things
should do is to work with universities and that government and industry see as the job
government to advance system engineering, of the university. I apologize for having a
and I want to come back to that in a short list.
minute. Industry can help to contribute to a (SLIDE 5) There are a number of
more general understanding within the eape fcmaiswrigwt
engineering profession of what system uiest naseii ol 'ebe

whierIwsting at, the erkopacteean talking about BOSS some other times this
whr{ a ak n t h eop c n week but I'd like to talk about it one moreElectronics Systems Society of the IEEE is time if you can bear with me because I

devoted to taking on as its challenge to try want to explain the background. We had a
and ecogizesystm enineringand program that we used for years for sinula-
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tion of communications systems called important, and ought to be made available.
LINKSIMt and that was developed prob- We had several very heated meetings and
ably 10, 12 years ago, and it was beginning we finally decided one thing that the core
to be sort of obsolete, it wasn't very flexi- of the system, the core operating system
ble. It really was a simulation program and which we call BOSS, should be made avail-
nothing more. We had conversations with able in general. In fact we arranged that
Sam [Shanmugan] at Kansas because Sam's Sam should do that for universities, and it's
been very active in the development of been advertised in the Corn Society Maga-
simulation tools, and then we funded some zine and so on. To make a complete tool
work at Kansas which finally led to this out of this you still need to add to this spe-
program called BOSS. I should explain cial application programs so that our

r what BOSS is. I think in all the conversa- thoughts are that some of the specific pro-
tions this week, that no one has relly gramns that do have some proprietary
explained what it is. It is not a simulation interests we'll keep separate. But the basic
program. It's an environment to build a system will be public.
simulation program. That's why it's a I think that BOSS was, from our point
fairly complex program, and it's real intent of view, an outstanding example of a
is to allow the engineer to, by drawing a university-industry joint development. It's
block diagram, build a simulation program tue though that there aren't many like this,
without having to write any code. In fact, and I think that one of the things that make
BOSS writes Fortan codes. So it's kind of this stand out so well is that most of our
a supersoftware system or in a way it's an efforts haven't gone this well in terms of
operating system. We started out funding producing something which was really a
this work thinking that we were going to joint development. First of all, I think it's
build something like LINK. I should a real challenge to find efforts and to find
explain that most companies in the kind of professors, and to find people at the com-
business we're in have some kind of simu- panies that can work together closely. I
lations program, especially for satellite can always bring this up as a great example
links. Hughes has had one for years, we've of university-industry working together, but
had one, and other companies have too, and I'm always embarrassed that it's the only
these were always thought of as being one I can think of. So I think that there is
proprietary tools. In fact we guarded these a real challenge in how do you do more of
very carefully. We had a big fight on this this, and produce not just another master's
subject with NASA since they wanted a thesis or a doctoral dissertation that gets
copy, and we wouldn't give them one filed away, but something that's really use-
because that was one of our proprietary ful.
tools. So that was the frame of mind we (SLIDE 6) One last comment gets
had when we started working on this new back to the Centers of Excellence question.
version of LINKSIM, and once it was I hn it's possible to have a Center of
almost finished we realized we had a prob- Excellence for Advanced Communication
lem because we had planned to take this System Engineering and I think of this in
and lock it up at TRW and we had paid for terms of the kinds of things the National
it so it belonged to us. Sam thought that Science Foundation and DoD can do.
this was something very general and very There are several problems in doing this.
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One is that both government and industry about -- and I got the letters wrong -- is
don't believe that this is worthwhile. I IUCRI, Industry University Cooperative
think most of the people in this room, Research Center, which at Colorado is in
because you came here, think that corn- microwave and millimeter wave. This is an
system engineering is important. I don't interesting effort because it's not near term,
think very many people in the government but it's not very, very long range either; it's
recognize that this is an important need; in between. It's one where a number of
there are all kinds of important research companies have already agreed that it's a
needs, but I don't think it is recognized that worthwhile effort to them and they've
this is something worth spending time and already argued through the worries about
money on. That's the biggest barrier I proprietary data and so on, and are willing
think to getting either the National Science to support that. I think that's a very good
Foundation or DoD behind an effort like example of the kind of middle of the road
this. In it you have to believe that not only between a very, very short range important
it's a good thing, i.e., that the results will problem and long range research. If you
be valuable, but that it's worth the disad- look at all this in terms of communication
vantages of revealing some of your or some system engineering I think there are some
of the company's proprietary data. I've real problems in trying to first define a
picked out three examples from last year problem that both government and a variety
centers -- these are all National Science of industries will think is important, and
Foundation efforts -- but recently UCLA important enough for the companies not to
got an effort in an Engineering Research worry about their own proprietary data. I
Center from the National Science Founda- think that if those two things can be done, I
dion in hazardous waste, and one comment think there's a lot of room for a very strong
on that is that I may insult some very nice center. But I think it's a very hard battle to
people but I don't think that that's very win because even though we all think
high class research. I think it sold because corn-system engineering is very important, I
hazardous waste is recognized as a very don't think the average man on the street
important problem and that it's well worth does, or the average man in the National
spending money on. So I think that's an Science Foundation or DoD. So that's a
example of a very important problem, but challenge -- I'd appreciate any comments
the problem is so important that it would be on that especially.
funded. GOLOMB: Okay, thank you Dick. I

There's kind of an opposite one at now will ask Bill Sander to make some
Colorado. They just won an ERC in opti- comments ..
cal computing, and I think that is a very SANDER: Some of the material that
long range, very risky effort, but it's very I'm going to talk about today has been
high class research. So occasionally things prepared for some time (VIEWGRAPH #1);
are funded because they're high class other material I prepared on Monday and
research, but are very long range. They are then found out that the guy in our office
very interesting things that might someday that owns the Macintosh computer took it
be very, very important; but are not going home with him over the weekend -- so I
to be in the near term. There's a third one didn't get to make good slides. Other
which K.C. Gupta will pardon my talking material I just fixed up about an hour ago.
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One of the key questions I guess that emphasis is being placed on Command and
everybody is interested in is how are we Control (C2) and not so much emphasis on
going to get money to do all these things, Communications. (VIEWGRAPH #2) This
and how do you keep the microphone from chart shows where communication sits in
falling off [laughter] .... There, let it rest the whole picture, and it is a weak link.
on the buttonhole. The prognosis is not The commander who makes decisions can't
very good and of course we've heard two get information from the field or out to his
speakers this morning talk about Centers of units that he must command if he doesn't
Excellence, or the block funding concept. have communications, and this is the area
The problem with that is it creates a situa- that's going to be attacked by the enemy
tion that's great for very few people, but because it is an Achilles heel, a weak link
very bad for a lot of people, and that is that in any situation. But I think when that you
the history of implementation of that kind hear about DoD programs in C3M, most of
of thing has been zero base funding. We what you hear about is C2 and the Intelli-
don't know all the reasons, I can't explain gence (I) part and not the communications
why. But my personal budget has taken a part, and I don't see much in the funding
50% reduction from last year, this year over lines, very large dollars, in the communica-
last year. It went from about $1.7 million tions area. (VIEWGRAPH #3) I think
to less than $900K right now. That may be these headlines in the Washington Post and
due to some of the block funding projects, Jain's Defense Weekly emphasize what I've
it may be due to just a philosophy.* One of been saying. There's no doubt, it's in the
the explanations I've heard are that it's the public news media, that the Soviet Union's
philosophy of the Army staff in Washing- philosophy is to attack the communications,
ton that basic research should not be done and that's very clear. I don't believe peo-
by the Army in their laboratories but rather pie in Washington, D.C. are paying atten-
should be left to industry, and when we tion to this for some reason. I don't know
have some hardware that we want to obtain why.
we simply ask industry to design it and One thing I observed during the
provide it. Well, whatever the reasons, workshop is that there's been a lot of talk
whether it's that, whether it's the Gramm- about cable systems and about satellite sys-
Rudman Act or whatever, funding appears tems. These systems are certainly impor-
to be very hard to come by, not just at tant, but the Army's systems are very, very
ARO but also at the laboratories that are much different. (VIE WGRAPH #4)
being cut at the 6.2 and even the 6.3 levels They're ground to ground systems, they're
of funding. Of course ARO is all 6. 1, going to be very large complex networks, a
which is basic research. There's been a lot thousand podes or more, very dynamic
of cutting this year. Why, I don't know, topology and connectivity. In a little while,
maybe some of you know better than I do; I'll show you what the requirement is.
I've heard a number of possible explana- Army forces are supposed to move very
tions. rapidly, and in a wartime situation things

One thing that I feel very strongly are going to be knocked out, you're going
about, and a point I want to make today, is to lose nodes due to fire, so it's very
in this business of Command, Control, and dynamic. We're going to be in the elec-
Communications (C31) a lot of the tronic warfare environment and because of
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the emphasis on C2, the command and con- themselves, communicate LJ data while
trol, there's going to be a tremendous moving (this is the mobility factor), and all
increase in the amount of data that has to transmissions secure. These are some
be communicated on these networks, and pretty hefty requirements on communica-
this puts pressure on the network. Many of tions systems and I don't think we have the
these things I haven't seen addressed today, ability to meet them right now. I don't
so I go back to what I said before. Even know when we're going to have that abil-
within the Army I don't see enough ity, and that concerns me. There are a lot of
emphasis on the kinds of communications things we can do. This is just one exam-
problems that we need to solve to provide ple. (VIEWGRAPH #6) 1 put this up
our commanders with reliable communica- because it shows a lot of different things,
tions in the next war. I'd like for us all to and also because in the encoding area, you
get the word out that we need to have more talk about a few d.B's of gain, maybe even
emphasis in this area. It's very important 1 dB of gain, but with adaptive antennas
to the survival of Army communications -- you can talk about 25-40 diB of gain. So
I did my active duty as a Signal Corps maybe adaptive antennas could be very
officer, and I know how Signal Corps contributory to reaching the goals that we
officers in the Army think. I know how the need; however, if we do have adaptive
commanders whom they serve with corn- antennas in the network, we have to know
munications think. They want to be able to how to control that network with the adap-
pick up a telephone, send a message, and tive antennas and how to control each
get an answer right away; and if they don't, antenna at each node in the network, and
they get very upset. There's good reason we don't know how to do that right now.
for that, particularly in a very fast moving Additional information has to be distributed
warfare environment, if they can't control through the network which increases comn-
their forces they're going to start losing. munications overhead. At this point I'd
Inclusion of ECCM in networks and con- like to interject a possibility that we may
sideration of the very dynamic nature of the need to back up and try to think a little
network are very important to us. Even more basically about networks. What is the
though I don't have any money I'd like to minimum amount of information that you
see more work done in these areas. need to be distributed in the network, and
(VIEWGRAPH #5) how do we get the maximum performance

Okay, this is straight from Army of the network? So the first thing that
TRADOC, Training and Doctrine Coin- comes to my mind is what do you need to
mand. In good conditions, they want know -- you need to know position of the
instantaneous communication with 98% nodes, you need to kcnow the frequency that
reliability. One echelon of organization up, they're operating on, and you need to know
down and lateral. The units may be scat- something about codes. You need to know
tered out and noncontiguous. In an elec- a pseudorandom code or an encrypting code
tronic warfare environment, they're willing in order to access the signal. That, in my
to accept 75% reliability. Because of the way of thinking, is about all you need to
dispersion and mobility of the units, we know. But you want to minimize that
want to be able to communicate to 1,0 information. You may be able to get posi-
Kmn with equipment that each unit owns tion information from say a GPS satellite,
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and with that position information at each has been fenced, and you know about the
node maybe you then could do something VHSIC program which is not truly basic
to control all of these adaptive antenna research. These are big programs that are
arrays at each node, to null out jammers, to block funded, a few examples. As I said
null out interferers, to minimize the spatial before, there are some disadvantages to
distribution of your own transmission in doing this. You do have the advantages of
order to minimize interception of that sig- symbiosis in interdisciplinary fields and you
nal, and interference with your friendly share expensive facilities. I don't know
neighbors, and to steer beams in the direc- what kind of expensive facilities are
tions that you want to communicate with. I required in the communications area other
would like to see some thinking done in than computing equipment. The disadvan-
this area because everybody tells me we tages are the little guy loses. It's very
don't know how to design distributed corn- difficult today for me to come up with
munication networks, and when people start sufficient money to get new university pro-
trying to think of how the routing tables are fessors started in basic research. They will
designed they have to start thinking of new have to tag along with a better known
kinds of network architectures and proto- researcher in the university in order to get
cols because routing tables get too big and started today. You lose a lot of creativity
cumbersome and you start increasing the from the individual thinker when you can't
delay in the network just to get messages fund the small guy. I think one of the rea-
through it. What the Army commanders sons for the Small Business Innovative
are telling us is that they want instantane- Research program in the government is
ous communication. I don't know how stated to be that most innovation comes out
we're going to reach that. of small business, the real creativity comes

Okay, we're changing directions a lit- out of small business. So we should
tie bit to discuss some things that have encourage that. Well, we're not encourag-
already been mentioned. (VIE WGRAPH ing that on the other hand in the university
#7) I say "think big". I am not sure that part of the program. And, as I said earlier,
thinking big is the best way to approach it comes out of your hide, it's zero base
this problem. I do believe that a Center of right now. You end up performing research
Excellence or even two Centers of Excel- by committee and the old picture of the
lence would be important. I think there are swing going through the tree comes to
a lot of things that have to be accomplished mind every time I think about that. Also
in such an environment. There must be the rich get richer, the big institutions with
interdisciplinary interaction with many peo well established research programs simply
ple talking to one another and exchanging get richer, the opportunity for other institu-
ideas. Right now the philosophy of funding tions to build their programs is minimum,
is big, and you know many examples of and you lose flexibility. (VIE WGRAPH
these: the SDI Program, the University #8)
Research Initiative Program, the University Just before I came to this meeting, I
Research Instrumentation Program. We was reading this document, which you
have fenced money, about $2 million a year ought to write off to your congressman and
for AL in our division. The Ultra- get; it's the April 15th, 1987, House Armed
Submicron Electronics Research Program Services Committee Report on the Authori-
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zation Bill. You can get a lot of insight These are some of the specific para-
into what is going on and how to get graphs from the National Defense Authori-
money just. by reading the way Congress zation Act for FY 88/89:
thinks. One of the things they said in that (1) Computer microcircuit testing is a pro-
report is that $1 of research today costs the gram to provide the DoD special kinds
government tens of dollars in a 5-10 year of integrated circuits that are needed
period because we've come up with great which you can't buy from industry,
new ideas that we have to procure equip- small quantity lots and things of that
men ,t with new performance. So that's a nature.
philosophy, that's the way they're thinking (2) X-ray lithography they thought was
up there today. They have totally wip~ed important. This is a project that funds
out, or nearly totally wiped out, you canDAPtoivsgaepiclrcs-
see the reduction here in numbers, the LJHX DAPionnetiaeopia.poes
Helicopter Program. They don't agree with 1g

it, they won't buy it. I tend to agree with (3) Then we get into electronic warfare.
Congress on that; I can't imagine a hel- and this is the part that's really impor-
icopter with one man in it that has to fight tant to all of us. In 1985, Congress
in a war. Services have too many programs asked for a master plan from DoD;
that are nice to have and are duplication of DoD said they couldn't provide it
effort They have increased the authoriza- because the services were not coopera-
tion for what we call the Conventional tive. Congress fully believes that this
Defense Initiative (CDI), and this is politics program is not coordinated and has a
coming into the picture. SDI is Reagan's lot of duplication of effort in it. They
program, CDI is a congressional democratic also believe that existing equipment
party kind of program. Congress is increas- cannot meet the threat. In other words,
ig CDI because democrats have control. they believe that there is a great need

They also are increasing the URI program, here; and this is reflected in the
University Research Initiative program. Las amount of funds that they have pro-
year each service had a line in their budget vided in this paragraph in the House
for URI funds and this goes back to the as part of the Authorization Bill.
zero base funding problem. Congress What they have said is you can't give
found out, there's a whole page in this more than $50 million to each service
report on their philosophy that the services for this program until this plan that
simply gave the URI money to ARO and we've requested is in the hands of
didn't increase their budget. They included Congress for at least six weeks.
the URI money as part of their budget, so So you see the kind of battles that DoD
in other words we had to pay the URI bill level fights to try to get money. (VIEW-
out of our hide. Congress found out and GRAPH #9)
didn't like that; they're very much in favor Randy Reitrneyer of ETDL pointed out
of funding university research. This year earlier this concept of Nonavailable Parts.
there is one line. They took all the lines thai. the lifetime of an IC is only about five
out of the services' budgets and put one years, but equipment is in the field for
line in the DoD budget. They're hoping to fifteen or more years. So we have the
eliminate the problem. problem of non-available parts, and how do
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we get around it I went to a meeting once next level of design, whether it's link
in Washington and some of the proposals design and then networks or vice versa.
were stockpiling the components when you This is a problem that the CAD people with
buy the equipment in the beginning, which integrated circuits are running into today as
was deemed a little unfeasible, maintain the well. They're also trying to put algorithms
old fabrication lines so you can continue to on parallel computers, which has been dis-
build the parts and pay an overhead which cussed here, and also using hardware
is not very feasible; redesign IC's -- I just accelerators. I do believe that the integra-
got a $20 million proposal for one year tion of levels of design is an important part,
from a university for an Engineering Center particularly for the problems that the Army
associated with a university to build a facil- has where we have large system designs.
ity to design replacement IC's for non- (VIEWGRAPI #11)
available parts. I believe that Congress is One of the messages I hope I gave
very much involved and it's going to end you in talking about some of the Congres-
up being the same as a university set-aside sional information from the House Armed
such as occurred during the UJRI program Services Committee Bill is that Congress
initiation last year. In other words, it prob- expects funds that are spent by DoD, or the
ably will be funded. I tend to disagree with Army, to be addressing DoD and Army
the concept of redesigning IC's. I agree unique problems. I think we certainly can
with the concept that Randy presented define Army communications as being.
where you redesign the circuit boards and unique, not only from public communica-
install the new boards using existing, avail- tions but from the Navy and the Air Force
able parts. (VIEWGRAPH #10) as well. My message to you is to think

While we're on this subject I'd like to about relevance and uniqueness when you
address some of the issues of CAD. ARO write proposals. Get the message on the
has been supporting for over a decade a impact of block funding government. The
CAD program in integrated circuits. I see Defense Science Board and the Army Sci-
much similarity, many parallel lines, to ence Board have critical input to Congress,
what we are addressing in this workshop. I The report from the House Armed Services
didn't realize how much was going on in Committee points out that Congress can
CAD of communication systems until I identify specific needs and say you will do
heard the things that have been discussed this, because it is a need even though you
here. CAD of IC's went through similar didn't identify it to us. The Army Science
things over the last fifteen years, from very Board has critical input to establishing
detailed low level kinds of CAD tools to paragraphs in these bills which appropriate
higher level tools. Today, there is much large amouints of money for specific pro-
emphasis in CAD of IC's on trying to cou- grams. Professional associations such as
pie different levels of simulation. I think the Electronic Warfare Association and
that's an essential part of CAD, the inter- Defense Science and Electronics also have
facing between the different levels of an impact. If you have an opportunity,
design and identification of the parameters write an article for one of these magazines
to use to interface between the levels, or trade journals; becaiit ihe higher level
When you complete design at one level DoD staff in Washington w'd at the Penta-
you've got to be able to transition to the gon read them. They al,- atend meetings
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ARO ELECTRONICS DIVISION

ARMY COMMUNICATIONS

"Jane's says Soviets make NATO
jamming top priority"

"Soviets consider disruption of NATO
communications a top priority"

Washington Post, June 11, 1986

"The military implications of
inadequate communications"

"Data communications is the crucial
aspect of C31 - without it the rest
could not function."

JANE'S DEFENSE WEEKLY
22 MARCH 1986

VIEWGRAPH *3
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ARO ELECTRONICS DIVISION

ARMY COMMUNICATIONS

FUTURE ARMY COMMUNICATIONS WILL BE
DIGITAL SPREAD SPECTRUM PACKET RADIO,
FIBER OPTIC CABLE, AND MILLIMETER RADIO.

0 CHARACTERISTICS

> LARGE, COMPLEX NETWORKS
" VERY DYNAMIC TOPOLOGY & CONNECTIVITY
" ELECTRONIC WARFARE

o ECM
o ECCM

" RAPIDLY INCREASING DEMAND DUE TO
C2 EMPHASIS

GREAT EMPHASIS ON C2 NOT ENOUGH
EMPHASIS ON COMMUNICATIONS

VIEWGRAPH #4
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ARMY 21 COMMUNICATIONS

O Instantaneous with 98% reliability
one echelon up, down, and laterally.

O In active countermeasure/EMP environment,
communications not less than 75% reliable.

O Tactical units communicate to 1000KM
with organic means (unmanned relays).

O Communicate all data while moving.

O All transmissions secure.

VIEMI"1PH #5
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FUNDING COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH

0 THINK BIG!
Congress, DoD, DA, DSB, ASB, ADPA, Defense Electronics, DS&E,
Journal of Electronic Defense

O Need Paragraph in Budget!

0 Trend is block funding.

SDI URIP USER> Bu
URI Al VHSIC But

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Symbiosis Little guy loses
Interdisciplinary Creativity loses
Share expensive facilities Comes out of your hide

Research by committee
Rich get richer
Lose flexibility(Entrenchment)

VIEWGRAPH #7
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NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION
ACT FOR FY88/89

House Armed Services Committee 15APR87

- One dollar today -- otens of dollars in 5-10 year period

- Not fully support Army's LHX ($397M-$227M)

- Services have too many programs
"nice to have"
"duplication of effort"

+ Increase authorization for CDI($328M) and URI($191M)

PARAGRAPHS:

Computer micro-circuit testing. (DoD +$1OM)

X-ray lithography
(Beyond VHSIC i.e. submicron. Not requested by DoD. +$20M)

Optical Processor Identification Technology
(only for optical DARPA +$5.5M)

Electronic Warfare (DoD +$486.8)
Not coordinated - duplication

Equipment lags threat
Request in 1985 for Master Plan

Uncooperative attitude of services
< $50M each service until plan submitted

VIEVGRAPH #8
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NONAVAILABLE PARTS

IC'S, >
ARMY ELECTRONICS, >
S I I I-

0 5 10 15

LIFE IN YEARS

APPROACHES

Stockpile components.
Maintain fabrication lines.
Redesign IC's.
Redesign PCB's with available chips.

VIEWGRAPH #9
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ARO ELECTRONICS DIVISION

CAD
PROGRESS:
o SPICE - CIRCUIT SIMULATION
O SUPREM - PROCESS MODELING
O PISCES - DEVICE ANALYSIS
O SAMSON - CIRCUIT SIMULATION
O CINNAMIN - CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
O WASIM - WAVEFORM SIMULATION

FUTURE WORK:

* Coupled Process/Device Simulation.
O Physical Models for Submicron Devices.
* Algorithms for Parallel Computers.
0 Hardware Accelerators.

oF bExstcrW

VIEWCGRPH I10
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ARE ARMY (DoD)
REQUIREMENTS
FOR AUTOMATED
DESIGN UNIQUE?

VIEWGRAPH #i
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sponsored by associations such as the climate of what's important in Washington
American Defense Preparedness Agency. that's guaranteed to sell, and the title of the
You can sell them on the need for comn- proposal is, "Using Superconducting Neural
munications research, and that's the job we Networks to Find the Cure for AIDS,'
all need to do right now. Communications [laughter] has all the right buzz words in it.
research needs a block of money set aside One of the things I think that our panel and
because that is the philosophy of manage- the discussion this morning should address
ment in Washington today. The funding is, "Why advanced communication system
strategy is to set aside in big, major pro- engineering and design tools?" to facilitate
grams, blocks of money, to do things that it and meet urgent national needs. I think
are needed. I truly believe that one of the Bill Sander helped us quite a bit in telling
biggest needs right now is communication us what some of the military needs are, and
system design work, especially for the I think on the civilian side there is a real
Army. It may not be as critical to the issue involving technological superiority
Navy and the Air Force, but for the Army I that the U.S. historically has had in the
think that it is extremely critical to the sur- communications area, that we're probably
vival of our forces in a war. losing the clear edge that we used to have.

I think CAD is very important. There are many large foreign communica-
Automated design tools will be very impor- tion companies -- Phillips and Siemens in
tant because the large, complex networks Europe, Fujitsu, Mitsubishi, Matsushita in
that in the Army environment cannot be Japan -- and certainly a part of being corn-
designed without computer-aided, petitive with those companies and the coun-
automated design tools, not completely ries they represent would be addressed by
enough to satisfy the need and come up having a superior design capability along
with the best designs. (VIEWGRAPH #12) the lines that has been discussed this week
So what are some of the reasons to be that at the meeting. I think there's also a ques-
you can cite in any articles or any appeals tion of how advanced is advanced commun-
to the Defense Science Board, Army Sci- ication system engineering, what should we
ence Board members or, for that matter, be focusing on, and, as was pointed out this
directly to Army staff and DoD stffi morning, a lot of the discussion this week
Washington. This is a list that I came up has really been simply applying the current
with, I don't claim that it's complete. But, state-of-the-art in CAD to communication
these are some of the things that you see systems. Obviously looking to the future
cited and that you can put down in your we should be looking at something a bit
proposals to me or any appeals that you more ambitious than that. Looking at help-
may make to the government part of this ing the engineer-designer at the top-level
three-member organization that we're trying system-block-diagramn level where given the
to get to work together -- industry, univer- performance specifications and technologi-
sity and government. cal constraints, in a just slightly futuristic

GOLO B: hankyou Bil. I world, the computer design system would

thought I would exercise the right, or the seec the oulaeiok dgand the c o ulad
Chairman's prerogative, by making a few aleof the moat thngs ths alodibeand
remarks of my own. First of all I have a al fthese ofmaitaingTi als ten oloia
tip for all of you: A proposal in the current teiseo anann ehooia
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edge in that it would upgrade the equivalent have employers, but that's not the issue I
education level of the design engineer from think you're referring to. I think you're
someone who was less educated to the referring to the quality of the educational
equivalent of someone who was at the fore- level that they will have so that they would
front of the profession. That's another area be in a position to do even more creative
where we're falling behind. We're under- work than they have been doing up till
producing trained engineers in this country. now. I alluded to that in my first com-
I'm sure you've all heard the statistic that ments when I indicated the barriers I felt
Japan, with half the population of the USA, were still evident in doing advanced corn-
graduates more engineers than the United munication systems engineering, and that's
States, and probably in Japan the engineer- the compartmentalization of knowledge.

I r ing profession tends to attract many of the Engineers nowadays, even in an electrical
very brightest students to a significantly engineering department, the electrophysi-
larger extent than is true in the United cists hardly ever talk to the communications
States. One thing I might mention that is engineers, let alone the computer scientists.
likely to happen at USC ... we've been talk- In fact, sometimes the various disciplines
ing to Dr. Eberhart Rechtin who is are doing the same things but using
currently President of Aerospace Corp. He different languages. I think Irv Reed
is scheduled to retire from that position in pointed out the other day that we need
less than a year. He is interested in starting some kind of a hardware specification
a program in training system architects, and language which not only could talk to
I think he's looking at aerospace architects, humans but could talk to computers. I
communication architects, and perhaps civil think there's an even more fundamental
engineering architects as the three focal problem and that is this compartmnentaliza-
areas of starting a very advanced educa- tion has resulted in people who get to
tional program, and we certainly see that as know, the proverbial "more and more about
something that could interact significantly less and less until they know everything
with our efforts toward more advanced sys- about practically nothing." I don't person-
tem design tools in communications. I'd ally have an easy solution to this because
like to go back first to the panel itself and I've been very disappointed myself in some
then after that I'Ul open it up to general dis- of the attempts that have been made at the
cussion. I think I may have given Ray a universities I've been at of attempting inter-
little less time than the other two, and you disciplinary programs. They tend to
might have additional things you want to become very wishy washy and young
say .... faculty members, in particular, are advised

PICKHOLTZ: Well, I agree with to steer away from some of these wishy
you, Sol, I think it would be nice to have washy things because they don't generally
engineers trained in a way that would lead to really deep things which can be
elevate them professionally. We had 'a dis- published and be recognized by their peers.
cussion at one of the meals, in fact it was Unfortunately the peer structure is becom-
last night I believe, about whether engineers ing more and more restrictive and the very
are really professionals, and I think one of word system implies that we have the
the issues that was raised is that profession- broader picture.
als have clients and patients and engineers
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I'm sort of torn between this attempt the projections made, it's very difficult to
to introduce in the universities programs anticipate a technology that is going to
which transcend a lot of borders, but at the completely displace the one being dis-
same time I lament the fact that we have cussed, and that will certainly happen.
students now who really don't understand There are technologies that are just on the
what a Fourier transform is. They can use verge of development now, maybe it's
an FFT algorithm and in fact even program superconducting neural networks, I don'-
the FFT algorithm without understanding know. There are probably ideas which are
the implications of what it is they're doing just germinating now which will suddenly
or even why they're doing it. I think change our very outlook of what's impor-
there's a fundamental problem here in the tant. I'll give you one example. I think it's
transfer of basic knowledge or what I might pertinent to the systems engineering prob-
even call wisdom from one generation to lem. For a long time, many of the corn-
the next. We very often re-invent things munications CAD tools I've seen have been
that have been done by previous genera- focused on the problems of transmission
tions and think that they're brand new. We problems due to limitations on bandwidth.
very often don't learn from past experi- For some technologies that are coming out
ences and that's a big concern of mine as now, and most notably fiber optics,
an academic. I don't know a simple bandwidth is not the problem. In fact,
answer to the problem. I'd like to see the bandwidth is so far from the problem that
students take more mathematics but at the the issue is how do you use the bandwidth?
same time there are so many other things How do you exploit the bandwidth? How
for them to do that there is a difficulty. do you waste the bandwidth, if you will, in

The only other thing I would like to order to take advantage of the requirements
point out in the business of systems that you need? Bob Gagliardi made a cou-
engineering, especially advanced communi- pie of hints along those lines of using the
cation systems engineering, is that I'm not bandwidth of a fiber optic as a switch. He
at all quite sure what it means. The reason proposed the use of a spread spectrum
I'm not sure is because things that one may CDMA switch for example. Other people
not think of as being important now may have been proposing similar kinds of things
turn out to be very important ten years because you can trade off bandwidth for a
from now. In the late 19th century, the lot of other requirements if you're clever
director of the patent office decided that about it. But the cleverness is not going to
they ought to close the patent office come out of an existing computer aided
because everything that needs to be done design tool. I think it's going to come out
had already been invented. At every of, as I said before, bright people who
conference I go to and this meeting is no understand the broad scope of the problem
exception, there are a number of people and who hzve the ability to be creative and
who'll have these time diagrams of the inventive. In my experience I've -iot found
growth of number of gates per chip versus a way of teaching people how to invent. I
time, and around 1990 they level off. don't think that's the kind of thing you can
There have probably been curves like that learn in school but there are environments
for everything including propeller driven that you can create which will stimulate
airplanes. When those curves are drawn and invention, and that's an environment we
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need in schools and industry and elsewhere. tion, compartmented engineering people.
We ought to look at the problem in a larger One of the things I remember is when I
perspective than just what the technology came through undergraduate school in the
seems to be right now and what the issues early '60's, we all got a very broad educa-
seem to be right now. We can talk about tion. We had to be educated in everything
these blue sky things, but I think from the from solid state to electric machinery. By
point of view of training student in univer- the tine I got into graduate school, people
sities, it is essential that we avoid the rigid were already starting to compartmentalize
thinking that occurs when you look at their educations, either a solid state scientist
everything from a short term perspective, or a controls scientist or a

BOOTON: Okay, I'd like to make a communication/information theory kind of
comment on one of your first points, Sol. person. We've tended to maintain that
We did hear this morning about some since the days of my graduate school-
important Army communication problems Recently though I've seen a great trend
and I believe that there are many other nationwide in more symbiotic relationships
important government communication prob- between different disciplines, and you see
lems. No one hias ever madie a good cas that in CAD and IC's, you're having people
for the fact that better communications sys- who know numerical science getting
tems engineering might help solve those involved with the computer aided design of
problems. In fact I don't know of many integrated circuits, and I think you will find
people who believe it outside the circle of that to happen with you in the communica-
communication systems engineers, who dions arena as well and other disciplines.
really believe that we would have better Chemists are getting involved with the
communication systems if we had better microelectronics people; you're finding
system engineering. I'd be very interested psychologists and physiologists getting
in getting comments from the audience involved with EE with neural networks.
because we all sort of believe it but that One of the things that impresses me about
may be a self-serving belief. Is there any CAD is that it gives you a backbone about
way to get some examples and to make which to build a broader knowledge of your
some arguments, so I'll leave that as a discipline of communications. Most people
question. who use CAD tools don't know the detailed

GOLOMEB: Okay, rather than trying knowledge about it. They go out and seek
to answer that one by myself I'll leave that sm oekoldes hycnbte

ope fo th dscusio peio, ad Ill sk use that tool, and they broaden their
open ifo' th e cuson paerid and I'll ask- knowledge of the entire field. Due to the
Bills atif ou' iketo mae.n.mr.c m increasing complexity both of public, civi-

ment at his oint....lian communications and particularly Army
SANDER: Sometimes I feel s0 communications, I really believe, and I

caught up in this communications problem want to emphasize this again, that CAD or
of the Army that I could talk probably for a whatever you want to call it -- simulation,
whole day, 24 hours, or something like that, modeling, whatever -- is essential to the
but I'd probably end up repeating a lot of design of these systems. I don't believe
what I'd said, and I may do that this time. there's a closed loop solution or analytical
We're tailking about compartmented educa- solutions that can be used when you have
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thousands of nodes, all of which are design before it was even thought that it
entirely mobile. would be used in a packet radio network

My futuristic picture of the Arm which made it less efficient. The reason for
communications system is that every vehi- the decrease in the efficiency was the over-
cle has an adaptive antenna on it and you head. The problem for the Army basically
don't have to stick anything in the grounld is how do you manage ECCM in the net-
to communicate. It is completely 100% works? How do you manage heterogeneous
mobile, you don't have to stop to communi- networks, internetworking? The Army
cate. You can move anywhere you want to wants to go to 051. ISO wants to enforce
and still communicate; everything is con- standards on network management in the
tained in a mobile platform; and you have Army, and I believe one of the reasons is
an adaptive antenna that is controlled by they want to use a standard protocol for
the network. You know your position in one thing, but the other thing is they want
real-time, and many of the things that ycu, to be able to use existing communications
have to control in the system are based on -_ fixed plant civilian communications
your position and your relative position wherever they are - to the maximum extent
with other nodes in the network. The kind possible; and they want to be able to plug
of simulation, modeling, and automated into those things. At any rate no matter
design tools that I hope will be developed whether it's our own equipment, Army
in the future will be embedded in this net- owned and developed equipment, we're
work somewhere in processors at the nodes. going to have heterogeneous .networks,
We need those in order to build distributed we're going to have a requirement for com-
communication networks and to control, in plex intemnetworking. We're going to have
particular in the Army, all the complex multipriority traffic which has to be han-
things that we're going to have to control -- dled; we're going to have widely varying
code rates, power levels, antenna directions demand from practically no traffic when the
and so forth -- in order to survive in the war is not being fought to so much traffic
electronic warfare environment. So I the network can't handle it when the war
strongly believe in this need for CADI, gets really hot. And mobility, that's the
simulation, modeling, and automated design last thing.
tools. GOLOMB: I think what I'd like to

But as we address these things we do now is open this up to the audience if
have to keep in mind what happens to the you have questions that you'd like to
overhead, and that's why I wanted to make address or comments that you'd like to
the point that you have to think in terms of make .... Yes, Barney ..
what is the minimum information that has REIIFFEN: I'd like to offer some
to be exchanged between nodes in such net- comments which sort of intersect with a lot
works to -get the best possible performance, of the things that people said. The theme
because we just went through the example today has been more global than perhaps
of the packet radio overlay for SINCGARS, earlier. The earlier themes have been corn-
and the throughput of that network when puter aids w hereas today we're really talk-
the overlay was installed was greatly ing about syst~em engineering, communica-
reduced. Now that has to do with a lot of tion system engineering, and in a sense
things that were frozen in the SINCGARS that's a more difficult but more provocative
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theme. I think, I'll say again a comment I engineering schools to take a cue from
said on the Enrt day which is that every- perhaps the law schools and other profes-
body has a clear idea of system engineer- sional schools in order to study interesting
ing, but I suspect if we polled the room and illuminating cases. There are a lot of
there would be a great variance in what good, bad and indifferent communication
everybody means by system engineering, systems if you like out there on the field. I
Perhaps this is one of the difficulties in think that it would be a very constructive
joining this issue because I don't think thing if there were carefully prepared cases
everybody's talking about the same thing. that describe the problem, the solution, its
I'd like to offer some experience from the components, why certain things were done
environment I work in at Lincoln Labora- or not done, and expose that to a class for
tory about system engineering. System critique, for analysis, for understanding.
engineering there sort of means the global Now preparing such a case is a horrendous
job of matching a technical product if you task of course. But that kind of overview
like to a very frequently vaguely defined set of communication systems problems is
of requirements. How do you synthesize something that students are never exposed
the system? The role of system engineer is to until they get out into the field and work
something that -- let's say talent as a sys- for a very long time.
tern engineer is a very rare commodity. It BOO0TON: Sol, excuse me, I'd like
almost never appears in a fresh recruit out to comment on that if I could. I know of
of school. It occurs in the case of the suc- one case where this has been done. Victor
cessful practitioners as a result of a fairly frost at the University of Kansas had a gra-
extended apprenticeship in an environment duate seminar where they went through
where that sort of thing is done. I firmrly several case histories. We gave a two week
believe that you don't go to school to learn discussion on the design of the payload for
to be a system engineer, at least not the the tracking and data relay satellite. AT&T
way schools are conducted today. In a did one on the design of a telephone
sense you'd almost want to ask the question switch, for example, and these were fairly
whether system engineering is an art or a linked to discussions of what the problem
discipline, a professional discipline. I think was, what the process was, and what the
one could make a good case for the fact final result was, and then the students were
that it's art. Of course there are profes- asked to go through their own version of
sional and technical underpinnings of it but tis and that was very successful, but that's
as it's practiced today it's very largely arty the only one I know of. I think that was a
which makes me raise the question of little bit closer to the real world and real
whether or not one could do academic system engineering. That's the only one I
research in system engineering. I'm not know of though.
quite sure what that means. I certainly GOLOMB: Yes, I remember about
believe in academic research in aids to sys- 15 years ago Si Ramo gave a lecture at
tem engineering; but in system engmneening Caltech with the title "System Engineering -
I'm not quite sure what that means. I think Can It Be Taught?" and in his own lecture
the one thought that I have or idea that I he concluded that the way to teach it is by
have on a role that universities can play to the case method and then he actually gave
enhance system engineering is for the such a course at Caltech one quarter. Ed
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Rechtin's point, by the way, is that say dur- me, between systematic engineering on the
ing the Italian Renaissance and during the one hand and creativity on the other. I've
period of the building of the great never heard anybody realistically attempt to
cathedrals, no one was ever identified as an purport to teach creativity, perhaps only by
architect; it was something that from years example, being around some creative peo-
of experience, of having been on other pro- pie, and then it's ind of hit and miss.
jects, you learned sort of what the impor- Like I said, my thoughts on this subject are
tant elements were, and then the senior disconnected, I don't have a bottom line on
craftsman who had acquired all of the this .. so I'll stop talking.
relevant experience in fact became the RE~Y: Let's see, I wonder if the
architect; whereas today we have schools of thought which came to mind when the
architecture at many universities and people statement of creativity was brought up is
graduating from those institutions with rela- that I'm not sure in system engineering it's
tively little on-the-job experience. Actually creativity that's needed. What we're doing
now most of the things that are relevant to from the very beginning is solving a prob-
being architects are in the building trades. lem. We're problem solvers and I think
So the point being that if we tried to design that's one of the things that good system
educational programs around this, we might engineers are. They know what the tech-
be able to design system arcitects in nology is, they have the theory, they know
engineering. In fact you might even say the methodology of designing systems, and
that the people that we call architects from they usually have had pretty good experi-
architecture schools are civil engineering ence. I mean, they do go through an
architects, that that's the trade that that apprenticeship and what they're doing is
grew out of. they're solving a problem for a customer.

CHETHIK: I have perhaps some A customer has requirements and there's a
disconnected thoughts on this broader sub- certain methodology that a good system
ject. One of the possible interpretations of engineer goes through to solve that prob-
system engineering that occurred to me is 1cm. Now creativity is something that is
perhaps a little twist on words it's what I probably needed, but my feeling is that's
would call systematic engineering, a discip- needed in the research aspects of the tools
lined and systematic way of going about and the theory which are needed for a prac-
satisfying a requirement with a communica- ticing system engineer.
tions system in our case. I think that there REIFFEN: Certainly system
are a number of ways of codifying, if you engineers solve problems, but a major por-
would, a systematic approach to engineer- tion of their work is to define the problem.
ing which involves the learning of a If we let the customer define the problem
number of tools and disciplines, some come we frequently face the dilemma that the
from operations research, some come -from. customer's definition of the problem has no
computer technology. The other part of solution. One of the central jobs of the
that, the creative aspect, I have this fantasy proper system engineer is to illuminate the
that creativity comes out of chaos to a large tradeoffs and say "If you want that, then
extent; it comes from chaotic thinking and you can't have that ..." or if you have a
thinking in ways that are unconventional, constraint on that, that imposes something
There's a kind of dichotomy, at least for else. To be able to structure the problem,
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to display the hard choices, is a major func- communications as any one of you, prob-
tion of the system engineer before there ably even your first year graduate student,
really is a consensus on what the job is to but it occurs to me that it looks like I have
be done. Problems don't come in that cris- comments coming from what I would have
ply defined, to term a bunch of ostriches sticking their

MOHANTY: As a matter of fact heads in the ground. When you talk about
there's the book which came out early in the fact that you're engineers and, you
1970, called System Engineering by Porter. know, you're given a problem and you can
And there are some schools which offer either solve it or you can tradeoff this for
M.S. degrees in system engineering or sys- that; but you don't want to think creativity
tem effectiveness; and they combine in gen- at all, you don't want to try to think well
eral the tools of control theory, optimiza- maybe there's something we don't have
tion, operations research, large scale model- available today that somebody may be able
ing, computer simulation and expert sys- to discover, create or invent that will allow
tems. I remember Simon Ramo's paper us to solve a problem that we haven't been
which came out in IEEE Trans. Aerospace able to solve previously. Frankly, you
and Electronic Systems, but somehow D. know, if that's the way Americans are
Ramo has alluded to a discipline which thinking today, there's no doubt in my
might be called fuzzy sets. I think system mind why the Japanese are beating us in
engineering is a well disciplined area and electronics.
there are many good books including one REED: I have a couple of comments,
by Porter on the subject. Whether it is a one is on the case history method. I've
communications modeling or large space never actually taught the case history
station design, the study involves system method, although I actually studied law
modeling, optimization, software develop- school once, and I just wanted to comment
ment and hardware implementation. There a little bit about, you know, the law school
is no room for fuzziness, but that doesn't process. The case histories process that
mean there is no flexibility. So most of the they use is actually a sequence of very,
time industry people when they talk about very small appellate court cases, and each
large scale or uncertain systems, probably case history that you study in law school is
they don't find the right word, they use sys- to illustrate the principles of law that you're
tem engineering. I mean my feeling is that supposed to be learning in the process of
there is a lack of exactness to define system studying law. Actually I suppose that could
engineering; but on the other hand, it has be done in engineering, but the case his-
been a very well defined discipline in many tories law has usually reaped appellate
areas, particularly at system level. There court decisions, and these appellate court
are many journals devoted completely to decisions that you read in law school are
system theory, and I don't think those jour- usually just a few paragraphs. The case is
nals are any way vague or fuzzy. That's summarized in a few paragraphs and you
my comment, thank you. attempt to, in these paragraphs, abstract the

SANDER: While they're moving the principles of law that you're about to learn.
microphone ... you know, I'm sitting up You know, it might be if a contract is bro-
here listening to what you guys are saying. ken, you're given an illustration where a
There's no way I know as much about contract actually was broken and how the
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appellate court decided utilizing the princi- to some extent broaden our scope, perhaps
pies of law which are commonly accepted, we would be better able to sell the idea that
going back to the precedents and the corn- communications is a very important subject.
mon law that was used prior to that. And I agree with you, Bill, that we have to
Another differece between engineering and do more than what we're doing with
law or science and law is that law is, at respect to the government and industry to
least British and American laws, based on present a better picture of what communica-
the system of precedence, and it usually is tion engineering is.
not based on any absolutes; whereas we in GOLOMB: Thank you .... Gaylord
engineering, although we use inductive rea- ..
sonling to invent things, we also have to use HUTH: Let's see, I guess I wanted to
very accurate analysis to verify that what adrsacopefthn.SmtisI
we're going to do will in fact work. SO think that communications system engineer-
there's quite a bit of difference, and I'm not ing and creativity are separate issues. I say
sure we can relate the two. Another corn- that for the following reason, it has been
ment I want to make is in this area of why m xeineta o'eal ob
communications engineering is not con- creative when you are working on a fairly
sidered very highly by Congress. For some vaguely described topic and have the free-
reason or other we as communications dom. to develop a general solution. What
muiinengineerliing. Wu se in mor -i happens in system engineering as it's prac-
temsniato tensimplerichanne youn kno, the ticed in industry, at least from my experi-

tr s hannonpl channel, ao ndw don' ence, is that the research stage is past and
so-called Sanncanlan wed't while the project may be vaguely defined,
get outside of that channel at all, and to because of the contractual structure, they're
illustrate that you can go beyond the simple gigt uligsmtigadi' on
channel, in fact we've gone beyond the goin to buildin omethingalnd t's oinga
ithpte han;o comunicat'rintproblem, happens is that as a discipline, I think Raul

wih th kmn ifcouialkton pycolom, was describing the procedure that is fol-whic I nowif ou alk o ay pychlo- lowed. There isn't any room left or very
gist there's a great deal of interest in corn- little room left for anything that's really
munications. In fact if you talk to any innovative at that stage. It is now like
congressman you'll find he's very interested w'egigt reetcnlg n er
in human communications. So I think thatwe going to freze technpoblogy. andhefre,
we have to somehow get across the princi- gigto sovahs problem sitato rtherefore,

ple hatevenhumn comuncatins, doing research. The research was done
which everybody knows is important, can under IR&D, or whatever, previous to when
be enhanced by communication engineer- you got to the contract, or there was other
ing, and that ultimately the purpose of com- rsac okn ogttr.S hr r
mncabltyof humanebingis to concthe actually two different things. So I thinkcapailiy o huan eing tocomuniate that Raul was probably talking more about

with one another so that they can communi- tecnrculpolmo o o cu
cate reliably so they don't make mistakes in ally implement something rather than
the process of communication, and to lead necessarily the previous research that
to better understanding. I think that if we enabled you to do it. I do think, though, as
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I've seen from the students comning out of the Math Dept at USC who was much
school, there are two groups. There's a interested in designing computer chess
group that comes out of school taught how playing programs. He had been National
to do research, or at least that's what they. Junior Chess Champion and sort of retired
were doing especially Ph.D. students, from active chess with a rating of Senior
because that's what they were supposed to U.S. Master, and had he been in interna-
do. They're supposed to do research and tional competition he probably would have
get a dissertation approved. When they go .had a Grand Master rating. He was also a
to work in industry they expect to do personal friend of Bobby Fisher. I
research. There seems to be a small remember having discussions with him
number of jobs in research and a large about this view of mine at that time when
number of jobs doing implementation of chess playing programs were much more
systems. But I think that in somec cases it primitive than they are today, was "Yes,
would be nice somewhere along the line to well I could kind of see how you could
have an idea of what you were going to get program a computer to play at the level of
into when you work in industry, where do a C player, maybe even a B player." At
you fit in and how do systems get created that time I think I had an expert rating
in industry. I think that we can do the myself, so it was sort of felt "Well obvi-
apprenticeship, but I think it would be nice ously what I do couldn't be taught to a
to have something like senior problems computer, but maybe about two grade lev-
where you at least get an idea of what els below that." So Charles Kalme, who
industry expects of you. Maybe you go was the chess programmer, said yes he had
through some case studies just so you get thought about this and he asked Bobby
an idea. The course would give you a Fisher on one occasion what Fisher thought,
flavor of what you're going to have to do and Fisher said, "Yes, there's a certain level
when you're out on the job. I can see a of play that's pretty mechanical and you
semester course where you get familiar could program a computer to that level.'
with what your environment is going to be He asked Fisher what Fisher thought that
and how you're expected to operate in it level was, and Fisher said, "A Grand Mas-

GOLOMB: Yes, I guess I have a ter." [laughter] I think there's a great deal
couple of quick comments. One is a princi- of truth in that. The fact is today the best
ple that I formulated a number of years chess playing programs are playing at or
ago, I guess we'll call it "Golomb's Law". near the Grand Master level. I think there's
This is what the difference is between pur always a certain amount of skepticism
research and applied research. And it turns about what computer-aided decision making
out that pure research is what you want to can do when you're in the early phases of
do, and applied research is what someonc approaching a problem. I'm sure the first
else-wants you to do. [laughter] The other attempts at computer-aided diagnosis were
observation that I have is that there's been coming up with results, say as, "This man
a lot of discussion about what is creativity? is pregnant," you know, because it didn't
What can you embody in the computer pro- quite have all of the necessary constraints
gram that assists or even takes over the task on what are reasonable solutions. But
of the system engineer? A dozen or so given enough time and enough sophisti-
years ago we had an assistant professor in cated programming effort, I think we do
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end up at a situation where we can get from it but I don't know whether that's
computer decision-making which is better enough to make a discipline in any real
than that of many of the people who are way.
actually out there in the field who are sup- REY: One of the things that I think
posed to have been doing that sort of thing. we've got to be careful of, and this has
Uoyd .... been the age-old problem, of having univer-

WELCH: I have a problem with that sities set up curriculum to meet industry's
in that you have a pretty well defined cri- needs. I think there's a real problem there;
teria of how well a chess program is doing probably being in industry I should want to
-- you play it against another chess pro- force you in the other direction. But I
gramn, then there's a winner or a draw. In think it's Gresham's Law that industry is
system engineering, you know, when you much more interested in short term results,
get done you have a system, but you don't and they have immediate problems and
nearly know whether it's the best system, they're looking at their immediate staffing
optimal ... in other words, there's the lack needs for hiring system engineers, and they
of criteria here for how good a system would like a certain kind of system
engineer has performed his job. engineer because next year they see these

SCHOLTZ: I think I've been tiyin~g kinds of projects comning. I think that the
to wrestle with a problem for about a year university has to be somewhat independent
that we haven't really discussed yet and in looking at technology and research and
that's this question of university/industrial training engineers in math, physics and
interaction and what's the best way to, theory, communications theory, which
foster it. I thought this workshop was allows them to solve problems. To teach
going to be it, and perhaps to some extent the process of system engineering you
it'has, but now that I want to raise the could have a course that says something
question I think most of the industrial peo- about the methodology, but I just don't see
ple are already gone. I see mostly academn- a degree in that. At TRW where we really
ics here, a few TRW people, Lincoln Lab. tell people what they're going to be as sys-
I'm interested in TRW's experience and tem engineer, is in the interview process.
maybe that of the few other people here Right away we tell them, "You're not going
with regard to not only what was successful to do research; if you want to do research,
but what was unsuccessful in you better go somewhere else, because
university/industry relations. What should you're going to be in the high bay and
we really be aiming for in trying to develop you're going to reduce data .... ". And
this university/industrial cooperation in we've just decided we tell them that right
research and in education? I'll be damed if up front, otherwise they're going to become
I know exactly what I would put in a sy- disillusioned in just a year. The kind of
tems engineering discipline degree at a interaction that I think has worked out real
university at this point. Maybe you people well with universities is our Fellowship
also have ideas on that, besides case stu- Programls where we look at the kind of per-
dies. Somehow case studies remind me of son we want, the type person, the training
perhaps trying to prove something by they've had in the past, give them a fellow-
example; I don't know that the analogy is ship, and bei-d thezi tc -- "vest like
quite correct. It's interesting and you learn USC, and we also have a program like that
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with Kansas. I think that's another real and that reasoning process I think has to be
good example of industry/university interac- developed in engineering and in science
tion. The BOSS effort, doing some sort of just the same way as it has to be developed
basic, I guess I wouldn't call it basic in law. In law there are more human con-
research, but conceptual research on the straints. Law has a structure, it is more
next tool that we needed was a good exam- like the chess game where there are rules of
pie. I guess I'm kind of concerned since the game; whereas here, there are rules of
I've seen other organizations trying to the physical laws of the world. I claim that
create system engineers. They'll go out there is this analogy that it's a way of
and hand them MILSPECS and textbooks thinking that we all have to learn.
on system engineering and they don't get GOLOMEB: I might mention the case
system engineers because they missed one method is used in many disciplines other
important factor of system engineering, and than law. It's used in business schools, it's
that's the understanding of math and the used in schools of public administration,
physics. Those are the people that are and in each discipline for the case method
hardest to get, the ones who understand the to be effective it has to mirror what it is
mathematics and the physics, and they usu- that you're ultimately trying to do in that
ally do much better in system engineering profession. In law you are ultimately trying
than people trained in the methodology. to win a case in court which is unique to

GAGLIARDI: I just wanted to say law and is not common to others. Yes, but
that I agree wholeheartedly with those com- . I'm saying that in terms of what the bottom
ments. Systems engineering as we see it is line is. The bottom line in engineering is
a combination of knowledge and experi- very different, it's not to win a case in
ence, and you can't teach experience. All court, it's to build an effective engineering
we can do at the university is teach system and so on. I think that Bob Scholtz
knowledge -- we can't even do that, all we though has really raised one of the most
can do is state facts. And that's our role, important things to focus on which is what
to state facts in the classroom and make are the areas of meaningful cooperation that
sure that we update as often as we can. can occur, in particular between universities

BOOTON: Sol, I think I've got a and industry, without getting too bogged
comment .... down by issues of company proprietary

REED: I think we're teaching a way things. I think peripherally this conference
of thinking more than the facts. There is has touched on a lot of it, but you might
some analogy between a law school and almost have to form a special kind of
science. Actually what they do in a law workshop or something just to address the
school is teach you a way of duinking, and dtiso htise
that's really what we're trying to do here, is BOOTON: Yes, Bob asked two
teach people a way to think, a way to questions that I'd like to make my comn-
create. Actually there's also an analogy to ments on. One of them was this question
law in a sense; to invent things you have to about what can you teach about system
do what lawyers do, you have to learn what engineering. I think you can teach a lot,
is called the inductive reasoning process. not the experience, but there are things you
You have to create the case so to speak, can teach about how to engineer a com-

munication system. In the environment of
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communication systems that I am talking that they will enter into a relationship with
about, I'm very skeptical about general sys- industry where they actually promise to
tern engineering. Some universities have deliver something that works. [laughter] I
tried to give general systems degrees; we also have a comment about education. I'm
wouldn't hire them (people with those not convinced that teaching exists at all.
degrees). The different aspects of system I'm convinced that learning exists and that
engineering in various areas sound the same the role of the institution is to try to create
and seem to have a lot in common, but a an envirornent that fosters learning. So
communications system engineer first of all really the question of whether you can
has to know communications. These gen- teach system engineering I think is part of
eral engineering or general thinking things the broader question of can you teach any-
can be taught but the graduates of most of thing? The student has to learn and it's not
the general systems degrees so far haven't clear to me that you can force that process
learned enough about any field, the logic, without the student's participation. Let's
operational research, and so on. I think see, did we have other comments?
you have to first and foremost teach about REED: I just wanted to make a corn-
communications. ment about the relationship between indus-

The other question was about what's try and university, and also I guess this is
going well and what's doing poorly as far related to the government relationship to
as industry/university cooperation is con- university and industry as well. When I
cerned. The things that I've seen to do was a young man just corning out of the
better are in those areas in which first of all service, going back to Caltech, I had the
there is at least one strong faculty member ambitions at that point, because I'd been in
at the university and one strong engineer at the service and I'd worked on electronics,
the company that are working jointly on the new thing was electronics. So I visited
something and have a strong interest. They with Royal Sorenson, Prof. Sorenson at that
have to be working on something that the time was the head of the Electrical
company cares about. A lot of company- Engineering Department. At that time there
funded research at universities is sort of was very little support from the government
money tossed over the fence as far as for electrical engineering, in fact I don't
someone to work on a Master's degree or a think there was any, and I spent quite a bit
doctoral dissertation, and no one cares of time talking to him about this as I
about the results. Only when the company remember. Apparently most of his support
really cares about the results and hopes that had been obtained from his work with the
something useful comes out of it seems to Edison Company, prior to the war during
work well. I think that was the case in this the years where they built Hoover Damn or
BOSS effort, though we've had two or Boulder Dam or whatever name you want
three others; but in a lot of them there's not to give it now in the transmission lines. He
enough serious work in trying to make the actually was a consultant to Edison Corn-
process work in the strong personal tie. pany, and much of what he did as a consul-

GOLOMB: I know from the position tant was apparently assign development
I've had the last year or so as Vice Provost projects for many of his students right from
for Research that the thing that contractu- his own consulting and this was, I would
ally universities are tenified of is the notion say, a very intimate connection with indus-
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try and university. He created projects for there was absolutely nothing in there on
his students through this university connec- communications, right. So, you know, I'm
tion. I don't know whether that's practical convinced that they simply do not under-
today or not, but I still think that a system stand there is a problem, and I'm talking
like that could be used today with industry about Army. In regard to Bob's question
by professors which would help supplant about how industry and a university interact
thic nroblem we now have with the govern- and work, there have been a number of
merit, apparently with the Congress that is examples and I think that USC-CSI is one
not close enough to the real needs of indus- of them, in which government, industry and
try and government, particularly DoD, in university all had a role in doing something
understanding how desperate the university worthwhile. Some years ago, I guess, two
is for funding at certain times. different locations in the country, the Army

SANDER: I think the government and Research Office under the University
Congress understand the need for funding Research Instrumentation proposal gave
at the universities; I think that was one of equipment money -- and Bob, I think you
the reasons why they changed thse URI line got some equipment money from us, didn't
from the services to the DoD. But the you -- okay, so Bob was one, the other one
point I was making was I can't see an I know for sure is Misha Schwartz at
acceptance of the fact that communications Columbia University. Now this was seed
research for Army-specific problems is money and it turned out to be highly lever-
essential to the survival of the Army in the aged. Because of the result of the research
battlefield. I went up in December, I was funding that we have been supporting at
in the office of the Assistant Secretary of USC and the equipment, you know, the
the Army for R&D, or the Director of instrumentation money at USC, they were
Army Research Office, not ARO but the able to put together a little bigger package
Office of the Director of Army Research, to with some help from industry and form the
write a speech for him. He had to give a CSI, and then they evolved. I don't know
speech to the Association Defense whether you have an industrial affiliates
Preparedness Agency or whatever. On tw program now or not, but this is getting
iterations of that speech that I was writing bigger, it's getting wider exposure, they are
for him, I put in viewgraphs on comimuni- there to help industry solve problems and
cations. I got it back, after the first itera- industry is becoming more aware of that
tion, and he had put big X's on those view- and participating more in the programs at
graphs for communications. So I asked the the CSI. The same thing is happening at
guy that was working for hini why, and he Columbia University with Misha
said "Well, because he doesn't understand Schwartz's program, and Schwartz got one
communications." So I wrote a much of the NSF contracts for a Center of Excel
simpler description, something that my son lence in Communication. One of the ways
probably could have understood about the you do this is you have a review every
problems of communications in the Army year, just like Bob does, and industry peo-
and why we needed special programs in ple come in and listen to that review and
that area, put it back in the second iteration, you have an opportunity for exchange of
and wound that up and went home. About ideas, feedback and directions being gotten.
a month later I got a copy of the final draft; There you have a very good example of the
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university, industry and government $1,000,000 to join SRC this past year. I
cooperation. The government looks at want to say that in the last few years,
funding something like that as leveraging; we've seen a great growth in the
you put in seed money to get the leverage. industrylgovernment/university cooperation,
Another example has been the development in mechanisms and expansion of the
of CAD software. SPICE was developed at number in types of mechanisms for doing
Berkeley; SUPREME is an example of a it.
little program developed at Stanford. SASTRY: I have background both in
Because the majority of the support for the teaching as well as industrial research, so I
development of those programs came from thought having been here I should say
government, they were nonproprietary. something to contribute to the discussion.
Industry all over the country, all over the The system engineering, in our profession
world, picked those programs up and system integration perhaps, also involves
started utilizing them. Then the universities exploration of alternatives basically, and I
starting getting feedback from industry as suppose we all agree on that. But in the
to where the programs had shortcomings, main industrial environment as rightly was
where they didn't perform and do what pointed out by several (people), sometimes
they wanted them to do specifically. The you are conditioned by state-of-the-art,
universities then started doing research in maybe for the next two or three years, in
those areas. You found the universities exploring other alternatives. So these alter-
started having reviews -- I know Stanford natives can of course be pursued by the
has a one week seminar every sumnmer to university. But in the industry, though peo-
go over, their progress and status of their ple cannot pursue it, it doesn't mean they
programs in CAD for microelectronics. I are not aware of it. They simply don't
don't believe Berkeley has that, but have the time or facilities to do it, or the
Carnegie-Mellon has that, and Carnegie- forum to do it, so they'll have to interact
Mellon in the CAD of IC's also has an with the university to do that. So that
industrial affiliates program. And to join awareness somehow has to be folded into
you have to pay money. Now the govern- this interaction that I think is the crux of
ment has even started doing that them- the problem. How to do that? Well when
selves. I don't know how we would do that we say interaction with the university,
directly from an Army laboratory and I whom do you interact with -- are you talk-
haven't heard of a citation where anybody ing about interacting with faculty or are
has done that directly from a government you talking about students? I happen to
laboratory. But what the Army laboratories believe that when you are looking at these
have done, and I have heard of one or two alternatives. or exploring alternatives and
examples of that is, they MIPR money to comparing them, the most important
NSF, and a MIPR is a way of transferring ingredient is the availability of individuals
funds between government agencies, I don't with fight backgrounds, and how wide are
know what it stands for but, MIPR money their backgrounds. So basically what I'm
to NSF and NSF apparently can write a getting at is you need an individual who
grant or a check to one of these industrial has a good background. I don't see any
affiliates for the laboratory to join as well. alternative to that like students not having
I know the government, DoD, paid in-depth courses in electromagnetics, in
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mathematics, in communications theory, perhaps, quoting situations, so-called case
modulation theory, noise, in computer sys- studies for example at a particular point.
tems, and all those things which are build- Maybe, say, you are teaching frequency
ing blocks. I see a dangerous tendency modulation or something and you found by
where backgrounds of most students are practical experience in interacting with
being narrowed down in terms of their some industry that some problem was
expertise and especially by the time they solved. That is the spot to tell them a few
come to a senior year it's becoming minutes how this is accomplished. I don't
fashionable to work on a project which is, how well the courses in case studies are
in my view, a very narrow thing. What we practical projects or something like that are
need for the students really is help motivate going to help. I think they are a waste of
them to stick to the fundamentals. They time. In those four years an individual can
keep looking at equations, solutions, learn a number of things. After they enter
matched filter theory and all of that but do the professional life, they may not have
not know where to use them. Before they tine again to learn the fundamentals with
get turned off by those things we should all the so-called continuing education and
continuously keep them motivated. I think all that. So let us concentrate on funda-
we have to do that, not just in the final year mentals for the students when they are at
but maybe in the last three of the four year the university and let faculty take more ini-
course. They should be taken on field trips tiative on so-called system engineering
perhaps. Take them to your local broadcast issue, passed on to them blended in the
transmitter, tell them right there how it class instruction.
works. I used to do that for a 15-day GOLOMB: Thank you. I think Gay-
period, taking the students in different types lord has a comment ..
of places and the reaction you get is reallyHU :Le'seIaprtymc
amplitermotion anderwall tht,ll the in favor of describing to the futureampli nd theylaont now fl inat ordte employee, the relationships between him
equations, adtedo'knwiinrer and TRW. Raul already does this to a
to transmit from here to a hundred mile large extent. Raul mentioned another rela-
range you need W, KW, MW. But once tosi ewe h nvriyadids
they see that this sort of thing is going to tiy.nshileen thmeouivewriy an indus-
be used in the future, they will concentrate try. he cnsoe isgoing in icoo nd

aoenlernante forthdamngs I ot taking courses. This worked well for me.
see any atraiefrtelannofhe I worked all through graduate school and I
fundamentals. You can call it engineering, was able to apply what I learned in the
So basically what I'm trying to say is that university very quickly to my work, and
finally today's students are tomorrow's sys- atraeym okpoie ewt

temsengneer, nt toay' sysems framework to what I was supposed to beengineers. Who is then going to contribute learning. It was a very, very good environ-
from the universities? Obviously faculty ment. I think the combination is very
members with good and wide backgrounds impotnt and it is a good relationship
can carry out (this task) by interacting with between the university and industry. I
the industry and passing on their personal think that sometimes when students go
experiences as part of their lectures 'traight through the university with no work
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experience, they don't get as valuable
experience as if they had traded off a little
bit between work and school. USC already
does this to a large extent so I don't know
whether there's something that I can add to
your environment, but I think it is a very
important one. This combination of work-
ing and going to school in some sense
satisfies my thing about senior problems
because you're already in industry and
you're seeing these things happen. You're
learning system engineering and you're
finding out the courses which will be most
valuable to you. In my first job at Hughes,
I was a circuit designer and that was all
fine except I didn't know how to make cir-
cuits stable because I hadn't taken any con-
trol theory. So control theory was one of
the first courses I took at SC to find out
how to make these circuits stable. I learned
a lot that way.

GOLOMB: Are there any other com-
ments? Maybe I'll turn it back to Bob ..

SCHOLTZ: I think at this point I
can only thank everyone who stuck this out
to the bitter end. We were really pleased to
have you here, I hope you enjoyed your-
selves, and I'd like to assure you that I
hope that you'll all be at the next workshop
that CSI sponsors, and we're very happy to
have you. Thank you very much and the
meeting is adjourned. [APPLAUSE]
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